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SUMMARY 

The system of racial exclusion practiced by the previous 

government ensured that, at Independence. the majority of the 

population had had 1 ittle opportunity to partidpate in 

entrepreneurial activity. Although the racial restrictions were 

formally removed, economic policy and the dominance of the 

established enterprises have continued to restrict the emergence 

and growth of small-scale enterprises. In terms of overall 

numbers, a recent survey estimates that the small-scale sector in 

Zimbabwe is larger than is commonly assumed (845 000 enterprises 

offedng some degree of employment to 1,6 million people), but 

closer examination of the data reveals that most of those 

enterprises are home-based activities ~hrough which an attempt is 

made to supp 1 emP.nt incomes. Th;s is more a reflection of the 

failure of the economy as a whole to provide adequate employment 

opportunities than an indication of a viable small-scale sector. 

When examining the prospects o~ a category of small-scale 

enterprise that is ~lightly larger and better placed to gro~. it 

is clear that this category has been prejudiced by past economic 

policies which have expHcitly given privileged access to key 

resources (particularly foreign currency) to established 

enterprises, as well as by a panoply of restrictive regulations. 

With the decision of Government to embark on a comprehensive 

Economic Reform Programme, embracing monetary and fiscal 

policies, trade liberalization, deregulation and a "social 

dimensions of adjustment" component, many· of the restrictions 

that have impinged on the small-scale sector, including access to 

imports, are due 1:0 be progressively eliminated over the period 

of implementation of the pr~gramme (1991-1995). 

Under this programme, the small-scale sector will assume 

increasing importance, particularly in terms of employment 

provision, as tne initial employment impact of the rrogramme is 

expected to be negative (puhlic serv;ce retrenchment~ and loss of 

jobs in the private sector as uncompetitive firms are forced to 

close down). Although the removal of restrictions and opening up 

of imports should be positive for the small-scale sector, the 

reduction in demand for the sorts of goods and services it 

commonly produces, the sharp rise ;n the nrice of inputs, the 
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tightening of credit markets and increased pressure of 

competition from new entrants, established industry and from 
imports, are all counter-vailing factors arising from the 

Economic Reform Progra111111e. 

In order to assist the smal 1-scale sector to make the most of 

emerging opportunities, and minimize the negative factors, the 

strategy that is recommended in the report (Chapter 13) covers 

~he following elements: 

(1) Articulation of a clear policy stance on SSEs 

(2) Stimulation of demand for products of SSE 

(3) Elimination of unnecessary regulatory impediments too 
SSE development 

(4) Simplification of company 
concessions for SSEs 

registration and tax 

(5) Improvement in information, extension and referral 
services and the provision of training 

(6) Provision of resources for financing of SSEs 

(7) Facilitation of investment by SSEs 

(8) Provision of infrastructure for SSEs 

(9) Support for SSE operating in particular sectors 

(10) Special consideration for the needs of women 

(11) Co-ordination and institutional support to SSEs 

Suggestions are made (in Chapter 14) about the content of the 

policy statement. Although taking account of issues pertain;ng 

to the Economic Reform Programme period, the policy statement is 

to stand over the longer term. The elements suggested for the 

policy statement are as follows: 

• demand sti•ulation (macro-economic policy, parastatal 
reform, sub-contracting, tendering, creation of 
competitive businP.ss environment); 

• regulatory environment (zoning and licensing, building 
codes, Factories and Works Act, road transport permits, 
existing urban transport monopoly, agricultural 
marketing regulations); 
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* company reg i strati on 
registration and tax 
extension of growth 
centres); 

and taxation Cs imp 1 i f i ed co11pany 
incentives for small enterprises, 

point incentives to all rural 

* infor•ation. referral, training and extension 
(augmentation of existing facilities, greater use of 
referral between agencies with different 
specializations, education activities to cater for 
longer-term entrepreneurial development); 

* finance (provision of funds so that small-scale is not 
prejudiced by credit squeeze, support to existing 
finance institutions, encouragement to others to start, 
possibility of savings institutions becoming involved 
in financing SSEs); 

* investment, techno 1 ogy and capita 1 goods (phasing of 
trade liberalization to favour the small-scale sector, 
foreign currency fund or 1 i ne of credit to finance 
imports during transitional period, development and 
dissemination of technology for SSEs); 

* growth points and decentralization (growth point 
development teams, public works programme); 

* urban work spaces (combined with training, extension 
and technology transfer). 

* sector specif-ic interventions (support by the relevant 
Government Ministries and parastatals); 

* co-ordination and institutional support (formation of a 
Small Scale Industries Facilitation Unit to work on 
po 1 icy formation and information sharing between 
support agencies inside and outside of Government). 

Overall institutional responsibility within Government for small

scale enterprises rests with the Ministry of Industry and 
Co111Rerce. Other key ministries identified in Chapter 14 are the 
Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development, the 

Ministry of Labour, Manpower Planning and Social Welfare, which 

is to administer the Social Development Fund, the Ministry of 

Local Government, Rural and Urban Development, the Ministry of 

Energy and Transport and the newly constituted Ministry of 

National Affairs, E19Ployment Creation and Cooperatives. 

Complementing existing activit;es by other agencies, a UNIDO 
Sma 11 Sea 1 e Industry Project is proposed in Chapter 15. The 

establishment of the S•all Scale Industries Facilitation Unit, 

alluded to above, would be a central component, but the project 

would also establish a Refinance Facility based on blocked and 

surplus funds to improve the availability of funds for SSE 
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financing at reasonable rates of interest. assist government and 

local authorities in identifying sites and support services for 

Enterprise Development Zones appropriate for SSEs, and promote an 

Advisory Facility to provide technical and managerial counselling 

to SSE entrepreneurs. 

Some of the other projects identified follow from the UNIDO 

project: for example, other agencies are expected to finance 

Enterprise Development Zones at particular locations and/or 

focussing on particular sectors (such as metalwork, clothing, 

foodstuffs, agro-industries, woodwork or leather work) once the 

UNIOO project has elaborated a project document and demonstrated 

viability. Other projects under consideration include the 

promotion of sub-contracting, the use of existing technical and 

vocational training institutions to augment training for small

scale entrepreneurs, a publicity and information campaign, and a 

project to develop rural women-dominated SSEs, concentrating 

mainly, but not exclusively, on agro-processing activities. 
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SUPPORT TO SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES & 
ENHANCEMENT OF INDIGENOUS OWNERSHIP 

PART A - CONTEXT AND APPROACH 

CHAPTER 1: ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

1.1 STRUCTURE OF THE ECONOMY AT INDEPENDENCE 

At its Independence in 1980, Zimbabwe emerged from a bitter war 

of 1 iberation. International support for the struggle had been 

given through the imposition of economic sanctions after the 

Unilateral Declaration of Independence by the minority government 

in 1965. Somewhat i roni ca 11 y. the po 1i ci es which were put in 

place to cope with sanctions resulted in considerable 

diversification of economic activities, enhancement of skills and 

industrial deepening, at least in the mainstream of the economy. 

The most important policy instrument adopted was a comprehensive 

foreign exchange allocation mechanism. This was used to ensure 

that the country di·d not run into balance-of-payments problems 

(the scope for international borrowing being extremely limited), 

while at the same time allowing the manufacturing sector to 

develop under comprehensive protection. The forced re-investment 

of profits by multi-nationals aided the rapid growth that took 

place up to 1974. Thereafter, the combination of the effects of 

the oil shock and intensification of the liberation struggle, 

particularly with a new front being opened after the Frelimo 

government came to power in 

decline, forcing the regime 

settlement. 

Mozambique. led to stagnation and 

to negotiate the Lancaster House 

At Independence, on paper the structure of the economy was 

relatively diversified and robust. The agricultural sector was 

strong, providing food self-sufficiency and major crops for 

export. The mining sector was also important as a foreign 

currency earner, whi 1 e the share of the other major productive 

sector, manufacturing, was over 25% of GOP, a figure often taken 

as a benchmark for being 'industrialized'. These sectors 

contributed to the diversification and hence relative robustness 
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of exports; Table 1.1 g;ves the structure of trade in 1984, when 

the post-sanctions adjustments had been made' . 

Underlying the macro-econom;c statistics, however, the structure 

of the economy exh;b;ted deep 

;nequ;Hes in the ownership of 

problems. Bes;des the gross 

assets, which are presented in 

Section 2. 1 be 1 ow, i nequa 1 i ty of income was such that average 

white income was over 10 times average black income in the formal 

sector, and about 25 ti mes that of fami 1 i es in the communal 

areas. In such c;rcumstances, structural change was a political 

necessity, but the ;nward-looking and import dependent character 

of the economy implied that severe balance-of-payments problems 

would emerge as soon as a strategy for growth or structural 

change was introduced. 

TABLE 1.1: STRUCTURE OF FOREIGN TRADE IN 1984 

Exports 

AGRICULTURE 

Tobacco 
Cotton 
Sugar 
Coffee & Tea 
Meat & Hides 
Other agric 

MINING 

Gold 
Asbestos 
Nickel 
Copper 
Coal & Coke 
Other Mining 

INDUSTRY 

Ferro-Alloys 
Iron & Steel 
Textiles 
Chemicals 
Machinery & Equip 
Other Manufactures 

s 
41,0 

20, 1 
8,2 
3,9 
3,8 
3,5 
0,5 

26,9 

11. 2 
:>. 2 
4,4 
3,0 
1 • 1 
2,0 

32,1 

10,8 
4,0 
3,5 
1. 8 
1. 5 

10,5 

!•ports 

AGRICULTURE 

MINING 

INDUSTRY 

Machinery & Equip 
Energy (oil+elec) 
Chemicals 
Consumer Goods 
Metal Goods 
Textiles, Paper 
Cable, Tools, Spares 
Iron & Steel 
Other Intermediates 

Source: First Five Year National Development Plan, p 8. 

1 Furth•r d•tetle ebout the ••nufacturtno eector er~ gtven In Appendt• tt. 

2 

7,9 

11 5 

90,6 

27. 1 
20,9 
16,8 
8. 1 
4,8 
4,7 
4,0 
3,4 
0,8 



1.2 POST-INDEPENDENCE POLICIES AND PERFORMANCE 

E111erging from a period of serious economic disruptions and deep 

social inequalities, the new Government sought to ensure the 

stability necessary for economic gro~th while at the same ti me 

articulating structural 1 economic 

with the attainment of equity. 

and soci a 1 changes consistent 

To address the imbalances, 

particularly in the ownership structure of the country's wealth, 

the Government opted for a socialist orientation. The main 

elements of the previous government's policies were adopted, 

thereby ensuring a smooth and undisrupted transition, but were 

re-interpreted to be consistent with the new ideology. In 

particular, the foreign currency allocation system was embraced 

as a mechanism to control investment and orient the production 

structure to better serve the needs of the mass of the 

population. 

In the first two years of Independence. which coincided with the 

removal of trade sanctions and very favourable weather 

conditions, the economy experienced high rates of growth (11% and 

10% respectively). Thereafter, however, a combination of 

drought, adverse world economic conditions. and domestic economic 

policy which emphasized expansion of social services, and more 

generally of government, at the expense of productive investment, 

led to low or even negative rates of GDP growth being registered. 

Balance-of-paymem:s probleins developed from 1983, and were 

controlled by suppressing imports through the allocation 

mechanism, while introducing a range of export incentives, which, 

however, had little iMpact on improving the supply of foreign 

currency. As a result, overal 1 the annual average GDP growth 

during the 1980s was less than 3% pa, resulting in stagnant or 

declining GDP per capita. 

Although the econo~ic policy of the new government was not 

active 1 y antagonistic to capita 1 i st deve 1 opment, it was assumed 
' by the pr1vate sect~r to be so. The close working relationship 

between government 'and industry, that had been part of the 

explanation of the ~uccess of industrialisation under sanctions, 

ceased to exist. 'Various measures were taken to redress the 

gross inequaHties i,n the ownership of assets, but these were not 

implemented with sufficient vigour to significantly change the 
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situation that was described at Independence (this is discussed 
;n more deta;1 in Chapter 2). 

1.3 ECONOMIC REFORM PROGRAMME 

The decision of the Zimbabwe Government to undertake a 

comprehensive Economic Reform Programme [ERP] over the period 

1991-1995, marks an important turning point in the country's 

economic policy-making. The ERP covers all of the •ain elements 

of structural adjust11ent programmes deregulation, trade 

liberalization, 11acro-econ<-:iic stabilization, and a 'social 

dimensions' element to ease hardships on the population - but the 

ter• 'economic reform' is preferred by Government to 'structural 

adjustment' because of the inherently negative connotations of 

the latter, especially in Africa. 

Unlike most other African countries, which embarked on structural 

adjustment in situations of extreme economic crisis where no 

other alternatives were perceived to exist, the Zimbabwe economy 

was in relatively good shape. The diversification of productive 

activities and of exports had continued over the first decade of 

Independence, there was a tolerably low level of inflation and a 

manageab 1 e foreign debt. However, foreign currency shortages, 

reflecting inadequate export performance in relation to an import 

dependent economy, remained a persi ster.t brake on development. 

No other African countries could during the 1980s boast that they 

were net importers of 

the same time that 

th rough dome st; ca 11 y 

food only in severe drought years, while at 

96% of private co"sumption was satisfied 

produced goods and services (albeit that 

these had an ind;rect import content, bringing the total import 

content of private consumption to around 20~)2. 

The 1 ack-1 ustre growth performance of the economy had 1 ed to a 

rapidly exploding problem of under- and un-employment. Following 
the success in expanding health and education facilities after 

Independence, Government was clearly alarmed not ju~t at the 

numbers of people involved, but the polit;cal significance of the 

unemployed being increasingly well-educated and articulate. In 

~ C.1cu1et~d from Zt..:on•u1t tnput-output teb1e: rtr•t Ftve Yeer Nettone1 0.VP1op11tet1t Plen, 
p 54. 
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numerical terms, in recent years only about 35 000 new jobs have 

become available in the formal sector3, while school-leavers have 

numbered as least 200 000. 

The root cause of this poor performance was the decline in 

investment, particularly productive investment. Whereas 

investment was around 25'1. of GDP in the early 1970s during the 

growth peak of the UDI period. it had declined before 

Independence. picked up and declined again to less than 20'1. of 

GDP by the mid-1980s, with a continuing decline in private sector 

investment { 12"' of GDP in 1985, 8'1. of GDP in 1987 ) 4 • The 

situation had 1nitially been contained through expansion of 

Govern•ent (directly through providing so•e with jobs and 

indirectly through expanded services), but the high budget 

deficit could only be financed in a non-inflationary way through 

the banking system re-cycling the surpluses of the productive 

sector. These surp 1 uses shou 1 d have been put into investment. 

but went instead into financing the deficit. 

The main reason for.the lack of productive investment was lack of 

access to the foreign currency needed for i111Ported machinery and 

equipment. Much of the capital stock is aged beyond the point 

where it is economic to •aintain it; to compete 

markets, extensive re-equipping has become necessary. 

in export 

Some of 

the other main reasons for low investment revolve around the web 

of bureaucratic procedures that have come to dominate the time of 

entrepreneurs and managers. 

The strategy that Government has developed to increase investment 

and hence growth and ellJ)loyment is to borrow the foreign currency 

needed for investment, red•Jce the bureaucratic requi reinents for 

investment and the conduct of business, reduce the budget deficit 

to inake 'room' for an investment boom, while at the same time 

increasing incentives to export. In practice, failure to reduce 

the budget deficit quickly enough has put pressure on the money 

market, and other problems in the implementation of the Economic 

Reform Prograinme have been massively compounded by the very 

severe drought being experienced in 1992. Not only has this had 

3 CSO Ou•rt•r1y ot,,.st of St•tt•ttcs, Table 5. 
• 11.,,,•bw•: A Fr•,,.wor* for EcOlfOlll#c R•for• <•••t-95), p 2; t5' flour• quot.cf th~r• for Grcr In 

•ld·t910• does not tie up wtth t•ble of Mey .. crOf!COflomfc Jndlc•tor• followtno p 27. 
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a atarked negative effect on the agricultural sector, the •acro

economic effects of reduced exports and increased i-.ports and of 

power rationing because of a lack of water at: the Kariba 

hydroelectric power station, as well as the overall reduction of 

domestic purchasing oower have given rise to a severe econo•i c 

depression. 

The i111111ediat:e prospects for an investment-led recovery have thus 

disappeared. Export perfor•ance and investment to sustain it 

have to be put back on track as soon as possible, because the 

success or otherwise of the programme ultimately will hinge on 

whether the export response is adequate and sustainable, enabling 

repayment of the borrowed funds and a diminution of the foreign 

currency shortage which in the past has been the major constraint 

on growth and develop•ent. 

Deregulation, reduction in the size of the civil service and 

reform of parastata 1 s to make the• •ore business-oriented are 

relatively uncontroversial. What had been more of a stuabl ing 

b 1 ock in the debate preceding the for•u 1 at ion of the over a 11 

economic refor• progra .. e, was the issue of trade liberalization. 

To an extent, trade liberalization is a logical and necessary 

COllPOnent of deregulation, because the rationale for many of the 

bureaucratic interventions which are now recognized as ini11ical 

to growth (such as price control) can be traced back to the 

foreign currency allocation syste11. However, trade 

liberalization has also to be considered in the context of 

industrialisation, including its impact on small-scale 

industries. The key question relates is whether trade 

liberaHzation will destroy what had been achieved under the 

protection of the foreign cur·rency al location syste•, or whether 

an opening up to international competition is now necessary to 

further the process of industrialisation and overcome the 

underlying balance-of-payments constraint which has depressed 

growth during the 1980s. 

Considering that tight protection has been in ~lace at least 

s i nee i nternat i ona 1 sanctions were imposed against Rhodesia i n 

1965, time is clearly needed for econom;c agents to adjust. 

Nonetheless, many consider the 4-year timetable for full trade 

liberalization to be over-ambitious, particularly when account is 
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taken of present ir.frastructural bottlenecks {water supply to key 

cities; electricity, teleco .. unications and transport nationally) 

and a shortage of skills, likely to be exacerbated in future by a 

significant "brain drain" to a post-apartheid South Africa. If 

the pace of trade li~ ~alization is forced, gratuitous de

industriaHsation in sectors which have not had sufficient time 

to •odernize, invest and strea•line could well be the result. At 

the same time, if the productive sectors fail to respond rapidly 

enough in ter•s of exports, investment and new jobs, the whole 

pro~ranne will be in jeopardy and the social costs will be very 

high. 

For the small-scale entrepreneur, full trade liberalization will 

111ean access {albeit at higher pos~-devaluation prices) to the 

imported machinery, spare par~s and raw materials that have 

previously been 110nop0Hzed by the established fir•s which were 

a 1 ready inc 1 uded in the foreign currency a 11 ocat ion syste•. It 

will also, however, 111ean iower demand as incomes fall, at least 

in the short run, and greater competition no only from domestic 

suppliers, but fro•. imports ~f f i na 1 products fro111 the rest of 

the worlds. 

1.4 ROLE OF SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES 

The foreign currency allocation system which, as a 1 ready 

explained, was the linchpin of economic policy before and after 

Independence, constituted a strong bias against new entrants, 

including small-scale industries. Project applications were 

approved in cases where existing enterprises in the sector in 

question were incapable of adequately supplying the domestic 

market, or where projects were export oriented. Once approved, 

enterprises would be put into the system for the allocation of 

foreign currency for imported inputs on a recurrent basis. 

Attempting to ensure that investments will be put to good use by 

being supplied with the necessary inputs is a responsible policy, 

but it had the consequence of all-but excluding small enterprises 

from sectors requiring imported inputs, unless they were 

sufficiently estabHshed and well-organized to put up a formal 

S Th••~ Issues •r• dtwcussed further In Ch•pter 13. 
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project application and hdve it accepted by the authorities. 

Those sma 11 enterprises that emerged without such forma 1 status 

were usually dependent on others for their supplies of imported 

raw materials, and thus faced both higher prices and greater 

insecurity and variability in supply than their established 

counterparts. 

The removal of racial restrictions at Independence was an 

important step in opening up opportunities for the establishment 

of businesses, but in addition to the foreign currency allocation 

system, other forms of regulation were maintained and in several 

cases came to be more stringently applied than had been the case 

before Independence. As a result, entrepreneur~ have been 

subject to a panoply of national and local government 

requirements and regulations which have made it difficult to 

start and to operate s111al1-scale enterprises (the detans are 

spelt out in Chapter 7). 

In particular, the physica~ planning (zoning) restrictions have 

resulted in SSEs hJlving limited visibility in the cities and 

towns of Zimbabwe. Conventional wisdom has been that Zimbabwe's 

development has resulted in an economy where the total dominance 

of large-scale industry has prevented the small-scale sector from 

assuming its expected role. This picture is belied by recent 

research which shows that micro and small-scale enterprises 

[MSEs]. the majority of which are located in the home rather than 

in zoned commercial or industrial areas, are as numerous as in 

other countries of the region (details are given in Chapter 4). 

The study suggests that as many as 25% of the adult population 

are involved in MSEs in Zimbabwe, most being involved on a full

time year-round basis. Yet the contribution from such 

enterprises to househo 1 d income ; s re 1 at; ve 1 y modest, with on 1 y 

just over half of the MSE households reporting that the 

enterprises provided more than half of household income. The 

picture that emerges is less one of success of the MSE sector as 

one of failure in the broader economy to provide adequate levels 

of employment and income. To a significant extent, the MSEs are 

a residual sector through which those without employment or other 

means of support attempt to supplement their income, often 
' 

working very 1 ong hours, for 1 ow returns. There are, however, 
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some MSE enterprises which are dynamic, and it is these which are 

to be identified and supported. 

With the unfolding of the Economic Reform Programme, the initial 

impact on formal employment is acknowledged to be negative. 

According to the official Government document, about 20 000 

employees in businesses unable to withstand internal competition 

may lose their jobs. Ten thousand ci vn servants and 2 000 

parastatal employees will be retrenched. As of August 1992 1 the 

official figures for retrenchment were 6 664 (2 660 in the public 

service and 4 004 in -the private sector), although the true 

figures are believed to be much higher'. Through the Social 

DeveloP111ent Fund, which is being set up under the Ministry of 

Labour, Manpower Planning and Social Welfare to implement the 

Social Dimensions of Adjustment Programme, those retrenched as 

we 11 as others who are not in emp 1 oyment for whatever reasons, 

are to be assisted to create their own employment through 

starting small-scale enterprises, although the adequacy of 

financing for this purpose is unclear (this is discussed further 

in Section 13.2). 

The failure of the formal economy to expand employment 

opportunities at an adequate pace. the negative short-term 

prospects from the ERP and the inability of the traditional 

recourse (subsistence agriculture in the communal areas) to 

remain the provider of last resort due to increased population 

pressures and environmental degradation, has generated a certain 

euphoria about sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises, the only immediate hope 

for redressing unemployment. Undoubtedly, SSEs will have a 

critical role to play in providing employment, particularly in 

the next decade as new opportunities arise in an environment that 

is less antagonistic than before to small e~terprises (see 

-~hapter 13 for the Potential Role of SSE under the ERP), but too 

much should not be expected and other priority areas should not 

be neglected just because SSE development is presently in vogue. 

,There are several related 

'Firstly, the assumption 

reasons why caution is in order. 

that sma1 i-sca1e enterprises are 

' .. ln·· ,.,•~""': f1011re!- """ fr'Olll d r'eoly '" Parll•111~nt I>>' IJeoutv M1111::;trr Ch1t .. urr 111cru1:., ~ 

August 1992). with thu add1t1onMI lllOACt of the Gr'oupht, Pr'1v•t~ ••etor ,..t,.enen•ents •us; 

b• •uch higher (reported to I>• over 4 ODO JUSt fr'Olll the lowveld •ue•,. ••t•tes). 
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necessarily more labour intensive and consistently more 

tech~:cally efficient in the use of resources than their larger 
coun~erparts has not been borne out by empirical investigation in 
other developing countries'. In the transitional period in 
Zimbabwe, where the existing productive structure is the base of 

the ~conomy, the promotion of 

defensible goal, provided this 

strengthening the SSE sector. 

1arge-sca1 e enterprises remains a 

does not impinge on the scope for 

The eventual aim is to ensure that 
prices come to reflect relative scarcities of resources; provided 

then that there are checks on monopolies I firms of a 11 Sizes 

should be able to enter markets and compete. 

Secondly, whi 1 e the potential for SSE development in a country 

like Zimbabwe, where SSEs have been consciously stifled for so 

long, is immense, a realistic appraisal of the skills base, level 

of entrepreneurial development and availability of support 

services suggests that the rate of growth of the SSE sector is 
unlikely to be spectacular. It will probably be decades before 
the full potential of SSEs is realized, a factor to be borne in 
mind when consi deri pg policy measures. Whi 1 e there is obvious 

need for expanded extension, training, and financial services for 

the present generation of SSEs, it is also important to initiate 

programmes with much longer time horizons, such as the 

introduction of entrepreneurship courses into s~hool curricula. 

Finally, prospects for SSE in the rural areas, where the majority 

of the people reside, will remain limited without firm commitment 
to land reform and rural development in all its dimensions. 
Mobilizing the massive resources required for this will depend on 

the political commitment emerging to extract resources from 

growth in the formal sector for use in the rural areas. 

Provision of an adequate level of infrastructure and the 

st1mulation of the rural economy so as to provide the income for 

demand to be effective will immensely improve prospects for SSE, 

while the expansion in turn of the range, size and sophistication 

of the SSE sector could have an important role in sustcrdning 

rural growth. 

1 lee little (1197) "5-•ll M•nuf•cturtng Enterprl•e• tn Developing Countrt••" World Bnnk 
Econ0111lc Review, Volu .. 1, Nullber 2. Dtstorttons In the econOlllY ~rob•bly h•ve 1110re do wtth 
expl•tnlng •uch outcCH11•• th•n th•t entrepreneur• •re using re•ource• trr•tlon•lly, 
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CHAPTER 2: THE ISSUE OF INOIGENISATION 

2.1 INDIGENISATI0N ~SA NAT!ONAL ISSUE 

Situat~on at Independence 

The origins of the Liberation War lay in the system of racially 

differentiated access to economic resources that the Rhodesian 

government had entrenched. Through curtailment of political 

rights and limited educational opportunities, as well as through 

the enactment of specific items of discriminatory legislation, 

blacks were denied access to a wide range of professional and 

techni ca 1 jobs in both the pub 1 i c and private sectors of the 

economy. Entrepreneurship amongst blacks was tolerated only in a 

sma 11 number of specific areas, such as 1 ong-di stance buses and 

rural trading stores. 

As a result, at Independence the productive forces of the 

economy, outside of the lO\"! productivity 'communal areas', were 

in the hands of the st:ate (about 1 ~). white and, to a 1 esser 

extent, Asian. citizens (28"'), or were owned by foreign interests 

(56%). based predominantly in the UK or South Africa. Black 

participation in the economy was limited to wage labour, 

subsistence agri cu 1 tu re in the communa 1 areas (accounting for 

about 5% of GOP), the circumscribed petty entrepreneurial 

activities described above and a range of micro-scale 'informal' 

activities (together probably less than 1% of GOP}. These 

existed as a livelihood of last resort: for the unemployed in the 

urban areas, but were subject to stringent control by the 

authoritiess. 

Actions by the Independence Government 

While bemoaning the gross inequalities in ownership of the means 

of production, the new Government did not introduce a 

comprehensive programme to change this situation. Such a 

programme would have involved direct pro111otion of black 

entrepreneurs in the private sector. A modest start was made 

through setting up the Small Enterprises Development Corporation 

8 Fioure• inferred fr0f8 C Ston ... n and A O•v1•• "The Economy: An Overv1ew" 1n Ston ... n (ed) 

"Zi....,.bwe'I Inheritance", College Pr••• and M9C91t11an, Harare, 1911, P 118. 
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[SEDCO], which became operational in 1984, but this was 

undcrcapi tali zed and was not ab 1 e to service more than a sma 11 

proportion of its poten~ial clientele (see Section 9.3). The 

other deve i opmen~ finance 1 nst i tut 1 on wn 1 ch was ~stab 1 i shea by 

Government (the Zimbabwe Development Bank, operational from 1986) 

in practice concentrated on supporting existing enterprises. 

Rather than attempting directly to change the composition of 

ownership, the emphasis instead was on changing the rac1ai 

balance within existing structures. The Prime Minister's 

Directive of 1982 required an affirmative action programme within 

the civil service and parastatals. The racial balance in the 

senior management of some private companies was changed when 

Government acquired majority shareholdings (typically through 

buying out South African interests in those companies). 

Government, although constrained by the provisions of the 

constitution negotiated at Lancaster House, introduced a land 

resettlement programme. 

Unemployed ex-combatants and others were encouraged to join 

together to form co-operatives. Some assistance was given by 

Government and NGOs to the co-operatives, but with few exceptions 

these were not well financed, members were not equipped with 

adequate technical and managerial skills, and the socio-economic 

context was not conducive to furthering the idea 1 s of the co

operative movement. Many co-operators came to fee 1 that they 

were being marginalised in a structure where it was legally 

pe:missible for them to earn below statutory minimum wages. Some 

of the co-operatives were part of the resettlement programme (the 

so-called 'Model B' schemes); the failure rate of these was 

particularly discouraging as they wiped out the productivity of 

what had formerly been some of the best commercial farms, 

implying a high opportunity cost for the country in foregone 

production of food and crops for export. 

The other resettlelt'ent models tended to be more successful, but 

the extent of the programme hardly made a dent on the over a 11 
' 

ownership structure of the economy. Only 52 POO families have 

been resettled over a 10 year period out of over 1 million 

families residing in the overcrowded commun,a 1 ,areas. This 

i nvo 1 ved about 3, 2 mi 11 ion hectares. Current' proposa 1 s are to 
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resettle an additional 110 000 families on up to 5 million of the 

14 mi 11 ion hectares st i 11 under the control of the 1 arge-sca le 

commercial farming sectors. 

Government recognizes that the pace of devel~pment of indigenous 

business has been very modest in relation to the need to redress 

past imbalances. Changing the pattern of ownership of the 

economy remains a key goa 1 • as is made cl ear in the President's 

Foreword to the Second Five Year National Development Plan. 

Parliamentary Select Committee on Indigenisation of the Economy 

The Parliament of Zimbabwe has al so voiced concerns about the 

slow progress in indigenisation, and in April 1991 set up a 

Select Committee to 1 ook into a 11 aspects of i ndi geni sati on of 

the economy. in particular the adequacy of necessary and 

supportive legislation. The Committee took oral and written 

evidence from a · 1 arge number of i ndi vi dua 1 s and organizations, 

visiting the eight provinces to do so. 

The Committee's First Interim Report was presented to Parliament 

in March 1992. The main issues it deals with are access to land 

and the problems arising from the present tenurial system; 

problems within the agricultural sector; the indigenisation of 

professional and engineering services; the taxation system; and 

the need for affirmative action. Besides calling on Government 

to formulate a "definite and decisive policy on the 

indigenisation of the economy"10
1 some of main specific 

recommendations of the Committee were as follows: 

* that title deeds be allowed in rural and communal 
areas, and that all means be pursued to simplify 
surveying requirements and overcome the shortage of 
survey~rs which operationally prevents title deeds trom 
being issued in practice; 

* that the Constitution be amended to remove the 
constraints on significant land reform; Governmer.t 
should at the same time ensure better infrastructural 
fac i 1 it i es for indigenous producers and bet:ter access 
to services such as extension and credit; 

t F1gures frOfll the ERP dOCument z;...,,.,,.: A Fr•--.,ork for Econ1M11c Refor• (tllt-95), p 17. 
10 Parli-nt of Ztllbabwe "First Jnter1• Aeoort of the Select C-ntee on the lnd1gen1ution of 

the EconOllV", Harare, llll•~ch 1912, page 22. 
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* that Government should seek to build up local 
consultancy services; 

* that the tax authorities should educate the public 
about the tax system and the1r obligat1ons within it, 
decentral1ze their operations, introduce a special tax 
regime to assist indigenous business persons (discussed 
in Section 14.4), replace sales tax with a value added 
tax and encourage indigenous entrepreneurs to register 
their business concerns; 

* that Government should strengthen the financial 
institutions offering credit to SSEs, give affirmative 
action oreferences to indigenous firms bidding for 
Government tenders, and enact l egi s 1 at ion to restrict 
and control monopolies. 

The ~ork of the Committee has given an opportunity for 

individuals and organizations to express their views on critical 

national issues, and has contributed to the quality of debate in 

Parliament. The most definitive step taken by Parliament during 

the period fo 11 owing the pub 1 i cation of the co .. i ttee' s interim 

Report was the passage of the Land Acquisition Bill. Many of the 

other issues raised in the co ... ittee's reco-.endations were 

already under active consideration by Government, but new urgency 

has been given through the activities of the co-ittee and the 

associated publicity. 

2.2 INDIGENISATION AND SSE 

Formatjon of IBDC 

In view of the mounting unemployment crisis in the late 1980s and 

the impending structural adjustment programme, a group of 

prominent b 1 ack businessmen held a series of meetings with the 

President to discuss the role of indigenous business in Zimbabwe. 

This initiative resulted in the formation in December 1990 of the 

Indjgenous Busjness Deve1opment Centre [IBDC]. It was partly 

through pressure from IBDC that Parliament set up the Select 

Committee on Indigenisation of the Economy in April 1991. In 

June 1991, IBDC held its first National Congress, which was 

enthusiastically supported by its membership. The Congress was 

opened by the President, addressed by four senior government 

ministers, the Governor of the Reserve Bank and distinguished 

speakers from abroad. 
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At the time of the Congress, the organization described itself as 

fol lows: 

IBDC 1 s a grassroots organization founded by Afr1 can 
bus1ness men and women to address the needs and 
aspirations of indigenous business people. Indigenous 
ingenuity and initiative in the mpnufacturing, mining, 
agricultural, and co .. ercial sectors have been 
frustrated by the lack of access to finance, 
technology, skills and inputs. IBDC's progra .. e of 
action ca 11 s on the government to adopt a para 11 el 
employ•ent-driven business development progra .. e, which 
seeks to enhance the level of indigenous partic1pation 
in the econo•y through the promotion and support: of 
small and llediv• sized businesses. 

The programme of action that: is referred to above identifies the 

avai labi 1 it:y and cost of finance, the lack of land and basic 

uti 1i ti es and the regulatory environment as the aajor problems 

facing the SSE sector. Drawing an ana 1 ogy with the 

institutionalized support that exists for small-scale 

agriculture, IBDC proposes the establishment: of institutions to 

assist in financing SSEs, identifying business opportunities, 

providing extension and advisory services and securing markets. 

Institutions to control or remove inonopolies and restrictive 

business practices amongst established enterprises are aiso 

proposed by IBDC (more detail is given in Section 10.1). 

Sma11-sca1e Enterprises 

One of the criticisms that has been levelled at the IBDC is that 

the "indigenous", taken to mean "black", focus is regressive, 

harking back to the pre-independence era when economic and social 

issues were defined in racial terms. The IBDC response is that 

the objective is the promotion of Zimbabwean e;iterprise, 

irrespective of colour, but with emphasis on those who have not 

before had a chance to participate fully in the economy but are 

now starting out. The IBDC focus is thus on the promotion of 

small-scale enterprise. 

The recent and comprehensive survey of mi cr·o- and sma 11-sea1 e 

enterprises by GEMINI, included a question about the ethnic 
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category of the proprietor' 1 • 

Table 2.1 below. 

The resul~s are presented in 

TABLE 2.i: ETHNIC CATEGORY OF PROPRIETORS OF SSEs 

Percentage 

Black Zimbabwean 
White Zimbabwean 
Indian 
ChineseiKorean 
White South African 
Other Af h can 
Other 

Hqee 8aset/ 
Urban Rural 

97,7 98,5 
1I4 I 0 

I 0 I 0 

1 9 11 5 
.o 

Outsjde HQM 
Urban Rural 

92,1 
3,9 
1. 5 

• 1 
• 1 

1. 5 
.a 

96,2 
1 I 7 

,4 

1. 2 
,5 

Weighted 
Total 

97,5 
,9 
,2 
.o 
,0 

1'3 
I 1 

Note: - indicates no cases, while ,094 indicates less than 0,1, 

Source: Zimconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

Table 2.1 shows that black Zimbabweans are the proprietors in 

over 97'1. of the SSEs surveyed overall. This proportion is lower 

in the SSEs located outside the hoae, but even in the urban 

areas, black Zimbabweans are proprietors in over 921r. of cases. 

It is interesting to note that "Other Afhcan" ownership is as 

large as ownership by minority Zimbabwean groups. 

From the above, it is clear that the IBDC focus on the promotion 

of s•all-scale enterprise implies concentrating al11<>st 

exclusively on a black Zimbabwean clientele. In this report, a 

siini lar approach is adopted. Measures to sti11ulate SSEs in 

Zi•babwe will inevitably enhance the indigenisation of the 

econo•y. Thus, while the issue of indigenisation is touched upon 

; n various pl aces in the report. the report concentrates on 

strategies to promote SSEs. The specific ineasures and policies 

which are reco111111ended relate to SSEs development, and thus 

implicitly rather than explicitly to the enhancement of 

indigenisation. 

11 Tiie sut'vey 1 • •'ft'O"t ed 1 " d.t a 1 1 1" Cllmpt .,. • . 
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CHAPTER 3: DEFINI'flo.5 ANO APPl<OACH 

3.1 DEFINITIONS 

Micro, S.a11, Mediu• and Large Enterprises 

The Terms of Reference for this study (see Appendix 1) on 

"Support to 5-all-Scale Industries and Enhancement of Indigenous 

Ownership" do not provide a definition of "small-scale 

industries" or of "indigenous ownership". The intention of the 

TOR would not appear to be restrictive, but rather to have the 

study cover a very wide spectrum of enterprises (whether or not 

"industrial"). particularly when dealing with the issue of 

indigenisation, with a focus, however, on small and micro 

enterprises, particularly those located in the rural areas1
2. 

Due to the paucity and poor quality of financial data such as 

capital invested. or turnover, the llOSt practical definition of 

enterprise size would be in ten1s of employ11ent. The following 

definitions are proposed, with the number employed including 

working proprietor(s): 

micro enterprise: less than 5 employed 

small-scale enterprise: between 5 and 10 employed 

medium-scale enterprise: between 10 and 50 employed 

large-scale enterprise: over 50 employed 

In the GEMINI study which is discussed in detail in the next 

chapter, a comprehensive survey of all enterprises with less than 

50 employees was carried out. By the above definitions, the 

overwhelming majority (96,5~) were micro-enterprises, 2,3% small

scale and 1,2~ medium scale. If weight of numbers is anything to 

go by, the emphasis in this study should clearly be on micro-

enterprises. 

However, as is argued in several places in the report, the 

preponderance of micro-enterprises is largely a reflection of the 

inability of the economy to provlde satisfactory employment 

12 Th18 focu• ••• for•allv recorded In a fax dated 5 .. rch 11t92 fr0ta M• Cvnth'• Walker of UNJDO, 

vtenna. 
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elsewhere. Most of the micro-enterprises have little prospect of 

becoming more than a residual employer at a low level of inco•e. 

Fro• a policy viewpoint, the saall- to •ediu•-scale enterprises, 

together with the more dynarni c micro enterprises, must be the 

focus of attention. 

In this report, the category of enterprise being referred tn is 

often left deliberately a•biguous. This is in part because the 

employment distinction is not altogether satisfactory. For 

exaaple, in Chapter 9, on Financial Institutions. it is the size 

of the project and the loan or equity contribution that is of 

relevance and this may be poorly correlated with the number 

employed in the enterprise. Definitions are particularly blurred 

in that chapter. because the financial institutions often cater 

for a very wide range. An "eaergent" entrepreneur. an expression 

usua 11 y taken to •ean that he or she is b 1 ack and going into 

business for the first time. may be included in the saall 

business portfo l"i o of a bank, even if the 1 oan runs into 

millions. At the sa•e tiae. there may be individual clients with 

very s11al1 overdraft facilities, who are also part of the small 

business portfolio. 

Abbreviations 

Where the specification is deliberately i•precise. the 

abbreviation SSE is used to refer primarily to s11all-scale, but 

may a 1 so inc 1 ude some micro and medi u111-sca le enterprises. SSI 

{small-scale industry) is used when the reference applies only to 

manufacturing industries. As the GEMINI survey specifically 

looked at micro and small-scale enterprises. the abbreviation MSE 

is used in Chapter 4, even though, as indicated above. there are 

a very small number of medium enterprises in the sample. In some 

Qt her p 1 aces. where the emphas 1 s is on sma 11- and 11edi u•-sca 1 e 

enterprises, the abbreviation SME is used. These abbreviations 

are now common 1 y used in the 1 i terature on s11a 11-sca 1 e 

enterprises, and should not cause undue confusion. 

"Informa 1 Sector" 

The term "i nforma 1 sector" was coined by a 1972 I LO Mission to 

Kenya to highlight an important set of activities th~t were 
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"largely ignored, rarely supported, often regulated and sometimes 

actively discouraged by the Govern•ent"'l. These activities were 

characterized by ease of entry, reliance on indigenous resources. 

famlly ownership of enterprises, small-scale of operat~on. 

labour-intensive and adaptive technology. skills acquired outside 

of the formal school system and unregulated and competitive 

•arkets. 

Since that ti•e. the ter• has co11e to be widely used. even though 

"the informal sector is a collection of econo•ic activities which 

defies a precise and universally acceptable definition". This 

last: comment: is from the World Bank report on "The Informal 

Sector in Zimbabwe: the Role of Wo•en" [p 1). It goes on to say 

that a number of ; ndi cators are usua 11 y used to arrive at a 

country-specific definition. "Among the indicators are: size of 

operation (turnover) 1 number of persons engaged (mostly self

emp 1 oyed) , capita 1 investment, nature of eap 1 oyment status and 

inco•e source, zero tax liability and legal status. But even 

here. the dividing line between formal and informal is 

essentially arbitrary and wherever 'it falls on the continuum of 

economic activity it leaves a grey area at the boundary". 

The position adopted in this report is that the search for ~n 

adequate definition is bound to be a problematic exercise because 

the concept of the "informal sector" as an independent 3r.alytic 

category is itself flawed. This is because the "informal sector" 

'is structurally linked to the mainstream economy and arises fro~ 

the logic of capitalist development. In this context. the 

"informal sector" can be seen to serve a functional role vis-a

vis the modern sector in reducing the urban/rural income 

different i a 1 necessary to prompt migration, adding another 

dimension to the 1 abour reserve or welfare role provided by the 

subsistence sector that helps to keep down wages, and in 

producing certain goods and services used as inputs in the modern 

sector at 1 ower cost. As the deve 1 opment of the "informal 

sector" cannot thus be ana 1 yt i ca 11 y separated from that of the 

economy as a whole, the term is best avoided. 

l3 Ouoted '" G 11e1er (t97&) "Leed1n9 l••u•• 1n Develop91ent Ec:oncM11cs", Oxford un1vers•ty Press, 

p 215., 
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3.2 STUDY APPROACH 

Sources 0£ Information 

G1 ven that there has al ready been a cons1 derabl e amount of work 

done on s•a l l -sca 1 e ent:erpr; ses ; n Z; .t>abwe (see Appendix 2 for 

Bibliography; , the approach agreed with UNI DO to fu l fi 11 i ng the 

broad requirements of the TOR was to draw on existing sources and 

work-in-progress by other agencies, as well as to undertake 

specific pieces of research as part of this st:udy. In 

particular, it was agreed that the requirement in an earlier 

version of the TOR for a major survey to be undertaken be dropped 

in v1 ew of the major survey undertaken in 1991 by GEMINI (see 

Chapter 4) . Another import.ant exercise being undertaken at t.he 

time that this study was starting was the sub-sector study int.o 

the "Small-Scale Metal Working/Light Engineering Industries 'in 

Zillbabwe" by Benson Zwizwa1 and John Powell for the Intermediate 

Technology Group (ITOG Zimbabwe). 

Report Outline 

Part 8, entitled "Role and Status of SSE and Constraints on 

Oeve 1 opment", starts in Chaoter 4 w1 th a summary of the GEMINI 

report, plus additional information arising fro• further analysis 

of the survey data, and a comparison with soine of the other 

surveys that exist. Chapters 5 and 6 then prov1 de su-ari es of 

sub-sector studies of agro-based and urbao industries 

respectively, drawing tog~ther co1111on themes to deduce promising 

areas in which to concentrate support act. i vi ti es. Chapter 7, 

drawing on the sub-sector studies and other work, summarizes the 

major constraints which SSEs as a whole face. 

Part C is devoted to the institutional support. structure for SSE 

that presently exists, and formulating reco"""endations on how it 

might be expanded and strengthened. Government., financial 

institutions, business organization and non-government 

organizations [NGOs) are the main categories of support 

institutions analysed, each in a separate chapter. Some overall 

conclusions and recommendations on support institution5 are given 

'in Chapter 12. 
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Part O dea 1 s with the prospects for SSE and the recownended 

strategy for support, as well as specific suggestions on policy 

and projects. This part starts with Chapter 13, which covers the 

potential role of SSE under the Economic Reform Programme [ERP]: 

the importance of SSE as a residua 1 provider of emp 1 oy•ent, the 

positive and negative influences on SSE arising from different 

elements of the ERP, and a suggested strategy to enhance the 

prospects for SSE in the face of conflicting pressures and 

challenges. 

Sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises are by their nature heterogeneous and 

disparate14 , and policies. projects and strategies for the 

promotion of SSEs and the enhancement of indigenisation have to 

be multi-faceted, with cros~-cutting institutional 

responsibility. Chapter 14 attempts to pull together the factors 

identified in ear 1 i er sections to present suggestions to 

Government for a comprghensive policy position on small-scale 

enterprises, together with a listing of specific actions required 

of Govern•ent mini st ri es to ensure the po H cy is put in p 1 ace. 

Chapter 15 summarizes existing projects, as well as the results 

of the UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Progra111111ing Mission, and ideas 

for projects that would be complementary and supplementary to the 

multi-faceted project identified for UNIDO support. 

Chapter 16 presents a brief conclusion to the study. 

Finally, 

The substantive parts of the report (Part B on the SSE and 

constraints and Part C on support institutions) are intended to 

stand re 1 at i ve 1 y independent 1 y of one another. Si mi 1ar1 y, key 

chapters, such as Chapters 5 and 6 on agro-i ndustri es and urban 

'industries respectively, are wri·tten to be more-or-less self

conta i ned. The imp 1 i cation for the report as a who 1 e is that 

there is a degree of duplication between the different sections. 

Sub-contractors 

The idea of 1 nvoi vi ng sub-contractors in p 1 uggi ng some of the 

gaps in available information of SSEs was to ~ncorporate a broad 

cross-section of Zimbabwean researchers in carrying out the work, 

1ncluding those who are working directly with the SSEs 

14 s Mc>yo (1991) '" "S..11 and lled1...-SC.I• Enterpr1••• '" Z1111>.alloM: A Conceptual Fr.-.work" 

att9t9Pt• to ~•loP • cl•••tftcatton. 
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themselves. It is more typjcal in studies of this kind for such 

agencies to supply the information to the researchers, but 

inevitably this is done in a rather superficial manner with the 

agency giving up some time but getting very little back. In this 

case, various rounds of discussions were held with sub

contractors. including the provision of detailed comments on 

initial drafts by the Team Leader. Fruitful discussions have led 

to significant improvements being made to the reports. A 

workshop to discuss the draft report with sub-contractors and 

athe!" researchers was held on 8 Apri 1 1992. To the extent that 

the insights gained from these interactions feed into the work 

with the SSEs, the study has had an important impact beyond that 

directly associated with the study report. 

Team Composjtjon 

Zimconsult's role was to take overall responsibiHty for the 

study, to recrui~ and supervise the sub-contractors. and to carry 

out substantive work on the impact of the Economic Reform 

Programme on SSE development 1 on whether new opportunities for 

sub-contracting between large and small enterprises can be opened 

up, and on the current state of financial support mechanisms for 

SSEs (Or Peter Robinson - Team Leader- and Dr Daniel Ndlela). 

While the work of the sub-contractors has been integrated into 

the text of the main report, their papers have genera 11 y b~en 

made available as a separate volume of appendices. The order of 

appendices follows the contents of the' main report. Palmer 

Associates were commissioned to analyse survey results from 

Mutare, Masvingo and Gweru, as cities of that size had not been 

included in the GEMINI su~vey; subsequently, a more detailed 

paper on the physical planning and related constraints was also 

reQuested (Ross Palmer). 

In respect of sub-sectoral studies, the work of the Department of 

Agricultural Economics at the University of Zimbabwe on the 

impHcations of grain market reform was summarized and focussed 

more specifically on the implications for SSE development by 

Soloman Chigume. ITDG were also asked to write on the prospects 

for agro-industr1es under structural adjustment, based on ITDG 

experience of pro)ects in this area (Stephen Chipika). A study 
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of the small-scale clothing manufacturing industry was 

connnissioned from IMAN! Development (Gloria Mkombachoto and 

Richard Hess). A paper on the small-scale mining was requested 

from ITDG, which is one of the few agencies that has been active 

in that field (Norma Maponga and Ebby Dengu). 

APTECH was commissioned to write on tech no l ogi cal issues in the 

promotion of small-scale industries; this paper cross-cuts 

various sub-sectors as well as addressing various institutional 

issues (Brian Jones, Nikki Davidson and Gudula Kaiser Hancock). 

The appendix on sub-cont~acting does likewise (Daniel Ndlela). 

There are also papers dealing directly with support to SSEs: an 

overview paper of ITDG activities in Zimbabwe (Ismael Sunga and 

Ebby Dengu) and an analysis of IBDC's membership, their needs and 

the initial approach to setting up an advisory and extension 

service (Doris Mugwara and Nkosolati Sibanda). Discussions have 

also been held wi~h ENDA, particularly during a visit to the ENDA 

small-scale artisan project located in the Green Market in Mutare 

(Charles Gore, presently chairing the Small-Scale Enterprise 

Advisory Group). Work was also carried out on SEDCO (John Gusha, 

Development Business Consultants) and on NGOs (Thandiwe Henson, 

IMAGO). 
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SUPPORT TO SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES & 
ENHANCEMENT OF INDIGENOUS OWNERSHIP 

PART B - ROLE & STATUS OF SSE & CONSTRAINTS ON 
QEVELOPMENT 

CHAPTER 4: OVERALL SIZE AND ROLE OF SSE 

4.1 SIZE ANO CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALL-SCALE SECTOR 

GEMINI Survey 

Alt.hough some survey work has been done in the past, the most 

comprehensive survey in terms of numbers of enterprises covered 

and geographical spread was that carried out recently by Michigan 

State University under the auspices of the GEMINI Progrannne 

(Growth and Equity through Mi croenterpri se Investments and 

Institutions). The survey team visited just under 15 000 

households, shops and industries, identifying some 5 575 primary 

enterprises and 1 194 secondary enterprises {located on the same 

premises). A subset of the main sample (422 out of 5 575 

enterprises) were given a more detailed questionnaire. A further 

1 101 proprietors of enterprises that have closed were 

interviewed about the reasons for closure. 

With any enterprise of less than 50 employees being included, the 

coverage was of both micro- and small-scale enterprises [MSEsJ, 

with most of the micro enterprises being based in the home. The 

coverage was nation-wide, with the survey organized to cover 

systematically the following strata: 

Urban 

High Density Areas 
Low Density Areas 
Commercial Districts 
Industrial Areas 

Rural 

District Councils 
Rural Councils 
Smaller Towns 
Growth Points 

In order to extrapolate the results to estimate the number of 

enterprises in Zimbabwe as a whole, the proportions of MSEs ; n 

each stratum were combined with the corresponding population 

figures projected from the 1982 census. While there is reason to 

Quest 1 on whether the sample areas chosen are represent.at i ve of 

the stratum as a whole (especially in the case of such highly 

non-homogeneous strata as growth points}, the methodo 1 ogy would 
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appear to be sound. In the co111111ercial districts and industrial 

areas, blocks were chosen for enumeration from maps and the 

assumption made that the sample was representative and 

constituted 8% of the national total . It 1 s unfortunate that 

data did not permit this to be done more precise 1 y, as it is 

enterprises in these strata which are the most viable and dynamic 

and hence potentially most important in the strategy for 

development of the sector. 

Main Results of GEMINI Survey 

The resu 1 ts of the survey are documented in "Micro and Sma 11 

Scale Enterprises in Zimbabwe: Results of a Country-Wide Survey" 

by Michael A McPherson. So•e of the main points that are 

particuldrly relevant to this paper are given below (others were 

mentioned in Sections 1.4 and 2.1); readers are referred to 

McPherson (1991), and the papers from the workshop held to 

discuss the report on 16 January 1992, for further detail. The 

questions in the main questionnaire concentrated on the 

characteristics of the proprietor, the employment structure of 

the MSE, backward and forward linkages, sources of finance, 

employmEnt growth since MSE started; no attempt was made to 

collect financial information such as turnover, income, or 

capital invested. The supplementary questionnaire explored some 

of the issues in more detail, loo~ing particularly at periods of 

growth and associated problems. 

On the size of the MSE sector, the extrapolated survey results 

indicate that there are over 845 000 MSEs in Zimbabwe, providing 

a significant degree of employment to just under 1,6 million 

people. This figure may be compared with total formal employment 

of about 1,2 million in 1991; this is for all sectors including 

agriculture, which was excluded from the GEMINI survey (CSO 

Quarterly Digest of Statistics, Table 5). 

A large proportion (70%) of the enterprises were found to be in 

manufacturing, with a relatively small proportion in trade and 

services. Most were one proprietor operations (70%' this 

accounts, 

employment 

and 57% of 

in part, for the low average size as measLr~~ by 

of 1,8 workers. Women account for 67% of proprietors 

the MSE labour force. The average ages of proprietors 
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were 36 (women) and 42 (men). Most had only pr;mary school;ng or 

less (60%); less than 25% had undergone some form of training. 

Over two thirds of the MS Es were 1 n the rura 1 areas; 

surpris;ngly, urban f;rms were no larger than rural firms. 

Relative to their populations, the growth points ;n rural areas 

were found to have a disproportionately high number. of MSEs. The 

overwhelming majority of MSEs had been financed through own 

resources (savings). Only 10% had had credit from fam;ly or 

fr;ends, 0,3% from moneylenders and a mere 1,1% from formal 

credit institutions. 

Most MSEs shrank or remained stagnant (80%), but those that did 

grow (measured in terms of employment growth) grew fast (at over 

40% pa) . The fast growing sectors were food, beverages and 

tobacco; paper, printing and publishing; chemicals and plastics; 

wholesale trade; and services. Slow growing were textiles; 

clnthing; leather; wood and wood products; restaurants, hotels 

and bars. Except for food beverages and tobacco, the fast 

growing sectors were ma 1 e dominated. The sectors demi nated by 

men are a 1 so characterized by having stronger forward 1 i nkages, 

h;gher employment and a higher proport;on of household income 

being supplied by the MSE. 

Amongst the MSEs which had disappeared. the main reasons were 

shortages or expense of raw materi a 1 s, 1 ack of working capital , 

shortfalls in demand or fierce competit;on and varicus personal 

reasons. These factors are similar to the problem areas 

ident;f;ed by MSEs still in business: 

(1) market problems 

(2) finance problems 

(3) stock or raw material problems 

(4) tools or machinery problems. 

The 1egai and regulatory environment was seldom identified as the 

cause of an enterprise closing or as a major problem area for 

MSEs in operation (only 4% of proprietors identified this as the 

primary cons~raint). This finding is surprising given the 

extensive panoply of regulations that a MSE in Zimbabwe has to 
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face. The explanation given is that 11 if th-e environ11ent has been 

harsh for an extended period, entreprene~rs take it as given and 

do not consciously consider it as a problem111 s. Immediate 

problems, such as 1nput supply difficulties, are then not traced 

back to regu 1 at ions. a 1 though these are often the basic causa 1 

factors. Another explanation may be that MSEs succeed in side-

stepping many of the regulations. In consequence. the fact that 

regulations are not perceived to be a major issue should not be 

taken as a reason not to proceed with deregulation, wMch from 

other points of view is urgently needed as one component of 

inducing growth in the MSE sector. 

4.2 DISTINGUISHING MSEs BY LOCATION INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE HOME 

Reasons For Some of the "Surprises" in the GEMINI Report 

As mentioned in Sectinn 1.4 1 it has been conventional wisdom that 

the institutionalized dominance of large-scale industry in 

Zimbabwe has prevented the small-scale sector from assuming its 

expected role. Casual observation suggests this to be true. as 

SSEs are not very visible. The large number of MSEs calculated 

from the GEMINI study results, with densities comparable to other 

countries surveyed in Africa, suggests that the lack of 

visibility may be more a reflection of strictly applieo zoning 

regu 1 at ions than of an underdeve 1 oped MSE sector 1 at 1 east in 

terms of numbers of MSEs. 

Over 75% of MSEs were found to be located in the home. In the 

urban areas, 40% of the home-based MSEs were involved in 

crocheting and knitting, while in the rural areas the same 

activities plus grass weaving and beer brewing accounted for 

over 50% of activities. As all of these activities are 

cl assi fi ed as "manufacturing", the dominance of househo 1 d-based 

MSEs concentrated in these areas accounts for some of the 

"surprising" aspects of the GEMINI report, in particular the 

apparent size of the MSE sector and its concentration in 

manufacturing. 

15 Mel',,ers'>n (1991!, ''MH:,.o and S.all Seale Ente,.pr1ses '" l1•t>abwe: Results of a Count,.y-W;de 

SU,.Vf!V", p 27. 
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W1thout seeking to detract from that picture, from a pol1cy point 

of view it is difficult to target support programmes to the large 

number of home-based enterprises lnvolved ln knitting, 

crocheting, grass weaving and beer brewing whlch will result in a 

significant improvement. in performance and incomes. The 

prominence of these activities are due to the low barriers to 

entry, as skill and capital requirements are minimal (this is 

less true of beer brewing, but in Zimbabwe this is more of social 

activity than a serious enterprise se~ Section 5.1). As 

pointed out by Mead at the workshop to discuss the GEMINI 

results, "people go into these lines, even if incomes are 

relatively low and declining, because they can find nothing 

better to do". 

McPherson's report on :the GEMINI survey adopts "Urban" and 

"Rural" as the principal stratification for his analysis. For 

the purposes of this study, it is useful to further sub-di vi de 

the data to distinguish home-based MSEs from those located 

outside the home. Only 7,6% of the total sample were located in 

commercial districts, the remainder of the approximately 25~ 

located outside the home being in traditional markets, operating 

from the roadside or in a "mobi 1 e" category. The non-home based 

MSEs thus still reflect a very mixed group of enterprises, but it 

would be expected that the more dynamic MSEs which might respond 

to deregulation and promotion policies would be more likely to be 

in this group than in the home-based MSE group. 

The remainder of this section presents results from the survey 

when the data is further sub-divided into home-based and outside 

the home MSEs. Zimconsult would like to express its appreciation 

to the GEMINI study sponsors, USA ID, and to Mike McPherson and 

Don Mead for making the full data set of the survey freely 

available, and to UNIDO for supplying the necessary software 

(SPSS). This made it possible for analysis of the data to extend 

beyond the tables presented in the report by Mike McPherson. All 

the tables of this chapter are a result of further analysis of 

the GEMINI data and represent a comprehensive 11 state of the art 11 

2nalysis ~f quantitative information on SSE in Zimbabwe. 
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Activities 

The fact that the manufacturing activities are concentrated in 

m1cro-enterprises based tn homes is clearly shown by the 

di saggregat.ed figures in Table 4. 1 . MSEs outside t.he ho•e are 

predominantly engaged in ~rading activities with only 29t. (in 

urban areas) and J&li (in rural areas) involved in •anufacturing. 

It is the numerical dominance of the home-based industries that 

1 eads to a weighted average of 70.. manufacturing for SSEs as a 

who 1 e. The proportion of MS Es 1 ocated outside the home engaged 

in services is only 12-1s-.; a somewhat higher proportion might 

have been expected in that category. 

TABLE 4.1: DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITIES AT AGGREGATED LEVEL 

Percentage t:J.ome aa:u:.ct Qut~ j ae. t:J.otne Weighted 
Urban Rural Urban Rural Total 

Manufacturing 741' 831' 291' 361' 10-. 
(including repairs) 
Trade 201' 10% 591' 49% 221' 
{including vending) 
Services 6'll 7% 12"! 15% 8% 
{inc construction) 

Source: Zimconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

Table 4.2 gives information about the distribution of activities. 

In the survey, 81 

digit ISIC level 

different activities were identified at the 4 

{34 30 in 

wholesale anQ retail 

in manufacturing, e in repairs, 

trade and various kinds of vending, 10 in 

services, plus construction} 1 '. The first: two columns of the 

tab1e give frequencies {in %} for only those activities in the 

category indicated (urban or rura 1 combined with home-based or 

outs1 de the home} where the incidence was greater than 5% (the 

urban and rural "total" column gives the weighted average for 

each activity, including low incidences not shown in the table). 

!tis interesting to note that out of 81 possibilities. at an 

incidence level of 5% only between 3 and 5 activities are 

1dentified in each category. Activities that are prominent for 

both home-based or outside-the-home MSEs are even fewer ln 

~II s .. vf!nty per' cent ~t enterp,. 1 ~•s r:over'ed by GEMINI fe 11 1 nto the cate9or'1 es of .. , n 1 nter'ttst 

to UNIDO (ISJC 31 to J~). 
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number, ;nclud;ng only kn1t·t1ng and vend;ng fan1 products for 

urban MSEs and grass/cane works for rural MSEs. Pro•inent 

act;vities that are common to urban and rural are indicated by an 

asterisk; 

products. 

these are crocheting, knitting and vending farm 

The table also su .. arizes data about the sample size and 

est'imated total nu•ber of MSEs in £ach category. These figures 

indicate that the urban MSE category, particularly those located 

outside the ho•e, were sampled at 3 higher proportion than rural 

MSEs. 

TABLE 4.2: SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITIES AT ISIC 4 LEVEL 

Sector (jncjdence >SS) URBAN URBAN 
(Percentage) Ho•e-Based 0/5 Ho.e Wt Av 

Dress•aking 
Tailoring 

*Crochetint 
*Knitting 
*Vending Farm Products 
Vending Garments 

6,6 
11, 2 

17,5 
23,2 
8,5 

(5 act) 

67,0 

6,2 
21,6 
12,5 

(3 act) 

40,3 

5,7 
9,8 

14, 1 
19,6 
, 1 • 3 
5,7 

(6 act) 

66,2 
==========================================:=================== 
Sample size (th) 
Estimated total SSEs (th) 

Sector (incidence >5%) 
(Percentage) 

Beer Brew'ing 
*Knittin~ 
*Crocheti,ng 
Grass/C~ne Works 

. ConstruGti on 
•vending ,Farm Products 
Grocery, 
Genera 1 , o~a l er 

2,5 
211,9 

, '2 
58,0 

RURAL 
Home-Based 0/5 Ho•e 

, , '2 
11 • 1 
8,2 
21,9 

(4 act) 

13 1, 
8,2 

20,6 
6,6 
7,0 

(5 act) 

3,8 
270,4 

RURAL 
Wt Av 

8,5 
8,7 

6,5 
19,8 
5,4 
7,8 
1. 8 
2,3 

(8 act) 

-------------------------------------------------------------' 

Total -,ma1or activities 52,4 55,5 60,8 
=======~========~============================================= 

' 

Sample size (th) 
Estimat~d total SSEs (th) 

j • 1 
437,3 

0,7 
136, 8 

Source:, Zimconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 
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Eap1o>-.rent, Gender and Growth 

Figure 4. 1 shows the size di stri but ion, measured in terms of 

e•pl oyment, for the 4 categor; es of MSEs defined by urban-rura 1 

and location inside-outside home. As expected, the graphs 

clearly show that home-based MSEs tend to be much s•al ler in 

terms of employment than those outside the home. The means g;ven 

'in Table 4.3 shows that proprietors and family members ..lccount 

for most of the employment created; it is only urban outside-the

home MSEs that are creating much e•ployment for outsiders. 

TABLE 4.3: EMPLOYMENT, GENDER AND GROWTH 

Nu•ber or $ tJ.0111e fla~fl.d Qu. t ~,i Q.e, HQ.f!JJl Weighted 
Urban Rural Urban Rural Average 

No proprietors & 1'3 1'5 1 '7 1'9 1 • 5 
family employed 
No paid workers 0. 1 0. 1 1. 6 0,6 0,3 

Total employment 1. 4 1. 6 3,3 2,5 1,8 
================================~======================== 
of which 
No women 1, 0 1 • 1 1. 2 0,9 1 • 1 

Av age of enterprise 6,3 9,5 6,6 9,2 8,5 
Growth Rate (av annual) 7'l.i S'll 1 S'l.i 13% 7% 

Source: z;mconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

It is also quite clear from the table that women are dominant in 

the home based MSEs (around 70" of total employment), but account 

for only a quarter to third of employment in the outside-the-home 

MSEs. Growth rates in the home based category are much 1 ower 

than MSEs located outs'i de the home. This is hardly surprising, 

though, as it is employment growth rates that are be;ng measured 

and the home-based activities do not lend themselves to 

employment growth, nor would there be the space to accommoaate 

more workers. 

Table 4. 4 gives a more detailed breakdown of growth rates of 

enterprises located outside the home {the order follows the 

ISIC 4 classification). Only instances of growth rates greater 

than 30% pa are recorded. The most dynamic activit;es have 

clearly been the urban-based ones involving the application of 

relatively sophisticated skills (printing, plastics, 

blacksmithing, dry cleaning). In the rural outside-the-home 
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category the only activity to stand out is "Art/Artifact 

Products". 

TABLE 4.4: GROWTH RATES OF MSEs LOCATED OUTSIDE THE HOME 

Sector (incidence >20S p.a.) URBAN RURAL AV (WT) 

Butchery 3~ 2&4 
Baking 23' 23 .. 
Other food processing 7~ 73 .. 
Other Textiles 8~ 8,. 
Sawmilling so .. so .. 
Coal/Wood Production 17'4 1.,.. 
Furniture Making 62 .. 13 .. 
Printing Work 186' 106% 
Plastic Work 169% 16911(. 
Blacksmithing 125% 11% 
Ti ns•i thing 3S.. 35% 
Other Metalworking 160% 160% 
Jewelry Work 35% 24 .. 
Art/Artifact Products 15~ 34 .. 
All other manufacturing 32'1i 20% 

Electrical Repair 50 .. 40 .. 
*Other Repairs 40% 36' 39% 

Construction 36'1i 16% 

Wholesale 47% 18'lt 
Vending Garments 41'4 18'lt 
Grocery 33'4 33% 

*Retailing Food 56% 30'4 42% 
Bottle Store 58% 27% 

*Stationers/Bookstore 17% 38 .. 52% 
Retail Hardware 36% 24% 

*Other Retailing 32% 23'4 29'lt 

Bar/Pub 47% 0% 
Dry Cleaning 87'4 87'lt 

*Other Services 70% 24'4 34% 

Av - ALL activities o/s home 15% 13% 14% 
=========~==================================================== 

Source: Zimconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

Sources of Finance 

Table 4. 5 gives a breakdown of the sources of finance of the 

different categories of MSEs. It stands out clearly from the 

figures that almost all financing of MSEs is from own resources 

or loans from family and friends. Savings are thus a crucial 

determinant of financing of small enterprises. Bank financing 1s 
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zero for rura 1 home-based MSEs, and negligible for other 

categories. Even 1 n the case of urban outs 1 de-the-ha.e MSEs, 

only 3,~ ever rece"ived a loan froa a bank. 

TABLE 4.5: SOURCES OF FINANCE 

Percentage 

Never received loans 
Loans friends/fa•"ily 

Sub-total 

Loans fro• •oneylender 
Loans fro• bank 
Loans from elsewhere 

Sub-total 

HQM Basect 
Urban Rural 

84,3 
14,5 

98,8 

0,4 
0,3 
0,6 

1. 2 

91,7 
7,6 

99,3 

0 I 1 

0,5 

0,7 

Outsjde Ho.e 
Urban Rural 

86.7 
8 1 1 

94,8 

1I0 
3,6 
0,6 

5,2 

88,2 
9,4 

97,6 

0,5 
0,6 
1. 2 

2,4 

Weighted 
Total 

88,9 
9,7 

98,6 

0,3 
0,4 
0,7 

1I4 

No~e: - indicates no cases; sub-totals reflect rounding. 

Source: Zi11eonsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

Prob1e• Areas 

The problems taced by MSEs are analysed through the supplementary 

questionnaire, rather than the main questionnaire. The samp 1 e 

size is thus •uch s•aller and the distribution of activities and 

other important attributes are different to the •ain sample. Out 

of a total of 423 supplementary questionnaire cases, 149 MSEs 

were located outside the home (91 in urban and 58 in rural 

areas). Of the 149 cases, only 20-25~ had experienced periods of 

rapid growth, and no proble•s identified as having being 

experienced during the growth phase stand out' 7 . 

Data about the main problems experienced by MSEs located outside 

the home when they were started and the principal current 

problems are given in Table 4.6. The data refer only to 

enterprises reporting problems, and no weighting has been 

introduced. 

Limiting attention to problems which at least 10~ of MSEs in the 

two categories reported, 1 t wou 1 d appear that 1 ack of finance 

(investment and operating funds), lack of demand (for the quality 

' 1 There .. re Ollly t7 N&Es (13 ul"Oan anc: 4 rural) .,..,ch reported prool ... dur1no 9rowth. 
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of items being produced) and unavailability of raw materials are 

the principal problems that are being faced by MSEs located 

outside the home. While it is interesting that other proble•s 

surveyed by GEMINI. s~ch as eQuipment problems, transport, 

skills, infrastructure and regulatory restrictions were not 

i dent i fi ed by a si gni fi cant proportion of respondents as being 

iaajor issues, this may in part be due to the nature of the survey 

and the way the questions were asked. The sub-sector studies in 

Chapters 5 and 6 do indicate that some of these other factors are 

major problem areas for s•all-scale enterprises in those sectors. 

TABLE 4.6: PROBLEMS AT START-UP ANO PRESENTLY (MSEs OUTSIDE HOME) 

(Prob le• reported .itac:t-wz Pc.fl.~IUZt 
by >10S of MSEsJ Urban Rural Urban Rural 

Lack of investment funds 14 .. 121(, 14 .. 
Lack of operating funds 211)(, 121(, 

Not enough customers 1~ 1n. 10 .. 1411. 

Raw materials unavailable 10 .. 14 .. 1311. 161ri 

No. MSEs reporting proble•s 77 42 82 49 

Source: Zimconsult analysis of GEMINI survey data. 

4.3 RESULTS FROM OTHER SURVEYS 

Several other surveys of micro and sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises have 

been carried out in Zimbabwe (see Bibliography in Appendix 2 for 

a detailed list}. All have had a different focus and approach, 

and a more H mi ted coverage than the GEMINI survey. but have 

generally gone into considerably more detail on some of the major 

issues. Only a selection of these studies can be mentioned here; 

results that are of background interest to the present study are 

highlighted. 

In view of the fact that the GEMINI survey did not cov~r any of 

highly urbanized centres outside of Harare, Chitungwiza and 

Bulawayo, an analysis of data pertaining to 349 small-scale 

enterprises in Mutare, Masvingo and Gweru was commissioned a.s 

part of this study (see paper by Palmer Associates in Appendix 

4). The data had been r.~llected during the preparatory work for 
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masterplan studies in these three centres, but had not previously 

been collated and analysed in a form suitable for comparison with 

the GEMINI results. 

What stands out fro• the Palmer study is that the critical 

shortage of acconnnodat ion for SS Es i s a major con st ra int on the 

expansion and, perhaps more importantly, implicitly on the 

establishment of SSEs. The zoning authorities try to prevent 

businesses from operating from resident'ial areas, but there are 

few sui tab 1 e and affordable alternatives for SSEs. The l oca 1 

authorities have responded with some solutions which have proved 

successful (the "Green Market" in Mutare, the Kubatana Centre in 

Masvingo and a zone where mixed land-uses are tolerated in 

Gweru), but there is need for massive expansion of such 

'initiatives. In the short-run, 'if SS Es are to prosper and their 

numbers grow to absorb people not able to find employment 

elsewhere, the authorities will have to take a more construct'ive 

approach to SSEs operating from residential areas. 

The survey of rural industries by Helmsing (1987) covered 197 

households having non-agricultural enterprises. An attempt was 

made to obtain information about assets and income, as we 11 as 

the sort of indicators covered by GEMINI. Helmsing observes that 

non-agricultural ent ~prises are to some extent a partial 

alternative to labour migration. The majority of en-terpri ses 

surveyed were undertaken by women, and most were household-based. 

Skills and finance were identified as the main barriers to entry. 

Although less important than agriculture, the enterprises were 

usually a significant source of income for the family. 

Demand fluctuations arising from good or poor agricultural 

seasons were identified as being important. To the surprise of 

the interviewers, a cl ear business awareness was found amongst 

the respondents (as reflected in matters such as pricing). 

However, the enterprises were observed to be highly 1oca1 i zed 

with few linkages, thus "one cannot expect large ripple or 

multiple effects to emanate from a rural industry promotion 

pol icy" 1 a. 

11 a Hel••1n9 (1187), "Non-1.9r1cultur•l Enterprt•e• '" tn~ C01919Un•I L•nos of Z111t>•~: 
Preli•1n•ry Results of a Survey" AUP 0Cc•s1on•l P•per No 10. p1a. 
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A survey carried out uy ENDA in late 1989, is reported in the 

1990 World Bank report by Saito on "The Informal Sector 1n 

Zimbabwe: the Role of Women". Sites in Harare, Masvingo and 

Murewa (a rura 1 growth point) were selected and 225 1 ntervi ews 

«ith women involved mainly in productive informal activities 

carried out. 

The report includes notes on some of the major activities in 

which women are involved (baking bread, beer brewing, catering 

and grain milling). Many of the points raised in the ENDA survey 

are substantiated by the GEMINI results, and need not be 

repeated. With respect to incomes, for the Harare respondents 

average monthly revenue was estimated at $940, with net income 

after expenses being an average of $243 per month. This compares 

with the minimum monthly wage at the time of $116 for domestic 

servica, the lowest rung on the formal employment ladder1
9. 

Out of the constraints which the survey identified, inadequate 

access to credit, training and marketing and problems stemming 

from the regulatory environment were pinpointed as priority areas 

for action20. 

!9 As noted 1n the introductory pa9es, "$" throu9hout refers to the Z1•Dat>we doll•r. Our1n9 

the first half of 1992, the exchan9e rate w1th the Un1ted States doll•r has Deen 

approx1•atefy LS5 ~ USS1. 
20 K S•1to (19901, "The Infor•al Sector 1n Zi.t>abwe: The Role of wa.en", world Bank, P 27. 



CHAPTER 5: AGRO-INDUSTRIES SUB-SECTOR STUDIES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The d; scussi on on the sma 11-sca le agro-i ndustri es presented in 

this chapter is based on a number of detailed studies by 

Zimbabwean based organizations and fieldwork interviews carried 

out by the team. The data on Grain Milling sub-sector is largely 

based on stud;es carried at the Department of Agricultural 

Economics, University of Zimbabwe [Appendix 6 by Soloman Chigume 

refers]. So•e detailed work on oil pressing has been undertaken 

by development organizations such as !TOG, Aptech and ENDA. In 

connection with this project a study has been carried out on oil 

pressing by ITDG2 1 • ZERO has also recently carried out rural 

fieldwork-based studies on breadmaking. brickmaking and beer 

brewing industries22. 

The dominant sma~l-scale rural industry sub-sectors presented in 

the chapter are grain milling 1 oil pressing 1 bread baking and 

bri ckmaki ng. The raw materials for grain mi 11 i ng, oil pressing 

and beer brewing are obtained from the agricultural sector, 

except in an excessive drought periods 1 i ke the current one. 

Normally half of the wheat is also sourced from local agriculture 

while the other half is imported. Rural bri ckmaki ng is not an 

agro-industry, but since it is mainly connected with agricuitural 

activities, it is discussed in this chapter. 

The other not ab 1 e sma 11-sea1 e rura 1 industry is beer bre.,,r; ng. 

This is a seven-day brew opaque which has traditionally been 

regarded as an acceptable social and symbolic drink during 

rituals and festive occasions. It is usually a part-time 

activity conducted once or twice a month. Recent studies by the 

Zimbabwe Environmental Research Organ;zation [ZERO] on sr .. .Jll

scale brewing industries in Zimbabwe2 3 have, however, found that 

beer brewing was not one of the most attractive income

generating ventures for aspiring small-scale rural 

21 K M•chell and S Ch1p1ka (1991) "Invest••nt Prospectus No 1: Rural Product1on nf Cook1ng 011 

1n Zh1b•bwe us1ng the Tinytech 011 lhll'', ITDG, Zi•b•bwe. 
22 T Mu9.-b1wa (1911) "An ECOllOl91c Asse•...,,t", and w Nyabez• (1991) "Technology Assess ... nt of 

81"elld, er; ck and seer ,,._,no Rurl! 1 I ndu•t1"1 es" papers pl"esented to ZERO workshop on Energy, 

Technology and Rural Jndustr1al Oevel~nt, Harare, July 1991. 

23 See prev1ous footnote. 
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industrialists. In addition, because of the adverse effects of 

beer brewing and its consumption, especially its excessive use of 

woodfuel which is detrimental to environment and social prcblems 

connected with consumption of beer in a household, it is felt 

that beer brewing is not a viable small-scale industry. 

Not all SSEs are based in designated growth points where 

infrastructure such as roads and electricity is provided. In 

fact there are many growth points which do not have electricity. 

This has led to many rura 1 industries using woodfue l or di ese 1 

energy in grain mi 11 i ng, oil pressing, bread baking and 

brickmaking. The capital, maintenanca as well as running costs 

of electricity are much lower for a grinding mill than diesel. 

This is illustrated in Table 5.1, which assumes that electricity 

is avai 1 able. Extending the argument to areas where electricity 

is not provided, up to a significant distance from the grid (of 

the order of 10 km}, it would be advantageous for the grinding 

mill operator to pay the full costs of making an extension from 

the grid and i nsta 11 i ng a 33kV (or 11 KV) to the mains vo 1 tage 

transformer, rather than rely on diesel. 

A bakery at Nembudziya growth point in the Chizeya-Gokwe District 

provides a good example of ·:he sort of small-scale enterprise 

whose operations are severely prejudiced by the lack of 

availability of electricity. At present, the bakery manufactures 

150 dozen loaves per day, using a simple wood-fired oven. In 

order to maintain this level of production, work is carried out 

at night as well as during the day. At the time that fieldwork 

was carried out, total expenditure on fuel was estimated at 

around $800 per month. When this is compared to the cost of 

conversion to electricity of $16 000 set against monthly costs a 

quarter those of wood, it is obvious that electricity will be 

much cheaper for the bakery operator in the long run, as well as 

offering superior productivity, more consistent quality and many 

other advantages. 
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TABLE 5.1: COMPARATIVE COSTS - DIESEL AND ELECTRIC GRINDING MILLS 

Capital cost 

Monthly maintenance 

Monthly costs 

Major overhaul/ 

motor replacement 

Annual revenue 

Net Present Value 

at 5% (20 years) 

Diesel 

$23 000 

$400 

$1 020 

(diesel & oil) 

$6 250 

(4 years) 

$50 000 

$391 000 

E1ectricity 

$13 000 

$150 

$180 

(ZESA fixed & kWh) 

$2 000 

(5 years) 

$50 000 

$587 000 

Source: "Policy and Planning for Electrification in Rural 
Areas" Ministry of Energy and Water Resources 
and Development, June i991, Tabie 2.3. 

5.2 GRAIN MILLING 

Imp1ications of Changes in Grain Marketing for SSEs 

The Government of Zimbabwe committed itself to gradually reduce 

the deficits of the Grain Marketing Board [GMB] from a level of 

$40-60 mi 11 ion at the end of 1991 to zero by 1994/95. For the 

food crops, mainly white maize, government will continue to 

maintain a price floor and ceiling with the GMB retained as the 

primary grain trader but competing directly with other private 

traders. Government has announced its intention to permit free 

movement of maize between contiguous and non-contiguous communal 

areas in Natural Regions IV and V, and between commercial and 

communal areas. Maize is to be bought and sold freely by 

producers and traders in these regions while the GMB is to 

continue to provide a floor price for producers wishing to se 11 

to the Board. 

It is obvious that deregulation wnl benefit SSis in terms of 

obtaining cheaper raw materials, especially grain. But for the 

consumer, and especi a 11 y the 1 ow income earners, this process 

will result in a number of difficulties, especially the short

term increases in the price of maize meal. In recognition of the 

effect that the elimination of the subsidy may have on maize meal 
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prices, the government has considered \'iays to assure access to 

and affordability of stable maize meal to low income consumers, 

namely: (a) the continuation of existing subsidies on roller meal 

ano super-refined meal 1n the shor"t-run, (b) also 1n the short

run the replacement of such subsidies with a more narrowly 

targeted subsidy on straight-run meal and (c) in the medium-term 

to phase out direct subsidies en a 11 i ndustri a 11 y-manufactured 

meals and promote new entry and investment by small-scale 

mi 11 ers. 

Zimbabwe's maize milling is dominated by four large-scale private 

firms: National Foods, Blue Ribbon, Midlands Milling Company and 

Triangle Milling Company. National Foods alone handles about 65% 

of the market and Blue Ribbon - about 20%. The millers produce 

two types of maize meal: super refined meal (60% extraction rate) 

and roller meal (85% extraction rate). 

Millers currently buy maize from the GMB and sell to retailers at 

government controlled prices. Maize milling prices are based on 

cost of production data provided by the millers themselves. 

There are numerous sma 11 maize 111i 11 ers operating in rura 1 areas 

who may se 11 their products at unregulated prices si nee their 

operations are outside the grain marketing regulations. Small

scale mn lers are capable of producing two kinds of meal: the 

straight-run meal or muga>·iwa (96-98% extraction) and mudzvurwa 

(90% extraction rate). The former is the most common mealie-meal 

while mudzvurwa which involves removing the bran before milling, 

is similar to roller meal. Mudzvurwa is available is Bulawayo, 

Buhera, Gokwe and Mberengwa for $.67 to $.70 per kilogram 

compared with $.76 for the controlled price of industrially

processed roller meal. 

In 1990 the milling margins of small-scale mills varied from $60-

100 per tonne of maize processed, compared wi~·. $221 and $422 per 

tonne by industrial millers for the manufacture of roller meal. 

The effective demand for unofficially-milled meals in urban areas 

is not well established because the grain marketing regulations 

have historically blocked milling of meal in these areas. 
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Ev1 dence from studies carried out on trse grain mi 11 i ng industry 

1n Tanzania shows t!iat. economies are 1ike1 y to be more 

significant at lower 1e·Je1s of scale than at ii1gher levels.2~ In 

an empirical s1tuat1on th1s 1s probably ~xolained by the presence 

of constant returns to scale :--at.her ~han 1nc!'"eas1ng to scale. 

Thus 1n the gra1n milling industry, ~here ·s no justification for 

discriminating against small-scale milling on the basis of 

economies of scale. 

Though Zimbabwe has traditionaliy grown sorgnums and millets, 

these small grains have been overtaken by white maize and wheat 

which have also come to dom1nate the grain milling industry. 

However, a Small Grain Processing Technology ?reject designed by 

ENDA aims at eliminating the labour 1ntens1veness of traditional 

processing of sma 11 '.)rains and makes available processed sma 11 

grains in the rural areas. Sixty small 1ehul1ers have been 

introduced in the rura 1 areas and growth points as part of a 

four- year national technology transfer and commercialization 

programme. Five peri -urban dehu 11 ers have been implemented to 

satisfy the local demand for small grains meal in these areas. 

There is established demand for the straight run meal and milling 

services of small scale mills in urban and rural areas and mills 

are underuti 1 i zed for most part of the year. This can 1 ead to 

increased activities by small-scale millers if grain being made 

ava i1ab1 e. However, it is anticipated that few mi 11 s wi 11 be 

established in rural areas because present levels of milling 

capacity are either fully or under-utilized especially in grain 

surplus areas. While rural millers would buy grain from the GMB 

or farm households, process it and sell it, this process would be 

limited due to transport constraint and the poor road network in 

the rural areas. 

The Department of Agriculturai Economics 

demonstrated evidence of demand for maize meal 

studies have 

from unofficial 

mills in urban and peri-urban areas. For example, 62% of the low 

income groups in Harare have shown that they would purchase 

straight-run meal if it were 12% cheaper ~han roller meal 

available , n convenient bag sizes. Relatively few high-

24 See •SD 8a9acnwa (1990) "Cho1ce of Tecnnolo9y 1n S.all •nd Large Grain M1ll1 1n Tanzania" 

Econo.1c Research Bureau, Oar-es-Sal•••· 
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inedium-inco•e groups also stated interest 'in straight-rur: meal, 

even at substantial price discoun~s to ~he more refined meals. 

A survey of one relatively large-size miller produc'ing mudzvurwa 

indicated that his Bulawayo outlet turns out 20 metric tonnes per 

day, while his Gokwe outlet turns out nearly 40 tonnes per day. 

These activities which have been tolerated on a selective basis 

by the authorities though contravening the regulations of the GMB 

are now being re 1 axed, a situation that 1 s 1ike1 y to encourage 

production and distribution of straight-run meal. 

Under a separate company Shirichena En~1neering, the same miller 

mentioned above is organizing a system in which shellers 

manufactured by the company will be franchised to smail-scale 

mi 11 ers at growth points. Shi ri chena Engineering wi 11 provide 

training, support services for the running of the she 11 ers and 

milling machinery. USAIO funds have been secured to start up the 

project. 

Constraints Facing the S•a11-Sca1e Mi11ing Sub-sector 

Historically small-scale maize milling has been subject to a 

number of restrictions to entry including: 

(a) GMB's practice of restricting its grain sales to the 
large industrial buyers: commercial millers (77~ of the 
total GMB sales since 1980), livestock and poultry 
feeders (8%), brewers (6%} and food aid (7%). 

(b) GMB's practice of not permitting sales to small-scale 
buyers suspected of reselling the grain. 

{ c} Prohibited transportation of maize between rural and 
urban areas or between contiguous and non-contiguous 
communal areas, thereby conferring a de facto monopoly 
to i ndustri a 1 mi 11 ers, even though their margins are 
two or three times higher than those of small-scale 
millers. 

(d} An imperfect market situa'tion allowing industrial 
millers to operate a higher cost system without losing 
market share to small-scale millers has been sustained 
by policy or by design of the monopoly position of the 
l arge-sca 1 e mi 11 ers; 1 ack of convenient size bags for 
packaging straight-run mea 1; government subsidy to the 
industrially-produced roller meal which introduces 
another entry barrier to the small-scale millers, as it 
artificially reduces the price of the product against 
which the small-scale millars would compete. 
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(e) Investment 1n small-scale grain trading and •1lling is 
constrained by (i) inability to raise capital to 
finance the needed infrastructure. equi p•ent and 
transport; (ii) shortage of such equipment in the 
coun~ry; and (iii) 1nability to h1re trusted 
subordinate managers for procurement and di stri but, on 
•anagement. 

(f} Lack of essential 
e 1 ectri city in some rura 1 
rural service centres. 

infrastructure, especiai1y 
growth centres and out 1 yi ng 

As shown above restrictions (a) - (c} are being lifted, to the 

advantage of allowing market forces to preva i 1 and thus 

encouraging small-scale millers to enter into unrestricted trade 

in straight-run meal products. 

constraints still prevail. 

5.3 OIL PRESSING 

Alternative Oil Pressing Technologies 

However, the rest of the 

Like in the case of grain milling Zimbabwe's oil pressing segment 

is dominated ty the monopoly power of four large-scale companies, 

National Foods, Blue Ribbon, Midlands Milling Company and 

Triangle Mi 11 i ng Company. These few firms have enjoyed 

preferential treatment in sourcing the limited raw materials, 

such as oilseeds from the Grain Marketing Board (GMB} against the 

small-scale agro-processing activities. This stance has 

continued unabated despite the official government pronouncements 

in support of SSEs. 

Dozens of manually operated edible oil presses have been 

distributed •n many parts of rural Zimbabwe during the past three 

ye.ar~. Two types of oi 1 extraction presses have recent 1 y been 

introduced in Zimbabwe, namely: (a) a manually operated 

technology and (b) a motorized technology that is electricity 

driven. The presses use sunflower seed or groundnut seed. One 

ma nu a 1 oi 1 press type has been tested by !TOG in Zimbabwe over 

the past two years and the dissemination of this technology is 

now underway. This is the spindle screw press. 

The ram or bielenberg press is a manually operated sunflower seed 

press being promoted by Appropriate Technology International 
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CATI) under the Zimbabwe Oil Press Project. Dozens of ram 

presses have been distributed in the country over the past two 

years. 

The spindle press ut i 1 i zes groundnut seed and to so11e extent 

sunflower seed as raw materials. The spindle press has an 

advantage over the ram press since it can utiiize either 

sunflower seed or groundnut seed and in addition 1t has a higher 

capacity for downstream activities like local stockfeed 

manufacture, production of sweets and snacks. 

A financial analysis carried out by ITDG showed that at a rural 

micro enterprise level, any of these strategies is viable and 

would be quite suitable for village level edible oil production 

in order to beat supp 1 y prob 1 ems at that 1eve1 . There is. 

however no demonst~ation of surplus production for the wider 

local market. 

A 11<>re viable technology in terms of economies of scale and 

operation is the Indian made Tinytech Oil Mill introduced by the 

Food Processing Programme of ITDG in 1989. A pi 1 ot production 

unit was established at Murombedzi Growth Point, in collaboration 

with ENDA Zimbabwe and a series of technical, production and 

marketing trials were completed during 1990. Unlike the other 

oil presses which are suitable for the SSE development, the 

Tinytech is believed to offer a real business opportunity to 

small and medium- scale entrepreneurs operating in the rural 

based agro-industrial sector. 

It has been demonstrated that the nnytech oil mill is a viable 

business opportunity with a potential to realize annual net 

operating profits between $25 000 to $170 000 depending on the 

mode of operation, and an initial investment of between $137 000 

to S 1 69 446. 2 s 

Constraints Facing the Small-Scale Oi7 Pressing Sub-sector 

(a) The historical technological gap between 
sea 1 e and 1arge-sca1 e oi 1 producers st i 11 

the small-
1 i ngers on 

25 v1a1>1ltty was ealeulatecl in te"99 of both sin~le alld double sht#t ope~at;ons, in o~d•~ to 

9llPll••ize t,.. t1111CW't8ft't effect that th• ut1ltzat1on ~#the ... 11 equ1P199nt has on 
orof•t&Dtl1ty (Maehell and Chtptka, OSJ e1t, p 2). 
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unabated. The ITDG Food Processing Progra-e has 
evidence to show that local large scale engineering are 
not keen to manufacture small-scale low cost 
technologies. In cases where some engineering firms 
tender to manufacture the technologies, prices are 
usuaily too high. 

(b) "teakness in the marketing of the main products of oil 
expressing ranging from edible oils to stockfeeds. A 
decentralized oil expelling using the Tinytech oil mill 
and similar technology can provide important 
opportunities to utilize 1ocal oil seed crops, to 
provide cooking oil and stockfeeds to local 
communities, and for the creation of rural business and 
employment opportunities. 

( c) Unless using l oca 11 y produced raw materials, the 
limited and erratic supply of oilseeds has been a 
recurring problem for all types of on pressing 
enterprises. 

5.4 BREAD BAKING 

Extent of Bread Baking 

Small-scale baking is a popular income generating activity among 

SSE rural industrialists in Zimbabwe. Setting up of small- scale 

bakery operations is important for the following reasons: 

In 

- the low initial capital requirements (as low as $50 to 
construct an oven, acquire basic utensils and 
relatively low labour requirements in baking); 

- the relatively simply technology required (wood-fired 
brick ovens or the so cal led Dutch ovens, oi 1 drum 
ovens and easy to learn baking skills) 

- the high demand for 
population increasingly 
part of their diet; 

bread in rural 
adopts bread 

- irregular 
bakeries. 

bread deliveries from 

1985 the Development Technology Centre and 

areas as the 
as an important 

the commercial 

the Adult Literacy 

Organization of Zimbabwe introduced the double drum oven to 

Zimbabwe. The original design was adapted to the materials 

available in Zimbabwe. The design was taken up by several 

centres for their training courses and after sever a 1 year~ of 

experience, the original technology has been improved. The 

double drum oven is now a suitable technology for beginner 

bakeries. It is easy to make and the materials are available and 
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bakery groups can ; nsta 11 it. The current cost of the oven is 

around $1 000 w1th product1on capac1ty of 200-300 loaves per day 

us1ng two ovens. Though the oven's durability is questionable. 

with repair and maintenance the life of the oven can easily be 

prolonged. 

An alternative oven des1gn of wood-fired oven is a fabricated 

plate metal oven which has a longer life w1th a higher product1on 

capacity. Ther~ ; s a 1 so a good quality sma 11-sca 1 e e 1 ectri ca 11 y 

heated oven manufactured locally by Grunthal & Bekker in Harare. 

This is an efficient and CO!llPetitive oven in areas w1th 

electric1ty. 

There are still more expensive and sophisticated bakery 

technologies used by small-scale bakeries. In this case bakeries 

can i nvest between $40 000 and $60 000 i n p 1 ant and 

equipment. 2 s Such bakeries can produce between 450 and 600 dozen 

loaves per day. This contrasts substantially with outlying 

bakeries which can only produce between two and 350 dozen loaves 

per week, with reported investment amounts ranging between only 

$70 and $240 for the construction of low technology ovens and 

acquisition of ~tensils. 

Productjon Costs 

The production costs per unit of the product is higher for the 

out 1 yi ng areas than for the growth-point bakeries (Table 5. 2). 

As registered concerns, growth-centre operations incur the normal 

stipulated regulation costs covering employees' wages, taxes, 

safety and product hygiene standards and infrastruc~ural service 

charges such as rent, water and energy charges, expenses which 

the outlying bakeries do not have to worry about. Growth-centre 

bakeries, however have a cost-saving advantage over outlying 

enterprises in that they procure inputs on an easier and less 

costly basis as supplies are delivered in bulk and frP.e of charge 

by the suppliers. 

A typical raw material input structure of a small-scale bakery 

consists of the followir.g: f101Jr, woodfuel, water, salt, sugar, 

yeast, margarine, cooking oil, paraffin. Flour is the most 

28 Nu9..t11wa, op cit. p 13. 
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important i ngredi .1nt reQu ired for the preparation of the dough. 

Most bakeries are forced to close down because of difficulties in 

gett, ng fl our. Sma11-scaie bakeries do not get flour allocat1on 

from the suppliers and as a result end up gett1ng the1r supplies 

fro• rural reta1 lers at h1gher prices than would have been the 

case if they had direct access to the suppliers. Shortages are 

also caused by small and ad hoc orders made by small-scale 

bakeries which fa1l to ensure continuous supply of 1nputs. 

Bakery 

Location 

Grow-th Pojnt 

Bakeries A 

B 

Outlying Area 

Bakeries c 
D 

E 

TABLE 5.2: BAKERY PRODUCTION COSTS 

Volume of 

Production 

600 dozen/day 

450 dozen/day 

(i.e. Communal 

2 dozen/day 

12 dozen/day 

36 dozen/day 

Area) 

Direct Costs 

$2 135 

$2 578 

$18.29 

$72.86 

$110.00 

Cost/Unit 

$0.30 

$0.48 

$0.76 

S0.51 

$0.25 

Source: T. Mugambiwa, "A Business Analysis of rural Small-Scale 
Bread, Beer and Brick-Making Industries", ZERO, Harare 
1991 

Constraints on Sma17-Sca7e Bread Baking Sub-sector 

(a) For small-scale bakeries to make profit, they must have 
access to flour at wholesale prices. Though the flour 
millers, at the request of government, make allocations 
of flour available to rural bakeries at wholesale 
prices, most SSEs do not know the channels for applying 
for a flour ailocation and therefore suffer from flour 
shortages, paying high prices for the flour they buy. 

(b) The low standaf"d of quality of bread, especially for 
the small-scale outlying bakeries tends to make the 
rural bakeries sell bread only on those days when 
commercial produced bread is not available. 

(c) Low returns to the small-scale bakeries has tended to 
demoralize the operators so that there , s no strong 
motivation to turn them into serious full-t1me 
ventures. 
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(d) There is hardly any marketing of bread by rural small
scale industrialists. While marketing would improve 
product awareness in the local co-unity and beyond, 
~he producers have not taken advantage of this s~rategy 
of promoting their sales. There is virtually no decent 
packaging of bread, which is often wrapped in old 
newspapers, a form of packaging that does not 
colHlunicate good quality and hygiene standards. 

(e) Small-scale bakers lack basic training, which is 
necessary, particularly given the low levels of 
education of most rural operators. Training in basic 
business skills such as planning, cash management, 
inventory management and production management are a 11 
lacking among this group of SSEs. 

5.6 BRICK-MAKING INDUSTRIES 

Impor~ance oF Brick-Making 

The SSEs in the brick making industries produce three types of 

bricks: (a) "half timbre" size of the common brick, (b) "one 

timbre" and (c) "two timbre" size bricks. The "half timbre" 

brick is the most preferred brick size by customers. The other 

two sizes are produced on 1 y upon p 1 acement of an order by a 

customer. 

Brick making has become an important activity because of the high 

level of demand for bricks in the rural areas, especially by 

schools, rural clinics, business owners and households. SSE 

brick makers have taken ·advantage of the construction boom in 

recent years and made use of their proximity to the market and 

lower prices compared to large-scale brick makers (e.g. in 1991 

Sanyati district Council charged 35 cents per brick compared to 

only 8 cents per brick by small-scale brick makers). 

However, SSE brickmaking industries are far from being well 

organized, in fact production was very erratic. Out of five of 

the sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises visited by the ZERO study, on 1 y two 

operated regularly for a period stretching from five to ten 

months.2 1 This is in sharp contrast with the medium-scale brick 

making industry. The Sanyati District Council's brick moulding 

project was found operating on a dai 1 y basis round the year 

producing an average of 5 000 bricks per day. This was compared 
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t:o the sma l 1 - seal e da i 1 y production of between 300 and 2 000 

bricks. This wide gap in the sea 1 e of production seems to be 

explained by three factors: 

* Sany at i District Counci 1 's operations are 
thus mixing, moulding and brick laying all 
by machines; 

mechanized, 
being done 

* Those bricks produced from cement and river sand are 
not adverse 1 y affected by ra; ns, on the contrary they 
need 1 ots of water to harden up properly, mak 1 ng 1 t 
possible for production to be carried out round the 
year; 

* Sanyati District Council easily sells all 
production as it is the sole official supplier 
bricks for construct i 011 at the growth point. At 
same time Council by-laws prohibit the use of 
cement-based bricks at the growth point. 

its 
of 

the 
non-

In order to generate business, sma11-scale brick makers have to 

actively look for orders. Most of the small-scale brick makers 

are manufacturing according to customer orders. Order sizes can 

range between 10 000 and 50 000 bricks per customer. In 1991 the 

prices of bricks ranged between $38 and $75 per thousand. The 

SSEs are taking advantage of the rural market, since there is a 

ma:-ked absence of competition from the large-scale commercial 

brick manufacturers who are unable even to satisfy the more 

lucrative urban and peri-urban market. Moreover, the demand for 

bricks is very high in the rural areas because of the 

activities currently underway. restructuring and 

However, despite 

development 

this bright outlook for the industry, 

faces problems in 

brick 

their making by sma 11-sca 1 e producers 

operations. 

still 

Constraints Facing Sma17-Sca1e Brickmaking Sub-sector 

{a) Lack of production equipment to a 11 ow production on a 
large- scale, thus necessitating SSEs to turn down 
large orders. 

{b) In some areas district council by-laws prohibit the use 
of "sand and clay" type o'f bricks in growth point 
structures and buildings, thereby closing out the 
small-scale brickS•akers. 

{ c) Wood the main source of 
available. Whether this 
of the out 1 yi ng areas or 
shortage of woodfue 1 is 
future. 

energy is no 1 anger readily 
is a result of deforestation 
anti-deforestation campaigns, 
real as of now a~d in the 
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(d) For the small-scale brick makers, their operations are 
limited to the dry season only. Producers cannot. 
therefore, regulate supply by building up stocks dur;ng 
the dry season. 

(el In the case of the sun dried bricks industries, the 
Quality of the product is very low. This is mainly due 
to shrinkage resulting from incorrect mix proportions 
and poor mixing of the sandy clay. 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS AND ACTIONS RECOMMENDED 

Conc1usions 

Under the Economic Reform Programme, the reform of the regulatory 

system aims at increasing domestic competition and providing 

entrepreneurs with the necessary freedom to respond to emerging 

market opportunities and signals. The deregulation of the 

hitherto controlled agricultural products, especially maize. 

maize mea 1, wheat fl our and oi 1 seeds wi 11 benefit the sma 11-

sca i e enterprises in terms of having access to raw materials, and 

therefore encourage the growth of small-scale activities. 

However, the government has to move with caution in order to 

ensure that supplies of these raw materials are distributed 

equitably to the rural poor. Thus with regard to food crops, 

especially white maize, a floor price and ceiling will be 

maintained; if this is done properly, food security and adeQuate 

supplies to small-scale industrial users should be assured. The 

GMB will be maintained as the primary grain trader, but will 

compete directly with private traders. Non-commercial activities 

performed by the GMB will be reimbursed by Treasury which will be 

important not only in times of severe drought like during the 

current year, but in good years as wel 1 in order to guarantee a 

fair and equitable distribution of essential food raw materials. 

Rural infrastructure is another structural impediment to the 

growth of small-scale rural industries. Lack of electricity in 

most rura 1 growth points and service centres has led to more 

costly and inefficient sources of energy. The state of roads in 

rural areas is often unsatisfactory and in addition there are few 

and in some cases no connecting roads between two contiguous 

rura 1 areas as most trunk roads 1 ead to the main urban areas. 
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This situation 1 eads to continuation of the current situation 

where it is easier to get supplies from a more distant urban area 

than from a neighbouring area. 

Act;ons Recommended 

1. Incentives already given to designated growth points-based 
SS Es shou 1 d be extended to other out 1 yi ng rura 1 industries, 
which can inter alia encourage the latter to formalize their 
business practices. From the point of view of providing a 
service and employment generation in the rural areas, there 
is no difference between the growth-point SSEs and those in 
the outlying areas. This applies equally to grain milling, 
oil pressing, bread baking and brickmaking SSEs. 

2. The government should speed up the process of deregulation 
which has tremendous implications for virtually all the 
sma 11- sea 1 e rural industry sub-sectors, especi a 11 y grain 
mi 11 i ng, oil pressing and bread baking. However, care must 
be exercised in making certain that the already established 
stronger small to medium-scale enterprises do not exploit 
local monopolistic situations at the expense of the rural 
SSEs. 

3. Small-scale millers could be assisted to form bodies that 
will represent their interests and concerns, such as an 
"Association of Small-Scale Millers". Issues such as 
appropriate sizes and availability of packaging materials 
can be tackled more expeditiously through group 
representation. 

4. The government should set up development teams under the 
chairmanship of Ministry of Local Govern~ent, Rural and Urban 
Deve 1 opment to oversee the estab 1 i shment of a co-ordinated 
infrastructure in rural growth points including roads, water 
and electricity. The key ministries to be members of the 
development team should ue the Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce, Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and 
Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Health and 
Ministry of Transport and National Supplies. The development 
teams cou 1 d be set up at the provi nci a 1 1 eve l but with a 
mandate to assist in the establishment of growth poin~ 
infrastructures at the district levels. 

5. Given the high demand for building materials in general and 
for bricks in particular in the rural areas it is necessary 
that conditions be created for the small-scale building 
materials industries to be able to access equipment (such as 
mixers and moulders}. 

6. Training in business management should be a top priority so 
that the rural small-scale operators are able to plough back 
some of the income generated in order to grow. This could be 
done by NGOs and SEDCO. 

7. Brick making industries in the 
to embark on reforestation 
planting and reclaiming of 
sustaining rural industries 
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brick making which is a high user of woodfuel. The 
appropriate government agencies to assist ; n reforestat 1 on 
are the Forestry Commission and Agri tex. In the medium-to 
long-term, access to coal as a source of energy for sma 11-
sca 1 e rural industries should be considered by the Min1stry 
of Industry and Commerce. 

8. The Ministry of Industry and Commerce should support 
mechanisms to promote small-scale technologies, such as those 
demonstrated by the Food Processing Programme of the ITDG and 
al so pl ace under OGI L machinery and equipment used by SSEs. 
For example, at present Precis1on Grinders supplies 80 of its 
"Hippo" mills per year, but could supply far more if the 
supply of electric motors and diesel engines was better. 

9. Explicit promotion by development agencies such as ENDA and 
!TOG of medium-scale rural-based millers such as those able 
to invest in the medium-scale Indian Tinytech Oil Mill and 
accompanying equipment. The referred to Gokwe and Bu 1 awayo 
based entrepreneur producing the mudzvurwa meal i e mea 1 
(roller meal substitute) cculd be a starting point for 
looking at the appropriate size of medium-scale millers. One 
example of promotion is the USAIO assistance to Shirichena 
Engineering in starting a project to supp 1 y maize she 11 ers 
it makes on a franchise basis to sma 11-sca 1 e mi 11 ers in the 
growth points and provision of training and backup services 
in the use of supplied equipment to the millers. 

10. An extension/advisory service scheme could be put together 
combining training in business skills and follow-up advisory 
services. Such a project could be implemented by selected 
NGOs and government agencies 1 i ke SEDCO. Thi s scheme could 
be split into separate sub-projects, e.g. a projec~ to train 
small- scale bakeries on how to apply for flour allocation 
and procurement of supplies. 
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CHAPTER 6: URBAN INDUSTRY AND MINING SUB-SECTOR STUDIES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The activities of the small-scale industries covered in this 

chapter primarily take pl ace in the urban areas. The urban 

centres dominate the sub-sector in terms of the variety of 

products made and services rendered, although many of the 

products find their way back to the rural areas. There is a 

growing number of small-scale metal working, furniture and 

clothing industries in the rural areas, especially in the growth 

points. Some support agencies have found it more efficient to 

promote enterprises in the urban areas producing items for the 

rural market than to promote the location of the enterprises in 

the rural areas themselves. 

The material on small-scale activities in the metalworking and 

engineering, clothing and furniture presented in this chapter is 

mainly based on detailed studies carried out independently by the 

ITDG2 8 , and studies carried out as part of this project by APTEC. 

[B. Jones, N. Davidson, and G.K. Hancock] and by Imani 

Development. 

The small-scale urban-based industries have more relationships 

with their large-scale counterparts than was the case with the 

sma ii -sea 1 e agro-based industries prese:ited in Chapter 5. Among 

the small-scale urban industries the metal working sub-sector has 

more linkages with the mainstream industrial ;:;ector than other 

sub-sectors. This is explained by the dominant role of the 

meta 1 working sub- sector in the Zimbabwean economy. Of the 11 

sub-sectors classified by CSO within che manufacturing sector, 

r.:-.."'ta ls and metal products is the largest contributor to va 1 ue 

added, accounting for 26% of total value added of manufacturing 

in 1987, followed by foodstuffs (14%}, drink and tobacco (11%). 

textiles (9%), chemicals and petroleum products (9%). The metala 

also accounted tor 21% of employment which makes it the largest 

emp 1 oyer and ~n + • over 50% of exports. making it the highest 

exporter. Howevs; this is largely due to the operation of ZISCO 

which exports over 85% of its turnover. 

28 8 Zw;zw•1 .. nd J !'owell (1991) "5111•11 Sc•le Metal Wo,.k1ng I L1ght Eng1nee1"1ng lndust,.1es 1n 

z;•babw•: A Sub-Secto,. Study" !TOG cz;•babw~l. Har~,.~. 
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Un~ike the other sub-sectors presented in this chapter, mining is 

ne1 ther an urban act i v1 ty nor an industrial activity. The 

reasons for discussing the small-scale mining sector together 

with the urban-based small-scale industries include 

following: 

(a) existence of a large potential for 
between the small-scale mining 
industrial processing by SSls; 

forward linkages 
activities and 

(b) a large scope for generating employment as shown by the 
fact tl.:.t in 1987 the employees of small-scale miners 
were estimated at over 10 000 compared to 50 000 people 
employed by the large-scale mining sector; 

(c} because of the labour 
activities, especially 
industries have found 
sma 11-sca le miners in 
cheaply as possible. 

6.2 METALWORK 

intensiveness of some mining 
chromite mining, large-seal~ 

it appropriate to sub-contract 
order to extract these ores as 

Nature of Small-Scale Metalwork 

the 

Small-scale metalworking operations are mainly at the level of 

individual artisans who often engage in two or three activities, 

switching from one to another as orders come or raw materials 

become available. On average the SSI pl ants have five workers. 

The operators in this sub-sector 

unstable jobbing activities. 

repairing is often combined with 

are often on uncertain and 

For example, motor vehicle 

other artisanal activiti~s. 

There are no foundries and machine shops among small-scale 

enterprises. The three main activities of the SSis in this sub

sector are: 

(a} welding and steel fabrication, 

(b) sheet metal (steel) working, and 

(c) steel wire working (chain links and fence weaving). 

The raw materials and intermediate inputs used by this sub

sector i nc.1 ude f1 at bars, round bars, meta 1 sheets, stee 1 pipes, 

steel wire, window sections, angle iron and scrap metal. The raw 

materials are supplied mainly by steel merchants such as 
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Ba 1 dwi ns, Henry Dunn, Lysaght, Steel Cent re, Stewart and Lloyd 

and Lancaster Steel. Only a few relatively more established SSis 

order their supplies directly from ZISCO. Extensive use is also 

made of scrap metal, especially in repair work. 

The most popular produt;tS of the sub-sector are windows, door 

frames, burglar bars and scotch carts. Other products are mesh-

wire, gates, harrows, plol!ghs, school furniture, garden chairs, 

stove stands, baby baths, water buckets, watering cans, chicken 

feeders, tool boxes, bed frames, backing trays, letter boxes, oil 

lamps, soap trays (for rural soap manufacturers), chip (french 

fries) canopies for restaurants, primas stoves and general 

repairs. The Gazaland site {Harare) was found to have 67 

enterprises out of which 43 or 64% were mainly engaged in 

producing door and window frames. 

The SSI metalworking industries have a strong demand for their 

products, especially door frames and windows. Those SSis located 

in urban areas have a wider range of products demanded by the 

market than rural based SSis. For instance, those SSis located 

at the Durawall and Gazaland centres in Harare had a range of 

products that was much greater than elsewhere. 

The demand for door frames and windows is also large and 

continues to expand especially at growth points 1i ke Gokwe, 

Murehwa and Gutu. The SS ls at these growth points cannot meet 

the demand because of shortage of raw materials. The most 

popular products of enterprises at growth points were windows and 

burglar bars. 

The principal machinery and tools used in welding and steel 

fabrication are electric arc welders, gas welding eQuipment and 

simple hand tools such as h"lmmers, files and measuring tapes, 

anvil, bench-fixed vices, powered drilling machines and angle 

grinders and manually operated machines. In Durawall artisans 

were found using sheet metal rolls, sheet metal holding machines 

and some bench shears in the process of recycling scrap material 

from oi 1 drums and car bodies. Some artisans made the1 r own 

manually operated machir.es which yield significant benefit to the 

users although they did not always work well. 
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There were very few metal machine shops in the small-scale metal-

working enterpr1 ses. Only two centre lat hes were found in the 

small -sca 1 e sector, one in Harare and the other at Mupandawana 

growth point. The centre lathe in Harare was utii"zed for making 

stub-axles for scotch carts. Four centre lathes and other 

machine tools were also found amongst the more established ss:s 

in Harare. These machines have been described as first 

generation manua 11 y operated machines of the type that can be 

acquired and operated by small operators. Three CNC machines had 

been acqu i red by sma 11-sca 1 e i ndust r i a 1 i st s but were not yet i n 

use. 

Second hand reconditioned machine too 1 s are supp 1 i ed 1oca11 y by 

MTA, a Harare company. Machine tools are being assembled from 

imported kits and offered for genera 1 sa 1 e in Harare, including 

the popular Colchester Triumph 7.5 inch centre lathe manufactured 

by MTM and sister company of MTA. This machine would be ideal 

for small-scale enterprises, especially for auto repair and for 

manufacturing. Other machineshop equipment manufactured in 

Zimbabwe include pillar drills and bench grinders. When a small

scale steel fabricator invests in a machine-shop equipment of 

this kind, he is taking a large capital step and opening up a 

much larger potential market in manufacture or sub-contracti!'lg 

machining. 

Constrajnts on Sma17-Sca1e Metalwork 

(a} The supp 1 y of raw materi a 1 s inputs was identified as 
the main constraint facing the small-scale metalworking 
industries. Sheet steel, which is imported, and door 
and window sections, which until recently have been 
manufactured by ZISCO, are major inputs in the 
manufacturing process of SSis. They are usually in 
short supply, resulting in SSI using recycled steel 
from roof sheets or car bodies. 

(b} Lack of finance due to difficulties connected with 
borrowing of funds. Many 551 s either have no 
information about sources of funds, or even if 
information is available they encounter prob 1 ems 
connected with the bureaucratic methods involved in 
securing funds, project presentation, etc. 

(c) Though the small-scale entrepreneurs do not v1ew 
themselves as having technical skills problems, the 
majority of their employees are semi-skilled and there 
is no established apprenticeship training scheme in the 
small-scale metal working industry. 
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( d) There i s shortage of machinery and equipment. Wh i 1 e 
the SSis use locally made .. anually-operat.ed machines, 
there 1s scarcity of modern mach'ine tools among the 
small-scale metal working firm~. 

(e) Small-scale operators, especially welders generally 
require electricity, an arc welding machine and a set 
of oxyacetylene gas bottles. Electricity and 
electrodes for mild steel are available, but gas 
bott 1 es are usua 11 y in short supp 1 y, even though the~ 
are manufactured in Zimbabwe. 

6.3 CLOTHING 

Textiles and Clothing in Zimbabwe 

Zimbabwe is a fibre producing country and as such the textile 

sub-sector comprises cotton ginning, weaving, finishing textiles, 

carpets and 

established, 

clothing. 

large-scale 

The sub-sec-tor is 

manufacturing units. 

dominated 

Thus, 

by 

for 

instance, cotton ginning is dominated by the Cotton Marketing 

Board (CMB] which is the sole producer of lint. There are only 

six textile manufacturers and about a hundred operating firms in 

the clothing industry. These manufacturers supp 1 y the total 

demand of the country ranging from 100% cotton fabrics (including 

printed), cotton canvas, under 50% cotton materials, blankets, 

towels/napkins, sheets, carpets, twine, rope and cord. 

Zimbabwean firms are also breaking into export markets not only 

to South Africa, SADCC and some PTA countries, but also to the 

more sophisticated and competitive overseas markets. Zimbabwe's 

exports of men's suits, jackets and trousers increased from $7.1 

million in 1986 to $14.8 million in 1988 (109.8%}, dresses, 

blouses and skirts from $8.7 million to $14.7 million (69%), and 

other clothing from $5.6 million to $18.5 million (230%) during 

the same period.2 9 However, this data only pertains to the large

scale textile and clothing industries almost to the total 

exclusion of SSEs in this sub-sector. 

The GEMINI Survey has, 

MSEs in Zimbabwe fall 

them in manufacturing 

however shown that over one third of al 1 

in the c 1 oth ;, ng sub-sector, with 90% of 

and only 10% in vending and retailing. 

2t !luar-ter-lv Otqest of 5tat1st1e1, Centr-al Statut'1ca1:office, Septe.l>er- 199', Table 9 4 
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Knitting and crocheting are the 111ost popular acti vi t; es in both 

urban and rural areas. The costs of eQuip•ent (knitting, 

crocheting needles} as well as inputs (wool and cotton thread} 

are relatively low. Skill is often passed on between family 

members and these activities have become ent erpr i ses i n which 

women predominate. 

There is no significant difference between the equipment used by 

the large- and sma 11-sca le sectors, ~xcept that the established 

enterprises use heavy duty industrial machines while the small

scale sector is more likely to use domestic sewing machines. The 

latter are often available in the market though at high cost. 

Raw materials are generally not a problem except for items which 

have to be imported like special dyes and silk for screening. 

Clothing Sub-Sector 

The clothing sector was chosen for special attention in the 

present study because of the important role played by dressmaking 

and tailoring for the 551 s. The sub-sector competes direct 1 y 

with medium and large-scale enterprises. During the 

implementation of the Economic Reform Programme [ERP], this sub

sector is expected to compete with imported items which could 

mean survi va 1 or death for some of the sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises. 

While there are no entry barriers into knitting and crocheting, 

these are fairly extensive for dressmaking and tailoring. They 

include the high costs of machinery, raw material inputs and 

labour. Dressmaking and tailoring has greater benefits in added 

employment. According to the Imani report (see Appendix 8), for 

every cotton growing employee, on an annual basis nine or more 

are involved in the manufacturing chai~ to produce a garment. 

The clothing market is quite large and it is more resistant to 

economic recession than is the case with many other products. In 

addition it offers extensive linkages with the rest of the 

economy. The demand for textile and clothing products is buoyant 

as the industry cannot satisfy present demand for many items such 

as school uniforms, overalls and ordinary clothing materials. 

However, the 

organizational 

question of the size 

structure and equipment 
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influence the confidence of the medium and large-scale industries 

in doing intra-firm business with SSis. The lower end of entry 

into dressmaking and tailoring is the cottage manufacturing 

industries (CMls) whi cit are often one person enterprises ~-thi ch 

combines the functions of designer, pattern maker and cutter and 

may also help in tailoring or finishing. CMls generally require 

low capital investments. Some of them may be registered and 

belong to the formal sector. 

Hand driven domestic sewing machines are preferred as opposed to 

heavy duty sewing machines. From the Imani sample 20~ were home 

based industries and they used a combination of both hand driven 

and electric domestic sewing machines.Jo In the rural areas the 

CMis are only evident those areas where adequate 

infrastructural facilities have been installed, such as 

electricity at growth points, although there are also enterprises 

elsewhere using hand or pedal-driven machines. 

The next level of entry into dressmaking and 

small-sca1e manufacturing (SSM), which demands 

division of labour, specialized production 

advanced technology and skilled labour force. 

tailoring is t:he 

a fairly extensive 

and comparatively 

The SSMs produce 

for the national and international markets. One such SSM is the 

Golden Spiderweb factory, operating on a farm in Mvuma about 200 

km south of Harare, which has developed a spec i a H zed niche in 

export market ~ladies clothing with crotchet insets). 

Constraints Facing the Sma77-Sca7e Clothing Sub-Sector 

(a) The main constraint facing the SSEs is shortages and 
high costs of machinery, raw material inputs and labour 
costs. The initial capital outlay can be very high to 
the aspiring entrepreneur. A lot of the SSEs that have 
managed to enter into tailoring activities have bought 
second hand machines. Having to buy materi a 1 s in 
small quantities, without discounts and even at retail 
prices, imposes a consi derab 1 e burden on the SSEs in 
this sub-sector. 

30 H019e based ooerators cannot 1nstall heavy ~uty ~•eh1nery 1n the1r houses because the latter 

use a three-ohase ~lectr1e syst .. •h1eh 1s rarely ava1lable 1n res1dent1al areas. Even 1n 

those cases where CNls can use s1nola-ohase llOtor powered .aeh1ne1 wh1ch could b• 1n1talled 

at hOllNt, the1r use can be li•1ted by the further use of other electr1c gad9ets 1n the house, 

such as st.,ves, ores11n9 irons, etc. [see .4ooend11c 8). 
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(t) Many SSEs do not have access to market information and 
markets both domestic and external. While urban small
scale enterprises are in a better position to access 
both information and markets than their rural-based 
counteroarts, all SSEs are left out of systematized and 
regu 1 ar information networks. Of the 20 SS Es 
interviewed by Imani. only two were members of the 
Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce [ZNCC] and are 
thus 1 eft out of market information which the 
established enterprises get from ZNCC and other 
sources. Most SSEs have no idea about developing 
exports. 

(c) The quality of products determines whether an 
enterprise will be able to get orders on a CMT basis or 
penetrate into other more lucrative markets. While 
some urban S5Es have been able to supply the high 
qua 1 i ty products demanded by who 1esa1 ers and reta i 1 ers 
in the urban areas, the rural S5Es are content with the 
low quality products that are demanded by their 
localities. 

(d) 55Es have problems in the ability to face competition 
on pricing. procurement and production deadlines. A 
small-scale company can easily fail to meet deadlines 
demanded by large orders because of cash flow problems. 

(e) The requirement by the Sales Tax Department that for a 
company to be registered and issued a sales tax number, 
it must generate minimum monthly sales of $10 000 is a 
deterrent to 551 as the majority of them would not 
qualify and therefore lose the right to purchase their 
inputs without paying sales tax. 

( f) The current drought in the region has a 1 ready 
threatened the supplies of electricity to Zimbabwe 
because Zambia's generation of hydro-electricity has 
been curtailed by the low water levels at Kafue. In 
order to conserve electricity, the Zimbabwe Electricity 
Supply Authority [ZESA) anticipates power cuts and 
these will targeted primarily at residential areas 
during the day and wi 11 therefore cripple the 
activities of SSEs in this sub-sector. 

6.4 FURNITURE 

Zimbabwe's furniture industry is highly diverse with about 50 

companies, ranging from small craft shops with less than 10 

workers to large-scale factories employing up to 600 workers. 

It accounts for 3% of tot a 1 gross output of the manufacturing 

sector. There is a very wide range of furniture products from 

expensive hand carved solid furniture, to modern office 

furniture, mass produced home furniture, kitchen and garden 

furniture and varieties of SKD and CKD furniture. 
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Six percent. of all SSEs found in Zimbabwe are s•all-scale 

woodworkers. Most. of the SSEs in woodworking are one man 

enterprises involved in craft. ca 1~v1 ng and furni t.ure manufacture, 

almost exclusively with manual handt.ools. 

Established furniture industries make extensive use of power 

tools and equipment., which increases the volume and quality of 

product.ion and gives them an advantage over ~ma 11-sea1 e 

producers. Sma 11-sca 1 e producers are hampered by low 1 eve l s of 

skill and a short.age of tools. 

The main sources of raw materials used are wood, metal and 

plastics. The majority of these raw materials including oak, 

mahogany, imbuia, dralon and other upholstery are imported. 

Loca 11 y sourced raw materi a 1 s include one indigenous hardwood, 

mukwa, local pine, boards, and a range of furniture fittings. 

There is an increasing shortage of good quality wood, especially 

hardwood. The established sector companies are often better able 

to secure supplies. 

The major constraint facing the established furniture companies 

has been the shortage of foreign ~xchange for modernization, 

upgrading of machinery, and importation of adhesives, paints, 

fi ni shi ngs and upholstery. The shortage of equipment is even 

more acute in the small-scale industries ranging from power 

handtools to modern machinery and equipment. 

Like in the case of the clothing sub-sect.er, woodworking 

equipment is manufactured for ail levels of production, from 

power handtoo ls to large computer contra 11 ed mass production 

machines. Manual tools are manufactured in Zimbabwe, including a 

range of woodworking tools designed by ITDG a,,d made by Dani da, 

but they are hardly available among the SSEs in the sub-sector. 

Electronically powered equipment is all imported and quite 

expensive and generally not available to the small-scale 

producers. If these were available, it would enable the small

sca 1 e woodworkers who have access to el ectri city to, increase the 

volume and quality of production. 
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At present the existing SS Es do not seem to 1 end themse 1 ves to 

modern sub-contracting arrangements. According to the G~MINI 

survey, most of the wood and wood processing enterprises are 

located in the rural areas. The levels of skills, equipment used 

and products manufactured by SSEs are far below the standards of 

production attained by the modern medium and 1arge-sca1 e 

industries. 

Thus the bas1 s for sub-contracting can not be achieved through 

the current levels of technology employed by the SS Es. Sub

contracting can be done on the basis of a new and viable SSE, in 

which levels of skills, management capabilities and machinery 

employed, are of small-scale bu~ in line with levels of 

developmen~ in the modern medium and large-scale furniture 

industries. 

6.5 SMALL-SCALE MINING 

Description of the Sub-sector 

Small-scale mining in Zimbabwe has a long tradition dating back 

to the Great Zimbabwe civilization. Though not clearly defined 

there are roughly three types of small-scale miners in Zimbabwe: 

(a) small mining operations operated by experienced miners, (b) 

inexperienced miners recently starting mining activities, and (c) 

m1 ni ng co-operatives. The first category can easi 1 y come under 

the formal sector activities and refers largely to the relatively 

well established miners who are self-sufficient and have been in 

existence si nee Zimbabwe's pre-independence period. The second 

and third categories consists of both formal and informal sector 

miners. 

Accardi ng to the Ministry of Mines there are approximate 1 y 650 

small-scale miners in gold mining which ~onstitute well over 70% 

of the tot a 1 number of sma 11-sca 1 e miners. The remaining 30% 

comprises the mining of chromite 20%; tin and tantalite 2%; 

gemstones 5%; black granite, glitterstone, serpentine, verdite 

1%; and limestone and other 1%. 

Small-scale gold mining is estimated at about 5% of the country's 

total output. In 198~ the small-scale miners produced 800 ~gs of 
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gold which earned some $20.7 million in foreign exchange. During 

the same year the illegal gold panning activities are estimated 

to have produced 750 kgs, of which only one and half grammes 

were traded through the official bullion market. An estimate of 

the unregistered (illicit) gold panners is roughly put at between 

50 000 and 100 000. Though there are no known figures for the 

involvement of women, a large number of gold panners are believed 

to be women and children. 

Pie other major small-scale mining activity, chrome mining is 

dominated by co-operatives which operate under the umbrella of 

the Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation [ZMDC]. About 29 co

operatives are known to be extracting chromite deposits while 14 

others are reported to be st i 11 prospecting for various other 

types of minerals. The annua 1 chrome · production by sma 11-sca 1 e 

is estimated at 12% of tot a 1 production. In 1989 c 1 ose to 753 

000 tonnes of chromite valued at $6. 9 mi 11 ion were produced by 

small- scale miners. 

The geographical distribution of sma11-scale mining follows the 

mineral occurrences mainly across the central part of the 

country. Gold mining and panning is mainly concentrated along 

the greenstone belt which runs across the central part of the 

country from north-east to south-west. Most of the chrome mining 

takes place on the northern part of the Great Dyke in the 

Mutorash~nga area and in the Ngezi and Lalapanzi in the Midlands 

province. Tantalite and aqua marine deposits are found in the 

Karoi /Hurungwe areas, while most ·of the mining of emeralds are 

mined in the Mberengwa District. Tin and tantalite are mined at 

Kamativi in the Matebeleland North province. 

The sma 11-sca 1 e miners are a 1 ready put at a disadvantage by the 

lack of legislation governing t!iem as a specific group. They 

cannot compete on a fair basis with organized large-scale mining 

industry. For example, the small-scale miners cannot bargain 

with government and other public and private institutions in the 

same manner as the 1arge-sca1 e miners. Present 1 y they are not 

represented in any of the off i ci a 1 institutions such as Chamber 

31 fhe ad•1n1strat1on of M1nera1 and Mlnerals Ac:t (Chapter 185) and its attendant regulat1ons 1s 
the solr. respons1b1l1ty of the M1n1stry of M1nas and tnrouvh th1s Act ass1stance it 01ven to 

th• d1fferent cateoor1es of the •1nars 1nclud1no the s•all-scale ones. 
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of Mines, the Mining Affairs Boards, etc. For this reason, the 

small-scale miners have formed the Small-Scale Miners Association 

of Zimbabwe [SSMAZ] with the active assistance of the ITDG. 

The ITDG is one of the few development organizations that has had 

a programme of assistance to sma 11-sca 1 e miners. A 1 though such 

assistance is to be welcomed, there remain serious doubts about 

whether certain aspects of small-scale mining should be promoted, 

1 n particular gold panning, because of its en vi ronmenta 1 damage 

that has been associated with gold panning. To date, ITDG has 

assisted in setting up the Shamva Mining Centre (Pvt) Ltd, a 

who 11 y owned company of the Small Seale Miners Association of 

Zimbabwe [SSMAZ] was established. This centre is a shared 

milling facility which also provides a mobile drilling and 

blasting service and the centre's manager also provides a 

technical extension and training service to sma 11 miners in the 

area. A major benefit from this exercise is that as small miners 

acquire and use appropriate technologies and skills to exploit 

mineral resources, it is hoped that viable small-scale 

enterprises will be established. This is in addition to ITDG's 

mining programme that aims at promoting research and development 

into alternative minerals that can profitably be mined by small

sca le miners, and to demon st rate to pol icy makers the potent i a 1 

benefits to be derived from small-scale ruining. 

The Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation [ZMDC] and more 

recently the ITDG have provided institutional support and 

technical services to the small -seal e mining sector. The ZMDC 

has as one of its major functions the encouragement of the 

formation of co- operatives. It is at present responsible for 

the administration of all chrome mining co-operatives on the 

Great Dyke with a membership of over 2 000 people and about 13 

000 beneficiaries. 

Government is also giving financial assistance in the form of 

1 oans which norma 11 y carry a 6% interest. The 1 oans may be used, 

to purchase mines (excluding plant and machinery; limited to $25' 
' 

000 and 50% of the purchase price), develop mines (shaft sinking,, 

raising or developing a reef; can be written off if exploratory' 

work fai 1 s to expose the ore), purchase p 1 ant and equipment, 

(through a hire purchase agreement; seldom more than $40 000),' 
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establish extraction plants (operating expenses for a period of 

up to six months), assist in the marketing of minerals (bridging 

finance). 

supplies. 

and finally to establish water and electricity 

In spite the existence of these loans on paper most small- scale 

miners largely lack information on how to access them. Even when 

information is available, like in the case of all other SSis 

access to bureaucratic institutions like the Mining Affairs 

Board, the body that processes the 1 oans is s imp 1 y a daunting 

task. This is because of the low levels of general education and 

business management skills among the small-scale entrepreneurs. 

The MMCZ, a parastatal organization established in 1983 as the 

only export channel for Zimbabwean mineral products, other than 

gold which is marketed through the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. The 

main problem affecting small-scale miners in marketing their 

products through MMCZ are delays in payment to producers, 

especi a 11 y of low va 1 ue products where producers are not paid 

until the Corporation has accumulated sufficient quantity to make 

an export batch. Frequently small miners submitting small 

quantities of minerals have to wait for several months before 

payment is made. 

Constraints Faced by Sma11-Sca1e Miners 

(a} The lack of financial resources and access to credit 
facilities for the purchase of plant, equipment and 
mine development is a major problem for the small-scale 
miners. 

(b) Lack of mining experience and technical and business 
ski 11 s and management among most of the sma 11-sca 1 e 
miners. Because of the dangerous working conditions cf 
mining operations lack of experience and technical 
ski 11 s has often 1 ed to accidents. Lack of experience 
has also led to cases where miners venture into 
operations without adequately exploring the ore 
reserves, despite the availability of free geological 
advice offered by the Ministry of Mines. 

(c) Marketing costs, distances involved in the marketing of 
the product, and costs of transporting ore over rouyh 
roads to the mills are the day to day problems faced by 
small-scale miners. 

(d) The government regulations, licence and mining fees 
adversely affect miners. 
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(e) Poor access 
electricity 
operations. 

to infrastructure 
militate against 

such as water and 
successful mining 

(f} Miners are forced to rely on custom milling plants for 
the processing of their ores and often incur high 
extraction losses to the millers. E.g. in gold 
milling small miners only receive the free gold, the 
remainder being retrieved through the cynidation 
process by the mi 11 er. Thus sma 11-sca 1 e miners are 
deprived of the opportunity to process their minerals. 

6.6 SUB-CONTRACTING ACTIVITIES 

Sub-Contracting in Historical Perspective 

Zimbabwe's intra-industry relationships have been significant 

among established, large-scale enterprises since the 1970s. 

Around 34% of a 11 inputs used by the manufacturing sector came 

from within the sector itself. The most dominant sub-sector in 

this respect has been the metals and metal products which had the 

largest linkages with the rest of the manufacturing sector. 

Due to historical reasons, these intra-industry relationships 

have been limited to medium and large-scale industries, almost to 

the exclusion of small-scale enterprise. With the elimination of 

restrictions that have governed the establishment and operation 

of the SSis in the past and taking of positive steps in enhancing 

their technologies 1 ski 11 s, inputs and markets, there is great 

hope that SSis will play an important role in sub-contracting. 

This optimism was succinctly expressed by a local businessman as 

follows32; 

With the Structural Adjustment Programme taking place, 
including trade liberalization, a boom in small 
enterprises deve 1 opment wi 11 be witnessed, as 1 arger 
firms wi 11 rationalize their operations, thereby 
creating opportunities for small business ventures. 
Sub-contracting is going to be the main stream of the 
nation's industry. 

Against this up-beat view, a cautionary note on sub-contracting 

is in order, however, as it can 1ead to a situation where 

employment that would otherwise be secured within established 
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enterprises is made more precarious and 1 ess we 11 remunerated 

within a SSE setting. This is evidently the case in the 

ferrochrome industry, where the formation of chrome min1ng 

cooperatives was endorsed by Government as part of the thrust of 

indigenisation and socialization of the ecunomy, but might more 

appropriately be se"m as a "solution to private company 

prob 1 ems". This is because the cooperative concept enabled the 

minimization of labour mining costs and the cheapening of 

elements of fixed capital costs to minin~ companies. The resul~ 

has been that "cooperators earn below the statutory minimum wage, 

have no social security scheme, and lack adequate housing, 

recreation fac1lities etc. Exploitation is also rife within the 

cooperative, with the leaders exploiting the direct producer and 

hired labour"33. 

Currently, the most promising sector for sub-contracting is the 

metal-work sector. The ITDG study has described ZimDabwe's 

large-scale engineering industries "as the elements of the first 

industrial revolution" in which almost all machine tools and 

manufacturing processes are sti 11 under direct human control. 

This is a result of sanctions imposed during the UDI and the post 

independence foreign exchange shortages, factors which forced the 

country to make do with old equipment and technologies. This has 

also kept alive a high level of artisanal skills that have 

continued to produce high-grade work from old n1achi nes. The 

second industrial revolution technologies with CNC machine tools 

and CAD/CAM methods are only just making their appearance. This 

situation places SSis at an advantage to close the gap between 

its technologies and those of the medium and large- scale 

enterprises. 

The conditions for linking SSI into formal sector production and 

marketing are already provided by ERP, which places emphasis on 

the promotion of exports and especi a 11 y manufacturing exports. 

The latter provides much greater value to the economy than 

primary commodity exports. As competiti , 'Si fies many 

large-scale companies will be compelled ; off those 

production lines which cannot be sustained and these can than be 

33 H Ch1wawa "Co-operatives and Contract Mining 1n the Z1111babwe Chro•e Mining Industry", 

Zimbabwe Institute of Oevelop•ent Studies, Monograph Series. Nu•bar 1, 1989, pa9e &7/~8. 
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put on sub- contracting to SSI en~repreneurs in both urban areas 

and rural growth points. 

Constraints 

Sub-contracting activities by SSis are limited primarily by the 

low level of skills and technology. This is manifested in the 

following: 

*isolation of the MSE and SSI from the relatively high 
labour-productivity modern industry, a situation that 
generally renders small enterprise a permanEnt user of 
low technology, poorer skills and inferior inputs; 

* the low education and technical qualifications of the 
majority of SSI entrepreneurs means that where the 
entrepreneurs' technical expertise is important, such 
as in metal working and furniture, it will not be 
possible to forge intra-industry trade relationships 
between SSI and large-scale industries; 

* lack of sufficient numbers of experienced peop 1 e with 
middle-level technical and management skills in the 
established industry who shou 1 d be branching off or 
being set off to set sub-contracting firms with firm 
orders or firm interest from large-scale industries. 

* many SSis have failed because they do not have adequate 
technical and managerial backup. Without adequatP
support and backup services, new SS! producers are 
faced with technical problems with unfamiliar equipment 
or processes. 

Besides general problems affecting all small-scale enterprises, 

such as licensing and regulations, and lack of access to finance, 

other constraints inhibiting 

activities by SSis are: 

entry into sub-contracting 

(a) Litt 1 e importation of SSI related machinery, and 
general unavailability of machines which could be used 
by SSI. Even when these are available, prices are 
often prohibitive; in the case of rural entrepreneurs, 
transport costs have to be added to the price. (As an 
example, the price of an arc-welding machine has 
increased by 150% in the last six months and that of a 
spot-welding machine - by 100%); 

(b) Monopoly conditions, governing the imports of raw 
materials and the marketing of the final products, 
stifle the emergence of SSI s. In • a metals sub
sector, for example, on the input supply there are only 
a few major importers of steel in the country ( Stee 1 
Centre, Baldwin Steel and Lysaght) 
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The challenge for both policy and strategy is to identify 

potential sub-sectors for sub-contracting, create conditions for 

upgrading their technologies and integrating their activities on 

an equitable basis with established firms, before the latter open 

the gap even further and make this integration far more 

difficult. Zimbabwe does not need to re-i :went the wheel in 

pursuit of this goal as cited by the recent ITDG study34 : 

If the informal engineering sector in Zimbabwe employed 
the same tech no l ogi es as its counterpart in Ghana, it 
could be in a position to undertake sub-contracted 
manufacturing of component parts for the formal sector 
employing the same methods as are employed in the 
forma 1 sector workshops. In a 11 i ndust ri a 11 y advanced 
countries major manufacturing companies sub-contract 
work to many, often hundreds of small engineering 
firms. Zimbabwe al ready has large manufacturers who 
are breaking into expurt markets. What it lacks is the 
myriad of sma 11 industries to support them and enable 
them to make a considerable expansion of their 
operations. 

There is al so plenty of scope for SS Es in the dressmaking and 

tailoring activities as the demand for clothes and related items 

is very high. As the l arge-sca 1 e companies in this sub-sector 

cannot meet demand, the operation of Cut-Make-Trim (CMT) has 

grown in importance in recent years. Under the CMT a producer is 

contracted by another manufacturer or a distributor to produce 

garments to his precise specifications, with the fabric and 

designs being supplied by the distributor. The CMT has sustained 

about 50% of the SSEs surveyed by Imani during the first few 

years of their operations. This is because the SSE does not 

incur any expenditure on material procurement, nor ~arketing, she 

just supplies labour and charges the distributor accordingly. 

Once established SSEs can use their trc.ck record, particularly 

with regard to quality in getting sub-contracting jobs with 

1 arger manufacturers. The profit margins are not high, but the 

SSE is guaranteed a constant income and larger profits eventually 

result from high turnovers. 

The question of the size of the SSI, their organizational 

structure and equipment used must obviously influence the 

JC Zw1tw•1 ~nd Powell op cit, p 28. 
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confidence of the mediu• and 

inter-firm business with SSls. 

large-scale industries in doing 

One parastatal organization was 

reported to be reluctant to award a tender to an enterprise with 

less than 25 sewing machines and 30 employees as their 

organization had been let down in the past.35 

Condjtions for Sub-Contractjng Arrangements 

A condition for a meaningful and dynamic relationship between SSI 

and large-scale enterprise is inter-firm trade. In the 

Zimbabwean case, there is, however, no vertical integration in 

production between SSEs and established companies. The main 

reason is tha historical denial of the right of entry and 

opportunities for growth by the SSis in manufacturing. This has 

either retarded the growth of these enterprises or rendered them 

ineffective at the entrepreneurial, manageri a 1 and techni ca 1 

levels. 

In the case of small-scale metalworking, without basic metal 

machining capabilities, the small scale engineering industry is 

restricted to a narrow range of simple products such as those 

presently made by sheet metal working, blacksmithing, welding and 

steel fabrication. On the other hand, if conditions for the 

supply of machine tools were presented, opportunities would open 

up for inter-firm trade and sub-contracting arrangements, taking 

the form of supplying the large companies with replacement parts 

for machines and component parts for new production. 

Sub-contracting can also be promoted at the initiative of large 

companies would deliberately place orders for procurement of 

their supplies of inputs and services from SSis. At the 

beginning of 1989 the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa 

started a schen1e of promoting the black business sector. The 

Corporation "sought out black entrepreneurs who could supply 

goods and services to group companie:J on competitive terms". 38 In 

the majority of cases former employees set up their own 

businesses to provide cate. i ng, cleaning and services to Ang 1 o 

American which paid a fee. By July 1990 the Corporation had 

35 AOOend1x 8, p. 14. 

38 Anglo Amer1can Corporat1on of South Afr1ca Ltd "1990 Cha1,..an•s Stat ... nt" Juiy 4, 1990, 

Johannesburg, p. 11 
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pl aced R20 mi 11 ion wor·:h of business with bl acK businesses and 

with only one exception, all contracts ha~ been fulfilled 

satisfactorily. The critical hurdle to the development of small 

business was expertise, all other complementary elements 

markets, finance and committed individuals were available, a 

~actor which has led the Corporation to take small minority 

positions in a few selected black companies and also to actively 

engage in providing small business advisory centres in 

conjunctior. with the Small Business Development Corporation 

[SBOC]. 

Anglo American Corporation in Zimbabwe has not followed the 

example of its parent firm in South Africa, mainly on the ground 

that its activities in this country are less concentrated than 

they are in South Africa. Instead, it has set up Hawk Venture 

(Pvt) Limited, a venture capital finance company which gives 

loan finance to SSEs mainly in manufacturing and processing (see 

Section 9.4) 

6.7 CONCLUSIONS AND ACTIONS RECOMMENDED 

Conclusions 

Urban-based small-scale industries will eventually benefit from 

the trade liberalization when raw materials and machinery become 

available on OGIL. In the short-run, however, SSis will continue 

to lack access to critical raw materials. 

All the sub-sectors examined in this chapter have varying degrees 

of st:ope and potential for sub-contracting business. The sub

sector with the most si gni fi cant proportion of inputs into the 

manufacturing sector is the metals and metal products group. 

This situation is expected to strengthen with the opening up of 

the economy under ERP as manufacturers wi 11 seek to shed their 

overheads through sub-contracting in order to remain competitive 

in the market. But for SSI s this wi 11 not be automatic; there 

are serious bottlenecks and hurdles that will have to be 

overcome. 

Technological linkages have to be created between the large-scale 

and small-scale industries. An institutional mechanism, could ~e 



set up which will concentrate on forging inter-industry linkages 

between SSls and large-scale industriesl7 ; this cu-.ld be one of 

the functions assumed by the 5c 1 ent if i c and I ndust r 1 al Res..:a rch 

and Development Council. For 1nstance, while there are few 

foundries 1n the SSI sector, these appear to be successful 

ventures. With increased compet 1 ti on as a result of ERP, sma 11 

foundries and machine shQps will be well placed to take up sub

contracting jobs on a more flexible basis than large ~ompanies. 

Technical and institutional support should aim at improving 

skills, training and equipment so that the products of SSis are 

of the same standard as the established medium and large-scale 

industries. This "bottom up" approach puts the SSI first in a 

strong and competitive position with its large-scale counterpart. 

Secondly, it builds up confidence in and reliability of the SSI 

for sub-contracting jobs. 

However, a "top down" approach to promoting sub-contracting is 

al so necessary to 

relations and growth. 

American Corporation 

complete the edifice of inter-industry 

This approach is illustrated by the Anglo 

of South Africa where small-scale black 

enterprises have been awarded sub-contracting business to supply 

some share of the Corporation's needed goods and services. 

Actions Recommended 

1. Government and support agencies should work together to 
establish intermediate technology transfer units (ITTU) for 
the development of the light engineering sector along the 
lines of a similar project established in GhanaJs. The 
objective of the ITTUs wou 1 d be to upgrade the l eve 1 of 
technologies employed by the SSis, make available a wider 
range of products and services, and assist in creating 
linkages between the 551 and 1arge-sca1 e engineering 
industries. The ITTUs, initially to be located in at least 
three or four central places in the country, would be staffed 
by core engineering and technical personnel whose main 
responsibilities would be to introduce new manufacturing 
methods and the manufacture of new products for the SSE , n 
the sub-sector. The ITTU project was ori gi na 11 y proposed by 
the !TOG study on "Small-Scale Metal Working/Light 
Engineering Industries in Zimbabwe" completed in 1991. 

ZT Th1s td•• was .aot•d 1n Mazhar, Yusef, K. and Ndlela, o.B., "Technology and DeveloPMent 

P•rsoect1v•s of the Cao1tal Good• Sector", A•port prepared for the M1n1stry of Industry and 

T•chnology (Zl•babw•l und•r UNOP/UNCTAO, July 1988. 
38 Fr09 d1acuaa1ona h•ld and a site v1s1t to the JTTU at r .. &, n•ar Accra, the JTTU 1110ve111ent 

4POears to hav• b••n v•ry eff•ct1v• in Ghana. Careful d•s19n of pro1ects 1n Z••babwe should 

~ndevour tr°"' th~ ~tart to ach1eve cost ~ff~ct1vP.nP.ss a~d P.ventual sust11n1b1lity. 
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2. Early placement of machinery, raw materials and spare parts 
relevant to SSEs on OGIL. 

3. Government shou 1 d 1 aunch or support training programmes to 
upgrade the technical and business skills of the SSis taking 
into account the specific conditions of each sub-sector, with 
a view to increasing efficiency of small-scale enterprises. 

4. Expansion of the "Vocational Training School" programme to 
undertake on-the-job training that is relevant for vocational 
needs of the SSis; A report on the "Country Capabi 1 i ty !P 
Zimbabwe Relating To Machine Tool Manufacture" suggested that 
steps must be taken to secure the continued contribution of 
the highly skilled artisans in the established companies, 
most of whom are at advanced age, "and where poss i b 1 e to 
induce the i ndi vi dua 1 s to teach in Co 11 eges and appropriate 
establishments in order to pass on their skills to the rising 
generation" (Lamb: 1989:6). 

5. Imaginative use of the Social Development Fund [SDF] to 
facilitate increased employment of retrenched skilled people 
in SSis particularly those likely to grow in scale and 
efficiency in the 1 ong-term, and in dynamic formal and non
forma l activities that complement ERP by facilitating 
increased specialization and backward and forward linkages in 
economic activities. 

6. Development agencies like ITDG, ENDA and APTECH could develop 
a joint project for the improvement of efficiency of SSis in 
general so that they are able to fulfil orders offered to 
them on sub-contracting basis. There is urgent need to 
encourage promising SS Es to graduate into being established 
enterprises. Areas of concentration should be training in 
technical and managerial skills, including procurement of 
finance and management of inventories. 

7. The sma11-sca1e miners are already disadvantaged by not 
having legislation that is designed to address their specific 
situation. At present the government regu 1 at ions, 1 i cences 
and mining fees adversely affect small-scale miners. The 
potential for small-scale miners is large and can be 
increased if their activities are l ega 1 i zed. Before doing 
so, however, a deta i 1 ed envi ronmenta 1 impact assessment of 
small-scale mining, especially gold panning, needs to be 
carried out. 

8. A specific project should be d~signed for institutional 
strengthening of the Small-Scale Miners Association (SSMAZ} 
with a view to linking their activities with those of 
industrial and processing projects and programmes. 

9. Extension of the sort of shared millirg, mining services and 
training facility established at Shamva to other areas of the 
coun~ry where there is adequate concentration of small-scale 
mining operators. Such centres are to be run along the lines 
of the pi 1 ot project started by the ITDG at Shamva and 1 i ke 
the propose Intermediate Technology Transfer Unit for metal 
working sub-sector off er a variety of services as we l 1 as 
training. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONSTRAINTS FACED BY SSE 

7.1 DEMAND CONSTRAINTS 

Most surveys and studies of SSEs carried out in Zimbabwe have 

concentrated on existing enterprises. dwe 11 i ng at length on the 

supply constraints faced by these SSEs. In the majority of cases 

these studies have ended up either overlooking or glossing over 

the important question of demand constraints faced by SSEs. The 

GEMINI survey is an exception: proprietors of firms that had 

closed down were interviewed. and the reasons given for closure 

were shortage of raw materi a 1 s and working capital and 1 ack of 

demand. 

Demand conditions are particularly important when it comes to 

potential entrants into a market. Without demand for the sorts 

of products and services that sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises growing. 

the scope for new entrants is limited, although people do enter 

but are often quickly forced to withdraw again. Alternatively, 

if people are forced into forming SSE~ because of a lack of any 

alternative employment or livelihood, Jvertrading is the result, 

with very low returns and incomes being derived. 

These issues are of particular concern in the context of the 

Economic Reform Programme, the biggest threat for the SSE sector 

being reduced demand for those simple goods and services that 

they generally produce. It is difficult for SSEs to move into 

other products and markets, because of a lack of information and 

skills, and difficulties of acquiring the machinery, equipment 

and inputs required. In addition, -:::xisting large-scale 

enterprises have monopolistic or oligopolistic control over much 

of the economy, covering a 1 most a 11 products and services that 

are more sophisticated than those current 1 y being produced by 

most SSEs. 

There are no special programmes to ensure that the small-scale 

sector has market access, eg, no preference when it comes to 

Government tenders. The rami fi cations of the above factors in 

the context of the ERP are discussed ~ n more deta i 1 in 

Chapter 13. 
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7.2 REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS 

Zoning 

The location and operation of SSEs have been governed by a number 

of regulations that have historically constrained their growth 

prospects. The government, under the ERP has come to recognize 

this age old problem as a major constraint facing the SSE sector. 

SSEs are affected by the restrictive laws on zoning though in 

varying degrees. 

In Zimbabwe, there is no piece of legislation which gives 

recognition to SSEs or attempts to regulate its activities. The 

laws that exist seek to regulate the small-scale enterprise 

sector from the viewpoint of restricting its location, operation 

and growth, rather than seek to promote its orderly development. 

The Regi ona 1 Town and Country Planning Act and Regulations of 

1976 makes provision for the establishment of Local Planning 

Authorities, the preparation of Master and Loca 1 Pl ans for the 

local planning areas, the control of development within zones 

identified in the Master Plans and the processing of permits for 

the use of land by local planning authorities. 

The Town Planning Schemes of the 1960s and 70s now repealed under 

the Town and Country Planning Act cover a 11 urban areas in the 

country. Under these schemes provision is made for the stri c: 

use of zones in the urban areas where particular uses are either 

permitted, not permitted or occasionally permitted by speciai 

consent of the 1oca1 authority. These use zones are usua 11 y 

l ocat i ona 11 y specific and do not favour the 1 ocat i ona i 

requ 1 rement of SS Es. This is because zoned 1 and is most 1 y pri ma 

.urban 1 and with high rents/rates. The zoning restriction a 1 so 

covers the use to which land can be put, i.e. residential, 

i ndustri a 1, commerci a 1, open space and does ~iot encourage mixed 

uses of land. In this way, although flexible in its approach, 

the Act is not appropriate for the 1990s socio-economic 

environment and in particular for the needs of SSEs 
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Bujldjng Codes, Tjt1e Deeds and Surveyjng 

The SSEs are also severely restricted by building codes bylaws, 

issuing of title deeds and surveying. The Model Building Bylaws, 

prepared in 1978 for use by local authorities in the processing 

of building plans, ensuring quality of_ design, construction and 

public safety have been adopted by most local authorities. These 

bylaws are not sympathetic to the use of appropriate technologies 

in the construction industry and in particular in the use of 

unconventiona1 building materials for the accommodation of SSEs. 

Land in the cities is underutilized as a result of coverage, 

building line restrictions and restrictive bulk factors. The 

Town Planning Schemes provide restrictions on the amount of land 

that can be occupied by a building and this is generally too 

small. The bulk factors which relate to the amount of floor area 

that a building should occupy is also too low resulting in low 

rise building in the commercial and industrial areas of the major 

cities. These regulations restrict opportunities for urban SSEs 

to acquire accommodation in the urban areas. 

The ti me taken for processing and approva 1 of app 1 i cations for 

bui 1 ding p 1 ans varies from 6 weeks and two months. 

major prob 1 em for a sma 11 enterprise that is 

precarious in its formative stages. 

This is a 

especially 

The Model Building Laws also requires that high quality, 

conventional building materials be used. Most Local Authorities 

have indicated that they were prepared to tolerate more 

appropriate building materials ir. the construction of buildings. 

Many types of new bricks and other materials have been tested but 

have not yet been introduced in the urban areas to any 

significant amount. 

The Land Survey Act as read with the Deeds Registry Act provides 

for all land surveying and registration in the country. Since 

the survey can only be carried out by registered surveyors, there 

are long delays in approving of service land for use by residents 

of the cities. The Land Survey is not applicable to the rural 

settlement and as a result residents cannot obtain title deeds 

for their properties which are vital to obtain financial credit 

for SSEs. 
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Factory and Works Act 

The Factory and Works Act covers any premises on which more than 

5 persons carry out activities that require mechanical power, 

requiring such premises to be licensed. In many cases involving 

SSEs, the licensing requirements (such as mandatory flush 

toilets) and the procedures involved are wholly inappropriate. 

An example of this is given in the Aptech report (Appendix 10) in 

connection with the !TOG/ENDA Tinytech Oil Expressing ~reject 

(Appendix 10, p 19). "As has been our experience with most 

process plant commissioning, the technical problems can be 

solved. But in this case, it took eight months and much 

perseverance to get a supply of electricity, and approvals from 

Government officials such as the Boiler Inspector and the Factory 

Inspector. The technical standards der.anded were inappropriate, 

such as the application of standards designed for large, high 

pressure boilers to tiny, very low pressure boiler. The 

officials tended to be inexperienced and unwi 11 i ng to use any 

discretion. The ti me spent and the costs of es tab 1 i shi ng the 

pilot plant were probably much higher than the equipment cost". 

Road Transport Permits, Urban Passenger Transport & Vehicles 

It is extremely difficult to obtain a road service permit to 

operate a transport business in the rural areas and i 11ega1 to 

operate without one. The same is true in the urban areas, where 

in bus services the Zimbabwe Urban Passenger Company [ZUPCO] has 

a statutory monopoly which Government, a joint venture partner 

with United Transport of the UK, is unwilling to alter before 

1994, due to heavy penalty clauses in the joint venture 

agreement. 

These regulatory constraints are compounded by the lack of access 

to vehi c 1 es, and Government's unwi 11 i ngness to a 11 ow the 1 oca l 

assembly of the minibuses which are prevalent in the urban areas 
' 

of other African countries (eg the "matatu" in Kenya and the 

"Zo 1 a Budds", so-named for their speed, in South Africa). Poor 

rura 1 and urban, transport services raise costs for SS Es and in 
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many cases make 

problematic. 

their operation and survival extremely 

Taxation 

The government has given tax i nc_ent i ves for sma 11-sca le 

manufacturing enterprises within designated growth points. The 

tax incentive is 20% tax exemption within the first five years. 

In addition SSEs at growth points are given an investment 

allowance of 15%. This is over and above the special initial 

allowance on all new investments now phased to 50%, 25% and 25% 

over three years. Imports of capita 1 goods for use at growth 

points are exempted from surtax and import tax. 

Other than the above, sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises have to abide by 

the same taxation provisions that cover all other economic 

agents. Sc1e proprietors or beneficiaries of unregistered 

enterprises should pay personal income tax on income derived from 

the SSE. Companies have to pay company tax (45% of profits in 

1991/92, 42,5% in 1992/93). In cases where entrepreneurs are not 

paying taxes, the high rates of company tax represent a major 

obstacle to deciding to register as a company, to be set against 

~he benefits of doing so (eg probably easier access to the 

banking system). 

7.3 SKILL AND INFORMATION CONSTRAINTS 

Deve7opment of Entrepreneurship and Business Culture, and Lack of 
Managerial and Technical Skills 

Entrepreneurship is not necessarily connected to business skills, 

but successful entrepreneurs are generally backed by people 

working closely with them who have such skills. rt would thus 

appear that the development of entrepreneurship and business 

culture has been hampered by a lack of basic business skills such 

as planning, 

market in~. 

legacy of 

bookkeeping, costing, producticn management, and 

The lack of skills is, in turn, an aspect of the 

past discrimination. As these skills are more widely 

acquired, and are shown to be necessary for 

profitable operations, the business culture will 

deepened and expanded. At the same ti me. 

efficient and 

continue to be 

the idea of 

entrepreneurship needs to be inculcated and eve.·y means found to 
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encourage those #i th an 

business and contribute 

wealth and employment. 

entrepreneurial flair to start out in 

to economic growth through creating 

The lack of basic business skills among small-scale entrepreneurs 

is one of the factors which causes them to· refrain from seeking 

financial assistance from the banking system, even if that 

finance is actually available. A significant number of SSEs do 

not keep books for their business operations which reflects lack 

of managerial and technical skills, as well as an instinct for 

tax evasion. 

Lack of Information 

While there is abundant information that may be available for 

business decision makers in the country, the SSEs are not 

organized to access this information, especially as it comes from 

diverse sources. For example, in the clothing sub-sector it was 

found that many SSEs did not have access to market information on 

both domestic and external markets. The majority of these SSEs 

were not members of ZNCC and were thus left out of organized 

market information which the est ab~ i shed enterprises get on a 

regular and systematic basis. 

The interviews carried out during the study revealed that 

development agencies and government departments involved in 

sma 11- sea 1 e enterprise support had very 1itt1 e knowledge about 

other agencies in the fie 1 d. The situation is worse when it 

comes to SSEs themselves. 

7.4 FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS 

Lack of access to bank finance by SSEs has long been claimed to 

be the main constraint facing SSEs. The claims and counter 

claims on the accessibility of bank finance are presented in 

Chapters 9 and 12. Accardi ng to the banks their services are 

accessible and their demands on collateral are reasonable, but 

the high rejection rate of the small-scale clients shows that 

there is a prob1 em that needs to be solved. The fact remains 

that only a tiny proportion of SSEs have ever had a loan from a 

bank (see Table 4.5 - only 0,4% of the GEMINI sample). 
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The constraint on access to finance by small-scale can partly be 

blamed on the over-cautiousne5s of the commercial banks in 

approving 1 oan applications from SSEs. On the other hand, an 

important part of the problem seems to lie in the poor financial 

management of the SSEs and the i nabi 1 i ty of most of the sma 11-

scal e entrepreneurs to use their finances to best advantage. 

7.5 INVESTMENT CONSTRAINTS 

The majority of SSEs have not got the basic ski 11 s and training 

in project preparation for financing by the banks, and seldom 

have the orientation to employ people with such skills to assist. 

Some bank managers said during the interviews that when the 

project is questioned and the applicant is asked to furnish some 

more basic information, many wa 1 k out of the door and never· come 

back. The reasons for lack of skills in financial management and 

related constraints were discussed in Chapter 7. 

Lack of access to foreign currency has 1 ong been a major 

constraint facing the SSEs. Until the establishment of the 

Zimbabwe Investment Centre [ZIC], a few SSE finance schemes in 

the commercial banks, there was no channel for small-scale 

enterprises to source foreign currency for their projects. This 

situation is now partly solved but only for those SSEs with the 

ability to prepare bankable projects. These exclude all but a 

tiny minority of SSEs. 

Bureaucratic delays in the approval of projects cause financial 

hiccups for the small-scale entrepreneurslt. Project preparation 

and approval can take a long time, in the meantime the financial 

imp 1 i cations of the project may change for the worse. This is 

particularly the case under conditions of unstable exchange rates 

affecting the Zimbabwe dollar. T~ere are yet other bureaucratic 

delays coming from processing of development applications by the 

local authorities. Delays with the local authorities usually 
' 

take up to six months. These delays place constraints on 

development and are detrimental to the small scale enterprises. 

31 t•a1111le1 are 91ven 1n the report by lMAlfl "illP8d1•ent1 Confronttn9 Infor.al Sector 

Ente,.pr15e1 1n Z111babwe", Hara,.• 1110. 
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7.6 TECHNOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS•o 

Access to Imported Technology 

Access to technologies in general and imported ones in particular 

is constrained by lack of foreign currency, and where it is 

available the prices of imported machinery and raw materials 

inputs can be excessively high and even unaffordable. As most 

SSEs are not registered and not in a position to apply for 

currency, they have no access to foreign currency for the 
importation of capital goods and raw materials. 

Access to Loca11y Deve1oped and Maintained Techno1ogy 

Development agencies such as ITDG and ENDA are involved in 

technology development, prototype testing, dissemination and 

backup for user groups. Other agencies such as the Save the 

Children Fund, and Redd Barna have also been involved i~ 

development and use of technologies. The private sector is also 

involved in the development of appropriate technologies. For 

example, APTECH (Pvt) Limited is involved in the design, 

prototype testing, installation and commissioning work on behalf 

of other organizations such as ITDG. There are, however, few 

companies interested in manufacturing technology for SSEs, unless 

there are substantial commercial prospects, and it is even more 

difficult to get manufacturers to participate in prototype 

development. 

Despite this wide variety of deve 1 opment support agencies and 

companies, technologies in SSEs have frequently failed because of 

a lack of back-up and maintenance services. Without such 

services, new SS Es are 1ike1 y to have techn i ca 1 prob 1 ems with 

unfamiliar equipment or processes. Another neglected area is the 

provision of second hand technologies, which could well be both 

appropriate and affordable for SSEs. Without some institutional 

support to enable SSEs to verify and access these technologies, 

their availability remains a hypothetical question. 

40 S.• Aptech paper in AppendiM 10. 
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OiF~iculties in Developing Local Technology 

In sp;te of these d;verse organ;zations involved in technological 

support serv;ces, small-scale and intermediate-scale technologies 

are usually not eas;ly accessible to SSEs except through a 

development project which wi 11 also provide support. A major 

problem that has constrained the introduction of technologies to 

SSEs appears to be the inappropriate design quality of the 

prototypes that have been cop;ed locally from foreign 

technolog;es. 

As an example of poor technological transfer. the APTECH 

technology study (Appendix 10) quotes the introduction of the 

Bielenberg oilpress to Zimbabwe. It failed for a number of 

reasons including design faults, poor quality control on 

materials used in the production of the press and the paucity of 

training of the operators. Development agencies have in the past 

underestimated the work required to design, prove and 

successfully disseminate new technologies. For new technologies 

to succeed there ; s need for the government to put considerable 

resources into the process which w;11 enable developers to 

cont; nue technical and management support to users for a long 

time, someth;ng that has not happened ;n the past. 

7.7 INFRASTRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS 

Virtually all general ;nfrastructure is in the urban areas, but 

at present even in the urban areas suitable and allocated land, 

water electricity, telephones and transport are in short supply. 

Given their lesser spheres of influence and bargaining power, the 

sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises suffer more from these shortages than 

large~scale enterpr;se. 

More specifically the Zoning and Model Building Bylaws 

restrictions affect small-scale enterprises (see Section 7.2) and 

serve to 1i m; t su i tab 1 e premises used by SSEs in urban areas. 

The lack of suitable premises for small-scale operators is caused 

by a number of factors, including the failure to construct 

suitable premises due to the high costs of acceptable building 

materials. Lower quality but suitable bricks have been tested 

but are not yet be;ng introduced. 
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Lack of basic infrastructure in the rural areas is a major 

constraint facing SSEs. There is often no electricity in many 

growth points and outlying rural service centres and other 

supporting infrastructure such as roads and provision of water 

are not adequate. Without the appropriate package of 

infrastructure, combined with support to SSEs, even those rura 1 

growth points with under 1 yi ng economic potent i a 1 wi 11 not take 

off. 
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SUPPORT TO SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES & 
ENHANCEMENT OF INDIGENOUS OWNERSHIP 

PART C - SUPPORT TO SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES 

CHAPTER 8: OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SUPPORT PROGRAliatES AND 
INSTITUTIONS 

8. 1 GOVERNMENT 

Poljcy Framework 

Government's ro 1 e in supporting SSE is both exp 1 i cit, through 

specific policies, programmes and institutions targeted to SSEs, 

and implicit through the impact of general policies and 

activities. 

As explained in detail in Chapters 1 and 7, at present government 

policy is not particularly conducive to the development of the 

SSE sector. The foreign exchange allocation system is biased in 

favour of large, established industry. Investment procedures are 

cumbersome, suitable premises are difficult to find, the result 

in part of zoning restrictions and building codes, title deeds 

are not permitted in many rural centres anj are anyway difficult 

to secure due to archaic attitudes about surveying, and there are 

many ~pecific regulatory requirements which have to be met (such 

as the Factories & Works Act for industries using power, road 

transport permits in the transport sector, etc.} 

As part of the Economic Reform Programme and government's renewed 

commitment to SSE development most of these items are to be 

addressed to make the environment more supportive of SSEs. 

Specific recommendations in this rega:"d are made in detail in 

Chapter 14. 

Institutional Responsibility wjthin Government 

By their nature, issues pertaining to small-scale enterprises cut 

across the responsibilities of various ministries of government. 

In the past, it has not been clear where overall responsibility 

1 ay for , SSE promotion, a 1 though the Ministry of Industry and 

Commerce: has now been designated to assume that responsibility. 
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During the implementation of the Economic Reform Programme. the 

inter-ministerial Monitoring Cammi ttee wi 11 provide a forum for · 

co-ordinating a number of policy issues. including those 

pertaining to SSEs. The Monitoring and Iinplementation Unit in 

the Ministry of Finance. Economic Planning and Development and 

the Socia 1 Oeve l opment Fund in the Mini str-y of Labour, Manpower 

Planning and Social Welfare will play an important role with 

respect to SSEs during the Economic Reform Programme Period. as 

will the Ministry of Local Government, Rural and Urban 

Development, and Ministry of Transport and National Supplies, 

which together are responsible for many of the areas where 

deregulation is required. 

In respect of training and extension services. the Mini s;try of 

Community and Co-operative Deveiopment and the Department of 

Women•s Affairs in the Ministry of Political Affairs have in the 

past played significant roles. These have now been consolidated 

under a new Ministry of National Affairs. Employment Creation and 

Co-operatives. 

Ro1e of Government in Institutiona1 Support for SSEs 

Whi 1 e government has a 1 ways encouraged the private sector and 

NGOs to assist in promoting SSEs, government's main thrust in the 

area of institutional support has been the establishment and 

promotion of financial institutions specifically targeted to 

supporting SS Es. These are the Sma 11 Enterprises Deve 1 opment 

Corporation (SEDCO), the Zimbabwe Development Bank (ZDB), and the 

Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe (VCCZ) a1~d the Credit 

Guarantee Company. 

of the commercial 

Zimbabwe). In 

Government also has a majority holding in two 

banks (Zimbank and the Commercial Bank of 

order to keep the discussion of financial 

i nsti tuti ons together, those with major government involvement 

are described together with the private bar.ks and finance houses 

in Chapter 9. 
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8.2 OTHER PARTIES INVOLVED IN SUPPORT FOR SSE 

Private Sector Institutions 

One category of private sector support institutions is th~ 

business organizations (!BOC, ZNCC and CZI); thes~ play a role 

both in lobbying for improvement 1n the business environment 

(higher level of activity, fewer bureaucratic requirements, lower 

taxes etc) and in offering specific support services to SSEs. 

Another category of private sector organization is the financial 

instit·1tions commercial banks, finance houses and merchant 

banks. The Credit Guarantee Company {CGC) is a special case, 

being owned jointly by the commercial banks and the Reserve Bank. 

Thirdly, there is a range of small private companies which assist 

budding entrepreneurs to prepare projects for funding and project 

approval by the government authorities. Some offer these 

services on an ad hoc basis, wh i 1 e others spec i a 1 i ze in working 

with small-scale enterprises. Part of the demand for such 

services arises in the context of the present high 1 y regulated 

environment and this should change as investment procedures come 

to be st ream 1 i netj and subsequent 1 y disappear when a 11 capita 1 

goods have come onto the OGI L 1 i st. As the support services 

offered by the umbrella organizations (such as !BOC) expand, 

these companies are likely to become more specialised. 

Finally, under the heading of private sector support 

institutions, there are a number of private companies or 

conglomerate groups which are beginning to assist small-scale 

enterprises. The mechanisms being explored include provision of 

finance, subcontracting to provide secure markets, training, 

technical advice and assistance. 

Donors & NGOs 

Besides providing part of 

inst. i tut ions a 1 ready 1 i sted, 

programmes for SSE and/or 

the finance for many of the 

donors may have their own support 

giv& support to a wide range of 

developmental NGOs. Some of the main bi lateral donors active in 

supoorting SSEs are (main Zimbabwe counterpart agencies in 

parent!ll!l!st!s; ot~er acti·.,ities also funded}: C.iDA (tt°'rough SEDCO 
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and CGC), USAID (through CZ!), ODA (through IBDC) and the World 

Bank (through SEDCO). 

United Nations agencies have been active in supporting SSE 

through financing studies and training for SEDCO, ZOB, VCCZ, and 

mounting programmes to directly assist small-scale entrepreneurs 

\eg, the ILO "Improve your Business" programme, implemented 

through the Employers' Confederation, EMCOZ). Studies 1n 

specific areas have been financed eg the bread, beer and brick

making studies sponsored by UNIFEM and executed by ZERO, a local 

NGO. UNI DO training and programmes such as Special Industri a 1 

Services, although not specifically targeted at small-scale 

industries, are likely to have had some positive spin-offs. The 

EMPRETEC joint ZIC-UNDP-UNCTC project that is just starting is 

described in Chapter 11. 

The NGO support agencies are of many kinds, and seek to fulfi 11 

different functions. Some of the NGOs are locally based, others 

are foreign based with branches or "arm's length" operations in 

Zimbabwe. 

Chapters 9-11 describe the s~pport activities of the main 

categories of institution in more detail. Given the 

proliferation of support institutions, however, these chapters do 

not purport to be comprehensive. One of the recommendations that 

is made in Chapter 12 is that a comprehensive data base be 

established which can be kept up-to-date on an on-going basis. 

8.3 RANGE OF SERVICES JFFERED 

Finance 

Shortage of capital - fixed and working - is the major constraint 

perceived by SSEs themselves. Most of the support organizations 

offer access to finance or assistance in obtaining finance yet it 

~hould be recalled that only 0,4% of the GEMINI sample had ever 

received bank finance (3,6% of urban non-household-based SSEs 1n, 

the sample). venture capital institutions, prepared to take an 

equity stake in a company with promise, with a view to selling, 
' ' 

off ' the stake \othen ca.pi ta 1 gains can be reg; stered, are 

as 
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re 1 at i ve l y new ; n Zimbabwe. but have a great deal of promise. 

Venture capital options are analysed separately in Section 9.4. 

Extension and Training 

All of the support institutions offer advice and technical 

assistance, while many also seek to provide formal training for 

those i nvo 1 ved in SSEs. The fi nanc i a 1 inst i 'tut ions are 

increasingly involved in extension and training, as they see th~ 

viability of their loan operations to depend on thorough project 

preparation and effective •anagement. There are a large number 

of training centres (over 50), offering a wide range of courses. 

Infrastructure 

In response to the tremendous 1 ack of suitable work-space for 

SSEs. several institutions have executed or are planning projects 

to alleviate the problem. The Urban Development Corporation. for 

example, has constructed workshops at three growth points 

(Murewa, Gokwe and Gutu-Mupandawana). ZDB has just completed 

some industrial sites at Willowvale in Harare and is looking at 

possibilities in other centres. ZDC has plans to build 34 

factory shells at Chitungwiza. 

None of these use the possibility to provide a range of 

complementary services to SSEs, along the lines of the ITTU 

concept spelt out in Chapter 6. This is unfortunate, as 

providing rea 1 estate need not be the on 1 y objective and more 

developmental options should be explored. The ENDA experience at 

the Green Market in Mutare has some useful lessons which can be 

built into the design of such projects. 
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CHAPTER 9 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

9.1 OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL !NSTITUTIONS SERVING SSEs 

Registered Fjnancial Instjtutjons 

The main institutions are the five commercial banks: 

ANZ Grindlays 
Barclays Bank 
Commercial Bank 
Standard Chartered Bank 
Zimbank (Zimbabwe Banking Corporation) 

More commercial banks are expected to be a 11 owed to operate in 

Zimbabwe, introducing more competition in the banking sector 

being part of the Economic Reform Programme. 

Of the existing banks, government has a controlling interest in 

two; C?mmercial Bank (formerly Bank of Credit & Commerce 

Zimbabwe} and Zimbank. Barclays and Zimbank are public 

be held by 

The remainder 
corporations, allowing part of the equity to 

Zimbabwean institutional and individual investors. 

of their shareholdings and all of that of the other banks outside 

of the government participation is owned by overseas interests. 

The Credit Guarantee Company (CGC), owned jointly by the 

commercial banks and the Reserve Bank, works closely with the 

commercial banks to underpin financing of SSEs. 

Some of the commercial banks have subsidiaries offering merchant 

banking and hire purchase services. 

owned by other entities: 

Merchant Banks: 

First Merchant Bank 
Merchant Bank of Central Africa 

Standard Chartered Merchant Bank 
Syf rets Merchant Bank 

Finance Houses: 

ANZ Grindlays' Finance 
Fincor 
Scotfin 
Standard Finance 
udc 
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There are also institutions 

(Anglo American) 
(consortium of overseas 
banks} 

(Standard Chartered) 
(Zimbank) 

(ANZ Grindlays) 
(private company) 
(Zimbank) 
(Standard Chartered) 
(public company) 



The merchant banks seldom have SSEs as clients, while the finance 

houses are i nvo 1 ved on 1 y to a 1 i mi ted extent through providing 

hire purchase. 

The two deve 1opmenta1 fi nanci a 1 inst: i tut: 1 ons that have been set 

up by government are: 

Small Enterprise Develop•ent Corporation [SEDCO] 
Zimbabwe Development Bank [ZDB] 

These are described in detail in Section 9.3. 

Venture Capital Options 

The above institutions off er loans, rather than equity 

participation in projects. Venture capital is available from the 

following institutions based in or with offices in Zimbabwe: 

Manna Corporation 
Zimbabwe Development Fund (the "soft window" of ZDB) 
Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe Ltd 
Hawk Ventures Ltd 
Continental Capital (Pvt) Ltd 
Afr.i ca Enterprise Fund 

In addition, there are a number of foreign-based i nsti tuti ons 

which offer equity financing to small projects in countries such 

as Zimbabwe. The venture capital options are described in 

Section 9.4. 

NGOs 

There are a large number of NGOs which offer finance to SSEs, the 

majority of these being on a grant basis. and rather 1 i mi ted in 

amount. Some, however, offer loans, often on a subsidized 

basis" ( eg. Zimbabwe Women Finance Trust). Genera 11 y. support 

to SSEs has not been rooted in a developmental approach, but has 

grown out of the welfarist orientation which characterized NGOs 

after Independence. 

Recently, however, NGOs with a specific commitment to SSEs, and a 

vision of how their support fits into the overall developmental 

picture, have become more numerous. Zambuko Trust, which started 

4t As p01nted out 1n r de Wtlde (1991), "Ztllbebw9: S..11 and •tcro Enterprises Lendtno and 

Financ1al S~or Overview", there ts concern about sustatnaDtlttv '' interest rates on loans 

continue to be kept well Delow the rate of tnflet1on. 
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ooerations at the beginning of 1992. provides an examole of an 

NGO being set up to concentrate on financing SSEs. Some NGOs are 

ourely local, while others have foreign financing or are fore1qn 

ent1t1es, an example be1ng the Afr1can Enterpr1se Founaat1on, 

which is linked to the I FC and is thus part of the World Bank 

group. Other than the NGOs involved in providing venture 

capital, which are dealt with in Section 9.4, t.he operations of 

NGOs are discussed in Chapter 11. 

Conclusions on Finance Institutions 

This chapter is largely descriptive in character. An analysis of 

tl"te lessons to be 1 earnt and recommendations on how to entiance 

fi nanci a 1 fi ows to the SSE sector are given in Chapters 12 

and 13. The re 1 evant po 1 icy issues are inc 1 uded in Chapter 14 

and a proposal for a Refinance Facility made as part of the UNIDO 

Small-Scale Industry Project in Chapter 15. 

9.2 COMMERCIAL BANKS, FINANCE HOUSES AND CGC 

Sma11 Business Units of Commercial Banks 

In recent years, government has put pressure on commercial banks 

to increase their 1 ending to SSEs. The i ni ti al response of the 

banks was that they were dealing satisfactorily with the needs of 

SSEs through their existing bank structures and that the propose~ 

minimum proportion of total lending to be earmarked for the SSE 

sector (5%) was already being exceeded. 

Subsequently, however, some of the commercial banks have created 

special structures to deal with small businesses. The first to 

do so was Standard Chartered, which created a "Sma 11 Business 

Loan Scheme" and a "Small Business Unit" (SBU) within tne Retail 

Banking Division in 1988. Barclays Bank launched its "Small 

Business Unit" (SBU) in August 1989. Zimbank created a "Small 

Business Services Division" (SbSD) in October 1990. Commercial 

Bank and ANZ Grindlays are inevitably less prominent in the field 

as their whole scale of operations in Zimbabwe is small relat1ve 

to the other three commercial banks. The commercial oanks 

generally supply short term finance (such as an overdraft 

facility), suitable for financing working capital, but where 
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other inst1tutions (such as the finance houses, merchant and 

development banks} would not be able to assist, medium to longer 

term loans for fixed ~apital are also considered. 

While Standard Chartered and Barclays' SBUs and Zimbank's SBSD 

were set up to provide a mixture of financial support. advisory 

~.-vices and training to SSEs, the differences in their style of 

operation are significant. Standard Chartered and Barclays' SBUs 

are staffed by bankers whose main role is to help entrepreneurs 

prepare projects and assemble loan requirements (including 

collateral or other security). The final decision about the loan 

is usu a 11 y made by the Branch Manager. In practice. however. as 

the branches remain reluctant to take on small, untried 

customers. the SBUs have assumed the r-:.> 1 e of branches and have 

their own portfolio of clients for whom they take direct 

responsibility (400 out of 700 small-scale clients fall into this 

category in the case of Standard Chartered). 

Zimbank's SBSD is staffed primarily by economists with experience 

with working with SSEs, rather than by bankers. Projects are 

divided into three "tiers". with much simpler application 

procedures being involved for the lower tiers (involving 

respectively loans in the range $5 000 to $10 000 and $10 000 to 

$50 000). The decisions about projects, and consequent 

responsibility for the loans, are made within the SBSD structure 

itself (loans in the third tier, above $50 000, are referred to a 

Head Office Committee}. The long-term objective is to have 

someone at each branch taking care of small businesses. Some are 

already in post, working alongside bank managers, but reporting 

to the head of SBSO. 

The professional staff complement of Z1mbank 1 s SBSO is to be 

increased f rem 9 to 15 with the opening of a sub-office in 

Bulawayo and the posting of 2 officers in the Chitungwiza Branch 

of Zimbank. This cnmpares with professional staff of 6 in 

Standard Chartered's SBU (Harare and Bulawayo) and 4 in Barclays' 

SBU (Chitungwiza). w;th as yet a much lower volume of 1ending 

than Standard Chartered and Barclays, Zimbank is clearly putting 

proportionately more resources into lending 

appears to be more committed to serving rura 1 

very smal 1 projects than the other two banks. 
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consider very small loans to be adequately covered through the 

extension of personal overdraft facilities to clients. Rates of 

interest on personal overdrafts are usually 5-10% pa higher than 

loans for productive investments. 

While the Zimbank approach would appear more promising in several 

respects, there is not yet sufficient experience to evaluate the 

relative effectiveness of the two approaches. All the banks 

express commitment to promoting SSEs, and are monitoring their 

initiatives in this area with a view to making improvements. 

Barclays and Zimbank complement their lending operations with 

training activities, ranging from one day seminars to longer 

courses covering issues such as record keeping; Standard 

Chartered has not involved itself in training. 

The terms of loans appear to be commercial (at least one percent 

above prime), although this may not be adequate to cover the 

higher costs involved in running the SBU and the SBSD. Zimbank, 

however, argues that a longer term view should be taken in that 

the activities of SBSD are helping to expand the clientele of the 

Bank's branches, particularly in the rural areas. The banks 

claim that they are willing to make loans without collateral but 

pref er to have security where tM s can be provided. Us~rs of 

their services claim that the traditional bank attitudes prevail, 

with the provision of collateral or other forms of security 

remaining an important element in securing a loan. The banks 

have the option of involving CGC in risky projects where 

collateral is insufficient, but the CGC route involves 

considerable delays (CGC is discussed later in this section). 

Barclays Bank treats any quantitative information about its 

operations as a commercial secret. Standard Chartered are a 

little less reticent, but would not go much further than 

indicating about 700 small-scale clients, with an average loan of 

about $100 000 (this includes some 1 arge loans that run into 

millions, which can hardly be described as small-scale - see 

discussion of definitions in Section 3.1). Zimbank, by contrast, 

published information about SBSD's first year of operations 

prominently on the inside cover of its annual report for 1990/91. 

It is noted there that 146 projects were supported, involving an 

outlay of $3,8 million. This compares with the $30 million which 
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Zimbank had set aside for the SBSD for the first three years of 

operation. The implied average 1 oan size , s $26 000, showing 

that thert! were some 1 arge 1 oans over and above the "typical 

range" of $2 000 to $10 000 for SBSD' s area of concentration: 

"promoting small projects in rural areas". 

The Zimbank report claims that direct employment increased by 

2000 due to the assistance given by SBSO, "indicating an average 

cost of approximately $1 900 for each job created in small 

project development". This figure is very low when compared to 

larger-scale projects going through ZIC (where a cost per job of 

$66 000 has been identified) but the method of calculation would 

have to be carefu 11 y checked to see whether there were not 

generally other costs involved besides those funded by the bank 

and whether the jobs supposedly created are sustainable in the 

longer term•2 . 

The Zimbank loans have been made to co-operatives ($1,8 million) 

as well as individuals ($2,0 million), with the bulk of the co

operative lending ($1,2 million) going to women's co-operatives. 

The relatively large proportion of loans to co-operatives is due 

to the fact that the Collective Self Finance Scheme, set 1.1p to 

provide collateral for loans to co-operatives, has a deposit of 

$1 million for this purpose with the Zimbank group. The Zimbank 

report also highlights its efforts to assist women. "Women play 

a major part in rural economic activity and forty-nine of the 

small projects assisted to date are run either entirely by women 

or are run by groups in which women play a prominent role". 

Hire Purchase and Factoring 

The finance houses (Standard Finance, Scotf in and udc) do not 

have specific programmes for SSEs, but are willing to finance on 

a hire purchase [HP] basis the purchase of capital equipment by 

any type of client. As the finance house legally owns the 

equipment until the loan has been fully paid, and the client pays 

for comprehensive insurance, there is 100% security on this type 

of business. 

42 unfo~tun•t•lv, th• det• needed fo~ tft;s ••• not ll8de •v•;l•ble. 
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Si nee the mi d-1980s. under government directive, the HP sec"tor 

has moved out of financing consumer durables, and focuses on 

financing capital goods. The volume of business has been largely 

determined by the ava i 1 abll i ty of fore1 gn currency, expand mg 

sharply w1th special programmes, such as the recent programme to 

import 30t and 7t truck kits. Most of the small-scale 

enterprises recently supported have been in the transport sector. 

Interest is expressed in the HP houses establishing their own 

lines of credit for import of capital goods. but they face the 

problem that forward cover on exchange rate changes is available 

only on the capital element and not on the interest payments. 

Loan conditions fall under the Hire Purchase Act. Down payments 

are usually 15% of the price including sales tax, with repayment 

at 5% above prime over a maxi mum of 36 months. This implies for 

an entrepreneur starting a small haulage business with, say, 

three 7 tonne trucks. a down payment of around $113 000 and 

monthly repayments of about $27 000. Only companies which are. 

or are going to be, wel 1 established can contemplate such 

arrangements. Very sma 11 l cans would not be of interest to the 

finance houses, but g~oup schemes could be contemplated where the 

main loan was with an organization, which on-lends smaller 

amounts to a number of individuals or groups. 

Leasing of capital equipment used to be undertaken by the finance 

houses, but this has been inhibited by the tax regime. Sales tax 

is raised on both the principal amount and the finance charges, 

and also on the terminal value if the item is subsequently sold 

to the lessee. Following the 1992/93 budget, however, this is to 

be ~hanged, although it is not clear that a more generous sales 

tax regime will make a great deal of difference~ 3 • 

A re 1 at i ve 1 y new service being offered by at 1 east one of the 

finance houses {udc} is debtor financing or what is termed 

factoring. Under this arrangement, udc undertakes to pay up to 

80~ of outstanding debts upfront, enabling the company to 

maintain its cash flow and concentrate on its core business 

activities, while leaving the collection of outstanding debts to 

the finance house. Although not yet much used by SSEs, factoring 

Cl ~EDCO ~•• prov1ston for leas1no servtces for SSfs; Zimbabwe O.Velo..-ttt Ian• 1• currently 

COflstder•ne .,_ betlt to nt•,. th• l••••no .,.!let. 
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could be a useful serv1ce that would enable SSEs to move into 

more sophisticated markets which reQu1re going beyond ~ash 

business to extend credit to customers. Factoring is open to 

SSEs; it is a Question of acQua inti ng them with the concept and 

encouraging them to take part if it . would be advantageous for 

them to do so. 

Credit Guarantee Company 

CGC is an important comp 1 ement to the 1 oan services offered by 

the commercial banks. It was formed under the name FEBCO in 1978 

and was reactivated in the 1ate 1980s in order to overcome 

problems encountered by the commercial banks i r. lending to SSEs. 

Arrears in the early 1980s with the commercial banks were 

reported to have risen to the point where the banks had sharply 

curtailed lending to SSEs. 

CGC is jointly owned by the Reserve Bank (504lri) and the five 

~ommerci a 1 ~ .• .cs ( 10%). It has a Trustee Committee consisting of 

the Governor of the Reserve Bank and Chief Executives of the 

commercial banks and a Board of Directors and Advances Committee 

consisting of officials from the 6 institutions. It is financed 

through contributions from shareholders (through secondment of 

personne 1 and, in the case of the Reserve Bank, provision of 

accommodation), non-refundable application fees (a modest $10 per 

application), a raising fee (1% on loans advanced), interest on 

loans (at 1% above prime over a maximum of three years), and a 

government grant (90/91 year $90 000). 

CGC operates by extending guarantees of up to 50% of the amount 

being loaned by a co .. ercia1 bank for a s•all-scale project. The 

banks decide on which projects to forward to CGC for its 

cr~sideration. This requires the CGC forms to be completed and 

site visits to be made by CGC officials. T~e Advances Connnittee 

then decides on whether the project is to be supported (up to 

$70 000; above that the Board of Trustees approves on the 

recommendation of the Advances :ommittee). The project may still 

not go ahead, however, as it goes back to the ori gi nat i ng bank 

which, according to its own procedures (central level or branch 

level) then makes a final decision on extending ~he loan. 
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FIGURE 9.1: CGC APPLICATIONS RECEIVED. PROCESSED & APPROVED 
(% = % Processed Applications Approved l 
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FIGURE 9.3A: CGC SECTORAL OISTRIBUTlON OF LOANS 
BY VALUE 
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The procedure can be qui t:e wast:efu l if the loan is rejected at 

this last stage, but the just:ification is that the loan remains 

the responsibihty of the co .... ercial bank (at the central or 

branch level, depending on internal organiza~ion). 

Figure 9.1 shows how t:he total nullber of applicat:ions, the number 

processed and the nu•ber approved has varied over ti me, wh i 1 e 

Figure 9.2 shows the average loan size of approved applications 

and the total a11<>unt approved. It is clear fro• these graphs 

that the nullber of applications grew frol!I 1978 to 1983/4, then 

declined to 1987/88. Since 1988/89, there has been rapid growth 

in the number of app 1 i cations, the proport. ion and number of 

approvals and the average size of loan. 

The tot a 1 loans approved over the past two years ( $8, 4 •i 11 ion) 

in fact is only slightly less than the total for the preceding 11 

years {$8,7 •illion). In the past financial year (1990/91). 517 

applications were received of which 361 had been processed by the 

year end and 7~ approved {273). The average size of loan 

approved in the 1990/91 year was $21 400, with the total value 

a~- -~ved being $5,8 million. 

The approval rate over the last 2 years is •uch higher than the 

average approval rate over the who1e 13 years of operation, which 

was 5~. Given that in terms of nu•bers of 1 oans, the def au 1 t 

rate over the enti r·e 1 i fe of CGC is 20% and the bad debt rate 

only 3%, the higher acceptance rate of recent years would appear 

to be well justified. The corresponding figures in terms of 

values are ~ default rate and 1% bad debt rate. The total 

amount written down to date is only $95 000, of which $37 000 has 

been recovered. A bolder approach is needed if the small-scale 

sector is to expand rapidly. 

The sector a 1 di stri but ion of 1 oans over the 13 year pe,.; od is 

shown in Figure 9. 3A. Loans to ret:ai 1 operations continue to 

do•inate (63% by value) with manufacturing and mining, which are 

being given priority by CGC, constituting the next largest 

category (1~ by value). Together with services'' (13%), these 

4' TIMI •s.rv1ce•• aftd •0t1ter" ~teeor1H are r~ed by CGC to cover: "floruts, gem cutting, 
dog tratn1ng, poultry, ~•tr sa10fts, record INlr•, wtdao c:o..untc:atton•, fr .. tance ftl•1ng, 
puttlt•~tng, illllllOl"t I eJC..-rt, trrtgatton, p1UlllJtng. ptggery, fts~ing, funeral undertakers, 
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three categories constitute 9~ of total lending by value. The 

distribution by number of loans (Figure 9.38) 15 a little 

different, w; th a h; gher proportion of retail loans and sma 11 er 

proportion of service and manufacturing/mining 1 oans reflect 1 ng 

the larger average size of loans in manufacturing and mining 

($11 250) and services ($14 500), as ·compared with retai 1 loans 

($9 000). 

With the rap; d increase in the number of applications, CGC' s 

resources have been stretched and need to be expanded. The 

professional staff complement last year was six, flve in the 

Harare Head Office and one in the Bulawayo branch office. 

Manage•ent has appealed to the banks to s~cond more experienced 

staff to cope with the complexity and range of projects which are 

now being submitted. In addition, a C$1 , 4 m;l lion project has 

been agreed with CIDA which will provide vehicles, computers and 

office equipment, consultancy and training for project officers. 

The CIDA project should help considerably in i•proving the 

overall efficiency of CGC (in the past, for example, project 

officers have used public transport to reach projects, which is 

very inefficient when projects are in re11<>te rural areas). From 

CIDA's viewpoint, the main thrust of the project is ~irected at 

women entrepreneurs. In future, through the CIDA project. CGC 

will be able to offer 65~ guarantee on wo•en-dominated projects, 

as compared with the standard 50~ guarantee cover. It is 

expected that the proportion of women-dominatEd pf~j~cts 

supported by CGC will rise from the present level of 13~ to about 

30~ by the end of the 5-year period over which the CIOA project 

is scheduled to run. 

9.3 DEVELOPMENT BANKS 

Sma17 Enterprise Oeve7opaent Corporation [SEOCOJ 

SEDCO is a parastata l , est ab 1 i shed under a 1984 Act of 

Parlia•ent, to provide financial extension and training services 

to small-sc3le enterprises. While the basic a;ms and structure 

graotitc •M1•t•, bur1•1 soc•~•••· PUrctteH of buStlle9• •• gcnng concern, hoteh, 
coneult•ncy, Hrvtce stat•- •nd 1..,,.re•t 
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of SEDCO are in line with the requirement of SSEs, the 

Corporation was severely undPr-ca~italized at 1ts inception 

{$8 million as compared with c~ culated requirements at the time 

of $35 mi 11 ion} . Capitalization was increased to $25 m1 11 ion 1 n 

1990 and to $36 million in 1991, but by then SEDCO nad estim~ted 

(in its Strategic Plan of 1990) that a capital base of 

$56 million was required, rising to $250 million in the medium 

term. 

SEDCO has ber.efitted from a foreign exchange facility provided by 

a loan of USS10 million from the World Bank. This facility was 

initiated in 1986, and has formed an important component of SEDCO 

operations, because clients have been able to gain access to the 

foreign exchange needed for projects, as well as contracting 

loans for their Zimbabwe dollar requirements. Under the 

agreement with the World Bank,, the exchange risk w~s absorbed by 

the Zimbabwe Government. The facility was fully drawn down by 

the end of 1991. An appHcation for a second facility has been 

made by the Corporation, but is yet to be put in pl ace. An 

approach to the PTA Bank for a a facility of 5 mi 11 i or. UAPTA is 

also under consideration. 

SEDCO is present 1 y who 11 y owned by the Government of Zimbabwe. 

The Corporation has submitted proposed amendments to the SEDCO 

Act so that it can become a share-based organization with an 

authorized capital of $250 million, in which organizations other 

than Government can take an equity share. The l ega 1 changes 

required are yet to be agreed and enacted. The Corporation is 

presently controlled by a Board, which includes senior 

management, and reports to the Minister of Industry and Commerce. 

Besides the Head Office in Harare, there are br;tnch offices in 

Harare, Bulawayo, Gweru, Masvingo and Mutare. There are 

approximately 120 full-time employees in the Corporation, half of 

whom are support staff. SEDCO has benefi tted from an on-going 

technical assistance project financed by CIDA. 

Figure 9.4 shows how the total number of applications, the number 

processed and the number approved has varied over ti me, wh ii e 

Figure 9. 5 shows the average 1 oan size of approved applications 

and the total amount approved. 
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FIG 9.4: SEOCO APPLICATIONS RECEIVED. PROCESSED & APPROVED 
(% = % Processed Applications Approved) 
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FIG 9.6A: SEDCO SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS 
BY VALUE 
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Oes~~ite a levelhng off between 1988/89 and 1989/90, there has 

cl~arly been a rapid increase since 1987 in the number of loans 

approved, the amount involved and the average loan size. Much of 

the 1 ncrease in 1990/91 was due to loans to haul age compao1 es. 

Nearly 441' of loans for that year were spent on motor vehicles 

($12,4 million) as against 26'1l> in the previous year. The bulk of 

SEDCO loans are for asset acquisition (land and buildings, 

machinery and equipment and motor vehicles) with only 20-25% 

being loans for working capital. 

When comparing these SEDCO graphs with the corresponding ones for 

CGC loans (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). the first point to be made is 

that SEDCO is a much 1 arger organization. Over the 1 ast five 

financial years, SEDCO approved over $61 million in loans as 

aga i nst 1 ess than $11 mi 11 ion by CGC. The number of approved 

1 oans is different by a factor of around rather than 5 ( 1188 

loans approved by SEDCO and 641 by CGC) , giving average 1 oan 

sizes of nearly $52 000 (SEDCO) and $17 000 (CGC}. As measured 

by the approval rate as a proportion of processed applications, 

it wou 1 d appear that overheads are higher in SEDCO. Th; s i s 

bound to be the case because of the high level of non-project 

activities in SEDCO (such as training - see below), which is part 

of the reason why SEDCO has ten times the number of professional 

staff. 

In terms of sectoral shares, while the majority of SEDCO loans 

have gone to commerce and services (over 60% over the 1 ast 5 

years - see Figures 9.6A and 9.68), industrial projects have been 

awarded over 30% of the 1 oans (by number and va 1 ue). This 

contrasts with CGC, where only 17% by number and 15% by value of 

1 oans were to manufacturing/mining enterprises. Accardi ng to 

SEDCO Annual Report (page 11), the loans made in 1990/91 resulted 

in the creation of 1 118 jobs (corresponding to an· average loan 

of $25 000 per job), 411' of these jobs being in industrial 

projects. So 1 e proprietorships are the dominant type of SEDCO 

client. Attempts are being made to promote women entrepreneurs, 

byt they still constitute a tiny fraction of the total number of 

approvals (7%), and of the value of loans granted (51'). 

SEDCO has two main divisions: the Projects Division, and the 

Development Division, which covers training, extension and 
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research. SEOCO places considerable emphasis on training, in the 

belief that training, rather than collateral, is the best. means 

of ensuring a successful loan port.folio. The Client Training 

Programme offers courses in Accounting & Finance, General 

Management, Marketing, Product.ion and Operations Management., and 

General Business Management. These course are offered at 5 

centres across the country; space permi t.t.i ng, i nterest.ed 

individuals who are not. SEDCO clients may attend the courses for 

a n\lmi na l fee of $30 per day. During 1990/91 , 39 sess 1 ons were 

held, attended by 628 clients (187 women) and 39 non-clients. 

The Entrepreneurship Development Programr.te {EDP) has been 

developed to encourage those who may have an entrepreneurial idea 

to develop this into a business plan and a project which can be 

put up for financing. While 310 participants (36 women) attended 

one day EDP workshops during 1990/91, 46 (7 women} participated 

in the four week residential sessions, which lead to the 

submission of prepared project plans (74% of the plans were for 

manufacturing projects). The figure of 46 is a far cry from the 

articulated aim of the EDP of creating 100-120 business start-ups 

or expansions per annum, but the programme has been welcomed as 

an innovative one in an environment where entrepreneurship 

clearly needs to be fostered. 

An ext.ens ion service, known as Consu 1 ting Assistance to Sma 11 

Enterprises (CASE) was started during 1991. It makes use of the 

expertise and experience of retired professionals, covering a 

wide range of subjects. The objective is to provide assistance 

to SSEs experiencing specific difficulties or problems. 

Taking account of its limited capital base, and the restraints ~n 

a parastatal, SEDCO has generally been successful in what it has 

set out to achieve. Its training programme is generally regarded 

as successful, while the main criticisms of its loan performance 

are that SEDCO financing has been expensive {part 1 y because of 

the inordinate ti me taken to approve 1 oans) and thc1t it has 

tended to cater for the re 1 ati vel y 1 arge entrepreneur, rather 

than the very sma 11 enterprises which many peop 1 e nad assumed 

SEDCO was being set up to serve. In fact CGC and the commercial 

banks give more support to the very small enterprises, as 

evidenced by SEDCO's much higher average loan size over the past 
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five years ($52 000 as against $17 000 for CGC). The gap for the 

1990/91 year is even larger (SEDCO average loan $81 000, CGC 

$21 000). 

One of the major problems in being a parastatal lies ln having to 

adhere to rates of pay which are often not competitive with the 

private sector. The result has been that SEDCO has had a high 

staff turnover, providing a training ground for young economists 

who have 1 eft to staff the sma 11-sca 1 e industry uni ts in the 

commercial banks or other positions in the private sector or the 

development agencies. In the spirit of the Economic Reform 

Programme, it is desirable that SEDCO be given more autonomy to 

manage its day-to-day affairs, whi ·1 e remaining accountable for 

its overall performance. Its own objectives are to markedly 

improve its performance in areas such as the time between a file 

being opened and the disbursement of funds: from 19-37 weeks in 

1988/89, the goal is to reduce this to 5-10 we£~s. 

Zimbabwe Deve1opment Bank [ZDB] 

ZDB was estabn shed under an Act of Parliament in 1985. Its 

objectives are those of a traditional development bank, "to 

provide medium and long term loans, equity and technical support 

to productive enterprises in Zimbabwe", with weight being given 

in appraising projects to national objectives such as employment, 

foreign exchange, 1 i nkages with the domestic economy and the 
promotion of Zimbabwean ownership and management. At the time, 

ZDB was considered the "big brother" to SEDCO, in that ZDB would 

concentrate on loans above SEDCO's upper limit of $500 000; 

subsequently, this distinction has become somewhat blurred. 

The shareholders of ZOB are the Government (51%), the Reserve 

Bank (7%), the African Development Bank (8%), with the remaining 

24% shared between Commonwealth, European, Finnish, Dutch and 

German development ag~ncies. The Bank's initial capital was 

$6 million. This was increased to $12 million in 1987, to 

$20 mi 11 ion in 1988 and $30 mi 11 ion in 1991. Total assets have 

grown from $7,4 million to $153 million in 1991. 

profits have also grown steadily (from $1,4 million 

$4,6 million in 1991). 
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The number of loans approved has grown from 13 ;n 1986 to 90 ;n 

1991, with the average loan size growing from $500 000 to 

$700 000 over the period 1986-1989 to over $1 millio~ in 1990 and 

1991 . A tota 1 of 207 1 oans were approved over the years 1986-

1991, with a value of $220 million, although the amount dispersed 

was less than that total; the gross loan portfolio at the end of 

the 1991 was $103 mi 11 ion. A 1 though charging higher rates of 

;nterest than other banks, ZDB has attracted clients because of 

its access to foreign currency (equity subscriptions from foreign 

members and foreign lines of credit). In the 1991 financial 

year, for example, 85% of the $105 million of approved loans was 

in foreign currency. 

In order to raise foreign loans, an important policy has been to 

maintain a balance sheet that cannot be questioned. From a 

client viewpoint, the implication has been that ZDB has been very 

cautious in its lending, preferring expansion and replacement 

projects over greenfield projects with untried entrepreneurs. 

This is hardly what the public had been led to believe was to be 

the function of ZDB. 

Impl i ci tl y responding to the criticism that ZDB had f ai 1 ed to 

finance new projects and contribute to building up 

ent repreneu rsh i p in Zimbabwe, with government support and 

encouragement ZDB decided in 1989 to establish a entrepreneurial 

development fund, to be called the Zimbabwe Development Fund 

[ZDF]. Concessionary finance is raised for the Fund, with 

accounts being kept separate from those of the Bank. As the Fund 

is able to take equity in projects, the description of its 

activities is given in the following section on venture capital 

options. 

Another need identified by ZDB after its first few years of 

operation was the severe shortage of su i tab 1 e premises for new 

sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises. During 1989, proposals were made and ~ 

approved to build factory shells, the first of which became 

available early in 1992. 
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9.4 VENTURE CAPITAL ANO JO!NT VENTURES 

Zimbabwe Oeve1op•ent Fund [ZDF] 

As mentioned above, the Zimbabwe Oeve 1 opment Fund was set up by 

the Zimbabwe Development Bank to •ake it possible to support new 

entrepreneurs to set up productive enterprises without 

compro~ising the financial strength of ZDB. The Fund is able to 

offer concessional loans, to provide venture capital to 

strengthen the equity base of the enterprise and to provide 

tech~ical assistance in project prepara~ion and implementation. 

ZDF became operational in 1990. Initial capital was provided by 

Governmen~ ($153 000) 1 the Reserve Bank ($21 000) and ZDB 

($200 000 appropriated from the Bank's 1989 profits). By the end 

of the first year of operations. 40~ of these resources had been 

committed to equity participation in projects and purchase of 

factory shell stands. During the second year (to June 1991) 1 the 

capital fund was increased to $752 500, and equity and loans were 

extended by ZDF to 7 projects requiring from $50 000 to $350 000. 

The intention is to finance about 20 high risk, high return 

projects per year through ZDF, with equity normally in the range 

of $50 000 to $100 000. Equity: debt ratios are not to exceed 

1:5. Because ZDB has access to third party surplus funds at low 

rates of borrowing, a favourable financing package can often be 

devised for a project. 

Some entrepreneurs approaching ZDF have also been offered 

extension services through a $1 1 5 million Technical Assistance 

Fund project financed by the African Development Bank. A 

$2, 75 mi 11 ion project with the European Community is to start 

early in 1992, the objective of which is to supply technical 

assistance to Zimbabwe Development Bank to improve its efficiency 

in lending to SMEs. 

Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe Ltd [VCCZ] 

The Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe was established in 1991 

to provide equity and other forms of finance to new and expanding 

small to medium sized business ventures. The terms of VCCZ's 
' 

involvement depend on the size and nature of the project, but ,the 
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Corporation is only willing to 1nvest 'in very viable projects 

with good growth prospects (internal rates of return of 30-40~ 1n 

real terms). BesidEs exam1ning the environment in which the 

enterprise is to operate, the Corporat1on looks for a high level 

of management skills, including proper accounting procedures to 

be in place. 

As VCCZ is very new, it does not have a long track record to draw 

on. After initial promotional evenings in the major urban 

centres, the Corporation is of the view that there is no shortage 

of suitable potential clients. When interviewed in December 

1991, 12 projects had bee•• approved, of which 2 were operational. 

Typical clients were individuals with many years of service in a 

•ajor co•pany, wishing now to create an enterph se in the sa•e 

sector in which experience has been gained, but without adequate 

financial resources to get started. While most of the 12 

approvals are "greenfield" projects of this type, in future VCCZ 

expects to participa~e in management buyouts or other forms of 

acquisition which would improve the risk composition of their 

portfolio. 

A report in January 19924 5 stated that VCCZ has approved projects 

worth $45 million, with potential to create 350 new jobs, giving 

an average cost per job of $128 500. VCCZ would normally expect 

to take an equity share of between 20% and 40% in a project, with 

the value of equity lying in the range $250 000 to $2 000 000. 

If syndicated with other institutions, larger projects could be 

considered, but with conservative equity:debt ratios (seldom 

above 2) the overall size of a project would rarely be over 

$10 million. As in any venture capital situation, VCCZ expects 

to make its profits from capital gains when shares in successful 

companies are sold. Realistic allowance has to be made for a 

significant proportion of high risk projects failing. 

VCCZ is owned by the Reserve Bank, the Interna~ional Finance ·· 

Corporation, the Commonwea 1th Development Corporation, and 

locally registered commercial and merchant banks, insurance 

companies and industrial companies. Equity is presently 

$50 million, plus $10 million of loan stock to be taken up by 
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some of the shareholders. VCCZ would like to establish an 

offshore account to faci 1 i tat:e prov'i s'i on of foreign currency to 

projects. At: the same time, projects that: do not: require 

s19n1ficant fore1gn currency element w1ll be encouraged, 

particularly where they are located in growth points and the 

rural areas. 

Hawk Ventur~s Ltd 

Anglo American Corporation in South Africa has had a policy of 

assisting in stimulating black emergent businesses, mainly 

through assisting groups of employees to start s•all enterprises 

which sell services back to Ang~o subsidiaries (eg, catering 

services on mines} and through having a pol icy of purchasing 

supplies fro• black owned companies. Anglo American in Zimbabwe 

apparently considered replicating such activities, but: decided 

instead to concentrate on providing venture capital finance for 

emergent businesses. 

Through its merchant banking arm, First Merchant Bank, a venture 

capital C011Pany called Hawk Ventures Ltd was started with a 

capital base of $15 million. The objective is to support 

productive enterprises with strong growth potential; export 

related manufacturing projects in growth points are given 

preference. Projects worth up to about $5 million are supported, 

with the Hawk Ventures i nvo 1 vement being at most $2-$3 mi 11 ion. 

Typi ca 11 y, a financing package is arranged, w1 th Anglo pension 

fund 1 oans for project co11ponents where f u 11 security can be 

offered C eg, 1 and and bui 1 dings), and 1 oans for working capita 1 

and other requirements being arranged through First Merchant 

Bank. 

Hawk Ventures has never advertised, and is virtually unknown even 

in banking circles. To the end of 1991, approximately 20 

projects had been supported, spread over" urban centres and some 

growth points, and were reported generally to be doing well. 

Most are manufacturing projects, often with an export 

orientation; only one is a commercial outlet. The total value of 

the projects is about $45 million, giving an average of 

$2. 5 mi 11; on. The experience of Hawk Ventures was taken into 
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account in the estab 1 i shment of VCCZ, which has the same target 

market. 

Contjnental Capjtal 

This is a new company within the Ziinbank group, formed during 

1992. It is intended that, with an initial share capital of $60 

mi 11 ion, and a further $60 •i 11 ion of 1 oan capital , the co111Pany 

wi 11 offer venture capital facilities to a range of Zi 111bank 

clients, including s•all enterprises. Continental Capital is 

expected to be operational fro• January 1993. 

Manna Corporation 

Manna Corporation was started in 1985 by individuals in a church 

group. Their objective was to assis't e•ergent businesses which 

had shown potential, but lacked the capital and the expertise to 

consolidate and grow into a self-sustaining enterprise. Manna 

insisted that the project promoter should have at least a 301' 

stake ; n the business, and that a commi t111ent be made to buy out 

Manna Corporation's shareholding as soon as the entrepreneur was 

able to do so. Projects of up to $250 000 were suppor'ted. 

Manna's input to projects was not only equity and loan finance, 

but technical assistance. Each member of Manna's Board had 

specific responsibility for one or more of the projects, and 

would have regular contact with the entrepreneur involved, both 

to supervise the use of funds and keeping of records, and to 

provide advice and assistance in the running of the business, 

procurement of materials and equipment and in marketing. 

In all, 6 projec'ts were supported in this way, reportedly with 

considerable success. Manna has disinvested from all 6, and 

claims a 100~ return on equity, mainly through capital gains on 

the sale of shares. The cost of job creation is reported to be 

$1 500. However, this excludes the cost of the time spent by 

board members in assisting the projects, as this was given on a 

voluntary basis.' 

Manna is about to start a new phase of project support, but is 

now seeking to put the Corporation on a sounder footing, with a 
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struc'ture ar.d a full-time staff. USAIO has agreed to help 

finance this. Manna present 1 y has 46 1 ndi vi dua 1 shareholders. 

who have contributed $300 000 of share capita 1 . Manna is al so 

plann1ng to prov1de workspace for small enterprises. comb'ined 

with extension and pr act i ca 1 services. in what Manna is ca 11 i ng 

"Venture Capital Parks". 

A-frjca Ent:erprise Fund [AEF] 

The African Enterprise Fund [AEF] is a subsidiary of the 

International Finance Corporation, and is thus part of the World 

Bank group. The AEF flyer states that "the main objective is to 

promote the development of private enterprise in Africa to 

stimulate economic growth and productive employment on the 

continent. To this end it supports investment projects with 

total capital costs ranging between the equivalent of USS250 000 

and USSS million ... Equity investments seldom exceed 304Kt of share 

capital, and AEF is never the largest shareholder in a project. 

AEF normally invests between the equivalent of US$100 000 and 

US$750 000". 

Like Hawk Ventures. the AEF has not advertised its facilities and 

services within Zimbabwe 1 n the 18 months si nee IFC/AEF has had 

an office in Harare (with responsibil;ty for the entire SADCC 

region) . AEF has. however, responded to approaches by 

entrepreneurs, has financed a few projects and is examining the 

vi abi l i ty of others. There is a link between AEF and VCCZ, 

through the IFC stake in VCCZ (Z$1,5 million), and in future it 

is likely that larger projects, beyond the $10 million limit of 

VCCZ, will be taken up by AEF (upper limit in Zimbabwe dollar 

terms of $25 million at present exchange rate). 

Zimbabwe Development Corporatjon [ZDC] 

As an alternative to venture capital, businesses looking to 

ex?and without increasing debt could consider going into a joint 

venture. There are many options and a 1 ternat i ves for starting 

joint ventures, with institutions such as the merchant banks 

being able to play a useful role in finding suitable partners. 

This report will not attempt to deal with joint venture options 
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in detail, but one institution that needs to be mentioned in this 

connection is the Zimbabwe Development Corporation [ZOC). 

ZOC is a parastatal. falling under the Min1stry of Finance. 

Economic Planning and Development. Its objectives are to take 

equity positions in strategic and/or co ... ercially viable 

businesses, recycling financ~al resources fro• government 

i nvest11ents into the private sector. ZOC p 1 aces emphasis on 

projects which have the potent.,al to create employment, 

especially in rural areas, have a positive impact on the balance 

of pay•ents, infuse new tech no 1 ogy and ski 11 s into the economy 

and enhance the beneficiation of local raw materials. 

While lllOSt of its investments are in large corporations, Zoe has 

begun to be involved wi~h s•aller-scale businesses. A joint 

venture with 1oca1 busi ness11en in a cera•i cs p 1 ant at Dete is 

reported to be doing well. ZOC has plans to establish 34 factory 

shells at Chitungwiza which will be suitable for housing SSEs. 

Other Foreign Equity Finance Options 

There are a number of foreign instH:utions which do not have 

offices in Harare, but which offer equity finance for s•all 

enterprises in African countries. Under this category, the 

options listed in the ZDB/CZI handbook on project finance are: 

Co11111onwealth Development Corporation (UK), Belgian Corporation 

for International Investment [SBI), Finnfund (Finland), Frida 

(UK), Industrialisation Fund for Developing Countries (Denmark), 

Netherlands Development Finance Company, PTA Trade & Development 

Bank (Burundi), Japanese Overseas Development Company, Sifida 

(Switzerland) and Swedfund (Sweden). Brief descriptions of their 

operations and contact information are available in the CZI 

Handbook••; similar organizations that only provide loan finance 

are also listed. In a separate section of the book, institutions 

offering project technical support are identified; of the 30 

listed, only 5 are Zimbabwean. There are, however, several other 

local options that available are not included in the book. 

•• ,. 1Cu11Jellu (1H1) .. ,.,.oJect Fln•nce and Tec"nolaoy Suppon Avat 1ab1• to z1-.......: A Handbook 

fo,. JndfJ8tr't•1t•t• and '*"o)ect $pollll0f'a", ZDI and CZI. 
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CHAPTER 10: BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS 

10.1 INDIGENOUS BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE [IBDC]' 7 

The or;gins and objectives of IBDC were explained in Sect;on 2.2. 

As of the end of 1991, IBDC had about.J 500 •embers, only 15~ of 

wh; ch were registered as being ; n grow1:h points or rura 1 areas. 

Th;s f;gure probably does not reflect the true ~icture, however, 

as urban addresses are often given by businesses that are 

actually located in the rural areas. Of the 85~ nominally urban, 

nearly ha 1 f are in Harare or within a 30 km radius of Harare 

(Chitungwiza, Ruwa, Arcturus, Mt Ha•pden etc}, higher than would 

be expected on the basis of population figures. Bulawayo, on the 

other hand, is gross 1 y unrepresented, wh; 1 e Gweru, Kwekwe and 

Kado•a are somewhat over-represented. 

The distribution 

Table 10.1. The 

of activities of IBDC 111e•bers is shown in 

bulk of the llellbers are in the c011111ercial 

sector. which together with services accounts for 84~ of the 

aembership. Of the remaining 1~. 111<>st are 111anufacturing or 

industrial enterprises (12~). with the re•aining members involved 

in agriculture and mining. 

Since 

TABLE 10.1: PROFILE OF ACTIVITIES OF IBDC ~EMBERS 

Actjvjty 

Services 
Coannerc;al 
Manufacturing/Industry 
Agriculture 
Mining 

Nutaber o'f 
Me•bers 

989 
1 928 

408 
106 
26 

Proportjon 
(~) 

------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 3 457 
====================================================== 
Source: IBDC Membership Profile Report [Appendix 13). 

its formation at the end of 1990, IBDC has undoubtedly 

effective in its lobbying role, leading debate about 

been 

the 

importance of SS Es and the need to redress the ownership 

imbalances i nhehted from the past. This has been achieved 

' 1 Fur1:fter de'ta11• of llDC'• ...abershtp. reasons for JOtn1no llOC and t....State plans for IESA 

are to be found '" ~·· 13. 
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partly through behind-the-scenes lobbying and partly through 

public speeches, press releases and the organization of seminars. 

In addition to its successful first Congress in June 1991 (see 

Section 2.2), IBDC together w1th the Fr1edr1ch Neuman Foundation, 

organized a very productive workshop on "Competition anti Economic 

Development in Zimbabwe" in Hovember 1991. This workshop, which 

included participation of delegates from Kenya, Germany and 

Sweden, discussed the need for leg1slation to promote competition 

in the economy, and arh ved at a set of specific proposals for 

the content of such legislation and the form and character of the 

institutions which would be best suited in a Zimbabwe context to 

i11Plement its provisions. These proposa 1 s, which are described 

below under "Mergers and MonopC' lies Com111i ssi on", were submitted 

to Government, which had separately contracted a team financed by 

USAID to study the issues. With the de 1 ays i nvo 1 ved in such 

processes, decisions and actions are still awaited. 

On the practical side, the IBDC launched an "Indigenous Business 

Development Program" in 1991, covering the establishment of the 

following institutions: 

(1) National Economic Reconstruction Fund [NERFUND] 

( 2) Nat; ona 1 Business Research and I ndust r i a 1 Deve 1 opment 
Institute [BRIDI] 

(3) Business Extension and Advisory Services [BESA] 

(4) Affirmative Action and Marketing Bureau [AAB] 

(5) Office of Unfair Trade Practices 

(6) Mergers and Monopolies Commission 

(7) Unlisted Securities Market 

Full details of each of these proposals is contained in the IBDC 

document "The Indi g'!nous Business Deve 1 opment Program A 

Framework for Implementation". The list is an ambitious one, and 

with its limited capacity, progress so far from IBDC has 

necessarily been limited. The current status of each of 

institutions is described in the remainder of this section. 

In the case of NERFUND, for example, the objective is to mobilize 

1oca1 and externa 1 resources to be dispersed through existing 

financial institutions as project financing for the development 
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of S~Es, as well as underwriting borrowing for the creation and 

expansion of SSEs. External finance for NERFUND was raised at 

the IBDC Congress in June 1991, but agreement has yet to be 

reached with government about the trustees for the Fund and it is 

st i 11 not operat i ona 1 . Discussion of NERFUND has nonetheless 

helped to raise awareness ~f the financing problems of SSEs in 

fora such as the Parliamentary Select Committee :>n 

Indigenisation, and has undoubtedly played a part in Government's 

decision to al1ocate $100 million for SSE financing in the 

1992/93 budget (see Section 13.2). The Refinancing Facility 

proposed for the UNIOO project is an operational variant of the 

concept of a Nati ona 1 Economic Reconstruction Fund (see 

Section 15.2). 

According to the IBDC document, the objective of BRIDI is to 

create an economic and technical research capabnity covering 

economic research, market research and development, 

identification of business opportunities, and technology transfer 

and development. BESA is to provide an advice and extension 

service to SSEs. The objective is to take business into the 

community and he 1 p peop 1 e set up and manage bus i nesses 

successful 1 y. Whi 1 e some progress has been made with BRIDI, it 

is only BESA which has so far been meaningfully established (this 

is elaborated below). 

The objective of the AAB would be to establish an active 

marketing organization which will identify domestic market 

opportunities within the framework of affirmative action by 

government and others (for a maximum of 10 years), explore export 

market opportunities, and promote the products, services and 

image of SSEs. 

Following the workshop on the creation of a competitive business 

environment in Zimbabwe mentioned above, rathe; than the Office 

of Fair Trading and the Mergers and Monopoli es Commission as 

separate institutions, it is now proposed that a single 

institution be established to implement a comprehensive piece of 

legislation, to be called the Competition Act. This would 

provide for the control of restrictive business practices, the 

break-up of monopo 1 i es and the prevention of mergers and take

overs which wou 1 d 1 ead to monopo 1 i st i c positions be i ng assumed 
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and would apply eQually to all enterprises, irrespective of form 

and ownership, state or private. The institution to admi ni st er 

the Competition Act should be autonomous and Quasi-judicial in 

character, with es tab 1 i shed procedures of law, inc 1 udi ng pub 1 i c 

access, applying to its actions. 

The Unlisted Securities Market would allow small companies to 

raise equity financing without having to follow the complex and 

expensive procedures required to obtain a listing on the Zimbabwe 

Stock Exchange [ZSE]. The longer term objective would be for 

companies on the unlisted securities market to "graduate" to a 

listing on the ZSE. 

As compared with its lobbying role, !BOC has had limited success 

to date in its objective of setting up institutions and 

delivering services to its members. One tangible item is the 

negotiation of an a~location of 250 new vehicles which have been 

made available for purchase by IBDC members. Some progress has 

been made in recruiting staff and establishing offices to make 

service provision in the areas of BRIDI and BESA possible. It is 

appropriate that other institutional proposals be accorded 

subsidiary priority until such time as these institutions have 

proved themselves; the organization should not spread itself too 

thin at the start. In any event, IBDC would be a participant or 

board member of the other institutions (NERFUND, AAB, competition 

institutions, Unlisted Securities Market) rather than the lead 

agency. 

Through a two-year project grant of $930 000 from the British 

Overs£as Development Administration, BESA offices are presently 

being established in two centres (Harare and Gweru). Once the 

effectiveness of these offices has been proven, IBDC expects to 

be able to raise finance elsewhere to establish BESA offices 

throughout the country, with BRIO! offices linked to them. 

Eventua 11 y, BESA is intended to be se 1 f-suff i ci ent, recovering 

the costs of providing services from their clients. 

Much of BESA activity will be of a referral character, as demand 

is expected to greatly outstrip the ability of BESA itse·lf to 

provide services. Contact is being made with established 

businesses and organizations of retired persons to assist in 
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.... 

providing specialist advice on an as-and-when required basis. 

Referrals wi 11 al so be made to other SSE support organizations. 

Fo~ various reasons, a referral service of this type is thought 

to be more appropriate than an institution that attempts to do 

everything in-house (see Chapter 12). BESA is considered a 

potential i nsti tuti ona l home for the Advisory Facility. part of 

the UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project (see Section 15.2). 

10.2 ZIMBABWE NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE [ZNCC] 

ZNCC is a chamber of commerce representing over 3 000 enterprises 

in banking, finance, insurance, transport, manufacturing and 

tourism as well as the retail and wholesale trades. ZNCC's main 

function is to ensure that the views and interests of its members 

are taken into account in the formulation and administration of 

national policy. ZNCC also fulfils a role in keeping its members 

informed about policy changes and business developments, 

assisting members particularly in matters pertaining to 

international trade, and in arranging seminars and training 

courses of relevance to members. 

With a strong base in the rural areas, ZNCC has promoted a number 

of issues of importance to the rural trader, notably the question 

of the right to tit 1 e deeds 1 n growth points and other rural 

centres. Title deeds are important not only for creating a sense 

of security, but as collateral when applying for loans from 

commercial banks. ZNCC has also been active in providing 

training and extension services for small rural enterprises. 

Since 1990, with the support of the Friedrich Neuman Foundation, 

training and extension activities for small enterprises have been 

considerably expanded and improved. Small Business Support 

Uni ts, with full -ti me professi ona 1 staff, have been established 

in Harare and Bulawayo to offer advisory and extension services 

and to arrange formal training workshops. To set a business t~ne 

and move towards self-financing, payment has to be made for 

services and for participation in the workshops; a business plan, 

for example, is charged at a fixed rate of $600, whi 1 e other 

services are provided on an hourly rate basis. Payment can be 

arranged from loans when these have been successfully negotiated. 
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After a survey to determine training needs, the training 

programme is targeted at the rural areas and growth points. The 

following workshops are offered: 

(1) School Leavers' Programme 

(2) How to Start and Run your own B~siness 

(3) Cash Management 

(4) Marketing 

The content of the workshops is very basic, and partic1pant 

response to material is reported to be favourable. The workshops 

last 1 /2 days, cost $20 per day for non-members or $10 per day 

for members (except the school-leavers' programme which is $3), 

and are given at schools, local hotels or other facilities in the 

growth po1nts or other rural centres. During 1991, 30 workshops 

(600 to 750 participants) were conducted; in 1992, the target is 

80 workshops (1 600 to 2 000 participants). In addition to the 

full-time staff, freelance trainers and consultants are also 

i nvo 1 ved in presenting the workshops. The sea 1 e of operations 

and personnel inYolved are such that there is a good chance that 

the programme can be sustained by ZNCC after the Friedrich Neuman 

Foundation leaves. 

10.3 CONFEDERATION OF ZIMBABWE INDUSTRIES [CZI] 

The core members of CZI are medium to large-scale manufacturing 

companies, although CZI also has smaller companies, and 

enterprises in sectors other than manufacturing amongst its 

membership of about 1 200. Membership of the different business 

organizations is not mutually exclusive, and many companies 

belong to two or more business organizations. 

In part to counter its image as an organization that promotes 

only large business, from its 1989 Congress at Victoria Falls CZI 

has been vociferous in pointing out the important role of SSEs in 

the development process and calling for more concerted policy and 

institutional support to be given to SSEs. Following consultancy 

studies and in-house discussions about the ,.ole that CZI could 

play, a "Small Industries Development Unit" [SIDU] was scheduled 
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to be established in the first Quarter of 1992. 

fundin9, work has be~n carried out in 2 key areas: 

With USAID 

(1) Data Base for SSE 

With support from ZDB, during 1991 CZI produced a 
handbook on "Project Finance -and Technical Support 
Avai la~le to Zimbabwe", by P Kunjeku. With new 
i rist i tut ions and new services coming into being al most 
on a daily basis, its weaknesses as a static instrument 
have quickly become evident. 

Building on this experience, 
is to be established to make 
accurate and up-to-date 
entrepreneurs and SSE support 

(2) Business Linkage Programme 

a computerized data base 
it possible to provide an 
information service to 
agencies. 

Working initially with 10 large and 10 small 
enterprises 1 the objective is to identify needs that 
can be met through developing linkages between 1 arge 
and small enterprises, and the best mechanisms to bring 
those linkages about. Sub-contracting is to be one of 
the main, but not the only form of linkage to be 
considered. 

The initial research phase of tt."' data base and the business 

linkage programme has ~een successfully carried out, but a lack 

of agreement on how and where these programmes should be 

implemented has resulted in their becoming stalled. 

10.4 WOMEN IN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION [WIBA] 

Women in Business Association {WIBA) was formed in 1989 to act as 

a pressure group 

women's access to 

intermed.ate goods 

advisory services 

technologies. 

for women entrepreneurs on issues such as 

credit, foreign exchange, ra~ materials, 

and capital goods, and the provision of 

for women and development of appropriate 

WIBA has about 2 000 members divided amongst ten active branches 

throughout the country. The organization's resources are limited 

to member contributions; there is no office infrastructure and 

full-tim& staff and thus the range of activities is severely 

limited. The UNIDO report on the Integration of Women in 

Industri a 7 Deve 1opment: the Sma 7 7 Enterprise Sector recommends 

that WIBA be given institutional support. 
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CHAPTER 11: NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS 

11.1 PROFILE OF NGO ACTIVITY IN SUPPORT OF SSE 

Introduction 

Wh; l~ not all of the over 800 registered non-government 

organizations deal with SSEs, there are scores of NGOs which, to 

a greater or 1 esser extent, offer support services t..> SSEs. In 

tra;n;ng, for example, there are 51 centres listed, most of which 

offer courses in technical skills such as sewing, metalwork and 

carpentry, or other areas in which SSEs are to be found, such as 

craftwork and bread-making. Many of the NGOs are Zimbabwe 

organizations, some with a national character, but many having J 

restricted geographical coverage. A large proportion of the 

financing of the local NGOs comeE from abroad, channelled either 

through foreign-based NGOs or directly from donor organizations. 

In addition, there are foreign NGOs which operate in Zimbabwe 

with the objective of assisting SSEs. As the SSE projects of 

multilateral organizations such as the EEC, ILO and UNDP in 

practice operate in a very si mi 1 ar way to foreign based NGOs, 

their operations are also included in this chapter. 

Matsvayi (1990) and de Wilde (1991) give tables listing a some of 

the local and foreign NGOs and multilateral organizations active 

in the field. Many of the NGOs offer a package of services, such 

as combining provision of finance with training or extension. 

NGOs can often, however, be categorised by the major function 

they seek to perform. In order to give a flavour of the sort of 

NGOs presently operating, some examples are given in the 

fo 11 owing subsections. These are categorised by major function 

and in some cases examples of local and foreign NGOs are given. 

Even in the case of local NGOs, there is a high degree of 

dependence on foreign financing, and there are unfortunately no 

ready models of independent, self-sustaining groups to draw upon. 

Financing of Group Activities 

Until recently, most of the NGOs offering financing to the small

sca 1 e sector have done so on 1 y to groups. As an ex amp 1 e, the 

Dondolo Mudonzvo Credit Sche•e is a local NGO, financed largely 

by NORAD, whose objective is to provide loans for income 
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generating projects to groups composed mainly of rural women. It 

was started in 1984 by a number of women's organizations 

concerned about the lack of credit faci l'ities for rural women. 

It is controlled by a National Execut1ve Committee and by 

Provincial Co111111ittees, under which fall the beneficiary groups 

(women• s clubs, co-operatives or other groups involved in some 

productive activity). 

At the time of an evaluation carried out in 1991, a total of 212 

groups were being supported with loans ranging from $300 to 

$3 000. Groups throughout the country were being supported, with 

much of the administration being carried out at provincial level. 

The intere~t rate was low, so the capital base of the scheme was 

being eroded. The loan size was often too small to make a real 

impact. Repayment rates were deemed to be satisfactory, however. 

The evaluation report recommends improving the organization and 

administration of the scheme, offering more training to the group 

members and putting the loans onto a more commercial basis, even 

if this means supporting fewer groups. 

The EEC M;croprojects Progra...e provides an example of a 

multilateral scheme offering grant financing to groups engaged in 

productive enterprises. In 1 i ne with government policy, support 

has been given to co-operatives, taken to be groups of 10 or 

more, whether or not registered as co-operatives. The co

operatives put up projects to the Programme, which funds up to 

60% of the capital costs as a grant. A further 6% is offered for 

training, the co-operatives identifying the training needs and 

nominating the i ndi vi dua 1 s to be i nvo 1 ved. A 11 too often those 

with training subsequently 1 eave the co-operative to use their 

skills in more lucrative employment elsewhere. 

The Programme operates from Harare, Masvingo and Bulawayo, 

dispersing about $3 mi 11 ion pa (with a further $3 mi 11 ion being 

allocated to social infrastructure projects). Most of the 

projects are reported to have been successful; women are the 

principal beneficiaries. Programme officers would like to be 

able to support projects promoted by sma 11 er groups or 

individuals. In many cases, there are difficulties in working 

together in a group as large as ten people. In addition, there 

is a strong fee 1i ng that 1 oans rather than grants shou 1 d be 
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given, so that as MOni es are returned, more groups could be 

supported. The Programme would thereby benefit a much larger 

target group than is the case under the present system of grant 

financing. 

Financing of Individuals as we11 as Groups 

Zallbuko Trust is a recently established local NGO (started in 

October 1991, operational from January 1992), with links to Manna 

Corporation (see Section 9.4). Zambuko has beer. set up to 

provide loans ranging from as 1itt1 e as $250 to a maxi mu11 of 

$25 000 for working or fixed capital to individuals or groups who 

have not been able to borrow from other sources. 

The commercial banks are typically not prepared to consider very 

small ioans, and are anyway not easily approached by an 

entrepreneur who has no experience of banking and finds the 

formal est.ab 1 i shments daunting. Zamb-..ko is de 1iberate1 y trying 

to create an atmosphere which wlll help establish a link with 

clients whatever their level of business experience, and may 

accept individual guarantees (coupled with pressure from church 

connections) where no collateral or other form of security can be 

offered. 

The initial capital is $400 000. Funding for the initial 5 years 

is being provided by Opportunity International in Chicago and two 

other foreign donors, with 30% coming from local sources. In the 

first year, operations wi 11 be restricted to a 30 km radius of 

Harare, but once the necessary experience has been gained and 

teething problems resolved, the intention is to cover the entire 

country. The interest rates charged will be at commercial levels 

(prime plus 5%; currently this would be 22,25% pa). 

Zambuko is seeking to fill "'hat is obviously a critical gap in 

the market. If it can make its intended strategy work, there 

would be room for rapid expansion across the country or for other 

organizations to replicate the approach elsewhere in Zimbabwe. 
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Entrepreneurship Development and Tra1n1ng 

Glen Forest Training Centre. near Harare, 1s a local NGO offering 

tra1n1ng in pract1cal and bus1ness sk1lls to 1nd1v1duals and 

groups, •ainly from the rural areas. About 300-400 people pa 

have been trained in recent years. People coanng for practical 

courses, such as metalwork and woodwork, also receive some basic 

training in record keeping and business management. In order to 

improve the quality and relevance of its courses, the Cent.re has 

a policy of pre-course visits to establish needs, intensive 

residential course (4-6 weeks), follow-up visits to former 

trainees to observe the practical application of the skills 

learnt, and upgrading course as these become necessary. 

An external evaluation in 1990 concluded that general skills 

training Cotner than agriculture) had led to an improvement in 

the lives of a majority of the trainees, but. access to tools and 

finance were major constrai nt.s. The Cent.re has embarked on a 

pilot "Rural Apprentice Scheme" working with trainees in an area 

of Mashonaland East, assisting group development. through support 

of various kinds, including supply of tools. 

Due to commence in late 1992 is a support programme for sma 11 

ent.erpri ses in the rura 1 areas which wi 11 concentrate on 

establishing workplaces for carpenters. A comprehensive 

programme including credit. provision (revolving loan fund), 

management training and marketing, is to be part of the 

programme. 

A recently started multi lateral training project is the United 

Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations' EMPRETEC Zimbabwe. 

Fol1c~ing the successful EMPRETEC model in other develop1ng 

countries, this 

entrepreneurship 

1 eadi ng to the 

project. wi 11 seek to deve 1 op indigenous 

through innovative training programmes, this 

establishment of new SSEs. The local agency 

involved is the Zimbabwe Investment Centre: ZIC will be assisted 

to deve 1 op capabi H ty in i dent i fyi ng and promoting vi ab 1 e 

projects, attracting TNCs on suitable terms, such as technology 

transfer, and assisting in stimulating cross-border investment 

within the Southern African region. 
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S•all Enterpr1ses as part of a Rural Development Strategy 

Organization of Rural Associations for Progress (ORAP} lS an 

example of a local NGO operat1ng 1n rural Matabeleland and 

Midlands Prov1nces in support of development groups seek1ng self

rel iance. ORAP offers technical assistance, admin1stration, co

ordi na't ion, funding ano development educat 1 on. The agency has 

had a good repu'tat ion for community mobi 1 i zat ion and !las been 

successful in obta1ning donor support for its projects. In a bid 

to itself become more self-sufficient, ORAP has recently begun 

income generation activities on its own account. These include 

setting up a building brigade, and running a hardware outlet 

(built by the brigade, also giving privileged access for ORAP 

projects to building materials often in short supply, like 

cement); purchase of a farm is under consideration. One 

unfortunate consequence of this new direction is that the ti me 

and energies of key personnel have been taken up in running the 

businesses, with the rura 1 groups that ORAP is supposed to be 

serving coming to be neglected. 

Inter•ediate Technology Developaent Group 

example of an NGO that is locally oriented 

Z i lllbabwe ~ s 

and staffed 

an 

by 

Zimbabweans, but which is an arm of an international NGO, in this 

case based in London. ITDG was founded in 1965 by Fritz 

Schumacher, in the wake of the interest stirred by his book 

"Small is Beautiful". The Group has maintained an orientation to 

demonstrating "the practical use of intermediate technologies 'in 

helping people to help themselves". 

Operating in this country since 1989, !TOG-Zimbabwe has sought to 

identify areas of high potential for sustainable small-scale 

productive and employment-intensive activities, to assist in the 

introduction of suitable technologies to exploit these 

opportunities, and to investigate what form of ownership and 

management is 1ike1 y to contribute to the success of projects. 

The international network to which ITDG (Zimbabwe) belongs has 

had certain advantages, but has also introduced some rigidities 

in approach that local officers have found irksome. In terms of 

sectors, the agency has been involved in small-scale 

manufacturing (metalwork and carpentry, with silk production 

about to start), agro-ind1Jstry (manual and mechanized oil 
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expressing; grain milling under consideration), building 

materials and small-scale mining. A projec't emphasizing 

institution building for food security has also been started in 

the drought stricken Chivi District's. 

The agency• s activities in technical ·areas have had two 111ai n 

thrusts. The first, is t:o assist: communities to achieve a level 

of self-sufficiency, this typically being based on simple 

technologies (such as blacksmithing, manual oil pressing, etc). 

The second. which i s more s i gn if i cant in the context of this 

study, is to he 1 p bring about the deve 1 opment and growth of 

potentially remunerative small enterprises which require 

considerable investment in capital, technological capacity and 

management. 

A 11 too often in the hi story of the app 1 i cation of i ntarmedi ate 

tech no l ogi es. interest in the tech no 1 ogy itself has 1 ed to its 

being introduced into a community w1 thout the market for the 

product being adequate 1 y assessed. Under such circumstances, 

even if the techno 1 ogy performs as intended. the project w'i 11 

lack viability. While demand has thus always to be taken into 

account, the ava i 1 ability of an adequate market for the product 

is a fundamental determinant of the viability of projects of the 

second type. 

Where demand does exist, however, raw materials are available and 

skills can be provided, through training if necessary, there 

would appear to be considerable scope for creating viable and 

remunerative agro-based industries in centres in the rural areas 

(see Section 5.3 for a description of the !TOG/ENDA Tinytech Oil 

Mill project). Once such technologies have been proven, they can 

be put out for manufacture and dissemination through the private 

sector, perhaps with a "project prospectus" made available to 

potential users to assist them in preparing submissions for 

funding to banks49. 

48 A~nd1• 12 91ve1 •more deta1led overv1.., Jf ITDG-Zi111>aowe•1 exoer1ence, wt11le Append1ce1 T 

and 9 exoand on the agency•• •et1v1t1e1 in a9ro-1ndu1try and ... 11-seal• •1n1n9. 

49 See .Appendices' 7 •nd 12. 
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Assistance under Structura1 Adjust•ent 

w;th the unemploy•ent situation being exacerbated by 

Economic Reform Progra .. e. there 

on NGOs to help those being 

retrenchments as part of the 

will be increasing pressure 

retrenched to create their own emp 1 oy•ent_ by setting up s•a 11 

enterpr;ses. Agencies that have not before been involved 1n SSE 

promotion are also being 1110bilized. 

Old llutual, for example, has a councillor who assists retrenched 

individuals seeking to cash in their annuity policies to use the 

proceeds to start enterprises. Clients are referred to SEDCO or 

other inst;tutions for assistance. As the largest insurance 

company in Zimbabwe, Old Mutual should be encouraged to come up 

w;th imaginative ways of itself contributing to small enterprise 

start-ups, along the lines of what the Anglo "-terican pension 

fund has done (the discussion of Hawk Ventures in Section 9.4 

rt!fers). As this schetne is re 1 at i ve 1 y new, and the cases are 

confident i a 1 1 it is not possi b 1 e to document empi ri ca 11 y tested 

suitable loan policies, but it is reassuring to know that the 

private sector organizations involved are accumulating the 

experience to devise viable strategies for their clients. 

In a similar move to Old Mutual, the Public Services Association 

[PSA] is considering extending its Credit Cooperative and 

Unemployment Death and Legal Benef;t Scheme to assist retrenched 

civil servants to establish small enterprises. The PSA has been 

vocal in opposing the retrenchment of civil servants, but is to 

be commended for at the same time taking practical steps to try 

to provide alternative forms of employment for those laid off. A 

Public Service Commission Investment Company was launc~ed by the 

PSA during 1991, with $2 million of share capital contributed by 

6 000 of the 37 000 members of the PSA (total number of civi 1 

servants is 90 000). 

It is intended that the Investment Company wi 11 be a holding 

company for a number of productive enterprises which wi 11 be 

acqu i red or started. When interviewed in December 1991 , a soap 

factory, with the potential to employ 26, had been purchased and 

a printing works, bakery, brick making, holiday complex and 

wooden floor ti le plant were under consideration. Shareholders 
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in the holding company would be g~ven preferential access to jobs 

; n these enterprises, but where necessary high 1 eve l technical 

and 11tanagerial skills would be hired 1n fro• the open market to 

ensure that: the ent:erpri ses are run efficient 1 y, offer secure 

employ•ent opportunities and yield a return to enable ~he holding 

coapany to continue expanding its portfolio. 

11.2 LESSONS FROM NGO EXPERIENCE 

Historical Perspective 

Before Independence, most of the NGOs that existed were welfare 

organizations. although there were a few with developmental 

objectives which also voiced opposition to the government of the 

day (such as Ranche House. Silveira House. Hlekweni Training 

Centre). The developmental NGOs were wel 1 positioned to play a 

role after Independence, together with the plethora of local and 

foreign NGOs which started operations dur;~Y the 1980s. 

The socio-economic context i111111ediately after Independence was one 

in which rural reconstruction after the liberation war had a high 

priority. Almost all NGOs emphasized support to groups, in 

particular ex-combatants and rural people who were encouraged to 

form co-operatives. The rat i ona 1 e for suppol"'t i ng groups, 

especially co-operatives, was that this would ensure that 

resources reached as large a number of people as possible and was 

consistent with the new government's socialist policies. In 

order to redress the particularly disadvantageous position of 

rural women, sever a 1 NGOs encouraged groups of women to 

participate in so-called Income Generating Projects [IGPs). 

These were intended to be carried out in para 11 el \'1i th primary 

agricultur&l act1vities, but would give the women an independent 

source of income that would be under their direct control. 

Due to the persistence of the welfare bjas from the past, and the 

strong directive to redress the massive inequities innerited at 

Independence, government and NGOs tended to provide goods, 

services and support to projects on a grant basis, without 

ensuring that projects had a sound economic basis. This approach 

had the unintended consequence that most IGPs failed to generate 

income, and the whole concept of income generat;ng projects has 
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become discredited. 

enterprises. with the 

The current emphasis 

positive connotations 

on 

of 

s•all-scale 

the word 

"enterprise", is intended in part to restore the vis1on that non

farm product1ve activities can make a pos1t1ve contnbut:ion to 

; nco•e~ o • The grant: ori ent:at: ion has a 1 so created a dependency 

syndro•e, not. only in rural co .. unit:ies, bu~ a•ongst. urban groups 

that had rece~ ved handouts but f ai 1 ed to create vi ab 1 e 

enterprises. 

On this and other practical issues, there is now an accretion of 

specific experience fro• which NGOs and other support: agencies 

may learn. ~ro• the cases cited in this chapter, some exaaples 

can be high 1 i ghted. For i nst:ance, the experience of Donodo 1 o 

Mudonzvo on low interest rates, erosion of capital base and loans 

that are too sma 11 , but a reasonab 1 e recovery rate i s 

instructive. It is possible to operate with group loans, but it 

would appear necessary to have more training, larger loans and 

repayment rates that are more co .. ercial. It is also salutary to 

reflect that an NGO as successful as ORAP has become consumed in 

the operation of the businesses which were intended to make it 

independent of outside financing. In the case of the EEC 

Microprojects PrograaBe, the fact that trainees often found 

emp 1 oyment e 1 sewhere was an unintended but important outcome of 

the scheme. Specific examples of this sort are often the best 

source of insights for the effective design of future support to 

SSEs, but there are also some general lessons that can be drawn 

within the particular historical context of Zimbabwe. These are 

laid out in the remainder of this section, while other 

conclusions, relating particularly to the role of NGOs in 

training, are to be found in the next chapter (Section 12.3). 

Lack of Entrepreneurial Tradition and Underfunding 

Part of the reason why projects failed to get off the ground is 

the lack of an entrepreneurial tradition in Zimbabwe, at least in 

modern ~imes. As explained in Chapter 2, prior to Independence 

the indigenous population was excluded from entrepreneurial 

SO The tratntno •anual •eutldinq Wealth tn our Yilla99a•, preoar9d by the Mint•try of C:O..Untty 
and Co-0P9ra~1·:;; _,,elo.-.nt and --.n•s Affa1ra, goes so far •• to present a t.Ole (Vol.,.. 
1, paoe 4) CC19P11r1no the ... k cftar.cter1stica of JGP w1tft tfte •trona cftar•ctertstic• of ~ural 
enierprt••• 1 .. 11 oraaniz.ct, produciive, reaaon.Ole workino condtttona, fatr pay, 1ntaarated 
w1th the rest of the economy e1C). 
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activity in al11tOst all sectors of the economy. Following 

Independence. many potential entrepreneurs joined the civil 

service and the parastatals, neither being a ~uitable environment 

for entrepreneurship to deve 1 op. Added to this. some 

co .. entators have pointed out that entrepreneurial traits such as 

risk preference, originality and future-orientation are not 

emphasized in Zimbabwean culture, while traits that are endorsed 

(such as co11formity and acceptance of authority from elders and 

fa•ily) are inimical to entrepreneurship. 

In the context of groups projects, where individuals who may have 

entrepreneurial flair have to submit to the will of others in the 

group 1 1 t 1 s very di ffi cu 1 t to see how projects were meant to 

succeed. It is on 1 y in very exceptional cases, where groups 

members have strong bonds between them, and a high level of the 

ski 11 s necessary for the project being undertaken, that group 

entrepreneurship can flourish. In the euphoria after 

Independence, these prob 1 ems were ignored by government and the 

NGOs, and resources were simply made available to groups, many of 

which were not in a position to make use of them. 

In the case of government's Model B or co-operative form of land 

re-settlement, groups were settled on highly productive farmland 

and were expected to farm using the methods of large-scale 

commercial agriculture. In many cases, however, they were not 

given sufficient fixed or working capital to properly attempt 

commercial agriculture using sophisticated technology. The 

tendency to try to spread resources as widely as possible, at the 

cost of underfi nanci ng any one group, was rep 1i cated by many of 

the NGOs in the much smaller projects they were financing 

Dondolo Mudonzvo cited above is a case in point. 

Loans rather than Grants 

Drawing on the experience of NGOs and government of support to 

SSEs si nee Independence, there seems to be a growing consensus 

that loans rather than grants should in future be emphasized. 

With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear that the Zimbabwe 

Government's policy stance on equity is better served by offering 

1 oans rather than grants. Grant financing had the appearance of 
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redressing past 

enterprises with 

imbalances, but 

on-going income 

in not f~stering productive 

generating potential, largely 

become at best a once-off melioration of people's c1rcumstances, 

at. worst. a f rust.rat 1 ng, ti me wast. i ng and dis l l l us l on l ng 

experience as the simplistic vision foisted on recipients did not. 

materialize. 

Projects that are not. vi ab i e waste people's ti me and energy and 

it is a dis-service to support them. Projects that are viable 

can pay their way. although they may need significant. direct. 

assistance during the start-up phase. The lesson though is that 

support to SSEs should be put. on a business-like footing from the 

start. 

Giving loa~ financing rather than grants is part of such a 

business-orientation. Loan financing forces a proper appraisal 

of a project and ensures the adoption of a disciplined approach 

to implementing and managing it. This in turn implies better use 

of scarce resources. More importantly, it means resources being 

returned in due course, making it possible then to offer support 

to other projects. The equity objective is met through the re

cycling of reso ... rces 1 which over ti me result in a Much wider 

spectrum of people being able to benefit. 

Loans to Individuals as well as Groups 

Another point around which there seems to be consensus is that 

support should be offered to i ndi vi dua 1 s as we 11 as to groups, 

or. i n the case of 

than the 10 members 

shou 1 d be a 11 owed. 

co-operatives. that co-operatives with less 

required for registration as a co-operative 

The prob l ems a 11 uded to above of a 1 ac k of 

entrepreneurial tradition and contrary cultural factors remain a 

cha 11 enge to be overcome 1 but i ndi vi duals have more of a chance 

of starting many kinds of enterprises than groups. Provided 

enterprises are labour intensive, the benefits will extend beyond 

the individual directly involved through employment creation. 

Larger Projects: Equity Stake with Commitment to Disinvest 

Many of the projects have failed to produce significant returns 

because they were small, and were based on technologies that were 
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inherently limited in their productive potential. More ambitious 

schemes, involving more productive but also more sophisticated 

technologies, reQuire the development of technical and managerial 

ski ll s if the fu 11 potential is to be real i zed. Where these 

exist, private promoters can proceed with replicating projects 

involving technologies proven by the NGO. In other cases, where 

demand and other prereQuisites exist, but the skills are lacking, 

one option is for there to be a high level of participation in 

the project in its ~nitial stages by NGOs or other agencies with 

the necessary skills, but for this to be relinquished over time. 

The model that is emerging from the work of agencies like ITDG 

and ENDA is a variant of venture capital financing: the NGO takes 

a majority equity stake in the enterprise at the start, but not 

100% ownership. The beneficiaries hold the remaining shares 

either as i ndi vi dua 1 s or as groups, depending on circumstances. 

The NGO initially takes the lead on technical and managerial 

matters, but the project has an emphasis on training, which may 

include formal as well as on-the-job training. Over time, the 

NGO shareholding is bought out, control is relinquished to the 

project beneficiaries as they gain the necessary experience and 

the funds are used to start similar projects elsewhere. Perhaps 

a fixed time should be set at the start to ensure that 

disinvestment wi 11 take p 1 ace: it is notab 1 e that there is no 

experience yet of projects reaching the disinvestment stage. 

There may be strong reasons why beneficiaries might try to retain 

their link with the NGO and its outside resources, rather than 

become independent. 
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CHAPTER 12: CONCLUSIONS AND RECC>lmENDATIONS ON SUPPORT 
INSTITUT!ONS 

12.1 CO-ORDINATION ANO INFORMATION 

General Conclusion on Support Organizations 

In the mid-1980s, it would have been true to say that the small

scale sector was poorly served with support organizations. By 

the end of 1991, however, that: was no 1 onger rea 11 y the case. 

Whi 1 e some aspects of the support that is required are much 

better served than others, there are not huge gaps that need 

urgently to be filled by creating new institutions. The 

exceptions here are in the area of referral and extension, where 

IBDC and others have plans to complement the services that 

already exist, and at the low end of the financing spectrum, 

where it would be extremely useful for institutions similar to 

Zambuko Trust (small loans) and Manna Corporation (venture 

capital t; nanci ng of sma 11 projects}, both of which are 1 ocated 

in Harare, were to be set up in other centres of Zimbabwe. 

The general approach to institutional ~upport that is recommended 

is to build on what already exists, supporting the initiatives 

that several agencies are embarking upon at present, reinforcing 

emerging strengths in established institutions, and encouraging 

new institutions to replicate successful support models. 

Encouragement can al so be given to i nsti tuti ons that have not 

previous 1 y been i nvo 1 ved in SSE promotion, such as 1 arge mu 1 ti -

nationals, which could usefully provide markets through sub

contracting arrangements and offer extension and training to 

emergent businesses. 

Need for Co-ordination by Ministry of Industry and Commerce 

The proliferation of activities by many different agencies could 

conceivably lead to a degree of confusion and duplication. With 

this possi bi 1 i ty in mind it is recommended that the Ministry of 

Industry and Commerce, which has the overall responsibility for 

SSE deve 1 opment within Government, shou 1 d p 1 ay a co-or di nat i ng 

f'.'O 1 e. Day-to-day responsi bi 1 i ty for this function is to be 

assumed by the Policy and Planning Branch of the Ministry. 
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Consistent with the objectives of the Economic Reform Programme, 

the co-ordination role should be a facilitating one and not an 

interventionist one. The last thing that the diverse activities 

and entities which are here being lumped together as "small-scale 

enterprises" require is an attempt to centralize and stand3rdize 

support mechanisms, stifle initiative and creativity and make it 

di ffi cult for support agencies to tai 1 or their services to the 

particular needs of different individuals and groups. 

The UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project which is proposed in 

Chapter 15 envisages the creation of a S•all-Scale Industries 

Facilitation Unit (SSIFU). Whether this is located within the 

Ministry of Industry and Commerce or outside of it, SSIFU would 

provide policy suggestions and strategic initiatives to assist 

the Policy and Planning Branch in establishing the necessary 

enab l i ng envi ronment for SSE development. It would al so 

coordinate the other aspects of the UNIDO project (the Refinance 

Facility, Enterprise Development Zones, and Advisory Facility for 

SS! entrepreneurs) and provide a framework for a 1 oser form of 

coordination, perhaps better described as "information sharing" 

amongst a77 agencies involved in SSE promotions 1 • 

Need for a Comprehensive Information Bank on SSE Support 

The single greatest need ·is for there to be more information 

readily available about the agencies and services available for 

SSE development. This point emerged repeatedly during the 

interviews carried out for this study, which revealed how little 

knowledge agencies have about the activities of other agencies. 

This may in part be the result of territorial instincts, which 

inhibit the open dissemination of information, these being 

exacerbated when agencies working in similar areas are competing 

for funding from the same donor agencies. Instances where there 

was a specific policy of not advertising services were also 
. 

uncovered (the Small Business Unit of Standard Bank, Hawk 

Ventures and the African Enterprise Fund are cases in point). 

It is to be hoped that all agencies will co-operate fully with 

the CZI project to establish a data bank for SSE promotion, not 

just in the init~al compilation of information, but in keeping it 

SI Further deta1l1 are g1ven 1n Chapter 15 and the project doeueent (DP/ZIM/01/003/01/037). 
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continua 11 y updated, and that CZI wi 11 in turn share its data 

bank with all other support organizations. In that way, an 

efficient means of providing referral services to entrepreneurs 

will become a reality. Given the diversity and heterogeneity of 

the small-scale enterprise sector, it is impossible for any one 

agency to offer adequate extension, training and financing 

services, but with an efficient referra 1 service, it shou 1 d be 

possible for the entrepreneur to get the most out of the support 

network irrespective of his or her point of entry. 

It is recommended that Government not seek to replicate 

initiatives being taken by support agencies, but st.and ready to 

p 1 ug any gaps that may emerge. This part i cu 1 ar case of an 

information bank, where CZI has been taking the initiative, is a 

case in point. As long as CZI goes ahead with the data bank, and 

its worth is demonstrated, it would be appropriate for Government. 

simply to encourage all involved to make the most of the 

opportunity to create a useful information source for SSE 

development. Government should, however, stand ready to call on 

others for assistance if the data base fails to achieve its 

objectives within a reasonable time frame (the end of the first 

quarter of 1993). 

Fora for Information Exchange 

Unless it is decided that SSIFU should be located in the Policy 

and Planning Branch, both should be actively involved in ensuring 

that the data base is used ( especi a 11 y for referra 1 by support 

agencies) and that all pertinent information about SSE promotion 

is disseminated to those involved. For this purpose, it would be 

useful for various fora to be created where discussion and 

exchange of information and ideas can take p 1 ace. Membership 

would be open to all organizations or indivic'.;als inside and 

outside government involved in SSE promotion. Some such fora 

already exist: for example the Small-Scale Enterprises Advisory 

Group, sponsored by CIDA, ENDA and FNF, which concentrates on 

policy issues related to the structural adjustment programme and 

which has already played a useful role in stimulating information 

exchange, should be encouraged to continue:i2. Other sub-groups 

52 The Group 1s 1n the process of aCQu1r1n9 full-ti .. staff to operate a planned pro9r .... of 

"c01111Un1cation, outreach and .advocacy". Research into dere9ulation, food proca111n9, 
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focussing on particular issues or sectors should be encouraged. 

In all sub-groups, the Policy and Planning Branch would encourage 

the relevant agencies of the different government ministries 

involved with SSEs to belong and attend meetings. 

Where such groups operate effectively, SSIFU and the Pol icy and 

Planning Branch• s ro 1 e wou 1 d simply be to participate in the 

meetings to keep abreast of developments and be able to keep 

others fully informed. In other cases, SSIFU might have to call 

meetings and invite speakers to initiate debate on part i cu 1 ar 

issues, and al so ensure that meetings take pl ace throughout the 

country and are not just confined to Harare. 

Complementary Media ca_,,aign 

In order to reach as large an audience as possible, including the 

entrepreneurs themselves. the work of the various groups and any 

pertinent information and anecdotes about successful 

entrepreneurial activities. should regularly be publicized in the 

media. Again, while most of the work required should be done by 

other agencies, {the Smal 1-Scal e Enterprises Advisory Group has 

al ready started c i rcu lat i ng a news 1 etter ca 11 ed "SSE News") , 

SSIFU should be given the responsibility of ensuring that the 

coverage is as wide as possible (including, for example, the 

vernacular rural newspapers53) and that the necessary momentum is 

sustained at least through the period of imp 1 ementat ion of the 

Economic Reform Programme. 

12.2 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The Range of SSE Financing Options 

From Chapters 9 and 11 , it is evident that there is a range of 

financial institutions offering financing to SSEs; Table 12.1 

provides a summary. In some respects, the field is well covered; 

what is needed is for the well established institutions to expand 

their SSE portfolios rapidly so as to match their expensive 

overhead structures. As most of these institutions are operating 

text; le•, ~alwork, hous1no, transpot"t and tax •••ue• 19 planned. A proJec:t to e•tabl;•h a 
forex line of credit for SSE• 1• al•o being 1nve•t1aated. 

53 A separate publication solely on SSE• 1• a poss;b;lity, but 1t would not have the apt»eal to 
reach as big an audience as targeted at"ticles in ex1st1na widely read publications. 
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on a profit-oriented basis without outside financing, it is not 

necessary to spell out how they should be operating: their 

accumulated experience is what counts. However, one of the main 

lessons to emerge from Chapters 9 and 11 is that training in 

record and book-keeping and managerial principles, in addition to 

whatever technical skills are needed for a particular enterprise, 

should be treated as a fundamental strategy in the achieve•ent of 

viability and high rates of repayment. 

elaborated under "Training" below. 

This point is further 

TABLE 12. 1 : SUMMARY OF FINANCING OPTio.·~s FOR SSEs 

Loan Financing 

Range 

s 250 
s 5 000 
$10 000 

? 

- s 25 000 
- s 10 000 
- $250 000 

- $500 000 
>$250 000 

Institutjons 

NGOs such as Zallbuko Trust 
Zimbank - First Tier, CGC 
Small Business Facilities -

Co .. ercial Banks & CGC 
SEDCO 
Zimbabwe Develop•ent Bank, 
Co11111ercial & Merchant Banks 

Equity or Venture Capital Financing 

Range 

Few '000 - $250 000 
? - $500 000 
$250 000 - $500 000 
$500 000 - $7,5 million 

Institutions 

Manna Corporation 
Zimbabwe Development Fund 
VCCZ and Hawk Ventures 
Africa Enterprise Fund 

Note: Total project size may be up to 5 times the eQuity 
contribution from the financing institution. 

Where the institutional support in the area of financing is 

weakest at present is at the bottom end. The commerc i a 1 banks 

should be encouraged, or even subsidized by Government through 

the Refinance Facility mechanism explored in Chapter 15, to 

provide the sort of very sma 11 loans that organizations such as 

Zambuko Trust are seeking to provide, but with scant 

infrastructure or resources to do so. As mentioned previously, 

CGC should be encouraged to be bolder in its acceptance of 

projects, tolerating a higher default and bad debt rates than the 

present low figures of 20% and 3% respectively. The CIDA proJect 

to assist CGC, and give women-dominated projects more prominence 
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in its portfolio. should help in enhancing the overall role of 

CGC. 

The tightening of credit as a counter-inflationary measure during 

the imp i e•entati on of the Economic Reform Programme, has very 

severe implications for the SSE sector. This issue is discussed, 

and estimates made of overall requirements in Section 13.2 below. 

These show that making the finance system adequate for SSE needs 

is not just a question of addressing the : ssue a 1 ready 

highlighted above (making the size distribution of loans more 

appropriate}, but of significantly expanding the resources 

available for SSEs. The estimate is that annual requirements for 

SSEs are l i ke l y to be between $400 mi 11 ion and $800 mi 11 ion, as 

compared with a rough estimate of 1 oans out:standi ng of between 

$100 million and $200 million at: present, rising to $600 millior. 

by 1995. The i nit: i al amount: of $100 mi 11 ion that Government has 

set aside in the 1992/93 budget for credit to the SSE sector 1s 

an important:, but: relatively modest:, start. The Refinance 

Facility, which is proposed as part of the UNIDO S111all-Scale 

Industry Project, has the potential to be an important mechanism 

to overcome the problem of supplying sufficient credit to the SSE 

sector at an affordable price. It is described in Section 15.2, 

and in more detail in the project document. 

As the tightening of credit takes hold, there would seem little 

scope to expand SSE access to services such as hire purchase and 

factoring (see Chapter 9}. On the other hand, this might be an 

appropriate time for the modalities of expanding SSE services to 

be explored and have the mechanisms in place when credit 

conditions ease and make more widespread lending possible. 

Encouragement of Self-Financing 

In view of the fact: that the overwhe 1 ming majority of SS Es have 

been financed by own resources (nearly 90% in the GEMINI sample), 

more attention cou 1 d be given to encouraging entrepreneurs to 

save to finance their enterprises. There are a number of 

advantages in up-coming entrepreneurs committing themse 1 ves to 

savings schemes. "The interaction with a bank, the process of 

earning interest, the discipline of saving, and the decision of 

how to use savings, a 11 constitute part of a capacity bu i 1 ding 
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precess which equips each participant with tools he or she needs 

to continue engaging in productive activities"s•. 

Support for savings schemes. including the community-based 

rotating savings and credit associations5 5. could be given by 

NGOs and by established savings inst i tut i ans. The Post Office 

Savings Bank [PO~BJ. for example, which currently offers the 

highest returns on savings. particularly if the saver is a 

taxpayer. and has 'the largest distribution of offices of any 

financial institution in the country. could mount a campaign to 

encourage saving for SSE investment. As a mini ma 1 step towards 

assisting to finance SSEs. POSB could introduce less stringent 

withdrawal requirements when funds are to be used for business 

purposes. A more significant step would be to move to offering 

loans, but that would require having to have personnel with very 

different training and skills and cannot be entered into lightly 

by POSB, but is an idea that merits further investigation. 

Access to Bank Loans 

There are different views about access to these sources of 

f·;nance. The banks, for example, claim that their services to 

SSEs are accessible. their demands for collateral or security are 

reasonable and their high rejection rates are because there are 

many "chancers" amongst the applicants. These opinions are no't 

shared by entrepreneurs or many of the NGOs working with SSEs. 

The Zimbabwe Women Finance Trust [ZWFTJ. for example, cite a 

batch of 135 applications, of which 65 were recommended for 

financing by ZWFT. and only 12 were approved by local finance 

institutions5e. Without seeing the quality of the applications, 

an opinion cannot be formed on whether the banks' high rejection 

rates were justified. 

The banks have to maintain a cautious approach, because it is 

their depositors funds which are being loaned out. This point is 

not always appreciated by the SSE entrepreneurs, many of whom 

clearly have the impression that it is not worth approaching the 

financial ~nstitutions for loans. However, this attitude 

s4 Otero (1991), c1ted in ~ndtx 8. 
56 s..e Satto (1990), oP ctt, p 55. 
5• Sund•Y u.; 1, 8 March 1H2. 
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reflects in part an unwi 11 i ngness to do what the banks reQui re 

before a loan can be given. As noted in the clothing sub-sector 

reports' "regardless of the lending practices of local commercial 

banks, a significant number of MSE do not bother to approach them 

for funding, as they are not qualified and find it cumbersome to 

submit comprehensive business plans just to borrow a few thousand 

do 11 ars". Whi 1 e the effort may be di sproport~ onate when the 

enterprise is very sma 11 , without getting into the system and 

becoming a known c 1 i ent of a bank, the enterprise• s prospects 

will continue to be limited by lack of access to financing. 

It should be noted that until very recently, the banks were very 

liquid and were not constrained on the supply side from 

supporting SSE projects. The analysis of the very ~ow default 

rate of the Credit Guarantee Corporation (see Section 9.2) 

suggests that excessive caution has been exercised by the banks 

in approving loans. This has been exacerbated by commercial bank 

managers still rejecting projects which CGC has approved. It is 

somewhat ironic that the banks seem more disposed to make loans 

to SSEs just when credit conditions have tightened so markedly 

that banks are having to ration credit even amongst well

established clients. 

12.3 SOME GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR SUPPORT TO SSEs 

Business Orientation 

Banks, whether commercial or developmental, do not have to be 

petitioned to apply business principles in dealing with SSEs, but 

many of the welfarist NGOs still do. As was argued in 

Chapter 11, on the basis of experience since Independence as well 

as the need to recycle funds so that more people can benefit, 

there is a strong case to be made for NGOs to provide loans 

rather than grants, and to be fl exi bl e in whether loans go to 

individuals or to groups. 

There wou 1 d, however, st i 11 be c i rcumstances 

element ;n the f;nancing package could be 

projeC'tS with a social component, or a very 

ST See 'lppendix 8. 
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before viability is expected to be achieved, it •ay be 

appropriate to gl ve a grant for a spec1 fi c component of the 

project or to make the loans at reduced interest rates or allow a 

grace period before payments on the loan become due. For a 11 

SSEs, •echanis•s which allow low rates of interest to be charged 

even though Government is moving towards pos1 ti ve real rates of 

interest, would be important in stimulating the small-scale 

sector. This is part of the th1nk1 ng beh 1 nd the Refinance 

Facility recont11ended in the UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project 1n 

Chapter 15. 

Support Agencies taking a Direct Stake in Projects 

In many cases, project promoters lack not only the capital base 

to get started, but the technical and managerial skills to 

operate the enterprise at the level of technological and 

organizational complexity that would result in its being really 

viable. In such cases, the option of venture capital financing 

would be appropriate and should be encouraged. As spelt out in 

Section 9. 4 1 there are now sever a 1 venture capita 1 institutions 

offering facilities to a range of clients. Far more involvement 

with the c 1 i ents has been found too be necessary than wou 1 d oe 

typical in venture capital operations in industrialized 

countries, including the extreme case of Manna Corporation, where 

i ndi vi dua 1 c 1 ose i nvo 1 vement of one of the di rectors in each 

project was one of the main reasons for success. 

Besides the formal venture capita 1 options, there is an 

orientation within the NGO movement to operate in venture capital 

mode in supporting projects at a certain 1eve1 of tech no 1 ogi ca 1 

and managerial complexity. This is, fer example, the intention 

in the Tinytech oil pressing project described in Sections 5.3 

and 11.2 above: that ITDG and ENDA should sell their stake in the 

project once it is viable and self-sustaining in terms of the 

necessary skills to operate, mainta~n and manage it. In all such 

cases, the objective of the NGO should be to assist the promoters 

to acquire the skills and the financial resources to buy out the 

NGO that has been involved within an agreed timeframe. 
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No Opportunity for Training to be Foregone 

While the main constraint identified by the enterprises 

themselves is a lack of finance. it is clear that finance 1s only 

one ingredient of success, and all too often it is the absence of 

one of the other main ingredients skills (technical and 

managerial) - which causes projects to fail. 

Support agencies should be encouraged never to give up an 

opportunity for training and whenever possible combine training 

with other services (such as financing, or workspace provision). 

In the case of private sector organizations such as the 

coimnercial banks. Government, perhaps through the Loans and 

Grants Al location Committee of tt1e Social Development Fund, may 

choose to make grants available to ensure that a suitable amount 

and level of training is given to complement the finance being 

provided to entrepreneurs. 

From the viewpoint of a financial institution, training is a way 

of overcoming the problem of lack of collateral that is 

characteristic of many SSE loans. Through offering training, the 

borrower can become known and can be assessed by the fi nanci a 1 

institution, apart form the fact that the training itself (in 

technical skills, bookkeeping and management) is likely to 

significantly improve the chances of the business being 

satisfactorily operated. This concept is fully developed in 

SEDCO's Entrepreneur Development Programme (see Section 9.3), 

where participants are screened through a series of workshops, 

culminating in a four-week residential workshop where a business 

plan is prepared. At the conclusion of that process, it is clear 

whether the project and the entrepreneur are deserving of 

support. 

NGOs are often particularly well placed to design training 

programmes that are tailored to the needs of the individuals and 

groups with whom they are working. Many NGOs are already trying 

to do this, but efforts have to be maintained and intensified if 

the training is to be successful, so that enterprises become 

self-sustaining and continue to grow in the future. 
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NGOs specializing in training are a different case. From ttie 

experience of institutions such as Glen Forest Training Centre, 

the following set of activities would appear to work well: 

(1) pre-course visits and screening of course participants; 

(2) residential courses with carefully balanced curricula; 

(3) follow-up visits to trainees. 

Complementary to this formula would be closer collaboration 

between NGOs dedicated to training and those working with the 

entrepreneurs on projects. Through collaboration, course content 

and delivery could be improved, and opportunities could ~e 

created for trainers to participate in on-the-job training ano 

follow-up work. By working together, it may also be possible ~o 

come up with ways to make training available throughout the 

cou~try, not just in the main urban centres. 
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SUPPORT TO SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES & 
ENHANCEMENT OF INDIGENOUS OWNERSHIP 

PART D - PROSPECTS FOR & POLICY & PROJECTS IN SUPPORT OF 
SSE & INDIGENISATION 

CHAPTER 13: POTENTIAL ROLE OF SSE UNDER ECONOMIC REFORM PROGRAMME 

13.1 EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS OF SSE 

Working Age Population and Formal Employment Projections 

According to the Second Five Year National Development Plan, over 

the 1991-1995 Plan period, which is also the period over which 

the Economic Refo:"'m Programme is due to run, "108 500 new jobs 

will be created in the formal sector" [Plan, p 5]. This is an 

average of less than 22 000 pa, while the annual average growth 

of the working age population is projected at nearly 200 000 pa. 

Thus even if the Plan succeeds in achieving its calculated 

targets, and none of the presently unemployed or those who will 

be retrenched as part of the ERP manage to obtain any of the new 

jobs being created, on average only 1 out of each 9 people coming 

into the working age popu 1 at ion is expected to obtain a formal 

sector job. 

Another way of expressing the issue is in terms of growth rates. 

If the Pl an targets are met, forma 1 sector employment wi 11 grow 

at 1,8% pa, while the working age population will grt'w at 3,6% 

pass. Thus, the gap between those seeking jobs and those 

employed in t.he formal sector is bound to grow over the period, 

adding to the existing backlog of the unemployed and 

underemployed. 

Residual Employment Requirements 

Against the backdrop of the imbalance between formal employment 

and ~ abour force growth, the Pl an states that "at 1 east 50 000 

people will find jobs in various informal sector activities" 

(Pl an, p 5]. As the i nforma 1 sector is the emp 1 oyer of 1 ast 

~esort, the indications are that this figure, averaging only 

1 O 000 pa, is far too 1 ow. The gap between the for ma 1 sector 

58 Calculated fra. Second Five Year Nat1ona1' OeveloCN1ent Plan, Tables 10.1 and 10.2. 
' 
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jobs ( 22 000 pa) and 

(200 000 pa}. less 

the number of 

those finding 

peop 1 e chasing those 

employment through 

jobs 

the 

resettlement programme, those resorting to subsistence farming in 

the communal areas, and those who voluntar1ly opt out of 

employment (students, dependants etc) is likely to be at least an 

order of magnitude higher than the figure projected for informal 

sector employment. 

Resettlement is projected at only 7 000 families pa (with 

effective employment being reduced by the number of agricultural 

workers laid off in cases where going concerns are taken over for 

resett 1 ement) . In the case of the communal areas, many are 

a 1 ready so envi ronmenta 11 y stretched that more people cannot be 

accommodated. Fina 11 y, the number of people who wi 11 wi 11 i ngl y 

choose to be dependants is also severely limited. 

The projected employment figures are likely to be too high for 2 

other reasons. Firstly, the Plan targets are unlikely to be met, 

if only because of the severity of the drought in 1992. Even if 

the 4,6% pa GDP growth target were to be met, in relation to an 

objective of increased productivity, the formal sector employment 

target of 22 000 pa might be questioned, because in the first 10 

years of Independence, with GDP growth of 3, 2% pa and poor 

productivity performance, an annual average of only 20 900 formal 

sector jobs were created59. 

The seco~~ issue is that the population figures used in the Plan 

are now considered by CSO to be a serious underestimate of the 

real demographic situation. The total population in the Plan in 

1995 is put at 10,6 million, but sample surveys carried out for 

the 1992 Census suggested that the popu 1 at ion wou 1 d a 1 ready be 

10,6 million at the time the census was carried out. This 

imp 1 i es that the number of job seekers wi 11 be higher than the 

figures given, while the employment estimates, based on capital 

employed and projected investment and productivity changes, will 

remain the same. 

59 This f19ure e•cludes •vr1culture, where 1119pJoy•ent decl;ned over the per1od. During the 

second Plan per1od, agriculture •s pro1ected to provide 3 000 Jobs pa. Recent for•al sector 

.,.ployment creat1on h•• been better (about 35 000 Job• pa), but 1t is doubtful that th1s can 

be su1ta1ned. 
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Employment Growth under Structural Adjustment 

In view of the above, for planning purposes, the number of jobs 

wh 1 ch idea 11 y ought to be provided by the SSE sector wi 11 be 

taken to be above 100 000, perhaps in the range of 100 000 to 

150 000 pa. In practice, the many constraints reviewed 

previously will make it impossible for satisfactory employment 

opport.uni ti es to be created in such numbers 1 n the immediate 

future, but with social security a matter of family duty, every 

individual will somehow have to find a means of survival. 

The policy changes of the Economic Reform Programme will open up 

new opportunities for SSEs (reviewed in Section 13.3} as well as 

introducing new problems or exacerbating old ones (Section 13.4}, 

making the outcome uncertain. A comprehensive strategy is needed 

to push developments in a positive direction, strengthening the 

SSE sector and reinforcing its linkages with the rest of the 

economy {Section 13.5}. 

Useful perspectives can be obtained from the experience of other 

African countries which started structural adjustment earlier 

than Zimbabwe. For example, a recent paper on "Small Enterprises 

under Adjustment in Ghana" points to some trends which are likely 

to emerge ir. Zimbabwe, but is not able to offer empirical results 

on employment, as "data on trends in small-scale manufacturing 

are non-existent"llo. In the industrial sector as a whole, the 

effects of structura 1 adjustment policies "differed among 

subsectors and firms: the new environment has brought both new 

opportunities and intense competition", this being particularly 

the case at the micro-enterprise 1eve1 where entry barriers are 

lowest and the pressure to find self-employment greatest. 

"Without doubt, the adjustment process has strained most firms' 

operations. Profits have been squeezed between rising input 

costs and restrained demand, and growth has been slowed by the 

difficulty of financing working capital and new investment". And 

yet, particularly amongst the somewhat larger sma11-scale 

enterprises, some of which had injections of skills from people 

who had previously been employed in established enterprises, 

80 Wf Steel and LM Webstel"(1991), "5••11 Entel"Pl"1Ses undel" AdJust•ent 1n Ghana", Wol"ld Bank 

Techn1cal Pape,. Nu.tie,. 138, p 8. 
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"there is evidence of considerable entrepreneurial initiative 1n 

changing product mix and seeking market niches that have opened 
The challenge before 

up under the ne:-. exchange rate regime".; 
1 

the Zimbabwe Government and SSE support agencies is to assist the 

enterprises here to adapt rapidly and effective 1 y to the new 

situation that is presented by Zimbabwe's ERP. 

13.2 FINANCING REQUIRED BY SSE 

Financing Requirements 

The number of jobs which ideally ought to be provided by the SSE 

sector was estimated in the previous section to be in the range 

of 100 000 to 150 000 pa. From figures given 1 n Chapter 9, the 

mini mum cost of creating a SSE job at a reason ab 1 e l eve 1 of 

remuneraf:i on and security has in the past been as 1 ow as $1 500 

(Manna Corporation) to $2 000 (Zimbank Small Business Services 

Division}. To allow for inflation since the time period on which 

these figures are based, the upper figure of $2 000 is chosen: it 

implies an annual investment of $200 to $300 million, or 10%-14% 

of the total private sector investment envisaged in the Plan. 

In practice, the techni ca 1 and manageri a 1 ability wou 1 d not be 

available to ensure that all those eligible could be employed 1n 

viable SS Es, which suggests that a 1 ower · ;ivestment a 11 ocat ion 
The moment a 

may be adequate to finance what can be achieved. 

higher investment per job figure is introduced, however, the 

estimate of tot a 1 investment requirements goes up sharp 1 y. ! n 

this connection, it should be borne in mind that the average cost 

per job for projects approved by Zimbabwe Investment Centre , s 

around $66 0006 2 , a 33-fo 1 d increase on t11e $2 000 used above. 

Furthermore, the GEMINI survey strongly confirmed the anecdota 1 

impres!:iion that it is often working capital rather than fixed 
constraint facing SSEs. 

as fixed capital, th~ 
capital that is the major financial 

Providing for working capital as well 

annual requirements for SS Es are 

$400 million and $800 million. This 

1 i ke 1 y to be between 

compares with the rough 

61 Steel and Webster (1991), op c1t, P 1x. 
62 Speecn by M1n1ster Kanga1, 6 Oece•oftr 1991 (Oepart•ent of Jnfor•at1on press ~ele••• nu•ber 

325/01 /kM/BC) . 
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estimate that can be made of between $100 million and 

$200 million of SSE loans presently outstanding. If present SSEs 

are to consolidate and grow and a sufficient n~mber of new 

enterprises start to make a dent on the rentrenchment-i ncreased 

unemployment figures, this amount needs at least to quadruple by 

the end of 1995, ie, about $600 million (in 1992 dollar terms) of 

outstanding loans to SSEs by that date. 

Urgent Need for Funds to Underpin Lending to SSEs 

While the above figures are based on rough ca 1cu1 at ions, a very 

rapid increase in financing is clearly called for if the 

expectations being placed in SSEs during the ERP period are going 

to come anywhere near being fulfilled. At the same time, with 

the imposition of the credit squeeze that is part of the early 

phase of the Economic Reform Programme, the liquid position of 

the banks has been reversed, and with the crisis brought about by 

the drought in 1992, tight credit conditions are expected 

prevail for at least the next few years. Particularly with many 

of the decisions about SSE projects being made at the level of 

the branches of commercial banks, during the period of tight 

credit the small-scale sector is bound to be at a severe 

disadvantage. 

At the time of the draft report (March 1992), it was recommended 

tha~, as a matter of urgency, Government find means to ensure 

that there are adequate l oca 1 currency resources avail ab 1 e to 

finance viable SSE projects. In the July budget, Government set 

aside an amount of $100 minion "for assisting the small to 

medium sea 1 e enterprises who are facing formidable cash f1 ow as 

we 11 as ope rational problems emanating from the tight monetary 

po 1 icy we are pursui ngn 6 3 • Subsequent 1 y, it has been announced 

that the funds will be channelled through SEDCO for working 

capital and prnJect financing ($40 million), the commercial banks 

for we,,rking c-,_,ital ($25 million), ZDB for working capital and 

project finance ($20 million) and the Venture Capital Company of 

Zimbabwe for project finance only ($15 million). The funds would 

be loaned by the Ministry of Finance to the institi.:t~ons ~t an 

i nt.erest rate of 

years. Criteria 

15%; 

for 

working capital would be :-epaid over two 

1 oans are 73% of equity being owned by 

63 BTG Ch1dzero "Budget State11ent 19112", 30 July 1902, para 50. 
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Zimbabweans, a capital base of less than $2 million, total fixed 

assets of less than $3 million, and employment of less than 

1506 c . 

In relation to the figures calculated above, $100 million 1s 

relatively modest. It is nonethe 1 ess an i mportailt in it i a't i ve 

from Government and it is to be hoped that it will be implemented 

expeditiously. Mani tori ng the results of disbursing this first 

$100 million will gi '! a clearer picture of the financial 

requ1 rements of SSE and how best these can be met. The UNI DO 

Programming Mission put forward the idea of a Refinance Facility, 

which would be a means of channelling blocked and surplus funds 

to productive SSEs at affordable rates of interest, whi 1 e not 

requiring new institutions to be established. The Refinance 

Facility is included in the UNIOO project described in 

Section 15.2. 

13.3 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES ARISING FROM ECONOMIC REFORM PROGRAM 

Access to Imports and Removal of Restrictions 

As was suggested in Section 1 . 4, key e 1 ements of the Economi ~ 

Reform Programme should be of considerable benefit to SSEs. In 

particular, the removal of many of the restrictions that have 

inhibited business development in the past, and, more 

particularly, the opening up of the foreign currency system so 

that access to imports no 1 anger remains the preserve of the 

established industries, should· have a dramatic impact on the 

prospects for growth of SSEs engaged in manufacturing, although a 

negative impact on those SSEs which in the past depended on 

access to import licences for their existence. Against the 

dee 1 i ne of such enterprises, in the manufacturing sector there 

should be growth both in terms of numbers of SSEs being started 

and of expansion of SSEs already established. 

Whether such growth will materialize, however, depends on whether 

the above positive factors outweigh other consequences of the 

overall Programme which are likely to be negative for SSEc;. 7:1e 

major problem areas are spelt out in Section 13.4, bu"t even "the 

64 Journalist br1efing by Minister of Industry and C~erce, reoorted 1n The Herald, Septe•ber 

2, 1992. 
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supposedly positive factors turn out or. closer examination to be 

rather ambiguous. 

Thus, for example, while the 

imported inputs to production, 

SSE sector wi 11 gain access to 

the lack of which had previously 

been a significant barrier to entry, trade liberali7~'tinn will 

a 1 so in ti me cover out: puts, i e, i mpor't cont ro 1 s on prnr111r.'t" c:: 

presently produced by Zimbabwe industry will also be relaxed, 

forcing l oca 1 manufacturers to compete with imported products. 

This could have a devastating effect on SSEs in certain se~tors. 

However, if such SSEs exist only because of the protective 

measures presently in place, producing products that are highly 

priced and of relatively poor quality, consumers will benefit as 

a resu 1 t of being ab 1 e to buy imported a 1 ternat i ves. From the 

national viewpoint, the benefit of maintaining a few jobs in 

inefficient SSEs is most unlikely to outweigh the benefits that 

consumers will enjoy from lower priced, better quality products. 

The consequences for the SSEs which are forced to close wi 11, 

however, be negative, unless they manage to restructure and move 

into other lines of production. 

In the realm of deregulation, the progressive relaxation of price 

controls will probably increase costs and perhaps reduce markets 

if the item in question is an input to production of the SSE. On 

the other hand, if the item is an output, higher prices following 

the relaxation of price control are likely to result in 

businesses being more viable. 

These statements assume that price cont ro 1 has been effective. 

In many cases, however, goods have become all but unavailable 

except on the black market at extremely high prices (cement is a 

prime examp 1 e) . If the opening up of the economy serves to 

increase supply, effective prices may fall, even if nominal 

prices rise when price control is first lifted. A related 

exception may occur in markets where the price of only part of 

the output is control 1 ed and the price of the uncontrolled part 

is higher; removing price control may the., lead to a fall in 

prices in the uncontrolled sector (the baking of bread and 

confectionery provides an ~xample). 
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In respect of monetary po 1 i c i es, Goverr.ment' s intention is to 

induce more vigorous competition amongst the commercial banks, 

which should be of benefit to SSE. At the same time, 

administrative control over the money market wil1 be relaxed, 

with interest rates becoming market driven. Interest rates are 

expected to rise to above the l eve 1 of i nfl at ion, imposing much 

higher costs on SSEs for loans for investments or working 

capital. The "financial intermediation" theorists would argue 

that positive real interest rates should inc~ease the banks 

liquidity, giving greater access to non-traditional clients such 

as sma 11 -seal e entrepreneurs. The recent reluctance of 

commerc i a 1 banks in Zimbabwe when awash with funds to extend 

loans to small-scale entrepreneurs without a ~rack record, 

despite pressure from Government to do so, casts considerable 

doubt on whether positive real interest rates will be of benefit 

to SSE& s . In any event, in the early phase of the Economic 

Reform Programme, monetary policy has been severely curtailed and 

credit is difficult and expensi~e even for established 

&11terpri ses, as has al ready been high 1 i ghted by the pl ea for 

additional finance made in the previous section. 

Changes in Operations of Parastatals 

Parastatal reform is a key element of the macro-economic 

requirement of reducing the Government budget deficit in order to 

make "room" for an investment boom in the productive sectors. 

Rationalization and privatization of parastatals may well result 

in a curtailment of operations in the rural areas. Since 

Independence, the extension of parastatal operations, such as the 

build·ing of GMB and CMB depots in communal areas, has been a 

critical factor in stimulating rural growth. The closure of a 

parastatal depot in a rural centre may have the opposite effect, 

removing the focus of economic activity from the centre itself. 

This would depress the market in the area for a 11 SSE and may 

also eliminate SSEs which are specifically dependent on the 

parastatal concerned. 

Against this, however, is the possibility that parastatal reform, 

in particular GMB reform, will be carried out in such a way that 

the opportunities for new SSEs to emerge (in procurement, 
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transport, mi 11; ng and marketing of grains and meals) w; 11 be 

maximized. As 1s argued in Chapter 5, a properly structured 

programme designed to allow small operators to market and process 

agricultural commodit1es could well improve distr1bution and 

hence nutrition, while at the same time enhanc1ng opp'.Jr-.:unities 

for expanded incomes through small-scale enterprises replacing 

marketing board activities and providing competition to the large 

urban-based agro-industries. 

Production for Exports - Export Finance Scheme for SSEs 

The ERP is designed to achieve rapid export growth from the start 

of the programme. Exports have to generate the foreign currency 

to sustain the momentum of trade libera1ization and make it 

possible in due course to repay the loans which have been 

contracted to finance investment in the productive sectors of the 

economy. Major new incentives. such as the Export Retention 

Scheme, are available for small-scale as well as large-scale 

enterprises, although as with any bureaucratic requirement it ;s 

proportionately much more difficult and costly for the SSE to 

take advantage of such schemes. 

However, an export financing scheme that is being introduced by 

the Reserve Bank specifically for small and med1um sized 

businesses has been announced. This scheme wi 11 channe 1 surp 1 us 

funds through the Finance Trust of Zimbabwe (Pvt) Ltd to the 

commercial and merchant banks for on-lending at a favourable 

interest rate ( 11, 5%) to new entrants into export markets. Pre

and post-shipment export credits will be available. As Finance 

Trust wi 11 guarantee 50% of the funds provided, the scheme wi 11 

also allow rules on collateral security to be relaxed. 

The scheme will be open to small or medium-sized companies (up to 

SS mi 11 ion turnover or up to $15 mi 11 ion if at 1 east 60% is 

already export trade), partnerships, co-operatives, family 

concerns or i ndi vi dua 1 s. A 1 though intended to support any kind 

of exports, items specifically mentioned as having potential are 

handicrafts, market gardening or horticulture, sculpture and 

artwork, leather products, pottery, textiles, TV and radio 

manufacturing, fruit and vegetable canning and furniture making. 
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As we 11 as spec1 fi c 1 ncent i ve schemes. production for export is 

being made more attractive through devaluation. In this section 

on new business opportunities, exporting is thus a significant 

item for SS Es. Discussions with financ1al inst1tut1ons 1ndicate 

that export-oriented projects are being given priority because it 

is known that macro-economic policies and incentive schemes wili 

be adjusted throughout the Programme perioc to maintain the 

profitability of exporting. 

Sub-Contracting 

The Economic Reform Programme document states that "as 1 arge and 

medium scale enterprises become more specialised, they wi 11 

subcontract work that they cannot do competitively to smaller 

scale enterprises" (p 19). While it is true that one of the 

intended effects of trade liberalization is to force firms in the 

manufacturing sector to streamline their operations, the 

discussion in Section 6.6 makes it clear that that is not a 

necessary nor sufficient condition for sub-contracting to take 

place. 

Nonetheless. the Programme is generating interest: in sub

contracting, and this does again represent an opportunity for 

SSEs that have the skills and organizational ability to meet the 

exacting standards that are likely to be required of them. At 

the same time, with sub-contracts providing a basic level of 

demand and a predictable cash-fl ow, successful sub-contractors 

will be poised to find and secure other markets. 

13.4 PROBLEM AREAS AT START OF THE ECONOMIC REFORM PROGRAMME 

Insufficient Demand 

The biggest threat posed by the ERP to the SSE sector is a 

reduction in demand for the type of simple goods and services 

that are generally produced by SSEs. In a study carried out five 

years after the start of the Structural Adjustment Programme in 

Ghana& e it was found that "a 1 though most sma 11 firms prospered 

from 1974 until 1984, the majority declined over the past five 

68 Jon•th•n O•wson "S••ll-Sc•le lnduatry Oevelo~nt 1n Ghana: A Case Study of Ku•as1", as 

su .. •r1ied 1n Steel and Webster (1991), op c1t, p •7-•9. 
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years. Fifty eight: percent: said that: demand for their product: 

had declined since 1983, 25 per cent: reported stable demand, and 

14 per cent: claimed an increase in demand". 

Interestingly, it was not competition from large firms or from 

imports that was deemed to account for declining demand. One of 

the main reasons given was fa 111 ng real incomes and depressed 

purchasing power among the urban and rural poor. Another factor 

was that, with the reduced barriers to entry consequent on 

deregulation, aiid increased pressure on the job market: due to 

retrenchments, there were a large number of new entrants, leading 

to excessive competition among small producers, with falling 

profit margins and fewer orders per enterprise. 

Access to Fjnance and Cost-Push Factors 

With the severe credit squeeze required to achieve macro-economic 

balance, allocation of finance to SSEs could well become more 

difficult, despite the ostensible opening up of the banking 

system to the small-scale sector. A specific recommendation on 

this point has already been made in Section 13.2, under the 

heading "Urgent Need for Funds to Underpin Lending to SSEs". 

Making funds available to the banks would certainly benefit those 

SSEs involved, but the overwhelming majority of SSEs will remain 

outside of the banking system, and are likely to feel the ripple 

effects of the credit squeeze. 

One of the reasons for decline of the SSE in the above-mentioned 

study in Ghana is a "breakdown of previous supplier and customer 

credit arrangements resulting from severe shortages of world ng 

capital 11 &1. Increased prices of impor~ed and domestic raw 

materials and the loss of the advantages obtained under previous 

policies, are other sources of decline identified. These are 

already evident problems for many SSEs in Zimbabwe. 

Competjtion from Established Enterprises 

Whi 1 e competition from 1 arge industries may not have been a key 

factor accounting for dee 1 i ne of the SSE sector in Ghana, in 

Zimbabwe large industry is very well established and has tt'.e 

&7 Steel •nd Webster (1991), op cit, p •7. 
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skills, the resources and the will to take every advantage of the 

moves being made towards making the Zimbabwe economy more market

oriented. In the past, the monopolistic or oligopolist1c 

positions of many firms were entrenched by the regulatory system 

itself. While deregulation in principle w1l1 undermine these 

monopolis~ic positions, in practice the economic power that these 

agents have acQu1red will allow them to ~aintain those positions 

by other means. 

What is needed is leg is 1 at ion and institutions to contro 1 or 

break up monopolies, prevent mergers that wou 1 d not be in the 

public interest, and control restrictive business practices. 

While Government has committed itself to this, introducing new 

legislation and setting up institutions will take a considerable 

period, and in the interim there is scant recourse for the small 

enterprise that is subject to restrictive business practices. 

Lack of Infrastructure 

While the ERP is intended to encourage the productive sectors to 

marked1 y increase investment, they wi 11 be restrained by severe 

infrastructure constraints. Even in the urban areas, land, 

water, e 1 ectri city, te 1 ephones and transport are a 11 in short 

supp 1 y. This is another area in which es tab 1 i shed firms are 

using their superior bargaining power and influence to 

appropriat& the limited resources which are being made available. 

In the rural areas, including the designated growth points, the 

situation is even more difficult, especially as Government has 

retreated in the face of some misjudged investments in rural 

centres in the early 1980s. Thus the Ministry of Finance, 

Economic Planning and Development had until recently stopped all 

rural electrification projects, and is only now beginning to re

assess the situation in the light of a more careful analysis of 

why some rural electrification projects failed while others were 

remarkably successful (the prime example being Gokwe). 

Unfortunately, there is now a national electricity sho~tage that 

is likely to persist at least into 1994. For this and other more 

bureaucratic reasons, it wi 11 take years rather than months for 

infrastructure projects in growth points to make the level of 
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impact that is necessary to really get SSEs moving at those 

centres. 

Problems Internal to the SSEs 

The areas mentioned so far all constitute problems external to 

the SSE. A problem that is at least as significant is the lack 

of skills - technical, managerial, organizational - in the SSEs 

themselves. In the short run, these deficiencies can be 

ameliorated through advice and extension from support 

org~nizations, and in the long run, these problems can be 

overcome through training. 

As will become clear in Part C, there are a large number of SSE 

support and training organizations in Zimbabwe. These provide a 

variety of services to SSEs with varying degrees of 

appropriateness and efficiency. One of the biggest problems. 

however. is that most SSEs are not aware of the support that 

exists or find it difficult for a variety of reasons to approach 

the support agencies or gain access to their services. As a 

result, most SSEs operate entirely outside of the institutional 

framework that has been set up to serve them. 

13.5 STRATEGY REQUIRED 

Need for a Strategy on SSE 

A 1 though the ti me horizon of the recommendations of this report 

extends beyond the period of the ERP, it is cruc~ a 1 that a 

strategy be put in place by Government to maximize the 

opportunities and growth prospects of SSEs during this critical 

transition period. If a suitable basis is laid during 

imp 1 ementat ion of the ERP, not on 1 y wi 11 the SSE sector p 1 ay a 

significant role in the next few years, particularly in respect 

of employment, it will be positioned to contribute to the 

widening and deepening of i ndust r i a 1 i sat ion that shou 1 d extend 

into the twenty-first century. 

It should be emphasized that the period of implementation of the 

Economic Reform Programme is one in which relative prices will be 

changing. partly as a direct result of policy changes and partly 
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as a result of the consequences of l1beralization polic1es 

working their way through the economy. The SSE sector will thus 

face changing incentive structures, and should be encouraged to 

be flexible enough to change and adapt as opportun1ties arise and 

as it becomes clear that old activities are becoming unviable. 

The objective is to have a continuing process of transferring 

resources from inefficient uses to more efficient ones, with the 

legal, administrative and institutional framework enabling that 

transfer. 

In the process, it is to be expected that there wi 11 be rapid 

changes within the sector, including a high failure rate among 

small enterprises. This should not be of undue concern, as 

evidence from many countries suggests that it is a mistake to try 

to prevent closures from taking place, supposedly in order to 

prevent jobs being lost. In fact it is in such dynamic 

situations that employment is created. This is true even of 

developed economies: reviewing research on small-scale enterprise 

deve 1 opment in the USA, Greenberg writes that "the areas where 

jobs are created fastest are a 1 so the areas with the highest 

1eve1 s of job 1 osses. That is, the fastest growing areas in 

terms of net job creation were those that were both creating and 

losing jobs at a very high rate."ee It is also interesting to 

note that in the US situation, a ten year survey revea 1 ed that 

two thirds of all new jobs created on a net basis were in 

businesses with 1 ess than 20 emp 1 oyees. The majority of jobs 

created were in services rather than in manufacturing 

enterprises. 

Suggested Components of the Strategy 

It is suggested that the nat i ona 1 strategy to de· 1el op the sma 11-

sca 1 e enterprise sector during the Economic Reform Programme, and 

establish a firm basis for the period beyond, should include the 

following main components: 

(1) Articulation of a clear policy stance on SSEs 

The suggested basic elements to be included in the 
policy are presented in Chapter 14. The policy needs 
to incorporate provisions that take account of the 

&I D E GreenDerg "SllEs •no JoD Creat1on: Conelus1ons fra. the IJS Experience", Educ•t1on with 

Proouct1on vol 8, No 2, P•9• 42. 
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immediate future under the ERP, but should also extend 
beyond the ERP lmplementation period. 

(2) Sti•ulation of demand for products of SSEs 

In some countries undergoing structural adjustment, 
macro-economic contraction has been so severe that 
development of small-scale enterprises has been all but 
precluded, despite the improved business environment 
assoc1ated with liberalization. In Zimbabwe's case, 
starting from a relatively strong economy, macro
economic policy sh,,u 1 d be designed to avoid a 
prohibitively severe contraction, both on the grounds 
of avoiding the adverse effect on the we 1 fare of the 
popu 1 at ion, and so as to give SSE a chance to gain a 
position in the economy during the ERP period. 

In addition, demand conditions for SSEs are to be 
improved through appropriate design and management of 
parastatal reform (particularly the agricultural 
marketing boards), through promotion of sub-contracting 
between established firms and SSEs and through a 
preference scheme being introduced for SSE in tendering 
for public contracts. The business environment is also 
to be made more competitive thr~ugh the introduction of 
properly constituted administrative and legal 
mechanisms to control monopolistic and restrictive 
business practices. 

(3) Elimination of unnecessary regulatory impediments to 
SSE development 

In areas such as zoning and licensing, building codes, 
t.ne Factories and Works Act, road transport permits, 
urban transport protectionism and agricultural 
marketing, there are many regulations which do not 
serve useful purposes but which severely impede new 
entrants and undermine the viability of SSEs. As part 
of the Economic Reform Programme, the work of the 
Deregulation Committee needs to be advanced to the 
stage where a 1 ready agreed changes in regulations are 
put into effect. There is need also for the regulatory 
environment to be monitored on an on-going basis and 
further changes made as necessary in the future. 

~4) Simplification of company 
concessions for SSEs 

registration and tax 

A regulatory area of particular concern to SSEs is that 
of company registration. A simplified mechanism is to 
be imp 1 emented for SS Es, accompanied by a package of 
tax incentives for sma 11 enterprises. The tax 
incentives presently applicable to designated growth 
points are to be extended to all rural centres. 
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(5) Improvement in inforaation, extension and referral 
services and the provision of training 

Although there are several Government, private and NGO 
initiatives in the area of information, extension and 
training, the need for a massive expansion of such 
services to adequately cater for the small-scale sector 
is evident. In order to make the best use of 
resources, all agencies involved are to be encouraged 
to refer clients to others when not able themselves to 
provide the reQuired services. The aim is for clients 
to be sent to the best agency to meet their particular 
requirements, irrespective of the initial point of 
entry. 

(6) Provision of resources for financing of SSEs 

To avoid the SSE sector development being severely 
curtai 1 ed as a result of the over a 11 credit squeeze, 
Government wi 11 have to ensure that funds for the SSE 
sector are made ava i 1ab1 e on a continuing basis. The 
$100 million allocated in the 1992/93 budget is a 
significant starting point (see Section 13.2) In 
addition, encouragement is to be given to both 1 arge 
and small institutions supplying credit to SSEs. Given 
the demi nance of self-finance of SSEs, ways are to be 
explored for savings institutions (such as the Post 
Office Savings Bank) to assist in financing SSEs. 

(7) Facilitation of investment by SSEs 

Investment by SSEs is to be facilitated by the 
streamlining of investment procedures and improved 
access to capital goods and imported raw material 
inputs for production, not trading. This could be 
achieved through phasing trade liberalization to favour 
SSEs and/or providing a foreign currency line of credit 
to finance imports during the transitional period. The 
development and dissemination of technology that is 
appropriate and productive in a SSE setting is also to 
be promoted. 

(8) Provision of infrastructure for SSEs 

Given the over a 11 pressure on resources, funds wi 11 
need to be earmarked for projects to provide the 
infrastructure needed by SSEs in both urban and rura 1 
areas. In many cases, it would be appropriate to 
identify specific Enterprise Development Zones, where 
projects could combine infrastructure provision with 
extension, technology transfer and training. The 
concept of Enterprise Development Zones is elaborated 
in Section 15.2. 
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(9) Support for SSE operating in particular sectors 

The strategy has al so to encompass support to SSEs in 
specif~c sectors. Over and above the problems and 
constraints faced by all SSEs, there are often sector
specific problems which might be resolved in a cost
effi ci ent manner through i denti fyi ng "bottlenecks" 1 n 
input supply, production mechanisms or marketing69

. 

Identifying and addressing those bottlenecks may 
involve drawing in a wide range of agencies, including, 
on the Government side, line ministries and their 
associated parastatals. 

(10) Special consideration for the needs of women 

the additional difficulties that women Given 
entrepreneurs have to face as a result of the 1 ong 
history of discriminatory legislation, customs and 
practices, special attention is to be given in 
implementing a 11 aspects of the strategy to the needs 
of women. 

(11) Co-ordination and institutional support to SSEs 

To make support more effective, some degree of co
ordination of support activities (inside and outside of 
Government) is necessary. Consistent with the 
objectives of the ERP, a facilitating, rather than 
interventionist, co-ordina~ion role is recommended, 
through the establishment of a Small-Scale Industr1es 
Facilitation Unit (the details are given in 
Section 15.2). Besides liaising with agencies already 
active in support of SSE development, the Unit is to 
encourage agencies that have not previously given 
support to SS Es, such as large companies which could 
offer technical advice and training, and establish sub
contracting relationships. 

611 Th1s coneeot 1s clearly elaboratelS 1n 800•9ard et .. 1 "A Subseetor .l\ooroach to S•all 

t.nterorl!1e Pra.ot 1 on and Research" Co loradO St•t• un 1 vers1 ty, 1991. 
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CHAPTER 14: POLICY ON SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES AND INOIGENISATION 

14.1 OBJECTIVES AND PRIMARY INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Introduction 

This chapter attempts to bring together a 11 the e 1 ements of a 

policy position which, if adopted by Government, would provide 

the framework within which a forceful promotional programme for 

SS Es cou 1 d be launched. What fo 11 ows con st i tut es the proposals 

being put fo~ward by the consultants for consideration by 

Government. 

Government Objectives and Principles of Support to SSE 

Government's objectives with respect to sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises 

and indigenisation are no different to its overall socio-economic 

objectives. As expressed in Zimbabwe: A Framework for Economic 

Reform, Government's overall objective is to "improve living 

conditions, especially for the poorest groups": 

This means increasing rea 1 incomes and 1 oweri ng 
unemployment, by generating sustained higher economic 
growth. In order to achieve this primary objective, 
the economy needs to be transformed to make it more 
competitive and produc~ive. This transformation 
entails moving away from a highly regulated economy to 
one where market forces are a 11 owed to p 1 ay a more 
decisive role, while concurrentl)· taking steps to 
alleviate any transitional social hardships which may 
arise from this transition (page 4). 

In stimulating growth, increasing competition, easing some of the 

hardships of transition during economic reform and especially ~n 

generating emp 1 o-y .1ent, Government sees a vi ta 1 ro 1 e for sma 11 -

scale enterprises. 

Promotion of this sector is also to be done in such a way as to 

contribute to other national objectives, including r•Jral 

development, upgrading of technical and managerial skills, 

balanced regional development and environmental sustainability. 

Government also sees 

means of increasing 

productive sectors of 

to the obJ ect i ve of 

small-scale enterprise development as a 

local ownership and indigenisation of the 

the economy. The President makes reference 

shifting the balance of ownership in the 
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economy in his Foreword to the Second Five Year National 

Development Plan (1991-1995). 

It is suggested that, as an additional principle, Government 

forma 11 y endorse the position that sma 11-sca le enterprise 

projects receiving support should be commercially viable. There 

are arguments of pri nci p 1 e and of experience which would favour 

support to SSEs in future being commerci a 11 y ori ented 7 0 • By 

requiring financial support ~o be on a 1oan basis, a higher 

propor"t ion of the ava i 1 able funds for sma 11-sca le enterprises 

wi 11 be circulated, thereby increasing access and spreading the 

benefits to a largEr group. This is consistent with Government's 

over-riding policy position of growth with equity. 

Primary Institutional Responsibility 

The key Government agencies to be involved in implementing 

Governmant ~olicy on the promotion of small-scale enterprises are 

the Ministry of Industry and Co111111erce; the National Planning 

Agency and, during the implementation of the Economic Reform 

Programme, the ERP Monitoring and Implementation Unit, both of 

which are 1 ocated in the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning 

and Development; the Ministry of National Affairs, Employment 

Creation and Cooperatives, located in the President's Office; the 

Ministry of Local Government, Rural and Urban Development; during 

the ERP period, the Social Development Fund in the Ministry of 

Labour, Manpower Planning and Social Welfare and the Ministry of 

Transport. It is important that these agencies and ministries 

liaise constructively with each other on small-scale enterprise 

issues. The formation of the Small-Scale Industries Facilitation 

Unit (SSIFU) proposed in Chapter 15 would be a major step towards 

achieving this objective (see Section 15.2). 

The Ministry of Industry and Commerce .J "'ke ultimate 

responsibility for promoting small-scale en _J. During the 

ERP period, the Ministry of Industry and Commerce will worK with 

the other members of the inter-ministerial Economic Reform 

Programme Monitoring Committee to ensure that policy changes are 

complementary and mutually reinforcing. The Ministry of Industry 

and Commerce's ~ec;ponsibility involves, in part, ensuring that 

TO See d1scuss1on 1n Ch~pter5 11 & 12. 
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the acticms required of the various ministries and government: 

agencies, as identified below, are carried out timeously and 

effectively. Some items are matters of on-going commitment, 

while others (marked with an asterisk below) require specific 

action to be taken. For these "Action Plan" items, it is 

proposed that the Ministry of Industry and Commerce agree a 

timetable with the responsible agencies and ensure that this is 

adhered to. 

14.2 DEMAND STIMULATIC~ 

Pol icy 

The primary determinant of viability of a small-scale enterorise 

is the existence of an adequate market for its goods and 

services. The market is. in turn. determined to a si gni fi cant 

extent by the economic environment that is a direct result of 

macro-economic measures implemented by Government. 

Particularly during the implementation of the Economic Reform 

Programme, it is recommended that Government give special 

consideration to the impact on demand for the products and 

services of small-scale enterprises when formulating macro

economic policies. In particular, in the area 0f parastatal 

reform, wherever opportunities for small-scale enterprises could 

be created which would be profitable and would contribute to 

meeting the social objectives of equitable access to goods and 

services at reasonable prices, while at the same time reoucing 

parastatal subsidy requirements, these should be vigorously 

pursued. 

In creating and expanding markets for the goods and services of 

sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises, it is recommended that Government 

undertake to: 

foster sub-contracting between established and emergent 
enterprises wherever such opportunities arise72 ; 

- give a restricted degree of preferent i a 1 treatment to 
small-scale enterprises in public sector tendering (a 
fixed price margi~ for certain categories of tender is 

' 1 A9ro-•ndus~ry eMa•ple• warR 01van 1n Chaoter 5. 
7Z Sections 6.6 •nd 6.1 refer. 
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recommended over a Quota system, but only for a limited 
period); 

speed the process that is underway of creating a 
competitive business environment 1n Zimbabwe in which 
barriers to entry are reduced and monopolistic and 
restrictive business practices are controlled through 
properly constituted administrative and legal 
mechanisms (requires drafting and enacting of 
Competition Legislation and setting up the 
institutional structure to administer it). 

Institutional responsibility 

- Macro-economic policies: Ministry of Finance, Economic 
Planning and Development and Reserve Bank. 

* Parastatal reform: Committee on Parastatal Reform, line 
ministries etc, in particular Ministry of Agriculture 
and Agricultural Marketing Authority. 

* Sub-contracting: Ministry of Industry and Commerce. 

* Public tendering: Ministry of Finance, 
Planning and Development, Tender Board. 

Economic 

*Monopolies and Restrictive Business Practices: 
Monopolies Committee, chaired by Ministry of Industry 
and Commerce. 

14.3 REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

Po 1 icy 

Government has acknowledged that in the past the deve 1 opment of 

small-scale enterprises has often been inhibited by the existence 

of a panoply of regulations and procedures which made it 

unnecessarily difficult to establish and operate a small-scale 

enterprise. 

As part of the Economic Reform Programme, Government has already 

committed itself to simplifying or removing regulations and 

procedures so as to st i mu 1 ate the es tab 1 i shment and growth of 

small-scale enterprises, without, however, compromising public 

health and safety, environmental protection, or the orderly 

development of towns and cities. 

In addition to the general relaxations in the regulatory 

environment for business that are scheduled to take place as part 
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of the Economic Reform Programme 

removal 

(such as the strea!ftlining of 

of price and distribution investment procedures, 

controls, and the relaxation of labour market regulations), areas 

requiring specific attention for the promotion of small-scale 

enterprises are: 

relaxation of l oca 1 government regu lat i ans in 
of zoning and licensing of small business, 
hawkers and vendors; 

respect 
shops, 

- relaxation of bui l ding codes (these present 1 y make it 
unduly costly and time consuming to build premises for 
sma 11-sca le enterprises; in addition. the excessive 
standards required for building materials sharply 
curtail the potential market for building materials 
that could readily be produced by small-scale 
enterprises, including alternative materials such as 
timber-frame housing); 

- limitation of the provisions of the Factories and Works 
Act, which p:-esent l y covers a 11 enterprises emp 1 oyi ng 
mechanical power, to larger establishments; drafting of 
more appropriate standards for rural and small-scale 
urban settings which ensure safety without unduly 
restricting investment; 

- abo lit; on of 
rural goods 
requirements 
transporters; 

road transport permits for 
transporters, and relaxaticn 

for urban and rural 

small-scale 
of permit 

passenger 

scrapping of ZUPCO monopoly over passenger transport in 
urban areas; 

- relaxation of agricultural •arketing regulations (this 
relates to the reform of the agricultural parastatals, 
which, as identified in Section 14.2, is an on-going 
process). 

These items are also on the agenda of the Economic Reform 

Programme, but more rapid action is required if the SSE sector is 

to benefit. 

Related to the question of zoning, is the issuance of title 

deeds. The present l i m1 tat ions on where title deeds may be 

issued, and the extreme shortage of qualified surveyors to survey 

land in areas where title deeds are permitted, have become 

serious obs tac 1 es to the growth of sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises. It 

is recommended tha~.: Government extend the right to issue tit 1 e 

deeds to a 11 urban areas, whether 'or not these are located in 

Oistric..t Council Areas, and to change the surveying regulations 
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to allow surveying technicians to carry out routine surveying 

tasks. 

Institutional responsibility 

- Overa 11 : the inter-ministerial Oeregu lat ion Committee, 
chaired by the Ministry of Local Government, Rural and 
Urban Development, together with the structural 
adjustment Monitoring Committee, l:O be responsible for 
co-ordinating and ensuring that changes are made in all 
of the rele~ant areas. 

* Zoning. licensing and building codes: Recommendations 
to be made to the Deregulation Committee by the 
Department of Physical Planning, after consulting with 
local authorities and other interested and informed 
parties, such as the Zimbabwe Institute of Rural and 
Urban Planners 1 the Zimbabwe Institute of Engineers, 
the Construction Industry Federation, the Standards 
Association of Zimbabwe, the Timber Councii. For 
cities and large towns, new measures are to be 
implemented by municipalities; for other urban centres, 
measures are to be implemented by Rural and District 
Counci 1s 1 under the guidance of the ·Ministry of Loca 1 
Government, Urban and Rural Development. 

* Title deeds and surveying requirements: Ministry of 
Local Government, Urban and Rural Development to 
dee 1 are that tit 1 e deeds may be issued in a 11 urban 
areas and to effect the relaxation of surveying 
requirements so that routine surveying can be done by 
surveying technicians rather than fully qua 1 i fi ed 
surveyors. 

* Factories and Works Act: Ministry of Labour, Manpower 
Planning and Social Welfare to have the Act amended so 
that it exempts est.ab 1 i shments which employ 1 ess than 
say 10 persons, even if mechanical power is used. 

* RMT Permits and ZUPCO 110nopoly: Ministry of Energy and 
Transport and Ministry of Loca 1 Government, Urban and 
Rural Development. 

14.4 COMPANY REGISTRATION AND TAXATION 

Company Registration and Profits Tax 

Recognizing the need to si mp 1 i fy procedures for registering a 

company, Government is currently working on the Private Business 

Corporation [PBC] scheme. Any proposal which encourages 

enterprises to re.Ji ster, become formal , and thus contribute to 

national taxation revenues, is to be welcomed and it is 
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recommended that all such oot1ons be vigorously pursued 7 l. 

Clearly to make the PBC work. a tax regime with 1 ower rates of 

tax will have to offered, but how this can be done without 

encouraging those already paying tax to de-register and then re

enter the system under the PBC ~n order to pay less tax, has yet 

to be resolved. 

Growth Point Tax Incentives 

It is recommended that the present growth point tax incentives be 

extended to a 11 rura 1 centres. These incentives are not cost 1 y 

for the fiscus, but contribute to the viability of rural 

projects. At the moment, if an entrepreneur establishes his 

bu~i ness outside of growth point, no incentives are app 1 i cable. 

Thi~ is undesirable, as growth points are defined for tax 

purposes in a way which includes some centres without good growth 

prospects, while excluding others that do have. 

In any event, location in a lesser rural centre from a national 

spatial development viewpoint should be more highly rewarded than 

investment in an established growth point. From that point of 

view, the recommendation that the growth point incentives be 

~xtended to all rural centres is a minimal gesture. 

Institutional responsibility 

* Taxation: Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and 
Development. 

* Company registration under Private Business 
Corporation: Ministry of Justice, Legal and 
Parliamentary Affairs. 

14.5 INFORMATION, ~EFERRAL, TRAINING ANO EXTENSION 

Po 7 icy 

It· is widely recognized that there is need for improvements in 

the quality and coverage of information, training and extension 

services provided to existing small-scale enterprises and to 

groups or individuals who might establish small-scale 

13 !t 11 under-stoo<! that ODA 11 w1ll;ng to f;nance • deta1l~d study of tax •ssues •nd 1ncent1ves 

for- SSEs. SOl99 of the •a1 n cnanges 1 n the Mar-en 1002 UK budget wer-e t•x en•""'"" to f•vour 

SSEs. 
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enterprises. In the document giving policy on the Social 

Dimensions of Adjustment 1 it i s made c 1 ear that Government does 

not fee 1 it is in an advantageous position i tse 1 f to undertake 

these functions itself. 

Instead. it is proposed that Government support the initiatives 

currently being taken by private sector institutions and NGOs to 

redress the situation. Through the Employment and Training 

Programme component of the Social Development Fund. Government: 

should make funds available to institutions putting forward well

formul ated projects to augment sma 11-sca 1 e enterprise extension 

and training (in technical. managerial and accounting fields, as 

well as in basic entrepreneurial development}. Projects to 

p~ovide training for those retrenched during the Economic Reform 

Programme. as well as those who are unemployed for other reasons. 

should be given particular attention. 

It is recommended that Government monitor the situation and 

attempt to fill any gaps which might remain, including possibly 

establishing a co-ordination centre for training activities. 

While encouraging the principle of cost recovery, Government 

should continue to give financial grants for the extension and 

training activities of quasi-government institutions already 

involved in extension and training for small-scale enterprises 

{such as SEDCO, Credit Guarantee Corporation and the export 

promotion service for small-scale enterprises of ZIMTRADE). 

Government should also support the introduction into school 

curricula of topics that will help prepare students for business 

activities and self-employment, as well as encouraging links 

between schools and economic activities, so that students will be 

more aware and oriented towards the world of work. 

Institutional responsibi7ity 

* Info~Mation, referral and extension: Government and 
non-government agencies with interest and capability in 
this area be invited to put up projects to the Loans 
and Grant~ Allocation Committee of the Social 
Deve 1 opment Fund. A 11 sma 11-sca 1 e enterprise support 
agencies to co-operate in sharing information about 
their activities and in referring entrepreneurs to the 
most appr::>pri ate agency to assist with a particular 
requirement 
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* Funding: Loans and Grants A 11 ocat ion Committee of the 
Social Development Fund; donor support. 

* School curricula: Curriculum Development Unit in the 
Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education. 

14.6 FINANCE 

Policy 

While finance for fixed and working capital is not the only 

constraint on sma 11-sca 1 e enterprise deve 1 opment, it remains a 

cri ti ca 1 one. At the same ti me, when there are other pressing 

national requirements, it would not be justified to put financial 

resources into unproductive projects, simply because they are in 

the small-scale enterprise sector. 

The financing of small-scale enterprises ras received more 

attention in recent years than many other aspects of small-scale 

enterprise deve 1 opment. A number of inst i tut i ona l initiatives 

have been taken by Government, the commercial banks and NGOs. 

What is of primary concern during the period of implementation of 

the Economic Reform Programme is that, in the absence of specific 

measures, the national credit squeeze is likely to fall 

disproportionately on small-scale enterprises. 

It is thus recommended, as a matter of urgency, that Government 

find the means to ensure that there are adequate 1oca1 currency 

resources available to finance viable SSE projects7 '. The 

allocation of $100 million in the 1992/93 budget, which is being 

dispersed through SEDCO for working capital and project financing 

($40 million), the commercial banks for working capital 

($25 million), ZDB for working capital and project finance 

( $20 mi 11 ion) and the Venture Capita 1 Company of Zimbabwe for 

project finance only ($15 million). mentioned in 

Section 13.2, monitoring the results of disbursing this first 

$100 million wi 11 give a clearer picture of the financial 

requirements of SSE and how best these ca.n be met. The Refinance 

Facility, proposed as part of the UNI DO Small-Scale Industry 

Project, would be an appropriate institutional mechanism t:O 

1' See Cheoter 13. 
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I ensurt! adequate fl ow of funds to the s•al 1-sca i e sector (see 

Section 15.2). 

Besides an over a 11 need to borrow, access to foreign currency 

remains a problem for many small-scale enterprises; this is dealt 
with in the next section. 

As the overwhelming majority of micro and smal ·-scale enterprises 

are financed entire 1 y from i nterna 1 savings, it is recommended 

that Government also place emphasis on maintaining a suitable 

climate for savers and on expanding access to savings facilities 

through the POSS, building societies and commercial banks. 

Creative ways of involving such institutions in assisting or 

financing SSEs should be explored. 

Institutional responsibility 

- Financing of SSEs: Government and private financial 
institutions and NGOs; 

* Creation of complementary institutional structures for 
financing SSEs: UNIDO (Refinance Facility), other 
outside agencies and local financial institutions; 

* Funding of support institutions: Loans and Grants 
Allocation Committee of the Social Development Fund. 

* Financing of SSE through savings: 
societies and commercial banks. 

14.7 INVESTMENT, TECHNOLOGY ANO CAPITAL GOODS 

Pol icy 

POSB, building 

It is widely acknowledged that in the past small-scale 

enterprises have been pr&judiced by a foreign currency allocation 

and investment approva 1 system that favoured est ab 1 i shed 1 arge-

seal e enterprises. 

goods will become 

As trade ·, i bera 1i zat ion proceeds, imported 

freely available in the domestic market, 

approva 1 for investment projects wi 11 no 1 anger be required, and 

these problems will disappear. 

Ir. the transitional period, however, Government should undertake 

to take the needs c-f sma 11-sca 1 e enterprises into account when 

dee, ding on the prec i $e sequer.c1 ng of OGI L and to pursue donor-
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funded pr\ljects to ~stab 1 i sh foreign currency funds or lines of 

credit to make imported capita 1 goods and raw materi a 1 s more 

readi 1 y available to the sma 11-sca 1 e enterprise sector's . 

Government should al so ensure that the measures introduced to 

speed up the processing of project applications by smal 1-scale 

enterprises are made effective. 

In respect of technology for SSEs. Government should ensure that 

through the Scientific and Industrial Research and Development 

Council, existing Government research organizations (such as the 

Institute of Agricultural Engineering and the Blair Research 

Laboratories}. and ~hrough support for private sector and NGO 

initiatives, there is a national commitment to the development, 

testing and di ssemi nation of tech no 1 ogi es that are appropriate 

for small-scale enterprise. Particular emphasis should be given 

to technologies which improve the income generating capacity and 

the quality of life of the rural population. 

Institutional responsibility 

* Sequencing of OGIL in favour of SSE: Monitoring and 
Implementation Unit. 

* Accelerated processing of SSE project applications: 
Zimbabwe Investment Centre. 

* Forex fund/line of credit for SSE during transitional 
period: support agencies, Reserve Bank, Ministry of 
Finance, Economic Planning and Development. 

* Development and dissemination of technology for SSEs: 
Scientific and Industrial Research and Development 
Council itself and as an agency to foster co-operation 
between designers, support agencies and users of 
technologies. 

14.8 GROWTH POINTS AND DECENTRALIZATION 

Po1 icy 

Recognizing that infrastructural investments in growth points 

have not always been well targeted in the past, under the 

Economic Reform Programme Government is committed to eva 1 uat i ng 

carefully the economic potential of a rural centre beforP. 

significant investment resources are committed. Once a suitable 

f5 One sucn 1n1tut1ve 11 already being pro.-ited by the Seall·Scale Enterprue Advuory Groul,'I. 
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centre has been identified, however, the objective should be to 

provide an adequate package of infrastructure, combined with 

support to nascent economic enterprises, to ensure that the 

growth and employment generating potential of the centre is 

realized. It i s recommended that Government est ab 1 i sh mu 1 ti -

disciplinary growth point development teams to bring this about. 

In line with Government's overall policies on decentralization, 

such teams would be based at provincial level and controlled by 

Provincial Development Committees. They would include 

representatives of Ministries and parastatals responsible for 

providing infrastructure such as water, roacts, el ectri city and 

telecommunications, as well as from the Ministry of Industry and 

Commerce and/or SSE support agencies. Where the market is 

sufficiently large, the concept of "Enterprise Development 

Zones", which is part of the UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project 

proposed in Chapter 15, would apply, and that project could 

contribute to the design and feasibility studies. 

The ro 1 e of the latter would be to identify business 

opportunities and help stimulate and promote, through extension 

and training, enterprises which have potential. Besides helping 

the growth of employment, for Government this approach has the 

added advantage of ensuring that a higher level of cost recovery 

would be achieved for items such as water and electricity, 

improving financial viability. 

The Socia 1 Development Fund wi 11 provide a new source of funds 

for the construction of infrastructure through the public works 

programme. The operation of this facility should be co-ordinated 

wi t:i existing sector a 1 programmes, such as the water and 

sanitation programme of the National Action Committee for Wat.er 

and Sanitation. 

As mentioned in Section 14. 4, Government shou 1 d maintain 

preferential tax incentives for enterprises locating in growth 

points and extend these incentives to a77 rural centres. 

Institutional responsibility 

• Growth point development teams: the regional offices of 
National Planning Agency a.id Ministry of Inc:tustry and 
Commerce. 
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* Public works progra-e: Ministry of Labour, Manpower 
Planning and Social Welfare through the Social 
Development Fund. 

* Ext en~ ion of growth point tax incentives: Ministry of 
Finan~a, Economic Planning and Development. 

14.9 URBAN WORK SPACES 

Pol icy 

Recogn i z i ng that shortage of 1 and and f ac i 1 it i es i s often an 

important constraint for small-scale enterprises, Government 

should assist municipalities and support agencies to establish 

managed work spaces for sma 11-~ca 1 e enterprises in urban areas 

(including growth points). Under this general heading can be 

included industrial estates, incubators and export processing 

zones, where these include provision for small-scale enterprises. 

The geographical concentration of small-scale activities gives 

rise to greater assurance of demand, as customers find it easier 

to locate small-scale enterprises, while also facilitating the 

provision of extension, training, technology transfer and the 

possibility of joint procurement of raw materials and joint 

marketing of f i na 1 products. Government, in part through the 

Employm~nt and Training Programme of the Social Development Fund, 

should give support to projects which provide a package of such 

services to SSEs in addition to the work space itself. 

This concept, which is referred to as an ""Enterprise Development 

Zone" in the proposed UNIOO Small Scale Industry Project {see 

Sect i on 1 5 . 2) , is derived from the Intermediate Technology 

Transfer Units, which have been successfully promoted for small

sca 1 e meta 1 workers in Ghana (see Chapter 6) . The on 1 y example 

remotely like an ITTU in Zimbabwe is the Green Market in Mutare, 

with its associated ENDA project. Urban Development Corporation, 

Zimbabwe Development Bank and Zimbabwe Development Corooration, 

have treated the provision of workspace as a real estate 

exercise, thereby foregoing the opportunity to inc 1 ude a wider 

package of support and training services to the SSEs that occupy 

the facilities that these organizations are building. 
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Institutional responsibility 

• Funding of workspace/extens1on/tra1n1ng projects: Loan5 
and Grants Allocation Committee of the Social 
Development Fund. 

• Formulat1on & execution of urban workspace projects: 
local authorities. assisted by the Department of 
Physical Planning and quasi - or non-government support 
agencies. 

14.10 SECTOR-SPECIFIC INTERVENTIONS 

Po 1 icy 

Besides the relaxation of regulations and restrictions and 

general support to small-scale enterprises, there is need to give 

special forms of assistance to particular categories of small

scale enterprises. It is recommended that Government support the 

con~ept of such sector-specific interventions, provided they are 

compatible with other national objectives and programmes. 

Specific suggestions are given for the sub-sectors covered in 

Chapters 5 & 6. 

Institutional responsibility 

- Relevant Ministries and associated parastatals (in 
particular, Ministry of Industry and Commerce, Ministry 
of Agriculture and Ministry of Mines); 

- private and NGO support agencies. 

14.11 CO-ORDINATION AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 

Po 1 icy 

In respect of the institutional structure needed to promote 

small-scale enterprises, Government has made it clear that it 

seeks to play a coordinating and promotional role rather than one 

of direct intervention. This stance is consonant with the 

objectives of the Economic Reform Programme of streamlining 

Government functions. 

The need for co-ordination would be best served by the 

establishment of a Small-Scale Industries Facilitation Unit 

(SSIFU). which is described fully in Chapter 15 as part of the 
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proposed UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project. The SSlFU would be 

an umbrella organization, under which a number of sub-groups 

would be encouraged to operate, including 

such as agro-i ndustry. Where the groups 

SS I FU' s ro 1 e could be one of parti ci pati ng 

abreast of developments and ensure that 

sub-sector groupings 

operate effectively, 

in meet i ngs to keep 

others are fully 

informed. In other cases, SSIFU may have to play a more 

catalytic role, calling meetings and inviting speakers to 

initiate debate on particular issues. Meetings should take place 

throughout the country, and the results made known through an 

extensive and on-going media campaign which is due to be launched 

by the Small Scale Enterprise Advisory Group. 

Institutional responsibility 

* S•all-Scale Industries Facilitation Unit: UNIDO and the 
Ministry of Industry and Commerce .. 

*Media campaign: Small Scale Enterprise Advisory Group, 
other concerned parties and SSIFU. 

14.12 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS REQUIRED OF SPECIFIC MINISTRIES 

Ministry of Industry and Commerce 

As the Government agency charged with overall responsibility for 

small-scale enterprise development, the Ministry of Industry and 

Commerce, primarily through the Policy and Planning Branch, is 

expected to move rapidly and definitively on the following: 

( 1} Obtaining agreement within Government and pub 1 i cation 
of a comprehensive Policy State•ent on S•all-Scale 
Industry and Indigenisation. 

(2) Establishing, with assistance from UNIDO, a S•all-Scale 
Industries Facilitation Unit, the details of which are 
given in Section 15. 2, and ensuri rig that there is an 
adequate media campaign to bring SSEs into the pub 1 i c 
eye and provide a channe 1 for exchange of information 
between those involved. 

( 3) Formulating and i •Pl ementi ng an Action Pl an, based on 
the proposals in this Chapter, in particular ensuring 
that clear responsibilities and deadlines are set and 
adhered to for the various tasks by the Ministries and 
other agencies involved. 

(4) Accelerating the p~ocess of bringing comprehensive 
Co•petition Legislation (covering monopolies, mergers, 
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restrictive business practices and the independent, 
quasi-judicial institutions needed to administer the 
legislation) onto the statute books. 

(5) Promoting a series of projects and initiatives to 
foster sub-contracting (see Chapter 6). 

(6) Encouraging and assisting sub-sector groups of SSEs to 
form s•all-scale industry bodies to represent the 
interests of small-scale operators in particular 
industries. 

Ministry OT Finance, Economic P1anning and Development 

The actions required of this Ministry fall under the Mor.itoring 

and Evaluation Unit, the National Planning Agency and the Tender 

Board, and require working closely with the Zimbabwe Investment 

Centre, the Reserve Bank and the Ministry of Ju~tice, Legal and 

Parliamentary Affairs. 

( 1) Extension of the Export Financing Scheme for Sma 11-
Scal e Exporters to provide domestic currency financing 
for all loan activities for SSEs, at the same time 
giving support to proposals to make foreign currency 
funds available for SSEs. 

( 2) Extension of growth point tax incentives to cover a 11 
investments in the rural areas. 

(3) Finalization of the Private Business Corporation Scheme 
to simplify company registration and encourage SSEs to 
come into the tax system. 

(4) Examination of ways in 
especially the POSB, 
entrepreneurs save, or 
SSEs. 

which sav;ngs 
could assist 

in more direct 

inst;tut;ons, 
in helping 

financing of 

(5) In the sequencing of trade liberalization, trying to 
accommodate the imported needs of SSEs by putting items 
of relevance to SSE early onto OGIL. 

(6) Examining ways of giving preference in public tendering 
to SSEs, on a restricted and well-defined basis. 

Ministry oT National Affairs, Employment Creation & Co-operatives 

This recently formed Ministry brings together the activities 

previously carried out by the Ministry of Political Affairs and 

the Department of Co-operatives. Urgent tasks include: 

(1) Ensuring that the training institutions formerly under 
the Ministry of Political Affairs effectively serve to 
train course participants to be self-employed or to 
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form small-scale enterprises which also employ others; 
this requires scrut;nizing and possibly adapting 
e>tisting curricula. giving more emphasis to business 
skills, training trainers to emphasize entrepreneurship 
in their courses and giving cons1deration to how best 
to recruit course participants; 

(2} In the promotion of co-operatives, to give careful 
consideration to the econo•ic and sociological lessons 
from the past twelve years on why some co-operatives 
have succeeded whi 1 e others have failed. and to adapt 
the strategy to the changes that can be anticipated ln 
the environment as the Econom; c Reform Programme is 
implemented. 

Ministry or Local Government. Rural and Urban Development 

This Ministry, at the head office level, and at local authority 

level, has a major role in altering the regulatory environment in 

which SSEs have to operate: 

(1) Directives to be give for more flexible and more 
efficient administration of zoning. licensing and 
building code regulations, as this could immediately 
improve the operating environment for SSEs, while 
consideration is given to what changes need to be made 
to the relevant laws and regulations themselves. 

(2) Extension of title deeds to all rural centres and 
changes to surveying requirements so that lesser 
Qualified personnel can clear the backlog of routine 
work that currently is an obstacle to progress. 

( 3) Es tab 1 i shment of growth point deve 1 opaent teams, 
includi~g specialists in small-scale enterprise 
development, to ensure that an adequate package of 
infrastructure and SSE support services is made 
available at rural centres with real growth potential. 

(4) Prorr . .Jtion with donors and NGOs of projects to provide 
workspace for SSEs, this being combined with extension, 
training and technology transfer services. 

-Ministry or Labour, Manpower Planning and Social Welfare 

There are two main 

responsibility: 

issues for which this Ministry has 

(1) Establishment of the Social Development Fund, including 
making operational the associated committees (in 
particular the Loans and Grants Allocation Co .. ittee). 
Once the SOF is operational, SSE support service 
projects, particularly in the areas of information, 
extension and referral services, should be funded. 
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(2) Changes to the Factories and Works Act to make it less 
difficult for SSEs to establish small factories. 

Ministry of Energy and Transport 

This Ministry is to work with the Ministry of Industry and 

Commerce and the Ministry of Local Government, ~ura l and Urban 

Development, to ensure: 

* adequate provision of vehicles to the SSE sector, 
especially in the rural areas; 

* more flexible road service p~rmit system to facilitate 
transport in the rural areas; 

*elimination of the urban transport monopoly and 
encouragement of small-scale operators to provide urban 
transport services. 

Ministry of Agriculture 

As shown in Chapter 5, the reform of the agri cultural 

parastatals, if handled in a way which will open opportunities 

for SSEs, can hav'! a very positive effect on the small-scale 

sector. The ref or• of the agri cu 1tura1 marketing boards and 

changes in agricultural pricing policies should seek to maximize 

benefits to small-scale enterprises. 

Ministry of Mines 

The Ministry of Mines has special responsibility for the sinall

scale miners. Priority areas for action include resolving 

marketing problems for the small-scale miners and addressing 

squarely the environmental iss~es associated with gold panning. 

National Resear~h Counci7 

Now that funds have been obtained for the bui 1 ding of premises 

for the Scientific and Industrial Research and Development 

Council, the National Research Council should ensure that small

sca le industries wi 11 be major benefi ci ari es of the wcrk 

undertaken by SIROC. 
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Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education 

Taking a longer term view of the importance of developing 

entrepreneurial attitudes and understanding of business. this 

Ministry should intensify work on making courses at Technical 

Colleges more relevant for and more accessible to sma11-scale 

entrepreneurs and should introduce the necessary curriculum 

changes to school syllabi and foster links between schools and 

industries. These ideas are further elaborated in Section 15.3. 
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CHAPTER 15: PRO..lECTS 

15.1 PRIOR ANO ON-GOING PROJECTS 

One of the main objectives of the present study was to lay the 

basis for the UNIOO _Programming Mission responsible for 

identifying a small-scale· industry project for UNDP !PF financing 

over the period 1992-95. That project' 6 is described in some 

deta i l in the fo 11 owing section. Consistent with the programme 

approach of UNIDO, the new project seeks to co-ordinate and 

complement other donor assisted and locally supported projects. 

Although generally already mentioned elsewhere in the report, for 

convenience some of the main prior and on-going projects being 

supported by other agencies are summarized in this section, while 

ideas for future projects which would be complementary or 

supplementary to the UNIDO project are given in Section 15.3. 

Exist;ng projects may conveniently be classified according to the 

sequencing 1 aid out in Chapter 14. In respect of mocro-economi c 

management, fiscal incentives and changes in the regulatory 

environment as part of the Economic Reform Programme, UNDP 

Project Implementation of Econo•ic Reform Progra-.e11 has a 

significant role. This project provides a team of consultants to 

work with national personnel in the Monitoring and Implementation 

Unit within the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and 

Development. The unit has responsi bi 1 i ty for co-ordinating the 

implementation of all aspects of the Economic Reform Programme. 

Almost all support agencies are involved to a greater or lesser 

extent in the area of information, training and extension. 

Examples cover the range from large Government-supported entities 

such as SEDCO, to small, independent NGOs specifically set up to 

train (such as the Glen Forest Training Centre} or NGOs with 

training as an ancillary activity (such as ORAP). Specific 

programmes which ha~e been institutionalized within the business 

support organizations are the IBDC National Business Research and 

Industrial Oevelop•ent In~titutP. and the Business Fxtension and 

Advisory Service (BRIOI and BESA see Section 10.1), the 

ZNCC/Friedrich Neuman Foundation S•all Business Support Un1ts 

,, UN ~ylt- l•r'OJ•C.t nu~,. OP/ZJM/91 /110:)/011037. 

'7 UN :tyst- P""G)et;f '·"~" l>PtZJM/90/01. 
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(see Sect;on 10.2), the EMCOZ/llO Improve Your Business 

Progra .. e 7 • and the CZI Data Base Project (see Sect;on 10.3). A 

recent UN ;n;t;at;ve is the EMPRETEC Project7 ', the objective of 

which ;s to ;dent;fy a small number of small-scale entrepreneurs 

and l;nk them w;th Transnat;onal Corporations on a long-term 

basis. The Zimbabwe Investment Centre is the local counterpart 

of the project {see Section 11.1). 

In the area of finance, as described in Chapter 9, most of the 

commercial and development banks and venture capital institutions 

now have programmes specifically targeted to SSEs. A particular 

project to be mentioned ;s the CIDA Support to the Credi~ 

Guarantee Co•pany. Th; s has women entrep:·eneurs as the target 

group for a higher level of guarantee cover, but the project will 

also contr;bute to general institutional strengthening of CGC. 

A number of sector-specific project initiatives, mostly by NGOs, 

involve the development or the acquisition of appropriate 

technologies and are located in designated growth points or other 

centres in the rural areas. As regards the provision of urban 

workspaces, the recent ZDB and UDCorp i ni ti at i ves described in 

Section 8.3, may be cited. Examples of established schemes are 

the Green Market in Muta re, supported by the ENDA Project in 

Support of Small-Scale Metalworkers and Carpenters, the Kubatana 

Centre in Masvingo and the Durawall in Harare. The African 

Business Incubators Project• o undertook a feasi bi 1 i ty study on 

the establ;shment of business incuoators, with the intention that 

Zimbabwe be a pilot country for development of the concept. 

15.2 UNIDO SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY PROJECT 

Given the analysis in the draft of this report on the problems 

being faced by SSEs in Zimbabwe, the UNIDO Programming Mission 

proposed a project which would assist in overcoming some of the 

critical constraints while complementing existing activities in 

support of small-scale enterprises in general and small-scale 

industries in particular. Areas identified as apµropriate to be 

included iii the UNIDO project on the basis of significance and 

-·---------
18 U111 sy~t .. pr'nJeCt n11111tt"r' 1!..0/ltllF/92/~t10. 
1 ~ UN !•:t•t- pr·,1u~t nu•IH<r' iJl-/lllll/!11/010. 

80 UN 9y,•trt9 pr'O)llCt nulllber' ILO/RAF/88/099. 
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lack of coverage by other projects were: policy formulation and 

coordination, access to credit or other forms of finance, 

provision of basic infrastructure, and the expansion of advisory 

services and enhancement of technical and managerial skills. 

The development objective of the project is the facil'itation of 

an environment that is more conducive to SSI development, thereby 

contributing to employment generation. economic expansion and 

indigenous participation in the economy. Given the significant 

role of women in SSis and the special difficulties they 

experience in developing their enterprises, the project is to 

give part i cu 1 ar attention to assisting women entrepreneurs and 

improving their access to credit and services. The main project 

outputs envisaged by the programming mission are as follows: 

(1) The establishment of a 
Facilitation Unit (SSIFU). 

S.all-Scale Industries 

Such a unit is ~equired to generate, through policy and 
strategic initiatives, the necessary enabling 
environment for SSI development. Too often in the past 
specific projects of assistance to SSis have failed to 
achieve the expected results because the overall 
framework was not conducive to 551 development. The 
role of SS I FU would be one of advising on policy (if 
located outside of Government) or formu lat; ng po 1 icy 
( i f 1 ocated i ns i de Government) and ass i sting i n 
implementing specific aspects of policy. SSIFU's style 
of operation would be one of facilitation, not 
intervention. 

( 2) The es tab 1 i shment of a Refinance Faci 1 i ty to imp rove 
the availability of funds for SSI financing, especially 
for priority segments of the sector. 

Located in a se 1 ected apex institution, the refinance 
facility would make possible the use of blocked and 
surplus funds to make 1 oans to the 551 sector. The 
loans would be administered by commercial and merchant 
banks, the Zimbabwe Development Bank and other 
financial )nstitutions e~tending loans to SSis. As 
deposit rates on such funds are statutorily set at 5-6% 
pa, loans could be offered to 551 at say 10-12%, giving 
sufficient spread for the scheme to be attract 'lve to 
the bank~, while offering favourable rates to the 55Is 
when compared to commerc1al lending rates of 35% to 
SSis. 

{3) Assistance to government and local authorities in 
identifying sites and support projects for Enterprise 
Devel opnaent Zones appropriate for SS Is in both urban 
and rural areas. 
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While providing the physical infrastructure necessary 
to establish a productive SSI is one of the major 
aspects of the Enterprise Development Zones, for 
maximum benefit this is to be linked to the provision 
of a variety of services through complementary support 
projects. One promising model is that of intermediate 
technology transfer units (ITTUs), which have been 
successfully implemented for the metalwork sectc;,r 1n 
Ghana. The objective of the ITTUs is to raise the 
level of technologies employed by the SSis, make 
available a wider range of products and services, 
assist in the procurement of raw materials and in 
marketing, particularly through creating sub
contracting arrangements with large-scale industry. 
Although proposed for the metalwork sector in Zimbabwe, 
variants of the concept could be applied to other SSI 
sub-sectors, such as food processing, construction, 
textiles and clothing, leather-work and carpentry. 

The project would provide the legal, regulatory and 
operational procedures and feasibility studies for 
Government and other interested p.irt i es on Enterprise 
Development Zones/ITTUs for at least three pilot areas. 
The actual establishment of the ITTUs would then be a 
follow-up activity by Government, local authorities, 
support institutions and donor agencies. 

(4) The promotion of an Advisory Facility for 551 
entrepreneurs which would provide technical and 
managerial counselling and training to entrepreneurs 
identified by existing business organizations and 
support institutions. 

In addition to technical and managerial training, some 
of the specialist services to be provided to indigenous 
entrepreneurs are teas i bi 1 i ty studies, market surveys 
and studies, strategic advice and the commissioning of 
pl ant. The project document points out that a 
particular format for applications and screening needs 
to be developed, as well as criteria for beneficiary 
cost sharing. 

Although several existing organizations might 
participate in providing training and advisory services 
to SSis, it is proposed that, sub)ect to satisfactory 
performance, the co-ordination function be entrusted to 
the Business Extension and Advisory Services (BESA), an 
arm of the IBOC. At present, BESA is receiving 
financial assistance from the British ODA, enabling 
offices to be set up in Harare and Gweru. Support has 
also been forthcoming from USAID, but the programme 
there is specifically targeted to the construction 
industry. BESA seeks to open at 1 east one office in 
each of the regions into which it has divided the 
country, and requires a considerable increase in 
qualified staff. It would not, however, seek to 
provide all services itself, but would often refer 
clients to other agencies for assistance in specific 
technical areas or for training. 
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The project leader, financed by UNIDO over a three year period, 

will be the Chief Technical Adviser (CTA). There will also be a 

National Project Co-ordinator (NPC), who together with the CTA 

will jointly manage the setting up of the SSIFU. In addition to 

the CTA,· UNIDO will supply short-term consultants and national 

experts to assist SSIFU and other aspects of the project (36 man

months and 60 man-months respectively), an expert to carry out 

feasi bi 1 i ty studies for the Enterprise Development Zones over a 

six month period, and a co-ordinator and two United Nations 

Volunteers to assist in the provision of advisory and counselling 

services over a two year period. The project also provides for 

training (fellowships and in-service training) and equipment 

(vehicles, training and office equipment). The total budget to 

be funded by UNDP through IPF and executed by UNIDO is 

approximately USS 2 million. 

At the end of the project, it is anticipated that there will be a 

suitable national policy and well elaborated operational strategy 

in place for stimulating the growth of the small-scale sector. A 

trained group of nationals will be available within and outside 

Government to give assistance and provide support to initiatives 

of various institutions, NGOs and donors. The availability of 

credit to SSI will have been improved through the provisions of 

the Rafi nance Faci 1 i ty, at 1 east three rura 1 Growth Points wi ~ 1 

have benefitted through the establishment of Enterprise 

Oevel'lpment Zones and the Advisory Facility will be operational 

and supplying advice, assistance and training (in large part 

through referrals to specialised support agencies) to hundreds of 

small-scale entrepreneurs each year. 

15.3 COMPLEMENTARY AND SUPPLEMENTARY PROJECTS 

Comp1ementary Projects 

Once the UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project is in operation, 

there will be opportunities for complementary projects to be 

imp1emented. In particular, the Enterprise Development Zone/ITTU 

projects identified and elaborated by the UNIDO project will 

require support from other donors or local institutions to be 

implemented. These initiatives could be tied to the provision of 
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extension, training and operational assistance 

specific sub-sectors, such as •etalwork, clothing, 

agro-industries, woodwork and leather work. 

to SS Es in 

foodstuffs, 

Although the UNIOO project has been carefully designed to address 

several key areas not already covered by other forms of 

assistance. the need for support to a sector which has been 

neglected in the ?ast. and which is growing rapidly as the 

environment becomes more conducive to SSI development. is 

virtually unlimited. In particular, there is abundant sccpe for 

the strengthening of information, extension and training 

institutions. Some specific SSE projects are outlined in the 

remainder of this section, some of which have already been fully 

formulated by sponsoring agencies, while others are at the 

concept stage. 

There are complementary activities associated with these projects 

too: whenever poss i b 1 e, the concerns of sma 11-sea1 e enterprises 

should be included. For example, when the University of Zimbabwe 

Department of Food Science and Technology is established, it 

should cater for the needs of the sort of rural agro-based 

industries described below and not just the 1 arge forma 1 sector 

enterprises engaged in food processing. Development of these 

rurai activities would mainly benefit women; support for credit 

and training projects targeted to meet the needs of women and for 

organizations set up to provide business ser·vices to women 

entrepreneurs (such as Women in Business and the Women's Forum} 

would thus also be complementary activities. 

Promotion of Sub-Contracting 

The potential for sub-contracting in the changing business 

environment has been out 1 i ned in Section 6. 6. A recent study, 

financed by USAIO, takes the analysis· a step further, and 

includes other forms of business linkage besides sub-contracting 

relationships'' It concludes that a project to promote business 

linkages would be justified and should include the following: 

81 Donald Mead and Petet' KunJeku "Business L1nka9es and Entet'p,.1se OeveloP•ent 1n Z11Rt>abwe", 

S.Pt811bet' 1992. 
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* "match-maker" functions to 
contracting opportunities 
firms; 

identify potential 
between large and 

sub
sma l l 

* strengthening the capacity of suppliers to be reliable 
partners in a linkage arrangement; 

* providing an effective referral service for small 
enterprises where the project itself would not have the 
capacity or the expertise to respond to specific needs; 

* offering arbitration in cases where disputes had 
arisen, the ultimate aim being to ensure a fair 
division of the gains from linkage arrangements, 
despite the unequal bargaining power of the 
participants; 

* providing assistance in the pricing of 
services, which is a particular area 
enterprises are often critically weak. 

products and 
where small 

The sectors specifically examined in the USAID study were 

garments and textiles, metals and leather and footwear. However, 

several other sectors could be included in a project to promote 

sub-contract i rig. The phenomenon wou 1 d be expected to grow once 

it had been successfully demonstrated in a Zimbabwe context. 

Use of Technical and Vocational Training Institutions 

The conclusions of the UNIDO Programming Mission included a 

proposal on curriculum development and the use of existing 

technical and vocational colleges for training of 

entrepreneursa2. The oasis of this proposal is the lack of 

entrepreneurial training in the present system, leading to a lack 

of initiative and ability to venture into small-scale enterprisas 

for alternative employment. 

It ; s suggested that technical and vocational training 

institutions should re-orient curricula to meet the technical and 

manageme'lt needs of small-scale industrialists, while also 

strengthening such institutions so that they are better able to 

deliver adequate training and extension. A comprehensive 

entrepreneurial development curriculum is also recommended at the 

secondary school level, so that entrepreneurship development can 

begin at an earlier stage. 

82 UNlOO "Developme.1t of Hu•an Resou,.ces fo,. Ru,.al and lnfo,.•al Secto,. Act1v1t1es and 8us1n••• 

Extens11on Se,.v1ces", June 1992. 
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Pub1icity and Information Campaign 

There is need for more publicity to be given to successful 

examples of SSEs. This would contribute to giving a positive 

image to entrepreneurship and encouragement to those 

contempla!ing starting their own busine~ses. In addition to such 

"image' creation, it would also be useful for practical 

information on matters such as where an entrepreneur should go 

for assistance or apply for credit, to be outlined in the readily 

accessible public media from time to time. Particular targets 

could be school-leavers and university graduates at the time of 

the year that results come out and the search for employment 
intensifies. 

The Zimbabwe Sma 11 Sea 1 e Enterprise Advisory Group is in the 

process of recruiting full-time staff, including a media 

specialist who will be responsible for disseminating appropriate 

news items to the media. The Group already produces a newsletter 

"SSE News". which is circulated amongst organizations supporting 
SSEs. 

Deve7opment of Rura7 Women-Dominated SSEs 

A recent report for UNI DO i dent i fies a number of activities the 

promotion of which could form the basis of a project to develop 

rural women-dominated SSEsa3. The activities listed are: 

* bakeries 

* food catering 

*oil seed processing 

* soap making 

* peanut butter making 

* vegetable and fruit processing 

* textiles and clothing. leather 

* butcheries and cold storage 

83 Mercy Dtk1to "Integration of Wa.en 1n Industrial Development: The S.all-Scale Enterprise 

Sector", UNlDO, May 1992. Details of reQu1re•ents for each of the activiti~~ listed is given 
1n Chapter 8 of that report. 
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* transport and workshops 

* dairy processing. 

Various constraints are identified which would need to be 

addressed by the project. These include access to raw materials 

(eg need to secure flour al locations for bakeries and dyes for 

text i 1 e design activities) and capital equipment ( eg grinding 

mills and oil pressing facilities). In all cases there is need 

for training, both in the specific skills needed, but more 

generally in bookkeeping, business organization and management. 
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CHAPTER 16: CONCLUSION 

16.1 ROLE OF SSE UNDER THE ECONOMIC REFORM PROGRAMME 

Fo 11 owing Independence, the basic structure of the economy has 

been maintained through a continuation of the economic policies 

of the former regime, in particular the foreign exchange 

allocation system. Together with a harsh regulatory environment 

and poor access to credit and support services, the sma 11-sca 1 e 

enterprise sector has remained underdeveloped and indigenisation 

of the economy has been a slow and hesitant process. However, 

with the implementation of the comprehensive Economic Raform 

Programme introduced by the Government in 1991, the environment 

should become progressively more conducive to the development of 

SSEs, opening up new opportunities for indigenous entrepreneurs. 

In the short to medium run. however. there are al so 

countervai 1 i ng forces arising from the ERP which are causing 

severe difficulties for many of the established SSEs and 

inhibiting the formation of new SSEs. These include the 

reduction of demand, particularly for the sort of goods and 

services traditionc-lly produced by SSEs. a sharp rise in the 

price of inputs. the tightening of credit markets and increased 

pressure of competition from new entrants. estabHshed industry 

and from imports that had previously been excluded through import 

licensing. 

The strategy advocated in this report is intended to assist the 

small-scale sector to make the most of emerging opportunities. 

while minimizing the influence of negative factors. The degree 

to which the small-scale is going to be relied upon for 

employment is daunting: the Five Year Plan envisages only * 000 

.jobs being created per annum in the formal sector. as against 

•OOO new entrants to the labour force, plus a huge backlog of 

unemployed. Competition in the 

fierce, as increasing numbers of 

employment in order to make a living. 
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16.2 SECTORAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRAINTS 

Amongst the sectors stud;ed in this report, there should be 

expanding opportunities for small-scale enterprises in agro-based 

;ndustries such as grain milling and oil pressing, these arising 

from di luting the monopsonistic and monopolistic positions that 

the parastatal agricultural marketing boards have previously 

enjoyed. Bread baking depends on a flour al location being made 

available and on improvements being made in baking practices, in 

some cases requiring new technologies to be adopted. Brick

making and other energy intensive activities need to be linked to 

afforestation programmes. 

There are environmental concerns a 1 so about sma 11-sca 1 e mining, 

especialiy gold-panning, which is otherwise an activity with 

income generating potential, particularly if groups can be 

assisted to overcome marketing and other constraints. Sma 11-

sca le metalwork has potential as the larger firms streamline 

their operations in accordance with the incentive structure 

associated with trade liberalization. There is obvious scope in 

the metalwork sector, and to a lesser extent in clothing and 

furniture, for sub-contracting. The "Intermediate Technology 

Transfer Unit (ITTU)" concept, which has been successfully 

applied in Ghana could well be applicable in stimulating certain 

sma 11-sca 1 e sub-sectors in Zimbabwe: through the provision of 

workspaces, training, equipment, raw materials and assistance in 

marketing, small-scale artisans can be assisted to move to a more 

sophisticated and profitable level of operation. 

The constraints faced by small-scale enterprises are of two 

kinds: those associated with the environment, which can be 

addressed by Government policy changes and those internal to the 

enterprise, which can be addressed by training activities or 

broader initiatives with a training component (such as the ITTU 

concept). While the latter can all be classified as shortages of 

skills and lack of information, in the former category are 

constraints such as the 1 evel of demand for the products and 

se,.vi ces being produced by the sma 11-sca le sector {under severe 

threat during structu,.al adjustment), regulatory constraints, 

lack of access to finance, bu,.eaucratic barriers to investment, 
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1 ack of access to appropriate tech no 1 ogi es and i nfrastructura 1 

constraints. 

16.3 SUPPORT INSTITUTIONS 

In recent years, support services for SSEs have improved in 

number and qua 1 i ty of services provided. It. is thus cone l uded • 

that further support should bund on what is already in place, 

reinforcing existing strengths and encouraging new institutions 

to rep 11 cat.e successfu 1 support. mode 1 s. However, gaps do exist. 

in the area of referral and extension, and at t.he low end of the 

financial spectrum. Besides some NGOs operating small schemes, 

almost. the only institutions offering very small loans {hundreds 

rather than thousands of dol~ars) and small venture capital 

financing {thousands rather than tens of thousands of dollars) 

are Zambuko Trust and Manna Corporation: there is need for such 

facilities to be made available throughout Zimbabwe. 

Especially for sue~ ~ry small loans, one of the conclusions to 

emerge from the analysis of existing financial support to SSEs is 

the critical importance of training. Through offering training, 

financial institutions have the opportunity to get to know and to 

assess the client, at the same time that the client is being 

given the skills to anal~se and operate the enterprise more 

effectively, thus increasing the probability of repayment. In a 

broader context, successful training appears to depend on the 

training institution assessing needs properly beforehand, 

matching participants to course level and content, offering a mix 

of technical and business management courses {often at a modest, 

but very useful level) and following up afterwards to assess the 

effectiveness and usefulness of training . 

.. 
16.4 STRAl~JY AND POLICY 

On the basis of the analysis of the role and status of and 

constraints faced by small-scale industry in the economy as a 

whole and certain sub-sectors chosen for detailed study (Part B), 

and of the strengths and weaknesses of existing support 

programmes and institutions (Part C), Chapter 13 puts forward a 

strategy for the developraent of the small-scale enterprise sector 
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in the context of the Economic Reform Programme. 

contains the following elements: 

(1) Articulation of a clear policy stance on SSEs. 

(2) Stimulation of demand for products of SSE. 

The strategy 

(3) Elimination of unnecessary regulatory impediments to 
SSE development. 

(4) Simplification of company 
concessions for SSEs. 

registration and tax 

(5) Improvement in information, extension and referral 
services and the provision of training. 

(6) Provision of resources for financing of SSEs. 

(7) Facilitation of ·i nvestment by SSEs. 

(8) Provision of infrastructure for SSEs. 

(9) Support for SSE operating in particular sectors. 

(10) Special consideration for the needs of women. 

(11) Co-ordination and institutional support to SSEs. 

The policy proposa 1 s put forward in Chapter 14 seek to address 

each of the remaining elements of the strategy. 

16.5 PROJECTS IN SUPPORT OF SSE DEVELOPMENT 

There are al ready many projects and programmes of support for 

SSEs, several of which have achieved positive results, although 

in many cases initiatives have been thwarted by the negative 

environment. The UNIDO Small-Scale Industry Project, described 

inn Chapter 15, thus gives priority to articulating a clear 

po 1 icy stance in favour of SS Es and establishing the necessary 

institutional structures to co-ordinate its implementation. The 

key element of the Project is the establishment of a Small-Scale 

Industries Facilitation Unit (SSIFU). 

within with the Ministry of Industry 

Working with or oth3rwise 

and Commerce, which has 

primary Government responsibility for SSEs, this Unit is to 

ensure that, through policy and strategic initiatives, the 

necessary enabling environment for SSE development is maintained 

and strengthened on an on-going basis. 
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Priority areas for policy and action by the SSIFU are: 

* st i mu lat ion of demand und creation of markets for the 
p:--oducts of SSEs. especially in view of the general 
demand contraction occurring in the early phases of the 
Economic Reform Programme; 

* elimination of unnecessary regulations inhibiting the 
formation and/or growth of SSEs. including registration 
requirements and taxation Provisions; 

* promotion of develop•ent ~~ technology appropriate for 
SSEs. and expansion of supply of capital goods as part 
of the stimulation of investment by the SSE sector; 

* the provision of Enterprise Development Zones in growth 
points as well as urban areas. together with 
complementary programmes of support to specific sub
sectors (training. technology, procurement of materials 
and equipment and assistance in marketing). 

In addition, there is an urgent need to expand information, 

referral, training and extension services and to increase access 

to f i nance . Both of these areas are inc 1 uded in the proposed 

UNIDO project, 

SSEs and the 

through provisions 

establishment of a 

blocked and surplus funds to the 

for an Advisory Faci 1 i ty for 

Refinance Facility to cycle 

SSE sector through e:iti sting 

financial institutions at concessionary rates of interest. 

Coordi nat:ed by the SSI FU, complementary and supplementary 

projects f ro111 many other donors and local support agencies wi 11 

be required if the potential of SSE is to be fu 11 y rea 1 i zed. 

Programmes targeted to specific sub-sectors, such as metal work, 

clothing, foodstuffs, agro-industries, woodwork, leather work and 

small-scale mining, as well as further efforts in the "framework" 

activities in information, training, extension, finance, 

availability of appropriate technology and provision of basic 

infrastructure, particularly in the rural areas, are necessary. 

In all projects, special attention should be given to the needs 

of women entrepreneurs. 
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PROJECT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ZIMBABWE 
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OWNERSHIP 

DP/ZIM/90/005/21/Jl2106 

TBRllS OF REFER.BMCB 

ll BACKGROUND IBFQRMATION 

The Govenuaent of Zillbabwe has ellbarked upon a progra11J1e of 
econo•ic refora to stimulate investment, growth and 
e11ployaent; through deregulation, trade liber~lization and 
reduction in the size of public adllinistration and subsidies 
to parastatals. The fostering of indigenous entrepreneurship 
is seen as vital to the aobilization of domestic hwaan and 
natural resources, and to the objective of a more equitable 
distribution of incoae. Also, s•all-scale industries (SSI) 
are considered an iaportant facilitator of structural change 
in respect to larger and strategic industries. There is 
currently a multiplicity of donor activity in the field of SSI 
development. 

The current project will contribute to Government's capacity 
to foraulate policies and progra-es that can enhance the 
iapact of ongoing and f orthcoaing technical assistance in the 
field of SSis. 

The current project will enco•pass a review of existing 
policies, progranaes, and support institutions, e•pirical 
assessaent of impediments ·and opportunities for SSis and 
indigenous ownership in general and in specific sub-sectors; 
formul~tion of a portfolio of potential technical assistance 
projects; and preparation of a Donors Consultative Meeting for 
SSI development. 

2) WORK TO BE PERFORMED BY SUBCQNTRACTQR 

The contractor will conduct all the project activities in 
close consultation with designated officials from the Ministr/ 
of Industry and Commerce. The contractor will provide 
appropriate training to the government counterpart on the job 
and formal setting in order to create substantive and 
management capabilities. The contractor will p1ep1ue a 
project terminal report setting out all the activities carried 
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out in chronological order, analysis of findings and 
recommendations in accordance with UNDP/UNIDO guidelines. The 
p=oject terainal report will be transaitted to UNIDO by the 
end of the contract period. The contractor will also 
undertake &ny other activities of relevance to the project 
that are not listed below. 

OUTPUT 1 

A report covering all aajor sub-sectors surveying prevalence 
and prospects of SSis and i.ndigenous ownership, including, but 
not restrictt!d to, analysis of iapact of Structural Adjustaent 
Prograaae (SAP), identification of business opportunities, 
availability of appropriate technologies, transport and other 
infrastructural iapediaents. 

OUTPlJ'l' 2 

A coaprehensive report that includes survey, analysis and 
recoaaendations on iapediaents to SSI and indigenous ownership 
expansion, Governaent policy envirorment, regulatory fraaework 
and support prograaaes and institutions, external donor 
assistan~e coordination, and an assessaent of private sector 
and NGO support institutions. 

ACTIVITIES FOR OQTPUTS 1 AND 2 

1. survey prevalence of SSis and indigenous ownership in a • 
cross-section of sub-sectors. 

2. Assess structural change in sub-sectors under SAP, and 
identify impact on SSis. 

3. Identify sectors where technology, raw materials 
availability, and market conditions are conducive to SSI 
development. · 

4. Identify potential SSI business opportunities, in 
particular in the rural areas. 

5. Assess how SAP may lead to larger scale industries 
"shedding off" smaller scale business units. 

6. Analyze what mechanisms may allow larger industries to 
subcontract and source inputs froa SSis. 

1. 

8. 

Identify and assess linkages between SS'I-s and 
agricultur~ and agro-industries in rural areas. 

Identify the current and prospective role of-women in. 
the ownership and management of SSis. 

I 

•• 

• 
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9. Undertake site visits, surveys and consultations with 
the aanagement of growth centres and selected SSis. 

OUTPUT 3 

A portfolio of projects in the fors of Project Fornulation 
Frameworks (PFF), project document and fact-sheet for UNDP 
assistance, for funding in the 1991 financial year and in the 
forthcoming (1992-1996) UNDP/IPF cycle and for other possible 
donors. Each project should be self-contained. However, the 
portfolio as a whole should be coherent under the the•e of 
support to indigenous saall-scale industrial ownership in 
rural areas. 

ACTIVITIES FOR OUTPUT 3 

1. Identify priority needs and determine scope of donor 
technical assistance based on the analysis and 
assess3ent of the current project. 

2. Prepare a coaprehensi ve report including recommendations 
on above issues. 

J. Prepare Project Foraulation Frameworks, draft project 
docwaents and fact-sheets for UHDP assistance. 

4. consultations on draft project document so as to 
incorporate comnents and inputs from Government, UNDP, 
other donors and SSI operators. 

OUTPUT 4 

Donor Consultative Meeting (DCM) , to be chaired by the UN 
Resident coordinator, with representatives from Government and 
all relevant donor agencies. 

ACTIVITIES FOR OUTPUT 4 

1. Provide all the required supports to prepare and conduct 
the Donor Consultative Meeting. 

3) THE SUBCONTBACTOR'S TEAM 

1. Experienced economist (Team leader) full time for 3 
mont.hs. Postgraduate qualification in Economics or . 
Business Administration. As a tea111 leader, co-ordinate 
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and monitor detailed planning and progress of project 
tea• in fulfilling project objectives, activities and 
outputs. 

Experienced industrial engineer full ti•e for 3 J10nths. 
Postgraduate qualification in Engineering. 

3. Support staff for data collection and processing. 

4. Any other personnel required for the assign•ent. 

5. The subcontractor will provide transport, office 
acco .. odation, secretarial and any other administrative 
support services for their own team. 

4) OQALIFICATIONS REQUIBED 

Broad experience in industrial policy planning, including 
exposure to Small-scale Industry (SSI) development issues in 
developing countries, particularly in rural areas. Experience 
with design, evaluation and •anagement of SSI/Entrepreneursbip 
development projects and prograJllJlles. 

Thorough understanding of political, institutional, 
infrastructural, technological and hWllan resource aspects of 
SSI development in Zimbabwe. 

Familiarity with Project Formulation Framework (PFF) of UHDP. 

LANGUAGE: English and local language. 

5 l GENERAL SCHEDULE 

1. The duration of assignment is four working/month period. 

2. Activities are carried out over the assignment period. 

J. outputs 1, 2 and 3 are expected to be completed at the end of 
the assignment period. 

4. output 4 is produced over the assignment period. 

6l OTHER 

Entrepreneurship Development Expert will be separately 
provided by the project as outside of the sub-contracting 
arrangement. 

• 

... 

• 
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~OLE OF SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISES IN THE· DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY 
CITIES AND LARGE TOWNS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Palmer Associates P/L. Urban and Reg1onal Planning 
Consul tant.s have been subcontracted by ZIMCONSU:.T uncie?· a 
LJNIDO project called "Suppo?'"t to Sma!l Scale Indust!"ies and 
Enhancement of Indigenous Ownership". Tne main objectivt- o:::' 
the project is to assist Government of Zimbabwe to 
cryst.a 11 i se nat i ona. l po 1 icy or1 sma 11 sec le ente!"p~· ises w:i tr! 
specie:! reference to the Economic St.ructurcd Adjust.men~ 

?!""09'!""am?DE' . 

A5 part of the project. there 15 a need for a sub sect.o!" 
report on the "Role of Sma.li Scaie Enterprises CSSE:sl ir: t.h~ 
Iieveiopment of Secondary C:ities and Large Towns." Since 
2 989. there- has been con~ j deraiil €- su:-veys com~ 1 ~t ec i r: th-:
seconriary cit::.es of Muta!"e. Gwen.! anc Masv::?.ngc as pa!'":. o: 
t.hE- preparat.ion of the medium t.erm development plane CMaste::
Fl ans l . 

The town of .Masvingo has a populat1on o: 5200C and :is 
i ocat.eci 300Y-JI! soutr, east c.•f Haran~· on the way :.c- Soutr1 
hfrica. Gweru is cent.rally located bet.ween t.he cit.ies o~ 
Harare and Bulawayo and has an estimated popule:tic•n of 
:20000. Mutare with e population of l2800C is iocatec on t.he 
!"Ocd t.o Beira on t.h~ easi:.err1 bo!"'cier of Zimbabw~. All t.rn·e-?. 
centree have different locationa~ c!"'it.eria anc different 
h1nt.eriancis. 

Trie su?"veys cove!"ec the fonnal ::?.ndus:.?"1c.~ and com.'llerc1e:l 
secto!"'s and cons1st.ed of bot.r: 1and use survey~ tphye1ce~ 
anc.lys1e 1 e:nc c. questionnaire. ln~ land use su!""vey~ we!"E 
ca;?"iec ou: by techni:ian~ anc student~ C·f trsE- !"t-jeva:-.: C:!.-:;· 
au:.i"io!'"itief: wr.ile thE: quest.1onnc:1res wen:: uncie!""t.aY.er. :Oy mail 
in al 1 cases. Tne returns frorr. t.i"1e quest.ionnai?"e varied fron. 
city to ci-cy wit.ri c. good response fron: Mut.a!"'e anci Masv:::.ngc 
!80~< anc 90% ?"espect.lVE:iy! enc a puC.•?' !"E:St:1or.s~ :'.::-or;. (;w::!'"l

( .1.5%l. T.rie reasor. for- the poor response f?"orr. 6we?"u ::!.~ the: 
Gweru ha~ e general bu~1ne~E ape.thy which lS man:fe~ted l~ 
t.rs.:- te:c: tr1at em~·lc-yment H1 t.h~ c::y ha~ only g?""O"-'T. by 1~, e: 
compared "'·j '-r. c. 4-5~ grc.wt.r: l r. Mc:sv1 n9c- anc Mu-: c.~~.:-. '":";:-:
typl ce l ques~1onne1~e is shown o~ ~ppent1x 
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The questionnaires have not been anaiysed in total but only 
the relevant information required for. this report has been 
abstracted. Comparisons have been drawn from the country 
w1ae surveys of micro and small scale enterprises conduct.ed 
by GEMINI under USAID sponsorship in December 1991. Tni: 
study dealt with both the home based and non home based 
small scale en~erpr1ses and therefore has results for the 
informal and formal ent.erprises. Other inputs havt- alsc beer: 
prov1aed from the 1990 World Bank report by IMAN! 
Development on impediments confronting info!"IIlal sect.o:
ent.erprises in Zimbabwe. 

T.~e form of thi~ report provides a profiie o: exis~ing small 
scale ent.e!"prises in secondary cit.1es and icien:.::.fies commo:-: 
problems and sugges"":.s solu:.iom; t.o t.he p:--obiems in :.he 
secondary ci:.ie:. 

Ac:i-:nowledgemen:. is made to the Municipal i ::y of Masvingc·. 
C~t.y of Gweru anc Mut.are for the use of their Mastey Fla~ 
aa:.c anl t.o Messrs Geza. Ramhewa anc Ms Chikwatu for the1r 
:nfo!'lDat.ion from the respec:.1ve :.owns and. c1:1es. 

:.; . 0 ?RO::"ILE O::' SMAL:.. SCALE EN7ERPR:SES IN SECONVJ..?.Y TOWNS AND 

7h~ survey result.s J.nvolve- only those enterprises in :.h€ 
fonnai industr~al and conrnerc1al sec~ors wh1cr! r1ave les.::: 
than 50 employees. In Mut.are there were 217 responses. 
Mesvingo 87 responses and Gweru 45 responses. 

Tnese represent an average of 
quest.1onne1res es shown on Tablt- 1. 

8:1.. 0% of the :.otal 

TABLE i : 'NUMBER OF QUES7I01'.'NAIP.E5 

C!T!'/TOWN 

~ASVINGO 

GWEP.U 

TOTAL 
BVS!:NESS 

35(; 

: 2(; 

RESPONSES 

280 

106 

NO < 50 
:::MPLOYE~S 

217 

67 

34S 

... 
~ 

8(1.: 

e:.c 

'J-. com~·ar.:::~v€- analy~1e c·f tr1~ :r£-spc•nses in eacr! tc··~::-; ·;,::::· .r:·-:--:-; 
mad~ anc l~ desc~ibet beiow:-
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2.1 Location of Activities. 

The location of smail scale ente?"'prise; in cities 
in Zimbabwe ·fol low a typical pattern in the 
areas:-

and towns 
following 

Cl) The town or city centre where both commercial Clarge 
and ~all) anti small scale industries locate. Tne small 
scale industries are usually located on the pe?·iphe~' 
of the L.own centre. Tnis is because rents and property 
values are lower on the periphery of the city cent.re 
and usually the Town Planning Scheme provides fo~ 
zoning of light inciustrial/warehousing uses. This is 
the case in Mutare. Mc:svingei and Gwen! town cent.re:;. 
Tne average size of stand in these a!"'eas va?"'ie~ be-:.weer: 
500m~-800m2 and the buildings are usually sin~ie 
storey. 

l2l ~ight/heavy industrial sites 

ine indust?"'iai sites 
divided into light and 

in beth Gweru and Mutare c.r~ 

heavy. basically dependant on 
whether the arec is rail served Cheavyl. Tnerefore the 
location of small scale enterprises in these areas 1: 
dependent on the type of activity anc i irikeges cie?"'J ved 
from their location. 

Tne location of the industrial sites and the town 
centre/city -cent.re in Muta?"e. Gwe:-u and Mc:svingc are 
shown on Map Nos 1. 2 anci 3. 

(3l Suburban Shopping Centres. 

Many smal 1 scale ente?";>r1ses a;e iocat.ec ir: :he
subu?"ban shopping cen~re:. of Gwe?"u. Mu~a:re an: 
Masvingc. Eacr: sr1opping centre has a number c: shcp~ 
anC se;vi ce i ndus-=.~ i ~: ~\:.ands in !>c1:.h t:r1~ ! o"... rr1~~: :.ir!. 
anci h1gh density housing areas. 

(4 ! Tn~ higi': densi:y res:ident.H:.l a.rec~:. 

M~ny small sc~le enterprises are iocotec in the h1;t 
densi~y res1tient.ial aree:.s e:.s they canno: !1nci spc:ce l~ 
a:;eaf: ! 1; . i:: o.nd c 3; o:- :i'1e ren-:.:. arE- toe. r.1gr .. fljan:: 
c·: the operc.t.1ons arE- Hi t."rtt: "be:s:;" ye.re· c·f :rr-:- l"1·:>lli-:. 

Tn~ L!SA!L su?""vey establ :isr1ec t.hat mon· ._i'1ar:. ::.~c- c·f ::=~ 
are locatec Hi homes wri:.Je eirily E<~. c.: :rie- f::-r.:~ ic1 >:-::e:. 
Hi tr1~ comn1er= l i?:i l are cs. 
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A comparative analysis of Mutare. Gweru and Masvingo on the 
reasons for iocation ir. ~he respective cities shows some 
marked differences. 
!=!Gt.IRE ! : P.EASONS FOP. LCY" ••• JfflON 
MUlp._tlE/ M.".SVING(-~ AND GWERU 

Ml!TARE M'-S\'ING:> 
RESIDENT 
~ 

- -
/ ... '0, //'.//. 

,,/~' OECENTP. I BEIR 
10\. '-....... ,,/. A 

' ./ ,, /. 
\ ............ ..) / . _. -~' n,. . __ _,.. 

BUSINESS 
:?9\. 

··.---./· ·-----BUSINESS 
-47\. 

SOURCE , MASTER PL.AN STUDIES 

?:-.7u;e .:. 5how: that three centres a?'e ?!'"ov1ncia~ 
Cap:tals and therefore have ciecen:ralisatio~ a~ a ~easona~i~ 
r~asor: c~ loca:.1or .. However each cem:.!"e c.lso sr1ows c. spec1c.: 
~easor. :~:-- bus:ineese~ t.c iocc.t.~ c~ fc·l!ow~:-

Mu:are has c. high level of resident popula:ion anC. 
:heref ore most businesse! are 
bdd1:1or. :he;e are som~ 
bec~use c~ the Beirc. 
Mc::am.b1que:. 

::-1a: have 
Corricie>?' 

located 1~ Mu:a;~ 
and :~~ti~ ~::~ 

Gwer~ he~ :h~ maJor1:y cf bu~:nesee~ locateC. be:~use c~ 
:ts cen:.rc~ poE:t:iori !let.weer: nC.?'~?'E: cTiC :Culawcy".. C•f; t·r1'7 

n1e:::.ri roei:; e:nt ra:.lway 11ne~. 

Elhc • ; 
:·e:~Qent ;•c:;·l:.~C~lC"•r. ::-.t1:07..:r1; c ?"'ele:l\'~ :.;c.~::e~: 
p0puia:.lur. l!". corr.::.c.r::.seir. \.."J:.r. Mu-.o!"::. 

:r.::.:: ::.~ ~u!::stei.nt:itH1:ed by aric:·r1e::- s~:. c.: :r.:cmi.~:lor. 
showr1 H: : l gu?"E- - . 

.· 
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FIGUP.E ~ : 01-TE OF ESTABLISHMENT 
·MUTA?.c/ t.t"-.CWIN{;)O AND GWERll 

M!JTARE ~SV!NGO 

··. ·-' 
1· 

•Jj AFTER 18& .. · ~ -......:_...., 
1980-BS ,., .. 

PR: 1980 

SOURCE : MASTER PLAN STUDIES 

PAE 1880 
63 .. 

An analysis of the date of estabiishment of the businesse:. 
Most of the businesses in Mu~are have been well established 
i.e. pre 1.980 while- a lot of businesses in Masvingo r1ev-:
beer! est.a.bi ishec in the perioci 1985-91. GwerL: haC. very 
lit.tie business establ1snment 
coincide: with ~he period 
1nstab~l:ty of the city. 

in t.he period 1980-e~ an~ th:.~ 
of economic and pcil it i ca 1 

:-rie US.P.II" survey found that t.he average age of t.!'se £5::'. :: 
E.5 years and that. 75~ of those surveyed had sta-:ed t.ne1~ 
Ll\.!SH1e::.se::. after l980. Tne?"e hes ~hereiore bee;; e r:ii;":-. 
grc,.wt.r1 o~ bot.b informe:.1 ana formc:~ s11Jal 1 sc.e:.!e en:e?"~·~-::.~:~=· 
SH1~E' J.980 ln t.he secondary t.c•wm· and c:it:e:. 

Typ~ o~ A~t~vity 

'!°hf- ~ of act.! \Tty d1 :! fer~ f :"on: 
:. r1e H.f o:--rner. l anc f eormc:d st:ctei!'·. 

C:ity tc C!ty 
Ger1er-e:.liy. :r. 

?:an ~orme:.: ~~=to! zurvey. ~he~~ ere mo!~ shop!: :ne~ e~· 

othe~ b:t~v::y F1gu:"• ~ ~!lus:r~te! tn~ ~lf~~;ence! b~:w~~: 
Ma~\·::. ng·:. Mu:ar~ anc Gwe?"'l.. :-ne ce: ·~ego:- l es choser. c::"e ~hc,~i:. 
off1ce~. se?"'v:ice indust.ry. 1!"'ldi.!~t!"1c: anc ci:r1-:.?"': .. 



FIGURE 3 : 7Y?E OF ACTIVITY 
MllTARE/ MASVINGO AJllD GWERU 

MUTARE 

SllNOOS: m. . 

GW~'.J 

~ASVINGO 

SOURCE : MASTER PLAN S1lJDES 

Tne lndustric.l 'type of activit.y in the thre!" cen:.!"e= 
comprise~ 16.7% cf enterprises in Masvingo. 12 .. 9% 1~ Mu~ar~ 
and 2::.2% in Gweru. Of t.he indust.r1al componen:.. c.imos-: 50-;-, 
a:--e servicE: rE:lat.ed :industrial uses as opposed t.c, ~he l 1gn: 
1ndust.r1al uses. 

Many of the informal small scale enterpr1se: wQv~ nc: 
cc•vereci by t.he Mast.e?'" ?lan quest.ionna1rE: as ~.-ney e;:1::-: ::-. 
~:he re~:icient.1al suburbs away from thE- formai cent.re~ 
business d:ist.r:ict. and t.he formal inciust.r1c.l ETtes. -:r 
compa:-lson w:itr: tr1e formal sme:ll scaiE: e:-1~erp!'1ses. t.hi:
lnformr.:.i ent.erpr1ses are usualiy manufacr.ur1n; :;.nm.t~-::·::-t:: 
~ucr: a: t.ex:.1 j e. t l nsm1 t.hs. t.1mber carpem.e:r: anc w~ i de::--:. 
Tnl: was cc0m:1s:.ent w1.t.i"1 th~ US.J..IV st.ucy wn:i.cr; ::.:-.1.mc :r1~-: 
0ve?"al i. 70~. of SSE we:-E- Hi 1.he manufac:.u!'H1c ~~:-:o:- wr.: 1~ 
oniy :2~0 w~!"E" lr: t.he t.~aci~ sec!o?". Tne~E- w~!"~ mo? .. ~ t! .. C:Cl~~ .. ! 
ln t.h~ urb~n areas t.ha~ ln t.he ru~ol ar~a~ wher~ 
manufact.ur:..ilg l~ more: prom1rsen-.. cine. :.r:~1-~ w-:-:·-:- Ji,::-:-
u:::r:i..:tac-c.u?"e!"e ir. ti"1e r1ousei"1vlci e::-:.erprlse: :.'nan J.:. :.hE- ric:-. 
household en:.e:-prJ.se~. 
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In both Masvingo and Mutare there is a large amount of 
multiple uses on the stands with t.he formal activity such as 
a shop in the front and various other multiple sma11 scaie 
and in!o!'mal uses behind the shop. Types of activities range 
from hairdressers t.o welders to brothels. They art
classifiec as informal because they do not appear on the 
valuation roll of the city and do not pay ren~ formally but 
more as a seconda?JI rent. The type of premises for these 
"informal" activities vary from part of c builcij!'!~ tC" the 

-domestic quarters to open air act.ivit.es. 

Some o: th~ reasons for the locat1on of this t.ype of 
a c: i vi t.y have beer; the availability of se:nn ces such as 
,,..a\:.e!"" ~nc ele=t::--ic::-:y. t.he. 1ocalit.y tc o:rie::- link-::C. 
c.c:.1vi:1e~ in the cit.y cent.re and the under utilisation o~ 
~ant ...-::.t.hln exis:.ing st.ands. J.. furt.ne!'" reasor. ~-=- tha:. !c.n:: 
ownersh:;:· is ir: the hands of tht- es-cc.bl isheC. businessmen anc 
:here 1s c. lack of opport.un1t.y to!"" new ind1genou~ 
bus 1 nessmer1 t.o owr1 land . 

:-n~se smali sea.!~ "iocige:r ersterp?"1ses' are cons2cie:?"ed ::>y 
io=al eut.nO!"Jt.:ie.: "tc' be generally ur:s1ght.iy deveiopme~~~. 
:nva?"1ably do no: conform w:it.r: :r1E- ianc use zor.:;.ng 
regula:.ion~ anti t.enc t.o over u:.:i~~e t.h~ se?"vices provJdec 
tot.he stand. I~ Mutare. Masv1ngo and Gweru :.here h~ve 
howeve!"" beer. a"':t.en:p:.s by botr~ :.h~ pub:lc and t.he p::--::'.vo.:':" 
sect.c!"" tc• provide :facilit.1es fo!'" these "lodger·· small scale 
enterprises. 

'.:l Ir. Mutare. the Cit.y Council established a G?"eer. Market 
between the high densit.y housing are~ o~ Sakubvc. :igh: 
indu:t.::--ial sit.es anc the Ci-:y Cent.:--e. Tne :ioca:.:or. l~ 
pe:?"f ec: t.o make use of i abour and consumer rE- ! e::: ~c. 
ac:lvi:ie.: ir: t.he subur.b. i1nkages t.o th~ ra"' mat.e?"1al.: 
c.: the 11ght lnd~st.?"ic! s1t.e.: and linkages ~c c:r:e!· 
service related act.2v1t.1es int.he C1t.y Cen:re. 

~esiae: b~ing c centra! 
f?"esh vege~ables. the centres prov1ae: ::c·-3C 

the are6 fo!" thE- Master P~an. :.h~ typ~ 0~ ac:lv1:y l~ 
th~ Green Market va:?"1e: ~roffi c~!"pen:ers. weider:. 
:.:nsmlt.hs. ei~c::-lc1anE and ca:-- ?"epe::1!"£. Bus:ne~: :~ 
:h~?v1n~ ant th~ cen~re ::.: ~ hug~ :uccesE. !ne::--~ !f 

e-·,·1c:ienc~ c·: one o:-- tw0 ent.erp::--::.se: mo·,·:.:.r.;: :!"o::. :r:-:-
Gr~~~ Ma?"ke: ~c ~ 
ln=~ees~c bu~lnes£. 
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In comparison with Gweru and Masvingo. Mutare has a 
predon.inance of ti~r related small scale activitie~ 
due to its natural resources of t1mber in the ?rov1nce. 
Tne 1 arge t. imber compan l es such as :&order Timbers cove?· 
the ?"'OoC f?"'om the Green Marke:.). Wattle Company anc 
Board anci Paper Cin industr1ai s1tesJ p?"'ovide va~~ 
amounts of ··wast.e t:i.mber" sold cheaply to small scale 
ca:--pent.ers . 

1:i Ir: Masvingo. the private sect.o:-- ?"'ecognised. the neeC: tc 
prov1ae e cen:.?"'e fo!" the sma~:!. sc:c.ie en"te:!'"p!"!Ses e.ri~ 
:herefo?"'~ <ieveioped the Kuba-.:.araa. Centre Wfl1Ci"i comp!"1se~ 
15-2G sma: l uni ts on 3-4 no~a l corrmercic. 2 s;:.ariC.: 
oppo~::. ~e 7!w: superma!"ke-.. :P- -..:-1e 7o._--:: Ce~:.!"e. :-he cer:tr~ 
has at-.:.:--ac:.eC. mc1riiy ret.c~~!er~. but :.he!"t- ;.~ c·'f"f:-:-:
~pa ~t- anc C•:.raer act. i vi:. :i e~ : r. :. h~ sma. l : ur. i :.~ . : :. l ~ ar. 
c.:.:.r~c-.:.ive and hugely succes£!ui ventu:!'"E-. O:her p:!'":v~:~ 

se~~or en:.erp!"ises are propos1n~ to unrie!"t.cke sim:ia!" 
pre· jec"t.s l n Masvi ngo. 

( 3) 

:-nE- :yp~ c: act.1v1:.1e~ vary ir. !wi~sv:ngc.· bu: :.he:--e- :~ c 
COl:!:lnan=e c: lea-.:.h~r gooci: due- tC· :.r1~ lC.!""Q~ r.:n:e!'"~C.!1.-:': 
o: ca:.:.iE- anc t.he Coic S:.orage Co!!!!!:1ss::i.or:. aba:.:.c·1r ::.:. 
thE :.own. Hides. St:ins anc lea:.he!'" produ:;:.~ ar-:
p!'"oducec in Masvingo. In addi:.ior. :.he- iocal a~:.ncr:ty 
have provided c :.our1st k1os}: fo!'" sma:: s:;c.i-=-
scuip:.ures for :.he :.our1s:. indust:?""Y a!ong t.h~ 
Beit.bricige ttoac. Tnis vent.ure has bee~ very succe~sfu~ 
anc ~s now expanding. 

In G~!'"'t.!. the 
:?'"'ecogn~sed :.ha: 

Counc1 l and pr1 vate sect.01· hav~ 
:.he iand between :.ht- ra:lway st.a:.:ior. 

anC. t.he cl :.y cent.re he:~ become a t.rans i: l or.a: ::on~ ;.: ::. t..!": 
poo:- l y me.1 n:.a l ned 1 O\; dens:. :.y res 1 den-.:. i al p:?'"'cpe::--:. 2 es . 
7h~ a?"'ec :i~ 
mu!:.ipie use~ 
:lc.:.s. Simi !c.~ 

r•ecom1ng 
such aE 

:.!"ans f C•!""!l1e~ 1 r1t c. 
re-.:.c. :i ~ . se?"'vi ce 

ar. c.?·~= r...: 

l ndus:.:-1 a! ar1c 

:~om t.h~ ba:.a Sho~ facti:·r:-· • ie:::.ner . c~ass tei:;:.c:-:·. 
Cold St.orage an~ ot.he:- manufactur1n~ ::.ndus:'.!'"1e~. 

!!"I~ m.2?!'.be!'" o: SSE ::n :1nL.UaDwe ::.~ ove:- _ m::!1c·::-. e:::;:·ic·y:?"?; 
ove:- 1 . : mi! l 1 on ?eop ! ~. :-ne l.JSJ..:r. su:--v<:-y f ounc :. "r1a: :.:r1e?'-:
~r~ mo:--~ ~s:::: ::.n :irnbc.Dwe :.r1aL :.r. n~1ghb01.;:-1n;- ~o:...:.:-,:!·::.:.~ ~:;:-~ 

~~ Kenya. ~eso:hc. 
~ls~ more SSE per 
:-u:rc: en:a~. 

Sou~t ~!:-::;~ e:n~ Swa=:!an~. 7~~::""E ~:-~ 
cap1t.e: ::.r; :.he U!"Lor. e;ee:f :·:.::.:-. l!". ::1'":' 
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The majority of SSE's are one person businesses with 70% 
~ing in that catego'!'"')'. The average size o: the SSE is 1.64 
persons in the USAID Su!""Vey. In the comparat.1ve am:.lyeis 
between Gweru and Masvingo. 90% of businesses empioyed less 
t.h~n 15 persons while 63% had less than 5. It. is evident. 
that the;:-e are more employees in t.he formal small scele 
ent.erpr1ses than in t.he informal househoic ieasec 
ent.erprises. 

The empioyment. of the ~ centres has been C.1videc in~o 
skilled anc unskilled labour in the case of Masv1ngc c.nc 
\;weru. From !al:• i e ~. it is cl ear :. ha: c. lmos:. r1a ~: :.he i abour 
is classified as s}:iileci labouY- '-he:-eby 1nc:ica:.1nr :.r1r.i: t.r10::
smcl l scai€ en~erprises c.re no"C. par't.icularly ar, employer o: 
uns:t: l l i et l abour . 

71.EU: :: : s:zE O? SK~LT TI>/UNSKILLED l..ABOUF. 

c:'!"Y/TOW?\ UNSKILLED TOTAL AV::: 1 :IPY. 
~-~---------

N/'1-. N/A 2066 c i:-. -

MASVINGO 471 486 O""~ 
- ..J' -- . c 

336 623 
. , , 
_.;;. ~· 287 ---

Source: Mast.er Plan St.udies 

In compar-ison betweer: the cent.re~. the size o: :irms vary 
between = i '- i e~. Gweru has ~he larges~ 1 czou:; f o:-- ::f ;:>e!· : : :!''1: 
~13.6 persons1 a~ compared w1"th Mcsv1ngc (:.:.c pe!'"sons; enc 
Mut.ere ( 9. 5 persons J . Tnese t irrn:. a:!'·e meC.1 ~- s: ::ed e: 
::omparec -:c. the la:--ge employmen: f1rt"..s 0: :Ela:.a. 'f.l loys 
< Gwe?"u J • Bonier 7imbe:rs anc :Eioarc and ?aper CMt.:tt:!' e. an: 
Coic St.o:-agt: Commiss:?or: CMasvingo: whc· employ or. the aver-a;;;e 
more the~ 1000 worker-~. 

~· e1gn1flc~nce in the USlIL survey. was '-ha: more :.ha~ 50~ 
c;.f 55'£ a!"~ usec tC• suppiement tr1E-l?" ·nc•usei'KiC ::nCQ?t:e. J..lUJ".:'!:"'.. 
75% of SS~ a!'"~ manageC. by :emc.1e~ lr: --:.h~ u!""bar: area~ ...::.: !~ 
62~ are fem~ie ?"Un in th~ ru:rbl area!. 

l~c~l. natJcna: enc c:rov:n::a~ ievel! anc he! c~.~~ 
a~pi1ed :nth~ queetionna1?"es ·~ Mesv1ng~ en~ G~~~~ 
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Figure 4 shows ·that. Masvingo relies on local population for 
their labour force while Gweru is more t.ransitional and 
there are more employees from the national and provincial 
ievels. 

~IOORE 4 : OfotlGIN CF. ~OUP. 
MF-~INC'iO .ANO GWERU 

Ml.SVINGO 

2.4 :~nkages. Input/Output Analysis 

In the questionna1rf;. an at.tempt was made to assesE ~h~ 
:ev~l of linkages between the ci1ffe?""em. f1nn!" ir. :.h~ cent:-e. 
Ir. br .... ti'": Mut.~rE- and Mas\1 1ngc, t.here was our1C t.C· DE- c !::.!"""·.)n~· 
:1nkage b~tween fl~ csef; Figure Sl .e. mos't ::::"lllE s0ic 
products or provided e servicf; tc othe:- ent.erpr1seE l~ :h~ 
cer::rf; anc! mos: f inns rece:i ved good~ anc se~1 ceE : O!" i::·":.°nE':

e:1te?""pr1 ses. 
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FIGURE 5 : uNKAGES BETWEEN ARMS 
MUTAREI MASVtNG0 ANO awERU 

200 ~NUMBER~~OF~ENTER~~P~AISES~'.....-------------------i 

100 L-. -------

-SELL YES 

uNKAGES TO FIRMS 

- SELL NO (3 BUY YES 
-BUY NO 

In comparison.· the USJ>.ID survey f ounc :.ha:. most SSE ( S.6~. 
·seli their products 'to individual consumers and t.ha: t.here
is very little linkage to other f inns ir1 tht: conswnp:.1or; 
patterns. However there is a st.rong bacKwaras linkag~ :c 
other firms for inputs where it wes found that. 8~.2~ o~ ~3E 
buy semi processed or finished product.s. 

In the case of Gweru. it appears 'that mere !irms cio not bu;· 
or sell t.c. o'the::- ent.erprises. Tne reason for ~tis couic :o~ 
that Masvingo and Mut.are have longer well e~tabl1s!:e~ 
resident businesses while Gweru is more 'trans::.ionci an~ 
relles on the inputs and outpuLs t.~ tht: nat.1onai o~ ::-eq1on~: 
level rather than the local level. 

As part o~ t.he analysis of the linkages be:wee~ enterpr1se!. 
an analysis of the 2nputs and ou:pu:.s was carr1ec o~: l~ :h~ 
~ cen:.res. Fl gun: c snows the resu l :.s c! '-fie c.r1;;. ! y:· 1: . 

:-n~ lnput.s anc o~tpu:.s are rel atec t.c :.h~ 0r1;1r. c·f ~a·~· 
mat.E:riais for t.he- ~:!.rm anci aest1na~H·n cf ~nE: gc•c>C.! e:n: 
sen·1=es provlaed by :he !;.?"rn. :-he ce:"C.ego::-1e; usec a·· ... 
na:lona!, local t:.nci lnternat1on~:. 

In M~sv1ng0. :h~ bu!1nes; bc:1v1ty 1; n1gn:y r~i~:~~ tc :~~ 
use ct national ro~ mbt~r1al wn~re ~3~ c.~ :np~:! w~~~ 
oer1ved trorr. tbe nat1ont:.~ level and d.1.~tributec ma1nly :c 
t.hE- local level C5l~i. 
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ln comparison to Masvingo. Mutare derives 35% of its inputs 
from the local level showing its dependence on t.he local ra~ 
materials -(-e _g. tjmber resources) . Tnere is an unusually 
large inputs from the-- international level (15%) which shows 
the connection witr1 the Beira corridor. Almost half of th~ 
products are distributed locally with a significant nat.1onal 
market ot 44%. Tnis indica~es t.het Mut.are makes c 
significant con~ribut1on to the national IDdrY.et. 

Masvingo in that it relies t.o a largE
the nation ~o be dist.ribut.ed locally. 
io~ level of local inpu~s from Gwer~ 

a less predominance on t.he local 

Gweru is similar to 
extent on inpu:. from 
Tnere is an unusually 
thereby indica:.ing 
resources-

2. 5 Gro~r; of Business 

Tne secondary towns and cit.iee have all exhibited population 
grc•wth since 198:: wit.ti Mu:.arE- ~5.1% pe.i. Masv:?.ngc.. {5.0~ pc:: 
anC. Gweru t 4. ~~ pa i . However ~hen: r1a~ been c: subst.ant i et l 
difference ir: t.he groW't.h of empioymen:. w1t.h Mu'tare <4.5~: 
pa) . Masvi ngo ( 3. 7% pa) anci Gweru c :. . 1 % pa) . llnemp i oynien:. H. 

Mut.ar~ and Gweru ros~ substan:.ialiy from ~bou~ 10~ in l9e: 
't~ 27% and 38% respectively. 

Tne USAlD su....-Yey found that there was an average gro~h of 
SSE by 9% pc ln urban areas and 7% in rural areas. However 
most C81~--di~ not. gro~ at all and those whc aic grow. gre~ 
at 41% pc.. There .was a signigican't gro~h in the service 
sector especially in tr1e urban areds C26~ pal. 

3.0 COMMON PROBLEMf WITH SMALL SCALE El'i!ERPRISES IN SECONDAP.Y 
TOWNS ANr• c:7:~s 

Tne quest.ionna:?.ree 
f o:r a~ analysis 
businesses. 

fo:?'" the clty Master 
of problew~ be1n~ 

?lans ais0 providec 
encoun'tered by tr:~ 

::, _ 1 ?lans for Expans1 or: 

I~ is s1gnif 1can~ to note 
half the businesses intend 
only except1on being in 
lnc1cat.ed the1~ will1ngnese 

that or. average 
~o expe:.nc the:.:r 
Masvin~o where 
t c.· e>:pe:.rici.. 

Jus:. i es~ :.har. 
busineese~·. ~Z"1t 

mo:?'"E- -:..nar. - "" :i ..... , 

:-.om~ c.: the rec.son~ ~1ven for not wan~:.ng t.o e:i:panci ir: ":.":°s-:
!u:.~!""e a:?'"e a~ f0liow~:-

12) there is no: enough land. C37.9%1 
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(3) not enough foreign currency to import spares and 
machinery. Cl3.8%) 

(4) lack of business acconmodation. <3.5%} 

.These .findings are consistent with the USA ID study which 
est.a.blisheci that the major problems facing SSE are lack of 

:of r~w materjals and capital (30%). inadequate markets (18%) 
and the lack of space or inadequate location C6%1. 
Interest.ly enough. "the restrictive regulations of Government. 
were not considered a major probiem t.o SpEs. 

Tne combined response of lack of land anc business 
accomnodation C41. 5%) compares well witr: the need:. for-
1mprovement to the access t.o land in the cities shown in 
F:igure 7. It is evident tr1at both t.he fo?"liial CBr1 based. 
enterprises ··and--·the household based informai ent.erprise~ 
r1~ve a common probelm of soace to carry out. t.r1e::.~· 
activ:it.ies. 

Since the preparat.ion of t.he Mut.are and Masvingo Mast.er Piar. 
Swdies. the introduct.:ion of t.r1t Economic S~ruct.urc.~ 
AdJustment Prog!'"amm€ <ESAP) may have changed ~he ~esult.s cf 
t.he analysis. I~ is known that. expansion of commer:1al anc 
2ndustry in Mutare- over the las't :; years has 1ncreasec 

.s:ignificantly .:dUe to t.he Bein~ Corridor and wit!"" ESA? and 

.t..he lif~ing of foreign currency cons't.raints. t.here may be ar: 
increase -in expansion with other towns and cities. 

3.2 Needs for Improvement 

Tne questionnaire requested :inf o:nnation from en~e~prise~ on 
the ievels eif inadequacy of t.he services anC: l1vinq 
condition:. in the respective cent.res. Although some are 
irrelevant to U1is analysis. F:igure 7 shows the cif!e?"ence::: 
between Mutare. Masvingo anc Gweru. 
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~IGlJRE 7 : NEEDS FOR IM?ROVEMENTS 
Ml ClA.CCE.! MPn<;.-VIMGO J\NtJ GWEFiLt 

MUTARE Ml.SVINGO 

ROADS 'IS._ 

LAND 36'1. 

. 
H~ITA.:..S 3~ ~ .... 

SOURCE : MASTER PL.AN STUDES 

Tr1t- mos-. common preiblem ln t.'ne t.owm: c.nc c1-.1ee 1e ":.ha~ c: 
o::ct:e!: tc. mo!'~ lane fc.i?" t.i"sei?" buf'1ne~see anc houe1n;: ::'.o?· 
t.h~ir emplc~eef CM~sv1ng~ ~; ~. Mu:ar~ 40~ anc ~w~rL ~4~ 
1)t.r1er common p:rc·rd ems art- acce~~ t.c• t 1 no.net-. s;.:1 l l ec 
manpowe:- and soc10.~ fac1iit.1es. ~n~ jacJ.: c.:: aaequct-: 2·oei~= 
w~e more of a-problem than tne p:rovis1on of wat.er. sewerage 

o.nci e:jectr:ici-:y. 
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3.3 Other Problems 

The ~O!"?lS ~and cities are generally under zoned for 
-commerc:i~l ~nd_industrial development and the density of 
development is not_adequate. There is a need to increase 
floor are~ factors _in the central business districts. !~ 
addition. most.-~owns and cities are service orientated with 
_a smal i number_ of key manufacturing industries providing tr1~ 
majorjty of employment. Tnere is a need to increas~ 
~mployment- t.hrough labour int.en~ive. manufactur1nr 
2ndustr1es that are related to the raw materials of th~ 
local h:rnterland. Tnis wil~ in turr, increas'I?: !inkage!:' ani 
provide growth of more smali scale enterpr1ses. 

Ir. o:.he:- centres. there is ar! imbalance C•f commercicl an:: 
:ndust:r1al development. with a bias towards tr1t- formc.l 
secto:?". Tnere is c need "CC· encourage t.he 2mprovemen:. :c -:.h-:-
1 nf orma l sector particularly :!fl t.r1e high dens1 ;:y housin~ 
a:-eas. 

~.O RECOMMEND~TIONS 

4.1 Summary of Issues 

!ne comparative amdysis between the- seconcia~· towns ant 
cities of Mutare. Masvingo and Gweru as c resul: of th~ 
surveys undertaken for their respec~ive Maste~ ?ians hav~ 
?"aised a number of key issues fac1ng tne sm;d l scali:: 
enterprises. 

<1> Tne loc~tional characteristics of businesses in th• 
secondary towns anci cit1es are .tiotr1 ~::!.t.~ sr•ecific ii.-:-. 
they 6epend on the city's locat.1on1 and b?'"ancn snec1~1~ 
Ci.e. they a?"e-focat.ed as e:. result of 6ecentre:.i1sat10~ 
from the national centre l . Tneref or-e- ~he sme:.: l sea~ e 
enterpr1ses fbll into two me:.in categor1es:-

1 a; Tnose that. a!"e linked to e: me: Jor manutact.uring o!
processing enterprise wnJch is tiep~naent on e 
ioce:.l raw material in the city hinterland. 

(bl TnosE- triat are servic-~ c '.""1ent.atec tc the cJ:·.
rJopulation anci lire usucdly b!·csnche:s o: m~JC·!· 
natl or1a l <:•rgan1 sot i one or a9enc l '!:'~. • r1~ ru: Jc·2·:. -:: 
ot small scale indust~1es in MasvJng0. Mutare an~ 
Gwe:::""u tal ! int.c· :.iu~ catego?'"y. 

1:1 Eac~ Clty has ind1vidua~ly unJque pro:iie~ 0! bus~nes! 
act.ivit.y wn1ci': l.E boti'1 rc-iatec t.<-· th~ -:vr·-:- (•: t!:--.::i·,:-:· 
anc.i the crrowtb pat te:?""n al though tr1ere a:rE: f: im~ l ~::- l: i e~ 
between each c1ty. 
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Mutare has a long established resident based business 
comnunity a~ opposed to the more transient and changing 
business conmuni~y in Gweru. New businesses in Mutare 
have been ·set· up as a result of the Beira Corridor. 
while new businesses in Gweru have been established as 
a. .result <>f. it _central place in Z11IWabwe. Masvingo has 
new businesses set. up recently to service the large 
hinterlands business potential. 

In all t.owns 
growth of 

und cities. there has been a substant.ial 
sma 11 sea 1 e "l odoe:r enternri ses · 

charact.eriseci ny multiple uses on~ singie st.and. wr:::icr: 
do not conform to the iand use zon1ng regulations anc 
t.enci to over ut. i l 1se the serv1 ces provided. t.C' th~ 
st.and. 

In aci.ciit.ion. t.r1ere has been e: subst.ant.ie:~ growth in the 
household based smali scale ent.erp? .. ise whjcr: r1e~ 

:nsufficient. space for its ac:.2vi:1es. Bot.h ~hE 
household and non household ~nterpr1se~ need suppo~~ 
from the local authorities :.. . or-de:?:" t.o improve the1r .. . . conw.1-:1ons. 

!41 Tnere have been bot~ oub!jc anc orivat.~ sect.or 
in l 't lat. i ves i r.. the seconda:?:"y t.owns ant. c J. ti es t.c 
improve t.he business condit.ions for small scaie 
enterprises. Tne init.iatives have usualiy t.aken t!"1-: 
form of bu11a1ngs which are let t.c small scale 
businessmen and indust.r1a11st.s. The size~ of prem1se~ 
a!"'e sma 11 e:?:" and tr1e type of activities are C. i ve!"'Se. 

( 5) Tnere is e: va:?:" i at ion i T! E: i ze. emt• j c•vn1erit. c.nd O?" J. cir: o: 
Jabour bet.ween t.he t.own~ anC: c1t1es. Botr: Gwe:--t; ant 
Mut.are have ext.ravagant iand sizes result.1ng in unie~ 
u:iiisat.:ion of land. Ir: Masv1ngc1 and Gwen.:. t.he sma~~ 
scale ent.erpr1se~ are not. mejo~ employers o:' unski~ie~ 
: abou!'" alt.hough the average size of firm var1es bet weer. 
:3.8 person~ (GwerL1l. ll.0 1Masv1ngo1 anc ~.~ person~ 
CMut.are; . 

0n the average ?0% of e:ll bue1nesse~ ir ~he seconda~· 
t.own and c2:Jes employ lese :han l~ pe;som::. Mc:~·.·:ng': 
Yely p~edorr.::.nant.ly on iocal oopulei.-:.1c.•r. :'i:>Y the1!' 
employmen: w·:iije Gweru has more r1ct.ior.e:.l e:.n:: p:·eiviri=i~~ 
employeee in t.he city. 

1c1 Tne:?"'e are s:?"oric !1nxbce~ bet.weer. !1nr:~ ~r. s:.mf c: :.n.r, 
:owns anc c1t1es and ~he~e 1~ ~ var~e:Jo~ be:wee~ :~~ 
c·rJc:n c·~ ~nD!..:':S c.nci tb~ dee-:H1C:~-~o:. <::! C·i.'".r.~::~ ::-. 1:!":7 
tCMfl~ and CltleS. 

.. 
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In· ::Masvingo - ~nd Mutare 
between _.±inns_ that have 
opposed to . ..Gweru where 
between firms. 

there a~e strong linkages 
been well established as 

there is not muct1 trading 

Alternatively~ Gweru and Masvingo are similar in their 
- ::input/output. -uses with a st.rong dependence on t.he 

nat.1onal markets as a source of inputs and a dotr.1nance 
of-the:local market. for d.istribut.ion of their out.put.s. 
-Mutare. _-on ~he other hand has c. high dependence on 
local raw mat..erials and in'ternational input.s and. a higrr 
level of "export'' of outpu~s t.o the- nationc.i !evel. 

(7) Tnere ~s generally a io¥: ievel of bus:?.ness oD:im::?.srr: in 
thE: small scale enterprise~ as shown by the tact that 
less than 50% of business do not nave an expansion 
programme due to unsatisfactory levels of ra~ 
materiais. forex. office accomoda~ion and land. Tner~ 
H:: also problems in access t.c.· housing for employees. 
access to finance. ski 1 leci. mc:.npower- and f inane~ ir: :h~ 
secondary towns and cities. 

Tne central business district and industrial areas are 
generally under zoned for commercial and indust.r1al 
development and the dens it Jes of deve i opment a:?:·-:
inadequa te. The growth of employment is not. keepin9 
pace with the growth in job seekers and there i~: c 
looming unemployment problem in most towns anci ci~1es. 

4.2 Suggested Solutions 

Tne issues facing the Small Scaie Enterprises in seconda::'"y 
:.owns anC. cities are numerous and va!"':ied.. Tney cove:- })(;:;-. 
the locat.1onal characteristics and the ooe!"'a~:icn~~ 
charact.e!"'ist:. i cs. Tne Master :Pi ans are e: t :.em;:.·:.1 nq 
encourage growt.ri in development. of the seconcia::--y :.own:: an~ 
cit.1es and are prov:iding :i.ocat1onal improvemer.-:..: tc ;:r1-:
env1?'"'onment. 

Tne Economic Structural AdJustmen:. Programme (ESA?. 
recognises the operational constraint~ tc the sm~:l s~~i-=
ent.erp:r:ises such as str1ct regulations and 11censin; c~ 
smai i businessess. The p:rogramm€" tne:reforE: sed:e - ' 
der~~u~a~~ these operational cons::rainte ln order tc as::1e: 
the sma!! scale ente:rp:r:ises to grow ant bene~Jt t:ro~ th~ 
ant1c1pated growtr1 ln employment.. 
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In addition .tile World Bank and Nordic States sponsored Urban 
Il Development Programne CUrba~ Sect.or and Regional 
Development. Project.)- in secondary towns and cities 
identifies the need to improve the institut.ic.nal capacity of 

__ local gove...""'llDlent. in . order t.o introduce mean1ngful anc 
·sus~ainable (self sufficient) development. 

Tt1e programme attempts specific:ial ly to:-

(1) Undertake appraisal of ieast cost 
lnvestment.s in urban services. 
housing. 

and most ef ficien: 
infras'truc'tur~ a~c 

L-::1 Carrying out "in-service training fo!" professional 
technical and aciminist.!"a:.1ve worke?'"~ and t.r1.c:o 
acquiEiI...J.on of vehicles and equipment (compu'ters). 

C3J Supporting the Local Authorjties in the preparation o~ 
annuai accounts and investment revisions :or inclusior: 
in the Public Sect.or Investment Programme. 

Tnese nationa..l policies and proJects provide a framework :.o 
cievelop suggest.ea solut.ions t.o tr1e issues facing sme:l l scc:i~ 
enrerprises ln secondary towns and cities. Some solu~1ons 
are suggested as a contribution towards t.he nat1onal policy 
of suppor't to small .scAle enterprises_ It mus:. be r~memberec 
that they are general in nature and not specific tc.· ~he t.owr: 
o"! Masv1ng(l and c1ties of Gweru and Mut.are. 

c 1 1 Tne Mest.e?" Pl ans for Mut.aroe:. Masvi ngc and Gweru tiav-t
contributed to deregulat.ion and :.he st.ructu!"c.! 
adJust.men:. programme ir1 t.he fc1llow1ng ways:-

i a·, nse Centra 1 Business 11i st.r i ct.s an· rezoned tor 
aeneral bus:iness use wr1:icr1 c.llow~ to::- a rr~~:·::u1·~ <: 
land uses and ease~ t.h~ iocat.ionai cons~rain:.s ~0 
small scale enterpriseE. In addit10~. th~ Ma~:~~ 
?lans. makes provision to:- intensi!iet comrnerc1~~ 
land uses in the peak land value area~ wnere mo~~ 
intensive higr. lncome cievelopmen:. ca.. est.ab! 1s; .. 

Tni~: wi 11 
pen. phe:ry 

nave an effec: of liberc.:.in; ~an6 on :.h~ 
for more ind1genc•uE smc.l:. sec.if 

en:.erpr1ses. 

( !:i l Tne grow~r: of th~ secondary to-.;ns ant c :i:. :i es "'·:. : 
be in :.he residen:.ial secto~ an' p~ov1~20~ l! ~~~~ 
:or "ne:ig·nbourr1r.1oc' snopi:·1n~ cen:.re~ wr1~::-eby ~.::nc 
1~ mad~ av~~labl~ to~ Sffi~ll e:a~~ ente~pr:se~ 
tc es~ab!1sh out of ~h~ cen:r6l buslnes~ ~l~~~Jc~. 
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(Cl The local governments are establishing industrial 
promotion comn1ttees t.o attract large scale labour 
intensive -manufacturing industries t.o the 
secc•nciary towns and cities. 

-Incentives such as rates holidays. tax relief an~ 
cr1eaper ·land and services are being introducec :c. 
attract these large scale industries. If this is 
successful-t.here wili be significant increc:.s~ ir. 
th~ establishment of small scc:.le enterprises 
linked to the large scale activities. 

!di As highlighted in a paper on the Deregula:.1c~ o! 
Physical Plann1n~ F.egu!at.ions. t.r1e!'".e- is c rieeC. 
;~';)rovE- the processing cf piannin; permissions by 
locQl autr1or1t1es as part of the F<egione:i To•·m an:i 
Country Planning Act.. 

Lc·cc: Autho!"i:.ies shou.lc b~ giver. ~h~ c1~pori:.un:i~:
~c p!"ocess app :!. l ca: ic:.ns f C•Y deve 1. opmen: fr·:i?!, smc: 2 

scaie ent.e~prises l~ 
ef!icien~ manner. 

a mor-e-

12; Tne p!"ivat.e anc oublic ~ect.or ±r:it:;at.lves uncie!'"t.aker1 
Muta.re. Masvingc and Gweru t.o improve t.i"it access t.c .. 
lanci for small scale ent.erprises need~ t.C· be enhancec 
and ext.ended t.o more areas. More spec1ficaily:-

<cd Local Government shc·uid iaent.ify conside?'"able ic:.nc. 
nee.!' U1~ cent.rel busir1ess dist.r1~ '!o!"" t.!1~ 
cieveiopm~n: of Sllici::. scai+= en:.erp!"iSe fac:.o:?""y 
sheiis <similar to ~he Mut.are Green Ma!""ke: 
concept. i or sme:. i see: n:· em:. ~!"Or 1 s-e zor:ee: w!-1-t-!· ~ 
aet.ai ied ass·istance packages can be prov1ciec t.c 
tenant.s. 

:b1 :-ne p!'"ivet.e sec~o!'" sr1ouici be- ac:1vely encoun:;J~t. 
to develor sma!l sca1E- ente?'"pr1sE- foc:o!;l sne:;~ 
an~ shoppin; cen:?'"es lSlm:lar t.0 Kuba:~na Cen:!""~ 
ir. Mc.sv1ngc•i for 1:;.wnersr::q:: ?r: o?' nee~ ~r1~ cen:re:: 
bus1nes~ dist.!"ic:~ of seconde!")' ~o~"n~ anc ci:.1e~. 

:cl ~o:h :.he publl~ and private sect0re Pn0ul~ preo~?·~ 
deta:~~t essistanc~ pb~kages ~o~ :.he s~bll ~=~~~ 

: ! · c.. l r. :. r ~ ~· . 
: !'·. ~ ~ i ~ c r;:.. 
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(3) Tne deregulc~~on of licensing controls. transport 
~enni~ and factory penn1't.s es :identified by t.he 
Economic Struct.ura l Adjust1oent Progrann1~ is suppc.•rt'C!C. 
In acidit.:ion. the curreni. programnes of financ1ei 
ass~sumce provided by exist.:in9 banking inst:it.u'tiorz::, 
are al so necessa.!'")' _ 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

:Tne report Dn ..:the Role ~f Small Scale Enterprises ~SSEs' in 
t.he cieve l opment of Secondary l owns anci Cl t lee i"1e:s bee!". 
assrsr.~c I1y .su....-veys carr1ec out for t.he preparar.ion of 
Mester Pians for ~he seconcia?'"y t.o-wn of Mc:.sv1ngc: anC. :ra-:-
e~conca!-y cit.ie: of Gweru anc M~tare_ A comparative an~ly:i£ 

SOUi~ has :reveal. e-c .:. numl:·~?- c: 
:::.ssues facin~ sma: l scale er.t.erp:r-ises H: secondary :..:>wns ~r.c 
c:~ies ir. Z:imbabwt-. Tr1ese i"1c.ve Deer~ er1do;se= D~- :r1~ L~5f..:: 
s~cdy car:r-Jet out. in 1991. In generai ~ne issues can be 
:-lass::if:iec 1nt-c bein;- !'.:•CatlC•nc! CTIC 0?'.\':'~-e":lOnc: cl:.hoJq:. 
~acr, c:t.y or :own has::.: o;,;r_ spec:fic :?.ssue~-

7":-:~ ioC"a:.1onal Jssues can ::.<:- sc·lved t.n!'ougf: eir;:·;c-rr:e::.-:- e:nc. 
::.nnovat.:ivc- development. proposals H: :he Mest.e?" FlaP-~ as we!: 
as posit.ive pub~:= c.nt privat.~ s~c-:o!' :n::.:e::ivee :n :.h~ 

pri:.vis2or; o: space tor small sc=:ic- en:.erp!""!Ses. 7"ne
operat.1onal issues car: be- sclvec !.•C•t.r: by a'?le11d: .. me!'.-:.~ 't~> -:·n-:
relevan: leg1slat.1on and the- recorm1encia:.1ons of t.hE- .=:conomic 
St.ruct.ural Acjust.ment Progranm1e <ESAP, for de?"egu ::.c.-:: l•:ir •. 

-Tr1e past ciecacie 1n Z1mi:>a:Pwe has seen an empnas1s on :.h-:
cieve1opment. c.f :rur(:l areas wit.r, t.h!: s~tt.!n~ u~· c: C-!"(J';.::!". 
;·o l n~= eina :t-!urc. l Se!""vi ce Cent.res H: orcie:- :.o st.1m'-' ~a:~ 
inves~ment J~ :.hese areas. Not.wit.hstanding -::t1F rur~: 
dev~iopm~~t :.t~us:. ~h~ population in :.h~ U!""ba~ a~e~F ~~ 
?r.u:e:re/Me:s·.1 1ngc,, and. Gw;rl! ne:vt- Q'!""C•wr. by c.pp:--c.;::me::.~ly :.;.: ~·-t: 
ar.num ar:C. unemplc•yment figure~ ar-e above 30~. Ir. :.h~ ne:~: 
ce::ac~. th~ ur:O::r.1sat1c·r! :in :1n~c.Dw-e ::.s e:.:pe:-"'.~c ~;;:-!""~c.: .. ~ 
!.·v b-:-:we~!'' :·-10% pe::- annun. coupleC: wit.r1 ai: :r:~rE:ast- ::.:-. 
1.memp l c·ymer::.. 

he.£ e: 
u~em;• i c·ymen~ cou;:i i ec wj t.i": st.agrian: r=te! c: : :-1-: ~r~s:. :r1~~·-:
• c· c ri~ec tr.: encou:"agE- th~ cie.v~iopme-r.~ o: :!IE- smc.l: s:a!~ 

ent.e:-pr !S~ sect.C·!· H1 C•rcier 'tC· ~:.1m1..d es~--t- em~·! <:·yr:1~r.-: 

• .& ' - - - ·T":'· '-' • .. ._ \.. J, if...• .. ;. -
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?.PPENDIX .1.-.: :n'PICAL:QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE MASTER PLAN sruD!ES 

- - · -riAME-OF FIRM: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 

STAND NO/STREET ADDRESS 

Shop. _Of.fice Service Wholesale Prof Indus. Other 
Indus. Warehouse Serv. 

TYPE OF 
FIRM~=~~-..-:~==~=-~...-.--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~__, 

3. When did you locate in Gweru 

4. How large is your premises in M2? 

5. How many people do you employ? 

Skilled Non-Ski 11 ed Total 
M F M F M F 

- - ·-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

6. From where is vour labour recruited?: -
National Urban Midlands Midlands Elsewhere 

Gweru Urban Rural 

Skilled 

Unskilled 

7. Do you have any plans for extensions or improvem~nts to your 
business in the future. YES NO 

8. If yes. state the type of extensions/improvements and 
approximate amount to be spen~- Amounts .............. . 

9. Do you foresee ·any problems in undertaking this exercise? 

YES NO 

10. It yes what 

11. For what reasons or benefits did you locate in Gweru? 

12. Did you relocate from anywhere else? YES- NO--· 

.. 



----- . ~ ............................... . 

INi>UstRIES ONLY 

14. From where do you receive most of .your material inputs 

............................................................. 

15. - To ·where do you se 11 most of your products 

········ .... ······ ............ ---· ................................. . 
-1.6. What mode of transport is used in the import and export. of 

materials and products? 

Import Road Rail Air OtherCSpec:fy) ....... . 

Export Road Rail Air Other(Specify) ....... . 

17. Is your stand rail served? YES NO 

18. Do you sell products or provide a service to any other 
industry in Gweru? YES - NO 

19. 

20. 

L---

If yes. specify . ......................................... . 

Do you 
Gweru? 

receive goods . or service from other 
YES _, NO ;---

industries in 

lf yes. specify 

. -
........................................... 

22. Would you locate in Gweru again given the opportunity? 
YES -- NO.--, 

-· 
Specify why .................................................. 

ALL BUSINESSES 

23. Are the following facilities adequate in Gweru. Give reasons 
tor any inadequacy? 

Water .......................... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Sewerage ................................................. . 

Electric1ty ....................................... _ ..... _. 

Roads ................................................... . 



25. 

hil .............. -......... . . . -...................... . 
Local Transport ............................................ 

Housing ......................................................... 

Waste disposal .......................... -................ . 

Parking .......... . 

·-What· :improvements. 
see in Gweru . 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
as regards t.he firm. would you like t.o 

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . ................. . 

. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 

Any further comnents 

. ................................................................... . 

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . 

.................................................................. 
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PHYSICAL PLANNING AND RELATED RESTRICTION ON Sf'LALL SCALE 
ENTERPRISES : TOWARDS DEREGULATION 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Small scale enterprises in both rural and urban environments 
are constrained by regulations governing their location. 
operation and growt.h. The government.. through t.he Economic 
St.ructural Adjustment Programme <ESAPI ?'"ecognises that these 
regulat.ions are const.raining t.he growth of the economy anci. 
is calling for deregulation. Beth t.he forn1ai anci ::..nforma.i 
sector small scale enterprises are affected although the 
2nformai sector is more suscep:.it..ie t.o tno:- !·~g1.t~a-cc1:?"'Y 
con~rols. Tnere is consensus among aut.hor1ties ~hat :.here is 
an acute short.age o::' accommoda t 1 on t 0?.. sma l l ~:c:a i ~ 
enterprises result:ng from strict ::onina and bt.::i!din~ 
regu1ations. 

Tne physical planning and reia-::ed reguiat1on affec:.1nr. smal~ 
s:ale enterprises cover t.he ~e~1ona: 7own ant Coun:ry 
?lanning Ac~. the iJ!"'ban Council= Act. and t.he i.oca: Planning 
Authorities that adniinister ~hese Acts. :n additior.. tr1e 
:.and Survey Act and Model Bu:!lding By Laws are relai:.eci. tei 
t.he development process affecting smaii. scale enterprise:::. 

Palmer Associates P/L. Urban and Regional Planning 
Consultants were subcontracted by ZIMCONSULT under ;: UNiriC· 
project called "Support t.o Small Scale Inst.it.ut1ons and 
Enhancement of Indigenou~ Ownership". As part of tr1e 
project.. there is a need for a subsector report on the 
deregulation of pnys1cai planning and reiateci. rest?·ictionE" 
on small scale enterprises. Much of the material fo~ t~i~ 
report was collected from t.he planning officials 1n the 
cit.1es of Harare. Bulawayo. Mutare. Gweru an~ Ma~v1ngo and 
lS therefore or1entated towards the small scale en:erprls~e 
ln urban areas ot Zimbabwe. In add1t.ion. t.he Depart.ment of 
Phy~ical Plann1ng wer~ consulted on the ~eve!e c: 
aen~gulation necessary in ti"1e Regional. Towr; anci Coun:ry 
Flanning Act. Some ind1cat1ons oft.he effects of le~~£~e:icr 
on the small scale enterprises in the rural growt.~ pc1n:~· 
and service centres is made 1n thi~ report bu: tne ma:~ 
:r:!'"u~: eif the- repo?"t. deals w1tr1 th=· synthesis c:: ~he view: 
made by the plann1n~ orr1c1als in :~e urban a~~a~ :oge:h~: 
wl:h :hose o! the author. 
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2.0 CURRENT LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING SMALL SCALE 
ENTERPRISES 

The formal small scale enterprises are charac~erised by 
lower levels of investment. and therefore lower prices and 
iower quality of g~ods to the consumer. The informal smai! 
scale enterprise is unregi5tered. avoids paying tax. avoids 
~aying for licences and avoids the restrictive operat1on of 
nnn1mum wages and 1 abour c retrenchment) 1 aws. They al SC' have 
li~ited access to finance and fore1gn currency an1 are 
therefore inhibited in their possibility of growth. Tney 
:-,av-:- problems c·f obtaining p~nnit.s !rom goverrunent and iocal 
authori~ies. restrictive zonings and diffjcult2e5 in 
acqu1ring ianc. As a consequence small scale enterprises are 
located in different. parts of the city. t.h~ high dens~ty 
residential areas. the periphery c·f the Ci:'ntra::. Business 
District <CBD1. and bad:yards of existin9' bus:inesse~· ::r: tr1e 
CK~. in con:~ ict with the existing physical p:i.ann1ng 
1 eg :is i at. :ion. 

-:"! Zimbabwe. 1:here is nc' p1ec-e c·Z lea1siat.1on which g1ves 
recogn1t.1on t.c• t'r1e sma!.l scale sect.or or att.en·pt:; to 
r~qu~at.e its activities. If it was introduced. the SSE 
ieg1~~ation shouic provide for small scale en~erpr~se zones 
where oas1c services are provjded and there is access to 
capital and markets. It would encourage the setting up 
spec1ai ::ones where smal 1 scale enterprises car, be
accommodated and encouraged tc• interac: and pert orm wit t1 trse 
tormal ecc•nomy of the city. The location would be selected 
and tc•lerated by tht- authorities. 

The following planning related legislation affects the small 
scale en:erprises:-

':'tie ;;:ecr:onal Town and Count.rv ?lanninc Act. and Recuia:1on: 
c.f 2 97t maJ·:es prCiv!s1on for :.r1~ es:.abl !Shmen: c.:: .:..o.::c.. 
;iann1ng Aut.hor1t1es <?art I!I1. the- preparation o! Mas:er 
and Local PlanE for the local planning areas C?art !::: :h~ 
c~nt~ol 0f development within ::ones identi~l~~ in the Master 
ant Lc•ca: ?lar:: i?ar: :v. anc ti"1e p1A:;.cess1n~ ci: i:•t-!"'l:::~~ tc•; 
t~1~ :u!:iciv1zior; 
au~hor1ty (?ar: V 

and use of land by a iocal i=-~anr.:nq 
Trie Ac: anc.. Regulation: we:re prom~J!~ra~-:-c 

1r. ::.~7~ fC•!' ~he- · }ely urbar. p0puiat1or. lL :r1i:- p!"'~"JH·u: 
pc·:::1ca! ano sc·::- _.:-:inc·m::.c envirc·nmen1'... 

Aiti'1('.·Ur.~. L-:-,::::i~e H: proceauro; eippr0acr1. 'CrrE- 1-.c-:. :.: r.o: 
apJ:?'"Opr-J c~~ ~".'.:· tf1t? n~ecis '=': :n~ l 99C1 ec,~ 1 ~· ~;:-.:1n,:1lf:j :· 
-:-r:-...ri!·e::-.ment and l:": pa!":1cula.r :.r1i:- need~ t:•: :.:1~ sruc.~. ECc;e 
~r.:~:?"";::'!· 1 se~. 

. . 
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In 1982. a Special Development Order under the Regional Town 
and Country Planning Act was issued for the rural based 
Growth Points and Rural Service Centres. Tne legislation 
specified t~e rural areas where special development controls 
could be implemented by the local planning authorities 
thereby making c'.velopment "easier" than in urban a?'"eas. 
However. it did net specifically cater for the small scale 
enterprise. 

The Urban Council Act sets out the procedures for the 
operation and administration of the Local Author1tes in 
urban areas. It places a strong link to the Min1stry of 
~ocal Government. Rund and Urban Deveiopmen~ anci. denie.s tr1€
Local Authorities autonomy in their actions. in pa?'"ticciar. 
Section 160 of the Act sets out tne procedure~ fo~ u~ban 
local authorities to apply for approval of their aeveiopmen~ 
plans by the Minister of Local Government. Rurcl anC. Urban 
Development. Tnere 2~ no reference to sma!i scale 
enterprises in the Urban Councils Act. 

The Land. Survev Act as read w:.~n the Deeds Regis~ry Act 
provides for the land survey and registration of all lan~ l~ 
the count?"y. Tne survey can only be car:-1ed c•ut by 
registe?"ed land surveyors using str::ct technical guide!ineE: 
and tariffs. This causes long delays ln the de1::very or 
serviced land fo?" use by the residents of tr1e cit.ie:::. 

In addition. the Land Survey Act is not applicable to the 
rural settlements and res1aents can not obtain tit.le deed~ 
for their properties and therefore can not obtain f1nanc1al 
credit for small scale business operations. 

The Model Bui ldinc Pvlaws were prepared Hs 1978 for use by 
urban local author::t.·ies ana to assist 
of buildings plans. ensuring 
construction and pubiic safe'ty. Most 
adopted the by laws and a?"e constan-:ly 
control of build1ngs. 

them in the p?"ocessin~ 
quaiity of design. 
local authori!ie~ have 
bound by them ::r. the 

The Bylaws. E"im:ilar to the Regional ":"own and Count!;-' 
!='lannin~ Ac't, were p?'"epared in ~different peilit1ca! arr::. 
sc1cio ecnomic env1ronmen't and an· unsymp~thet.1c tc. the neeci: 

1nau~try 

mat.er1c.ls 

scale enterprises. They are c.lsc• not ~ympatr1<:-'::.".:" t: 
of appropriate technologies in ~he c0ns~ruc~10~ 
and in particular the use of unc~nven::~~a. 
for trs~ acconunodat1on r:·f small seal"=" en~e!"pr:see. 
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3.0 COMMON PROBLEMS WITH LEGISLATION 

3.1 Town Planning Schemes &nd Master/Local Plans 

All urban areas in Zimbabwe are covered by the Town Planning 
Schemes prepared in the 1960s and 70s under the now repealed 
Town and Count.r)· Planning Act.. The scheme= prcv:ide strict 
use zones in the urban areas where par~icular uses are 
either permitted. not permitted or occasionally penn1tted by 
special consent of the local authority. These use zones are 
usually locationally specific and do not. favour the 
locational requirements of small sca!e en~erprises because 
the land zoned ls most. ly prime urban 1 anC. wi-:r: hi gr: 
rents/rat.es. They are als~ restrictive ir: -:hat ~hey spec:iy 
~he type of use that can be carried ou~ :.e. re~ident1a!. 
industrial. commercial. open space and do not encourage 
m:::i:ed uses whereby business linkage: can be enhanced. 

The Re;-ional Town and Country P1an!11n~ Ji.ct provide: :"o!· :.he 
preparation o! Master and Local ~lan:. tc. ;eplac~ ~h~ To·w;, 
Planning Schemes and those are to be me.re flexibie 1n use 
zoning to aliow for mixed development anci less res~~ict.iv':' 
1n locai aut·nority control. Most cities anc town~ C.c. nc·'
have Master or Local Plans and are stili operating 0n Tow~ 
?lanning Schemes and are t.herefore rest.r1c:.2v'= ir. t.he1r 
attitude to small scale enterprises. Smali scale enterprise:: 
therefore remain af fect.ed by the res:.r1ct.ive zonin~ 
reguiat.ions in force and until replaced by Lo~al F1ar:s. wL~ 
cont:?.nue t.o receive enforcement or-ders from t.he ioca~ 

authority t.c· remove anci relocate the~.r "conf11ctin~ use:' lr. 
ex1st.1ng residential areas. 

Enforcement. Orci~rs are 2ssued by local au:.ho:r:itles wher. 
development is illegal i.e. in con:lict w2th :.he Towr. 
Planning Scheme or Mast.er/Local ?lan zoning. They are 
usually issuec on smal ! scale ente!"'pr1ses anc if ignored car. 
become a crimin~i offence. 

Th€' Phys:?.cal ?lanr.1n:; [>epart.men: :.09e:.her w::.tr. :.he c::.1es o:' 
Harare. Bulaway0. Gweru. Mut.ar~ ana Mun1c1p&il~Y 0f Ma~v:ng: 
~re all str:v1ng :.oward the 2n-.rc•duc:.1on c.:' mer-: : ~e::~1r:!~. 
iesf' restr-ict.Jve local plar:~. Tnes~ ;:·~ar::: w:~. i:i-:- H::;~·-:
:0le:rant of :.he need: of :.h~ ema!l s=~~e en~e~p:r:s~. 
Howeve:r. it appeare· that tnt- :r~asor; wri;.· U!'!•a:-. 1·:.::2'. 
au:ho:rit1ee have not prepare~ Mas~er anc Loe~: Plane is :.h!: 
r:he procedu:re~ :er the:r p:repara~1c•r. a: ia1d ".· 1.l: :r. :h'=' ;._,._ .• _ 
a?·e- :.rn1e C(.'l:f°U.'!!ln9 and e>:haus:.Jve. Usua~!y t·y ;_·;1Eo :1mE' :.:i-:-
M~ster Piar1 :i.: app:rovec. lt :: ou-: (·: ciai:e e::-1~ ".'.:1".:Ye::'.:·~·-=-
1napp:roi:i:-iate. Tnere- is a n~ec ti: revH~"' t.!'10:- f-:•!'"ma: :::·~ 
Master/Local Plan prepara:10~ and lnt.:roducE- ~ m0!~ e::'tec:~v~ 
and aprropr-1at~ lntermed1ate Dian preparation ~ys~em. 
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3.2 Development Control <Enforcement of -zoningl 

The Regional Town and Country Planning Act also provides for 
the processes of development control by the local 
authorities. 

The restrictive zoning in Town 
permit the local --authority to use 
as effectively as they should. 
local plans. the use of local 
provisions will be increased. 

Planning Schemes does not. 
their discretionary powers 
With the introduct1on of 
authority special consen~ 

The processing of development applicat.ions by the loca! 
authority is set out in the Regional Town anci. Country 
Planning Act and varies between different. iocai au .. hor:~ies. 
In the larger cities. a development pe!1Dit requires 
2nte:.-departmental consultation a!'t.er acknowiedgement c.nc. 
usually takes up to 6 months although the Act spec1f1es 3 
months. This de~ay ir1 processing app!i.:a:.:.c.·ns p~ace::. 
constraints on development anci :.s ci~trimental t.c· tZ1-: sma! ~ 
sea le enterprises. There is a need tc.· s-.!"'eami 1 :it- ~r.~ 

aevelopment control application processing time through 
improved management systems in t.ht- local a~~horit1es. 

Tne exist.ing c:.ties and t.owns have generous land ailocations 
and the land is under utilised as a result of coverage. 
building 11ne restrictions and restrictive bulk factors. The 
Town Planning Schemes provide restrict.ions on the amount of 
land that can be occupied by a building and this is 
generally too small. More use of the land shouid be made :C•y 
relaxing the building line and coverage restrictions. in 
addition. the bulk fact.ors wh:ict1 relate t.o t.he amount o: 
floor area that can be built on t.he l~nc is too lo~ 
result.ing in low rise buildings in the commerciai an~ 
1nC.ustr1a1 areas of the major citie~. Obviously these 
problems are not. app~rent in the rurai. growt.t: ;:>~>in:~: bu-: d_·: 
reetrict the opportun~ties for small scale enterprises to 
acquire suitable accommociat.ion in the urban ar-:as. 

An appl1cat:ion for development. when in con:'.llct ¥:1t.!°; 

zoning reaulat1ons requ1res t0 D~ advert1sec l~ 
newspaper and not1fy surrounding lant owners. 

the 

re:Jui!'ement i; unnecessary anc ls e: wa!': .. i:'=" c: :i:11~ e:.r,.;. r11.:·:-1-:y. 
Tn~ local au:hor1ty should ~nly nct~ty ~he surrounc:n~ lane 
owne!'s. 
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Owing to the delays experienced in the processing of 
applications. there are a number of extensions of time 
issued by the local authorities. These extensions of t lIIt"=' 

are dealt with. in the case of Harare. by the relevant sub
comnittees of Council instead of the planning officials. 
There is a need to introduce a more efficient ~~d effective 
system of processing development. applications in loca! 
authorities using fast track methods. 

Many small scale enterprises in Harare and Bu!awayo have 
received Enforcement Orders to remove their business fro~ 
the premises due to conflicts with the re:t.rict1ve zoning 
regulat.1ons in the .i.Own ?ianning Scnemes. (Exampies are l!: 
high density resident.iai areas anC. smc.ii cottage industri~E 
!n the avenue: close t.o the CBDl. Tnese er.forcemen'- orcie!'": 
should not be issued on small seal-=- en:.erx:-?'1ses --= 
deregulation is t.o be effective. 

However. it has also been ment.ic·ned tnat the?""e lS e: dange?· 
that. ~ot.a~ cieregulat.1on of t.h6 Act w1i~ resu::. in b ~ac~ o~ 

o?'"deriy development and therefore sou1e measu!'"t- t:.•: c0r::.?·c·~ 
must. be !'"etained by the local authority t.C· avc·1C. ae•.1elopmer::. 
chaos. 

3.3. S~bdivisions and Development ~ayou~: 

Fart V of the Regional Town and Country Planning Act 
empowers local authorities w:it.h righ~s fo!" approved c·: 
subdivision of land in their areas of jurlsC.:ctio~. 
Applications submitted mus~ be acknowledged. advertised. 
circuia:.ed and commented upon. Tne t.1me taker: fo!'" i:·'"·'"' 

proces~ is usually 4 months but varies fro~ 6 er 8 month~ 
ciue to poor management. in t. he 1 oca l a 1.4 t !"1c•?'" i: 1 es . · •· 
addition. :he :ime taken for :he approve: o! survey ~iagram~ 
and reg1st.ration of Lit.le deeds under the Lana Survey Ac: 1e 
r•etween 8-12 mcinths. Tnis haE Lht- effec:: ot redJc1n~ 
developers ability t.o borrow money fo; ci.€'v-:.!-:iomen: a;r::. 
costly delays in paying inLeres: on borrowed monev. :: =~ 
exa=erbaLed by the snort.age of l anci su!"'veyc·~-:f H. ~ !":-:
count.::;.·. 

TI1~ p::"eparat.ion of iayout.s is done by ... rnar. lr.:·c:. 
a~:ho!'"l t les anc have to be approv~(! by tht- : 1ep=.1-:rr:'f"r:-: .:. : 
?:-1ys1ce:l !'"'lann1nq end the ~:ir.1s~::"Y c·!· :.-:,.:-e.: Gove:--nm~r.:. 

Ru::"ai and Urba~ Devei0pmen: unc~~ Sec:1on :60 o! :n~ Urta~ 
Councils AC't. Thj~ :is ar• unr1ec~~sary. l.m:ec:hr::':.!':.~ 
reqL:1remen:. !O:?" bii layout.~ tC· r·~ SUD!:,~:~.""'::-::· n::.?'c?'":. 
I>~ i ege:.1 or1 c·! powe?"~ :c· : h-:- ??"<:"::l :-1::: H: i i:·: :' l c~?'"~ v::.. ~ : sr10rte:-. 
tnP plan ap~rov~i p?"~c~s~ anQ a_s~ c:on:r~but~ tc m~r~ ra~_: 

lant de~:ve~y. A~~hou;n :n~ ru~~- Growth P0~~t ~ayou:e ao~ : 
need M1n1ster1al ~pprovctl. there ar~ 10ng ~~~avp l~ 
aciuev1ni; layout approval ~hrou~:1 the Plann:n~ 0::1ce~. 
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3.4 Building Plans 

Most local authorities have adopted t~~ Model Buiiding By 
~ws and process the approval of building plans through the 
bylaws. The time. taken for building plans to be processed 
varies from 6 weeks to 2 months and could be much shorter if 
the management structure was set up and a system of 
differential scrutiny of plans was made. 

Most LOCai Authorities indicated that they were prepared to 
tolerat.e more appropriate bui lciing mate?"i:ls ir! the 
construction of buildings even though the Model Building By 
Laws protects the conventiona~ mater1a.ls. Ma.r:y ty~·es o: new: 
br1cks. wails. roofing materials et.c have Deen tested but 
are not yet being introciuceci in ~he ur.::>ar, area~ :·:: a~::-· 

significant amount. 

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEREGULATION 

Tht- overr:ic!ing comment on cie:-e~uiat.ion mad.ir:- by t.h€
Department: of ?hys1cal Planning anci. the h4='a\i~: ..:.·: p:anr::.n~; 
depart.ment.s in t.he local author1ties was th~-: t.he Reg1onal 
Town anci Count.ry Planning Act was adequat.e for its p~rpose 
and tr1at the local authori ~Y i nst.rument.~ su:::n as the ::.r 
managemen-: structure and procedures neeC. tc· c!lange :!!'! oriie::
t.ci ~ffect. cie-reguiat1on. It may be t.hat. dereguia~::.on is not 
the r1ght term to use and rather there is a need for a m0re 
appropriate use of legislation tor t.he new socic· econom'.!.c 
conditions in the country. It. is not. ciear i"1ow ef!ect.iVE
deregulation will be for the smail scale enterpr1se~ but. it 
is important to include them in any developmen~ prcceee. Tne 
following suggestions are made t.c assist more effect.ive 
deveiopment in the country:-

:1; In order to achieve a more widespreaci coverage of loca: 
plans. local authorities should be encouraged by 
9"0Ve?"nrnent to produce t.hese plans usin~ less v]gorou£
methocis of pian product.1on. Ci.e. !e~B derr1and.:::.r:g 
studlesi. Tne development plans should shcrw a basic 
framework of 1ntrastructure and show :i nC.:i ca~ l w:: l an~ 
uf.·ef.;. lnt- plan should move away from t.he ciete?"m::.ril£"tlc 
fo:us to b more pragmat.ic market led approa:h. 

; ::.: 1 The processeE' o!· development cont:r-o: ne~d:- t. c:. =·~ 
St.reaml1ned by icien~1fying ci:ie?·ent ::-.:.:.:te~ ft;·!· ::-:-:-

ct~veiopment applications. lt t.hE' a~veiopmPn: l~ 
gers~ral!y accep-:a:Oie. :~su~ of a pen:.H H!C!i .... :::.::::::'--:-;:: 

:.P. w1:t1~ ~week. !! thP tievei0prnent ~~qul~~~ ~u~~h~::
con~ul~a:1on. ~ a~lay of one montn w1:~ ~~ ~lven ., 
~ttect that cunsultation. 
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(3) There must be a general relaxation of ~own plann1ng 
controls to enable m1xeci land uses. h1gher bi..:.i ~: 
fac~ors. h1gher coverage fact.ors. use of bu:icings and 
higher dens1t.ies of occupat.1ori. The issue o: 
enforcement orders should be restricted ~o maJor area~ 
of development. conflict. Tnese relaxed regulations can 
be effect.ed in small scaie enterprise zones which can 
be iden'tified by the Local Aut.horit1es tc• encoi..:.?"ag'=" tr:-:
growth of accommodatio;. of small scale ent.erprises. 

<4l Tne general improvement H: managem~nt cf ~c::-c. 
authorities in t.hat. applications are acknowledg~c. 
cons~!t.at.io~s are undert.a~en quickly anc dec:~:o~~ ma~& 
~ff1c1ently. 

i 51 Tne requirement.s for su~e~ .. approva is and ~:::tie :ieec 
?"eg1st.rat.ion shouia be re;~xet t0 en~~!~ ~he pro~e£s1n~ 
of more subdiv1sJon appiica~~ons and quicker lane 
si.:.rvey cf prope::-t.1 es .t>y racm reg l st ere;: 
W' · • ena:b l 4=- get t. i ng mer":- dev~::. :·pmen: 
eEpe~1aily in the ru?"a~ 
d-:-e-i~ l n Gro~h :P~·l nt.s. 

,..,,...-_ .. ,,...~ 
~· ... ""'"'•·'-'. 

.·. - - - .. -=-~ 

1 5 J Tri~ powe!" t.c• approv~ i ayout.s Hi : erms c: 5€-~: ic•r: .:. £.c c.: 
~he U?"ban Councils Ac: should bE ciecen~!'"a!1se~ t~ :.h~ 

P!"ov1ncia! Planning Off 1c~?" wh0 shou!~ a~ieaa~~ c~?'e 
powers t.o the rural based local au'trio?"i-:y 'for plar: 
approvals i:i Growth Point.s and Rural Servict:: Cen:.?"'e=. 

l7} ThE: process~ng of building plan= needs t.0 be 
strearni1neC. so that s1mp1e bu:ld.1n;rs can reci:-~v~ 

immediate approval tsame dayi while :.hose requ1r1n; 
consult~t.1on wit.!', ot.he!'" cie~art.ment.~: shoulc. or:.!y take : 
weeY.E ma:>:::mum. 

5.( CONCLUSIONS 

~1e?"egu!a:.ion c,f ?hy~1cal ?lann1ng onci re:iat.eci. ?"'egula:.~on!" 1: 
more 0?"1enta:.et towards t.ne change ln ap~?oach :0 :~~ 

re:exa:1on c~ controls. and th~ p!"ocesE1ng ap~i1ca::0~ 
~ i":?" ou;;rh mc·r£
at•t hi:i;::: t. ~ ~!". 

eft::..c1en'- mc:r.ageme:::': s:.?'uc:u? .. e:: :::.r. -:.~·-:- ~(·=-~-
i:.~ar1 t.h~ Ci'°1ange- :.C• the !ea1:·!ct.;<.·f; C0-..1€'!'"::1": 

phys:ca~ plann1n;. 



Small scale enterprises will undoubtably benefit. from the 
increase in mixec use =one~ so that their io=at1onal 
::--equirement.s can be met. In addlt.!on. if pe:::-m:it.~ fC'!' 
development are eppiied for by the small scale er.t.e:::-p::--1ses. 
they will be processed quicker and have more cha:'lct- of b~1ng 
successful. More importantly. the small scale er.terpris~~ 
will improve thei?" operation and be able t.o gro'IN ::.n -:'h€' 
economy and increase emp i oyment ::. r. -: he n t.1 es. Eqt:a: 1 y . t. he 
provision of rnore"t.oierance and accommociar.1on tc-:-· sm.::i.li 
~cale enterprises in the urbar. areas w1ll res~!: 1n mor~ 
benefits to the ::--ura: based smell scc!e enterprise~. 
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THE POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF GRAIN MARKETING REFORM TO THE 
EXPANSION OF SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES IN ZIMBABWE. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is to explore the possible impacts of grain market reform 
on the participation of indigenous small scale enterprises (SSE). The major issues to 
be addressed by this paper are: ( 1) how to assure access to and availability of low 
cost grain in semi-arid areas of the country. (2) to identify feasible and cost-effective 
government investments that would promote grain availability and market access. (3) 
how to promote the role of SSE under a liberalised system and (4) how to reduce the 
Grain Marketing Board deficit, whilst maintaining producer incentives and affordable 
consumer prices. 

This paper has reviewed existing literature on household food security. market 
reform options and the role of small scale enterprises under a 'freer' market. The 
general conclusion drawn from these studies is that the existing structure of grain 
marketing is inconsistent with stated government goals. As a result the studies 
propose a number of reform options which are •consistent' with government goals. 
First. restrict the role of GMB as a seller and buyer of last resort, deregulate rules 
governing grain selling and movement restrictions leaving private traders to perform 
most of the functions. Second. promote small scale enterprises especially traders and 
millers in the rural and urban areas to procure and sell grain and to produce straight 
run meal(SRM) and mudzvurwa. The potential benefits identified are: (1) improved 
availability of grain in deficit areas and increased real incomes. (2) improved 
availability of grain and SRM which is less expensive than other meals, (3) increased 
diversification into higher valued cash crops by farm households. (4) employment 
creation, with the attendant multiplier effects (5) removal of the costly transport 
component wherein a product is transported to a major urban centre for processing 
and then transported back to the rural areas. 

The possible risks are associated with the ability of the GMB to compete with 
private trade. During a bumper harvest the GMB may be encumbered with cash flow 
problems resulting from undisposable stocks. During a drought year, the GMB may 
not be able to compete and may in the end start releasing stocks. The cost to the 
treasury may be high in both instances. 

This paper is in agreement with the contention that there is need for grain market 
,:eorganisation. It also agrees on the options and the potential benefits which can 
accrue if the market is reformed. It also agrees on the fact that the small scale 
enterprise has a role to play. 

However, it argues that there is need for more empirical evidence showing not only 
the potential benefits qualitatively, bu• to quantify them. This is due to the paucity 
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of empirical evidence on the levels of potential demand for the services of informal 
millers especially in urban areas. the tastes and preferences of consumers and the 
concomitant indigenous managerial capacity to manage and sustain the programme. 
This research should be carried out as as the reform programme progresses. The 
removal of rules and regulations governing grain trade are necessary. but not sufficient 
condition for the operation of a vibrant and low-cost rural marketing system. These 
issues are crucial if policy makers are to implement any given option. 

GRAIN MARKETING ORGANISATION: CURRENT ISSUES 
Since independence in 1980. the government adopted a policy of 'Growth with 

Equity'. Price and marketing policies were the major instruments of redistributing 
income to the communal areas. 

Marketing and price policies were designed to: 
o meet food security concerns by ensuring adequate and stable supply of 

the basic food commodities and ensuring the available of basic food to 
consumers at affordable prices 

o promote production of export earning or foreign currency 
saving commodities. eg cotton. oilseeds (soyabeans, 
groundnuts. sunflowers). beef and wheat. 

o encourage crop diversification in low rainfall areas by offering incentive 
prices for drought tolerant crops i.e. small grains (sorghum, rapoko. 
mtunga); oilseeds so as to increase participation in production and 
marketing. Bulrush and finger millet were recontrolled. 

o balance or minimise the administrative costs of the 
agricultural marketing parastatals. 

o maintain enterprise . viability and thereby continued 
production o! given commodities. 

To achieve the above objectives, the Government implemented several policies to 
stimulate increased participation of especially the smallholder farmers in the market 
economy: 

o Established GMB depots and collection points throughout the communal 
lands, which increased market access and reduced farmers' marketing 
costs. 

o Expanded smallholder credit through the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation(AFC) for input purchases; 
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o Constructed and upgraded roads which improved access to 
markets and reduced transport costs; 

o Expanded extension services into the communal areas which 
improved farmers's access to technical information. 

Several studies focussing on decision making and household food security status 
of rural farm households have been conducted in Communal Areas of Zimbabwe by 
the UZ/MSU Food Security Research Project (Stanning, 1988; Rohrbach, 1988; 
Chigume, 1988; Jayne et al, 1990; Govereh, 1988) and others (Jackson and Collier, 
1988; Hedden-Dunkhorst, 1989) (Table 1 ). 

These studies reveal a number of insights. First, they all show that recent increases 
in food grain production and marketing have had concentrated distributional effects. 
For all the survey areas and all the years, the share to total production and marketing 
of the top 10% has been disproportionately large, contributing over 50% of total grain 
production. For sales, the data showed that the contribution of the top 10% was 
more concentrated in the more marginal areas compared to the high potential regions 
(Table 1 ). 

Provincial level data indicates that 5% of communal areas contributed over 90% of 
GMB maize intake (Stanning, Rohrbach). 

Second, these studies have shown that a substantial proportion (up to 60%) of 
smallholder farmers are net purchasers of grain. In addition, they also happen to be 
in the lower income group. It is argued that increases in producer prices will 
encourage increased production and lower prices in the longer term. But in the short 
term vulnerable groups will suffer as a result of price increases. However, as a counter 
argument, some researchers contend that increased production by surplus producing 
farmers as a result of a higher price, generates employment through more hired labour, 
thus reducing the negative effects of. price policy on the deficit and marginal 
producers. Chigume (forthcoming), shows labour hired by the surplus producers 
computed in monetary terms to be insignificant. Therefore the conclusion that a 
higher price would have an adverse affect upon net buying households in the short 
term tends to stand . 

. Empirical evidence shows that many households in most communal areas run out 
of grain before the next harvest and grain to meet these needs is not available in the 
local communal areas (Jayne et, al, 1990). These local shortages of grain exist 
despite the fact that the GMB silos and depots are full of maize. Consequently, the 
deficit households have to either buy the locally available g.·ain at a price higher t:ian 
the official selling price or resort to maize meal purchases, which is expensive and less 
preferred (Jayne et. al, 1990). In fact, the dominant sources for grain purchases were 
neighbour (for grain) and shops (for mealie meal). In general, areas which were more 
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deficit te11ded to rely more on maize meal purchases than areas which were less 
deficit. 

Other results showed that due to the underdeveloped nature of grain markets in 
communal areas, grain availability was low, hence grain prices were higher than what 
would prevail with well functioning rural grain markets (Chigume and Jayne, 1991). 

last, the results seem to show that in all the survey areas, the surplus producers 
who had more volumes, tended to sell more to the GMB than low volume surplus 
producers who tended to sell to other neighbouring farmers. This points to the 
potential role of private traders in grain trading especially in areas were low volumes 
are traded. 

Taken together, these factors result in decreased real incomes of households in 
these areas in two ways. Directly, the price at which they buy the grain or maize 
meal reduces their incomes in real terms by as much as 30% (Jayne, et, al, 1990). 
Indirectly, resources are devoted to grain production with little or no diversification to 
higher valued cash crops. As a result it limits the amount of income available for 
investing in improved crop technologies. 

The above discussion indicates that the thrust at past agricultural policies while 
well-intended may not have achieved desired effects uniformly across all the farming 
subsectors. The findings of these studies demystified a number of policy 
misconceptions. First, that rural households were homogenous, hence responded to 
policy stimuli in the same manner. Second, that there is rural grain self-sufficiency, 
hence national food security was the same as household food security. Last, that 
rural households bought insignificant amounts of mealie meal and when they did so 
it was out of preference and not that the grain was not available. The next section 
presents the forces that give rise to the need for restructuring 
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GRAIN MARKET REFORM OPTIONS 

The above discussion indicates that due to these misconceptions, the structure of 
the GMB as a one way flow single channel system &cquiring grain from the 
countryside for use in urban areas was maintained. Due to this misconception, the 
GMB failed to restructure its operations and policy so as to encourage private 
investment in grain trading, storage and proc'?ssing. 

A Case for Restructuring 

Several forces give rise to !'.)ressure to re-examine current marketing and price policies: 
o Lack of growth in communal area farm household incomes. 
o Inconsistency of the farm commodity pricing with the achievement of 

income re-distribution and equity. 
o need to draw up a new and focussed strategy for rural and agricultural 

development based on improving agricultural productivity and the role of 
small scale private traders, transporters and millers. 

o need to reduc~ GMB subsidies to zero by 1994/95. 
o that increased crop prices have been detrimental tc those 

households who are net buyers of food. 
o that the process of crop diversification was limited 

This type of situation is '!ncouraging a growing body of researchers to advocate for 
the reorganisation of the market. (Blackie, 1984; Child et al, 1984; Muchero, 1986; 
Jayne et al, 1990). Given the myriad of problems a government monopolistic 
marketing system would face, Blackie concludes that such a system alone will never 
be able to provide an efficient delivery system. Thus, it becomes important to look 
at the private sector as an alternative in grain marketing, not in terms of one 
substituting the other, but as a complement. 

The chall~nge for policy makers is to stimulate surplus production capacity on 
communal area farms and distribute it at least cost to urban and rural consumers. This 
requires that agricultural programmes and policy incentives be more targeted and 
focussed on promoting reliable and efficient informal sector marketing and milling 
channels that are responsive to smallholder needs. This is a reasonable policy goal and 
is in the best imerest of the country if the communal areas are to be upgraded in their 
living standards. Fc-ilure to do so would mean maintaining a disp~. ·•.. ·!II-being of 
rural and urban sectors of the population of Zimbabwe. In adtL:., +~· r· 4ricultural 
programs and policies should be strongly linked to a rural devl " • ..,olicy aimect 
at stimulating the participation of the small scale enterprises which are the 
cornerstone of the success of the Economic Struc~ural Adjustment Progrmme (ESAP). 
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In talking of grain market reform, there is need to examine cost effec~ive ways of 
making grain available to the vulnerable groups at lower prices. There are a number 
of alternatives which can be adopted from short-run measures aimed at reducing the 
effects of ESAP on the vulnerable groups and long-run measures at improving 
agricultural productivity, employment creation, income growth and redistribution. 

Short Run Options 
The GOZ is considering two alternatives to cushion the poor from the adverse 

effects of ESAP: ( 1) to continue subsidising commercially produced meal, (2) provide 
a subsidy to industrial millers to produce straight-run meal. The cost to the treasury 
is estimated at Z$11 million. The third option was proposed by Jayne and Chisvo 
(1991 ), that of removing subsidies from all commercially produced meal and 
promoting entry into straight-run meal production by small scale milling by indigenous 
entrepreneurs. 

They further highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of each option. 

Option 1: 
This option maintains the present patterns of maize consumption and 
distribution of market share. However, estimated demand for maize is 
3% lower under option 1 than options 2 and 3. This results from the fact 
that options 2 and 3 increase the availability of maize meal at prices 
lower than roller meal prices. In addition option 1 marginalises small 
scale milling by maintaining barriers to market entry. However, this 
problem could be ameliorated by making small scale millers elligible to 
subsidy payment. 

Options 1 and 3: 
Option 3 is better than 1 in that the GOZ can offer higher producer 
prices and lower consumer prices at lower cost to the treasury, than the 
present system of subsidising industrially produced meal. 

Options 2 and 3: 
Sam'! benefits in terms o1 consumption levels, but option 3 is better in 
that there is no subsidy. Further, option 3 has advantages of 
employment creation at a lower capital outlay. 

The above discussion has raised many issues; pricing and marketing arrangements 
of industrial manufactured meal and straight run meal at low cost to the treasury, 
affordable by the at risk groups and targeting mechanisms. For strainht run meal, 
examine the feasibility of targeting it to low income consumers. Straigi .. -run meal by 
its nature is self targeting, but there is potential leakage to stockfeeders. 
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long Run Options 

Comolete state withdrawal 
Some advocates of complete state withdrawal argue that market forces should be 

left to operate. Their argument is based on the notion that excessive controls result 
in shortages and consumers paying higher prices than would prevail under competitive 
conditions. They assume that the private sector will be able to fill in the gap left by 
state withdrawal. They .also assume away the importance of a national strategic 
stock. In addition, they do not highlight some of the problems involved. Complete 
state withdrawal can be disastrous in the long term. It is not a panacea for marketing 
efficiency (Jayne et, al, 1990, Temu, '987, Lele et, al, 1989). 

At the moment private trade in grain is hamstrung by a number of constraints which 
include some of the following; working capital, transport, storage poor road 
infrastructure and poor managerial skills (Chisvo, et, al, 1991 ). As a result, liberalising 
grain trade alone is not a sufficient condition for marketing efficiency. 

In addition, such a radical change could result in political instability, given the 
importance of maize in the diets of the population. This option is not considered 
implementable because of the potentially wide social, political and economic 
ramifications. 

Partial State withdrawal 
It is well documented that the single one way directional system dominated by the 

GMB and urban commercial millers result in the extraction of grain from the rural 
areas. This results in local grain shortages or higher grain prices than would occur 
under a free market, thus forcing deficit rural households to buy urban manufactured 
meal which is more expensive and less preferred (Jayne et al, 1990). 

There are a number of areas which the government can explore without jeopardising 
its ability to maintain a stable grain market. It is contended that if restrictions are 
removed and the government invests in selected areas which facilitate private 
enterprise, the private sector would procure and store grain more efficiently than the 
GMB. Thus, interregional trade would be quicker and more efficiently conducted 
under private enterprise (Child et al, 1984; Blackie, 1984; Jayne et al, 1990; 
Takavarasha and Muir, 1988). 

Allow Trade between non-contiouos Zone B Areas 
The first option would be to allow grain trade between all Zone B areas, including 

non-contiguos Zone B areas. Maize originating from Zone "B" can find its way into 
urban areas in any quantities. Zone A can be maintained for national food security. 
However, Zone A may be allowed to sell to traders from Zone B. 
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Part of the reform programme requires that GMB sell grain at some depots and 
collection points to anyone in any quantities. This could be effected in a number of 
ways; having a shopping window at every GMB depot in .the communal areas. This 
option may require that the GMB be open all year, or on specific days. This would tie 
in well with the periodic markets advocated by Reynolds (Reynolds, 1984). The 
periodicity of sales could depenti on the level of effective demand. In atJdition, any 
trader and approved buyer could be allowed to be an •approved "' seller of grain 
(Jayne et, al, 1990). However, under this scenario, the system of approved buyP.rs 
and "approved sellers" would be unneccessary. Any trader should be allowed to trade 
freely without seeking •apptoved" status. 

The above changes are envisPged to (1) expand the scope of intra-rural grain trade, 
(2) free transport and reduce costs attended with the circuitous grain movement, (3) 
increase availability of grain and (4) decrease expenditure on expensive urban 
manufactured meal, thus increasing real incomes of poor rural households and (5) it 
is anticipated that in the long-term, well functioning grain markets which reduce grain 
prices will encourage diversification into higher valued cash crops (sunflower, cotton, 
groundnuts) (Chigume and Jayne, 1989). The authors contend that this has an effect 
of encouraging farmers to adept a grain self sufficiency strategy, wherein most 
resources are devoted to grain production and discouraging the production of cash 
crops. This is due to the fact that for a smallholder farmer in a dry and deficit area, 
the opportunity cost of growing a cash crop is not the net returns to growing and 
selling grain crops, but the acquisition costs of grain foregone by growing cash crops. 
Jayne ( 1991 ) calculated that the difference between producer price of maize and price 
of roller meal was 110%, hence the need to use acquisition prices to reflect the true 
opportunity c-ost of grain in deficit areas. 

However, if fewer and wealthier traders enter into the business of grain buying and 
selling, this may create some monopolistic tendencies which will reduce the expected 
gains. However, this situation may be better than the current status quo. 

GMB as a seller of grain 
The GMB could sell grain at selected depots and collection points to anyone without 
putting restrictions on the maximum amount an individual can buy. If the GMB 
opened up new selling points in deficit areas, or utilised existing depots and collection 
points, the major issues to be addressed relate to levels of demand and profitability 
and the ability of the GMB to maintain a steady supply of grain. However, the 
question of profitability is debatable in that the role of government is to promote long 
term market development. 

It is anticipated that the cost to the treasury would be minimal. This arises from the 
cost savings associated with buying and selling activities at the selected depots and 
collections points without involving the circuitous movement of grain from the rural 
areas to urban centres and back as maize-meal. 

. . 
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GMB acting as a seller· and buyer of last resort. 
Abolish all restrictions governing grain trade and leave GMB acting as a buyer and 

seller of last resort, but offering floor prices. "fhe GMB would be tasked with 
maintaining a strategic grain reserve and responsibility for international trade. 

This would result in more direct trade between farmers especially LSCF and millers 
and stockfeeders. The advantage of this trade is that the farmer gets a slightly higher 
price, whilst the buyer gets a slightly lower price than what would obtain through the 
GMB. This type of trade, though illegal, is already occurring (Financial Gazette, Sept. 
12, 1991 ). 

Urban households and those in smaller towns near surplus areas may also benefit. 
They may have a reliable and cheap source of grain which they could mill into straight 
run meal which is cheap. As a result, incomes and food security of these households 
would improve. Hammermills and small scale milling activities could establish in these 
areas thus creating employment and the attended multiplier effects throughout the 
whole economy. 

Communal producers may benefit relative if they are located near the major 
consuming areas. In those deficit communal areas adjacent to surplus commercial 
areas will also benefit by sourcing grain cheaply. This will depend on whether the 
commercial farmer sells to traders or individuals and the quantities. If the volumes 
involved are low, then the farmer is bound to charge the opportunity cost price 
including storage cost and de-bulking charges. 

Deficit producers, especially in remote deficit areas may benefit marginally. This 
could be a result of low levels of private investment in grain trading due to the low 
and unreliable throughput. 

The GMB will not be able to compete due to its structure which results in high 
operational margins. During a bumper harvest the GMB may be encumbered with 
cash flow problems resulting from undisposable stocks. During a drought year, the 
GMB may not be able to compete and may in the end start releasing stocks. The cost 
to the treasury may be high in both instances. In the latter case, the GMB may be 
forced to import maize c.:t a much higher price in foreign currency. In addition, its 
ability to stabilise both stock and prices will be constrained by managerial and 
analytical capacity. This could result in wide price fluctuations inducing political 
instability. 

This is borne out of experiences elsewhere. Kenya experimented with this 
programme in 1977-78 and 1986-87. Millers were allowed to source maize directly 
from ?roducers. There was a bumper harvest in both years. As a result, prices 
offered were low. The Natione~ Maize Produce Board (NMPB) was unable to dispose 
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of its stocks, hence paid farmers later. These two factors, coupled with drought the 
following year, resulted in maize shortages in 1978-80. As a result the liberalisation 
programme was abandoned. 

However, this may not be used as justification for slowing down the pace of reform 
because short term learning costs should be eJtpected in any reform parogramme. The 
majm issue is on how the GMB should react, if faced by similar conditions. One 
option would be for the GMB to act as an agent for milling companies and 
government. It would buy grain on future contract for its clients. This would enable 
the GMB to hold stocks only on behalf of its customers. In drought years, local 
buying by GMB would be minimised because of the need to sell its stocks. If it sells 
at prices higher than import parity, then its not efficient to store grain for food 
security, but to have a foreign currency reserve for grain imports in times of need. 
If GMB maintains monopoly, then small scale milling (SSM) must have equal access, 
or households allowed to buy grain from the GMB. 

The main issues to be addressed centre on the the feasibility of direct trading 
between producers and consumers/processors or producer to GMB or to enter into 
some direct contractual agreements. In addition, there is need to establish the size 
and cost of a national strategic stock. 

GRAIN MARKETING REFORM: THE SCOPE FOR SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISE 

The removal of rules and regulations governing grain trade are necessary , but not 
sufficient conditions for the operation of a vibrant and low-cost rural marketing 
system. There are a number of non-policy issues which impede the development of 
SSE. 

Scope for Small Scale Enterprises under ESAP 
It is widely recognised that food security has to be tackled through increasing on

farm productivity. But this alone is not sufficient. There is need to increase off-farm 
opportunities through promoting indigenous SSE in the country. Diversified income 
sources reduce household food insecurity and for farm households, encourage them 
to diversify into cash crops (Jackson and Collier, 1987; Chigume, 1991 ). 

· In the long run, there is need for a more sustainable way of generating purchasing 
power by actively encouraging the establishment of small scale enterprises and 
expand at rural growth points. These industries will utilise local labour and raw 
materials. These industries could be in transport, storage, processing and 
distribution. 
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Grain Processing 
Formal Maize milling is dominated by National Foods, Blue Ribbon Foods, Midlands 

Milling Company and Triangle Milling Company. National Foods controls 65% of the 
market share which is the largest share, followed by Buie ni::>bon Foods with 20% of 
the market share (Jayne and Chisvo, 1991). The rest is shared by the other millers. 
Two types of maize meal are produced; super refined meal (60% extraction rate) and 
roller meal (85% extraction rate). (For the description of these meals see Appendix 1 ). 
Two other types of maize meal are produced by small scale millers; straight-run meal, 
or mugaiwa (96-98% extraction rate), which is consumed mainly in the rural areas 
and mudzvurwa (90% extraction rate), which is similar to roller meal. With 
mudzvurwa, the bran is first removed before milling (Appendix 1 ). 

Little empirical evidence exists on small scale grain pmcessing, consumption 
patterns of informally milled grain and the quantities involved. The follwing will 
present findings of such studies in Zimbabwe and Tanzania. 

Evidence from Zimbabwe 
Research by the Food Security Project, has indicated several salient points on the 

potential for informal grain milling and consumption. 

1. Of the 515 urban households interviewed, 62% of ttle low-income 
indicated that they could consume straight run meal (SRM) if the price 
was 12% lower than roller meal price and available in convenient bags 
(Jayne and Chisvo, 1991 ). In addition, reiatively few high- and medium
income households showed an interest in SRM, even at substantial 
discounts. 

2. An unknown amount of maize is purchased from commercial areas and 
milled into SRM (Jayne and Chisvo, 1991). 

3. It is estimated that 5000 tonnes of maize are produced in Harare by 
urban households and milled into SRM (Mudimu, 1991). 

4. In 1979, SRM accountd for between 5 and 8% of inciustrially produced 
meal (Robinson, 1991 ). 

5. Several hammer mills exist in the greater Harare area. So far, the Food 
Security Project has found out 50 such mills (Jayne, personal 
communication). They estimate that each mill produces 800 tonnes of 
SAM per year, but concetrated within the first four months when urban 
households harvest from their small plots. This amounts to 10 000 
tonnes of maize meal for those four months. If maize was available 
throughout the year ti is would amount to 40 000 tonnes of maize meal 
per year. This is the existing potential capacity in Harare alone. 
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6. Shirichena Milling Company produces and distibutes about 20 tonnes of 
mudzvurwa a day in Bulawayo and 40 tonnes a day in Gokwe. Buhera 
and Mberengwa also receive this type of meal. This represents about 6 
000 tonnes for Bulawayo and 12000 tonnes for Gokwe of mudzvurwa 
per year. In addition, mudzvurwa is cheaper than industrially 
manufactured meal. Mudzvurwa costs between Z$0.56 to Z$0.58 per 
kilogram, whilst roller meal costs Z$0.63 per kilogram (Jayne and 
Chisvo, 1991). 

7. Mhofu milling Company in Buhera, Birchenough Bridge, produces and 
distributes 10 tonnes of SRM a week (Mudekunye, per comm). The 
price charged is just below the roller price. This is due to the 
unavailability of roller meal in that remote area, hence lack of 
competition 

8. There is potential for small scale milling because milling margins are 
lower compared to large scale millimg. Margins for small sc?le mills vary 
between 2$60-100 per tonne compared with Z$221 and Z$422 per 
tonne for roller meal and super refined meal respectively (Chisvo et al, 
1990). This information implies SSM can mill SRM at a substantially 
lower cost than the larger ones. 

9. Jayne and Chisvo (1990) report that in a normal year, about 130 000 
tonnes of maize meal is distributed to small towns and rural areas, whilst 
in a drought year, this amount increases to 275 000 tonnes. These 
figures represant 26% and 42% respectively of total sales of industrially 
produced meal. These figures could represent potential capacity which 
can be taken by small scale milling enterprises who would locate at small 
towns and growth points in deficit rural areas. 

10. Further, there is excess demand for diesel powered hammer mills. A local 
manufacturing company has stopped putting people on the waiting list. 

Evidence from Tanzania 
Few studies were carried out on grain milling industry in Tanzania (Bagachwa, 1990; 
Roemer et al, 1976; Philips , 1983; Perkins, 1983). It was found that small scale 
milling can generate more employment at lower capital outlay ano used capital more 
effectively that larger ones (Bagachwa, 1991; Roemer, et al, 1976; Philips, 1983; 
Perkins, 1983). The following insights could be relevant to the Zimbabwe situation: 

1 . In general, it would be expected that economies of scale result in 
decreases in unit cost per unit of output as scale of operation expands. 
There are several reasons for that; overhead can be spread over a greater 
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volume of output resulting in lower unit costs, increased volume of 
output results in effective use of labour, management, machinery due to 
specialisation and large volumes of inputs results in substantial discounts 
offered for bulk purchases. 

In the specific case of grain milling, Bagachwa (1990) in a study on SSM 
in Tanzania, found that economies of scale were NOT a significant 
barrier to technological choices. Economies of scale have been found to 
exist in certain aspects, but absent in others, probably indicating that the 
issue of increasing or constant returns to scale is an empirical question 
(Bagachwa, 1990). Empirical studies have shown that the long-term 
average cost curve is L-shaped rather than U-shaped suggesting that 
economies are likely to be more significant at lower levels of seals than 
at higher ones (Bagachwa, 1990). As a result, there is no justification 
for discriminating against small scale milling on the argument of 
economies of scale. 

2. Roemer, et al,(quoted in Bagachwa) analysed implications for aggregate 
employment of adopting either labour- or capital-intensive technologies 
between 1975-95. Labour-intensive option created more employment 
and maximised value-added than capital-intensive. Further, with a given 
output and same level of investment, employment creation would be 
35 % higher and value-added 5 % higher than the most capital intensive 
option. However, the study was handicapped by restricting the analysis 
to these two options only and not looking at the appropriate mix 
between both capital- and labour-intensive technologies. 

3. Philips ( 1976) reports that large scale mills are more capital intensive 
than smaller ones, hence employment benefits would be more for a 
decentralised small scale milling sector. 

4. Labour intensitf measure has been used to measure the potential of 
technology to create future employment opportunities. This is defined 
as investment required to create one new, directly productive person
hour i.e. capital to labour ratio. Findings by Bagachwa (1990) are 
summarised in Table 2. Labour intensity diminishes within and across 
technologies. Small scale milling requires more labour per hour of 
operation than larger ones. He calculated that for TZS500 invested in 
maize roller generates one person-day of employment than 11 person
days if invested in a hammer mill. In addition, small scale mills have 
greatest potential to generate more employment per unit of scarce 
(capital) investment than larger ones. This is corroborated by Perkins 
( 1983) that large scale mills using advanced technology had average 
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capital-labour ratios of 2.4 times higher than small mills. He concluded 
that small units were more efficient in the use of capital than larger 
units. This is important for a country like Zimbabwe which is faced with 
sevt!re foreign currency shortages. 

Table 2: Capital Costs per worker (TZS/person-hour) 

Mill type and production Fixed Capital Total capital 
(tonnes/day) 

Maize Hammer 
4-8 1.5 1.6 

8.5-22.5 2.3 2.4 

24 8.1 9.3 

Maize Roller 

24 11.0 11.8 

50 13.0 13.9 

120 16.4 18.4 

Source: Bagachwa (1990). 

Tt.ere is need for similar research in Zimbabwe on the economics of grain milling 
addressing similar issues. 

Estimates of Number of Potential SSM Rt'auired in Zimbabwe. 

Given a Shirichena type mill with 5 shellers and 2 hammer mills, producing 5 tonnes 
a day, the potential number of new mills and direct jobs are shown in Table 3 (see 
Appendix 2 for calculations and assumptions). 
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Table 3: Potential number of small scale mills and employment creation by legalising 
small scale milling. 

Season Quality Number of Number of 
potential mills potential jobs 

Mill Capacity 5 tonnes/day 
Non-drought 138 2 070 
Drought 219 3 285 

Mill Capacity 1 0 tonnes/day 
Non-drought 69 2 070 
Drought 109 3 285 

Source: Author's calculations from Shirichena Milling. 

The results show that small scale mills have a potential for creating employment. 
However, this analysis is static and the estimates conservative, hence they are just 
indicative. 

These research findings imply that there is demand for SRM and milling services of 
small mills in urban and rural areas. In addition, the mills are underutilised for most 
part of the year. Therefore, if grain is made available then households and millers can 
buy grain from the GMB or Zone B sources for processing using small scale mills. It 
is thus anticipated that with the reform. programme activities of small scale milling 
would increase dramatically. 

In rural areas, it is anticipated that few mills will be established because present 
levels of milling capacity are either fully or under-utilised especially in grain surplus 
areas. In deficit areas, rural millers would buy grain from the GMB or farm 
households, process it and sell it as SRM. Inter-rural trade in grain would be limited 
due to transport constraint and poor road network (Jayne, 1990). 

However, there is need to determine the levels of demand and consumer tastes and 
preferences. In addition there is need to examine regulations and by-laws pertaining 
to small scale milling in urban areas. 
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Storage and Packaging 
Pan-seasonal pricing is blamed for the lack or inability of private traders to engage 

in storage activities. Pan-seasonal pricing system keeps. prices the same throughout 
the year without taking into account storage costs and a return to investment in 
strorage. However, the author feels that other factors besides pan-seasonal pricing 
results in low on-farm stor3ge; storage is a risky undertaking which can result in low 
or negative return, the need to pay immediate cash needs or repay debt just after 
harvest, in addition the storability of the maize hybrids is poor. 

Therefore, there is need to either breed for storability qualities or design storage 
facilities and management systems which reduce storage loses. If storage activities 
are undertaken by private traders, there is also need for an extension effort aimed at 
improving general storaga management, especially weevil control. 

In addition, there is also need to design an incentive structure for private traders to 
procure, store and sell grain. 

However, in the urban areas, private storage activities by households and traders 
could increase. Mbare Musika could act as a market for such grain. Possibilities for 
privatisation of the GMB depots or silos could be investigated. Packaging will become 
more important as industries begin elaborate processing. 

Transoort 
With the removal on grain movement restrictions and promotion of private grain 

trading and processing, it is anticipated that transport business would expand. This 
is in light of the fact that grain would be moved from one area to the other and that 
millers would also buy grain from differnt sources for milling and distributing it as 
maize meal. Besides the milling activity, employment would also be created in 
transport, loading and off-loading. 

Constraints to Entry and Expansion of Small Scala Enterprises 

Little research has been conducted on small scale enterprises in the grain marketing 
sector (Dunlop, 1970: UZ/MSU Food Security Project). However the limited empirical 
evidence identified a number of constraints facing traders; perceptional problems of 
both the government and researchers, lack of working capital, transport, packaging, 
reliable supply together with stringent health and building regulations. However, 
observed constraints to private trade reflect long term adjustments governing private 
trading. In other words, lack of p~ivate trading is the major cause of long term 
migration of resources out of private trding. A number of researchers have pointed 
out that private trade is not necessarily a panacea for increased marketing efficiency 
particularly in the short run (Dione, 1989; Lele et al , 1989; Temu, 1987). There are 
a number of reasons put forward for this. 

.. 
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Perceptions bv Government 
Jayne and Chisvo (1991) identified three perceptional problems which small scale 

milling face from government (1) small-scale milling is inefficient, (2} small scale 
milling would take years before it develops enough capacity to benefit urban 
consumers and (3) straight run meal is an inferior food, hence it would be viewed as 
a failure if government fails to provide more refined meals. 

The first problem is an empirical question. They report that milling margins of small 
scale millers are substantially lower than with large scale milling. In addition, 
mudzvurwa is Z$45 cheaper per tonne than P• ice of subsidised roller meal, despite the 
fact that roller mill is subsidised. 

The second problem is also an empirical question. However, the major constraint 
seems to be access to milling equipment. 

The third problem is in my view a patenalistic approach by government. A consumer 
should determine the type of product to purchase based on income and preferences. 
This is important given the general increases in prices of most food products. 
Besides, SRM is more nutritious in that the whole grain is mealed without removing 
the germ (Appendix 1 ). Instead, the government should be patenalistic and encourage 
people to consume SRM becasue of its nutritiounal value and the fact that its cheaper 
than the other meals. 

Perceotions by Academic Researchers 
Doubts have been cast on the ability of private traders to perfom marketing 

functions especially in remote grain deficit areas. In the same vein, it has been also 
established that a state marketing board cannot efficiently serve remote, 
geographically dispersed production and consumption units. In this regard, there is 
need to define the roles and the appropriate mix of the state and private traders in 
grain marketing . The following are the reasons for doubting the ability of the private 
traders to efficiently serve their clientelle: 

Private traders have no responsibility to expand their operations in remote areas. In 
fact, they may shun these areas due to the low and erratic throughput or pay 
substantially lower prices than the GMB (Temu, 1977; Blackie, 1984; Amin, 1988; 
Chigume and Shaffer, 1988). However, the issue is not that private traders should 
expand their SSE into big business, but have an efficient scale of operation in line with 
local levels of demand. 

Second the unreliability of private traders especially in remote deficit areas: some 
researchers have observed that during periods of tight conditions, private sector 
outlets grow, but shririk during periods of easy avc.:iilability (Desai, 1984). This 
strategy is loss cutting which is more efficient for the risky environment than full time 
establishment which may fold or be subsidised in the long term. This calls for the 
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state to reoriented its operations not only to buy grain, but to sell it to local 
consumers. Without security, cropping patterns will not shift to be more in line with 
comparative advantage. 

Last, they are not under any obligation to store grain adequately to meet 
requirements during drought years unless they deem it to be profitable to do so 
(Temu, 1977). The question of national stock should be the responsibility of the 
state. 

Historically Approved Buyers and primary cooperative societies have been dogged 
by similar problems; they paid less than the prescribed prices, downgraded the quality 
of the maize, overcharged on handling and transport, gave credit receipts in lieu of 
cash payments to be exchanged for goods in their shops at inflated prices and delayed 
payment to members (Chigume and Shaffer, 1988; Dunlop, 1970). 

This does not mean that the state can perform these functions better than the 
private sector. The problems identified above are conceptual in that the advocates 
were concerned with an either, or situation, when the important issue is the 
complimentarities of both the private and the public sectors. 

Pricing and marketing oolicies and regulations. 
The existing policy heavily subsidises industrailly produced maize maize meal by about 
Z$40 per tonne. This effectively reduces the price of roller meal and super refined 
meal by about Z$31 and Z$46 per tonne respectively (Jayne and Chisvo, 1991). In 
pan-seasonal and pan-territorail pricing provide free storage and transport to urban 
millers. However, a SSM has to buy at GMB price and has to bear the transport costs. 
As a result, the direct and indirect subsidies to urban millers, narrows the margin 
within which private traders can opertae profitably (Jayne and Chisvo, 1991). This 
acts as a barrier to entry by SSM. Either the government should remove all subsidies 
or treat all all classes of miller equally without discrimination. 

Working Caoital 
Working capital is crucial for purchasing equipment and building storage facilities 

to store the raw materials so that the industry can have a consistent supply of raw 
materials. The problem of collateral security may be obviated by the fact that it is 
now possible to have title deeds at rural Growth Points. Therefore, it is expected that 
banks would be more willing to offer loans to businessmen operating at these centres. 
Since these are the foci of rural development, access to the much needed capital to 
boost rural industrialisation may be facilitated. 

However, the banks (SEDCO and ZDB) charged with extending loans to the SSE 
have not been as forthcoming as possible. They should simplify their lending 
procedures and also give concessionary loans. The GMB could also play its part by 
extending 30 days line of credit to a trader who purchases amounts of grain above 

.. 
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a certain level or to a trader who can prove that he will process the grain, than sell it 
as grain. 

Eauioment and Raw Materials 
These industries would require a consistent supply of raw materials to be viable. 

Though maize supply from the smallholder sector is inconsistent, the GMB would act 
as a major source of grain to these rural milling industries during drought years. It 
would offer discounts to traders who bought grain early to encourage storage 
activities by these traders. In addition, traders could locate their operations near a 
GMB depot. 

Transoort 
Transport 3lone is the one of the most important constraints facing the rural 

marketing system. In addition, the poor inter-rural feeder roads makes transport a 
costly business. Even for the available transport, there are problems in the permit 
system which makes availability of trucks low. 

The government should look at ways to increase foreign currency allocation to the 
transport sector giving preferential treatment to rural based traders in the allocation 
of trucks. This is already operational in the farming sector. Considerations could be 
given to reduce or eliminate duty on all imported commercial vehicles, espdcially with 
the rising costs of importing vehicles due to devaluation of the dollar (Business Herald, 
5 Dec, 1991 ). In conjunction with the increased number of trucks, road improvement 
efforts would reduce marketing costs, improving both spatial and seasonal arbitrage. 

The newly formed National Rural Traders Association of Zimbabwe CNRT AZ) 
lamented at the 'complete lack of allocation of vehicles, even when these were 
available' (Business Herald, 7 June, 1990). In the same report, the association listed 
a number of constraints which made business unviable; price controls, transport, 
inadequate rural infrastructure and lack of telecommunications facilities. 

OTHER ISSUES 

Human Resource oevelooment 
Given the complexities and demands of modern farming and running a business, 

there is need to gear our training efforts towards an improvement in human capacity 
and skills for better management and decision making. 

The local associations of the IBDC could serve as vehicles for the training activities 
to improve the stock of indigenous capacity to manage and sustain the programme. 

Thus, it becomes important to look at the private sector as complimenting the 
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activities of the GMB rather than substituting it. 

Research and Develooment of Croo and Food Technology 
There should be efforts by government to invest in appropriate crop technology for 

the low rainfall areas. At the moment, there is little on shelf technology for these 
areas. It is envisaged that the development of low cost production technologies would 
increase grain production and sales and lower grain prices. This increased production 
would increase availability of grain, push grain prices down and encourage 
diversification into cash crops. In addition, Government investment in agricultural 
research and extension aimed at increasing crop yields and hence marketable surplus. 
should reduce marketing costs. (Hayami et al.no date). Inefficiency in marketing of 
agricultural products has been blamed for low agricultural productivity, but low 
agricultural productivity and thus low volumes of sales is also an obstacle to low cost 
marketing service (Hayami et al). 

ENDA- Zimbabwe, a Non-governmental organisation, has been carrying out research 
on small scale food processing technology especially in semi-arid areas of Zimbabwe 
were small grains seem to do well than maize. There has been a shift in consumption 
patterns from these drought tolerant crops to maize. The major reason advanced was 
that maize was easy to process, whilst small grain taxed women on processing using 
traditional technology. The hypothesis put is that if technology could be found which 
eases processing os small grain, then people especially rural consumers, would revert 
to small grain consumption. This would improve availabilty of food to households and 
also reduce the stocks of these small grain held by the GMB. Shirichena Milling 
Company also mills small grains. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Some of the benefits which can accrue from freeing the internal grain distribution 
system and the potential benefits of promoting SSE are: 

1 . Improved availability of grain and cheaper SRM in urban and grain deficit 
rural areas. This increases real incomes and improved household food 
security. 

2. Agro-industrial units will establish in both urban and rural areas and 
utilise local products, generating off-farm employment opportunities, 
with the attendant multiplier. In any cases small scale enterprises are 
known to generate more employment at lower cost and are labour 
intensive CBagachwa, 1990). However, lt is anticipated that these 
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industries would set up more in the urban areas and grain deficit rural 
areas, where it is contended that there is potential capacity if grain is 
made more available. 

3. Retaining grain within the rural areas would remove the costly transport 
component wherein a product is transported to a major urban centre for 
processing and then transported back to the rural areas (Mudimu et 
al, 1990; Jayne et al, 1990). 

4. Increased diversification into higher valued cash crops. If grain 
availability is assured by a vibrant grain marketing system, then 
households will alter production patterns to be in line with comparative 
advantage. 

5. There is evidence which contrary to conventional wisdom, points to the 
fact that there are some urban households who are alread•. · consuming 
SRM milled at hammer mills in the greater Harare area. As a result. this 
may suggest that instead of denying these people a commodity they may 
want to buy, the government should actually promote production and 
consumption of SRM. 

This paper has raised many issues: 

1. What are the effects of removing or modifying movement controls under 
a drought or bumper year. 

2. In terms of cost savings associated with selling at selected depots. there 
is need to examine the following iss11es: (a) whether grain accessibility 
and availability has improved through the various channels, (b) the 
volumes available from the different channels; GMB, Approved Buyers 
and other private buyers, including changes in demand for roller meal and 
supply and demand conditions for maize grain (c) prices offered by the 
different channels, (d) prices of roller meal in the local market. 

3. A number of issues need to be addressed in the process of promoting 
small scale enterprises. The need to improve the marketing system 
through the participation of this sector is not a simple formula. There is 
need to examine assumptions underlying optimism for this sector: (a) 
that potential demand for the product exists and is high, (b) tastes and 
preferences and behaviour of consumers are knowr;, (c) that there is 
certainty on the availability and consistency of raw materials and (d) 
management abilities of the actors. 
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4. What are the pncmg and marketing arrangements of industrial 
manufactured meal and straight run meal at low cost to the treasury. 
For straight run meal. examine the political feasibility of government 
promoting its production and consumption and the feasibility of targeting 
it to low income consumers. Straight-run meal is considered an inferior 
good and as such is self targeting in the short term. In the long term 
anyone can buy it and depend;ng on price differentials can be utilised by 
stock feeders. 

5. There is paucity of detailed studies on the economic implications of 
alternative technologies in grain milling. As a result. there is a need to 
investigate the economics of grain milling with particular emphasis on 
processor margins. economies os scale. employment creation and 
contribution to economic growth. 

6. If the GMB is going to relinguish its monopoly, then there is need to 
investigate the feasibility. rationale and cost of the reserve stock. 

7. Investigate the possible effects of contracting; producer to GMB. 
producer to processor. 

It is argued that long-term market development would bring about income growth 
and redistribution, improved access to food markets and employment creation. This 
could be achieved through technological innovations which increase on-farm 
productivity in conjunction with a rural development nolicy aimed at promoting the 
role of the SSE. But in the short term. there is a need to cushion the vulnerable 
groups against the effects of ESAP. 

However, removal of rules and regulations governing grain trade are necessary • but 
not sufficient conditions for the operation of a vibrant and low-cost rural marketing 
system. These issues are crucial if policy makers are to implement any given option. 
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Appendix 2: 

Potential number of small mills and employment creation by small scale milling 
technology. 

Assumotions 
Sales to rural areas in a non-drought year == 130 OOOOt 
S .ties to rural areas in a drought year= 275 OOOt 

In 1979 SRM accounted for 5-8% of commercial sales of maize mill. Assume that 
they wer to produce it today. then this proportion could be 20%. This represents 
potential capaciry which SSM could capture to produce SRM. 

Therefore. sales of SRM could be = 20% • 600 OOOt = 120 OOOt. 
(Assumung urban consumption is constant throughout the year and its 600 OOOt per 
year) 

In a non-drought year total sales of SRM = 130 OOOt + 120 000 = 250 OOOt 
In a drought year total sales of SRM = 275 OOOt + 120 000 = 395 000t 

Scenario A 

Assume a mill configuration of 5 shellers and 2 hammers, producing 5 tonnes a day 
in a single 8 hour shift. Assume a 7 day week and 4.3 week month. 

Total production in one year = 12*4.3*5*7t = 1 806t. 
In a normal year ,potential number of mills= (250 000/1 806) = 138 units. 

Number of potential jobs created = 138•15 = 2 070 jobs. (Assume a mill employs 15 
people/shift for milling, packaging and handling). 

In a drought year ,potential number of mills= (395 000/1 806) = 219 units. 

Number of potential jobs created= 219•15 = 3 285 jobs. (Assume a mill employs 15 
people/shift for milling, packaging and handling). 

.. 
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Scenario B 

Assume a mill configuration of 5 shellers and 2 hammers, producing 10 tonnes a day 
in a 2 • 8 hour shift. Assume a 7 day week and 4.3 week month. 

Total production in one year = 12*4.3*5*7*2t = 3 612t. 
In a normal year ,potential number of mills= (250 000/3 612) = 69 units. 

Number of potential jobs created = 69•2*15 = 2 070jobs. (Assume a mill employs 
15 peopleishift for milling, packaging and handling). 

In a drought year.potential number of mills= (395 000/3 612) = 109 units. 

Number of potential jobs created = 109 • 2 • 65 = 3 285 jobs. (Assume a mill employs 
15 people/shift for milling, packaging and handling). 
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1. lntroduotlon 

There has been Increasing interest and debate In Zimbabwe on 
decentralised agro-industrlal initiatives over the past 5 years. 
The Interest has come from virtually all quarters ranging from 
academics, researchers, small scale entrepreneurs, both emergent 
and established, government and NGO sectors. While this interest 
Is acknowledged, and some rural based agro-lndustrlal Initiatives 
are being established, much groundwork is yet to be done by all 
those actors whose business Is to promote such &ctlvltles. The 
purpose of this paper Is, among other things, to examine these 
actlvitOes within the framework of the Economic Structural 
Adjustment Programmes. While this paper is not geared to discuss 
ESAP in general, but Its possible Impact on a specific sub
sector, It may be necessary to provide the following outline of 
the key elements of structural adjustment programmes. It •ay 
also be necessary to point out at this stage that the Zimbabwean 
Programme does not deviate from the standard package. 

2. The ESAP Menu 

Whl le structural adjust•ent prog~ammes do vary In detail fro• 
country to country, the main policies usually demanded by both 
the IMF and the World Bank Include the fQllowlng1 

a. Currency devaluation; 

b. High Interest rates to f lght Inf latlon, promote saving and 
allocate Investment capital to highest bidders; 

c. Strict control of money supply and credit expansion; 

d. Cuts to government expenditure; 

e. Removal of trade subsidies and exchange controls; 

f. Deregulation of prices of goods and services, Including 
labour; 

g. privatisation of public sector enterprises 

h. Indiscriminate export promotion 

a. General l•paot of Structural Adju•t•ent Pollolea 

White It Is acknowledged that some sectors of the economy tend to 
benefit, for Instance the multlnatlon&I corporations gaining 
cheap raw material Inputs for their manufacturing activities 
overseas, the general outlook of ESAPs Is quite gloomy. There 
Is now mounting evidence to demonstrate the negative effects of 
adjustment pollcles on the llvlng conditions of the poor. There 
I• no evidence to demonstrate that th• disadvantaged sectors of 
th• Zimbabwean economy Including poor people wlll be cushion•~ 
from the negative Impact of ESAP. In countries where ESAP has 
been Implemented, lower real Incomes, higher costs of llvlng and 
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restricted government expenditure on social sectors has 
contributed to an alar•lng deterioration of llvlng conditions as 
reflected in Indicators like higher infant mortality rates and 
lower chlfdren"s nutritional levels < Cornia et al 1987>. Falling 
real lnco•es Is a big posslblllty with the •asslve retrench•ent 
contributing to high levels of une•ploy•ent. 

4. l•paot on 811all Soale Farmer• 

In ter•s of l•pact on s•all scale far• producers studies have 
shown that the gains are •ore than I ikely to be outweighed by the 
losses as a result of ESAP. It has been found out that only a 
minority of small scale producers, ••Inly the •ore progressive 
and better-off farmers directly benef It fro• producer price 
changes. The aajorlty of s•all scale producers tend to be 
negatively affected by price increases for essential food and 
non-food products <Evans, 1989>. The ESAP plan is to promote 
co•mer~ial far•ing with those who are able to take advantage of 
Increased grants and loans - usually the large scale farmers. 
Even well before ESAP, agricultural inputs and extension advice 
have tended to be accessed by those better off far•ers with 
assets and inputs that are essential for successful agricultural 
production. This has left soae 80' of the households in poverty 
and about 40 \In chronic poverty CChiplka, 1991). The new 
economic Measures wlll make these Inputs and assets unaffordable 
to the bulk of the rural far•ing population. Incomes for the 
poor are bound to fall as their agricultural production declines. 
The so called •surplus• produce co•lng fro• com•unal areas is 
going to continue to co•e fro• the richer farming households who 
constitute only about 10\ of the co••unal far•ers, the •ajority 
of whom co•e fro• natural region 2. 

The need to Increase far• efficiency has tended to shift the land 
resettle•ent progra•me fro• resettling the poorest and landless 
to reaettllng •master farmers• who are a •lnortty group of small 
scale far•ers. It would •••• that the land refor• •easures as 
currently being i•ple•ented by govern•ent through the 
resettle•ent program•• will not have a •ajor positive impact on 
the Incomes of the rural poor. Surprlstngty, ESAP does not 
directly address the land Issue which Is at the heart of poverty 
In Zimbabwe. Therefore, the process of Increased inequalities 
and •ass rural poverty Is a likely feature which wlll be with 
Zl•babwe for so•etl•• to come CChiplka, 1991>. ESAP will also 
tend to shift farmers from food production to export crop 
production. This situation If unchecked, Is llkely to have major 
negative lmpltcatlons on the country's food situation and Indeed 
the national economy. Producer price and other Incentive packages 
for food crops may alleviate the proble• of production of export 
crops at the expense of food crops for local consumption. In the 
event of food deficits aggravated by an export drive, the problem 
will have to be alleviated through Increased l•ports using scarce 
foreign currency resources. 

2 
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5. l•paot on Other Sector• of th• Eoon011y 

The ESAP seems to be headed towards generating an unprecedented 
euphoria for I 11-equiped people to take up llMlted business 
opportunities and assuming the roles of suppliers. At the sa•e 
time there is no mechanls• to adequately address market side 
Issues. and more specifically demand In order to •atch the 
Increased supplies. Given the falling real lnco•es. high 
unemployment created by massive retrenchment and the high costs 
of living, falling local demand. Instability is bound to arise. 
ESAP, as has happened elsewhere •ay well contribute to the 
furtner division and stratification of low inco•e groups, 
increasing competition for scarce resources. raw ~aterlals and 
markets and increasing lnco•e differentials <Kanjl, 1991>. In 
such circumstances. therefore. poverty and Instability may 
actually Increase rather than be alleviated. 

e. Development of Deoentralleed Sllall Scale lnduatrlee 

The Increasing realisation of the need to develop decentrL ised 
rural agro-industries in Zimbabwe has come about because of the 
fol lowlngs 

a. Increasing unemployment, economic stagnation 
standards of living in rural areas. This has given 
need to broaden economic opportunities for the 
sector. 

and falling 
rise to the 

small scale 

b. Shortages c certain basic co•modlties 
stockfeeds, e.c.), commodities which can be 
to medium scale In rural areas. 

<e.g. cooking oil. 
produced on a s•all 

c. Need to redress the dual!stlc tendencies of the Zl•babwean 
economy, Institutional biases In favour of the large scale 
sector, constra:nts generated during the days of colonial regimes 
but never really addressed during the decade of Independence. 

7. Major Conetralnte Facing Decentrallaed Agro-ln~uetrl•~ In 
Zl•babwe 

The constraints not listed In order of priority are as follows. 

a. With respect to small scale industries, the •onopdly power of 
a few firms dominating the country's agro-lndustrlal sector Is an 
Important factor. These few flr•s continue to enjoy prefentlal 
treatment In sourcing limited raw materials, e.g., oilseeds from 
Grain Marketing Board <GMB>, against small scale agro-processlng 
activities. This continues to be the case despite the offlclal 
government announcements In supporting S•all Scale Entrepreneurs 
<SSEs>. 



b. Price control regulations for basic foodstuffs like edible 
011. •alze •eal. •Ilk>. Raw material Inputs llke oilseeds. •alze 
seed are also affected. With the phased deregulation of prlces 
currently In place under ESAP. the constraint Is likely to fall 
away and Induce growth. 

c. Inadequate foreign currency allocations to source raw •atericl 
Inputs such as packaging •aterlal, •achlnery and equlp•ent. ESAP 
and trade liberallsatlon will contribute to increase In foreign 
currency available but the distribution of the benefits of the 
foreign currency wlll be In favour of larger exporters and not 
••all scale decentralised Industries. 

d. Official and institutional biases. fro• district. provincial 
and national levels In favour of big business projects with large 
capital resources, against s•all scale and e•ergent business 
ventures. Official policies as currrently i•ple•ented do favour 
the for•af and large scale producers through the •any technical 
and bureaucratic requlre•ents placed on producers, including 
securing of contracts. 

e. Existing regulations. e.g., conditions for registration of 
projects, product standards, hygiene and health regulations, 
allocation procedures for rural industrial stands are pitted 
against the s•all scale entrepreneur. 

f. Poor access to l•proved low cost production and processing 
technologles1- The Zl•babwean co••erclal industrial sector is 
geared torwards •••ting the needs of the larger and •ore 
sophisticated urban Industrial sector and not the needs of 
•••rgent ••all scale entrepreneur. The ITDG Food Processing 
Progra•me has evidence to show that local large scale engineering 
fir•• are not keen to •anufacture ••all scale low cost 
technologies. In cases where so•• engineering f lr•s tender to 
•anufacture the technologies prices are usually too.high. 

g. In both the for•al and lnfor•al •ectors, production grants and 
loans are •ore readlly acces••d by the larger scale enterprises. 
Thi• continues to be the case despite the establlsh•ent of a 
nu•ber of •mall scale enterprise develop•ent agencies, small 
business develop•ent units located In so•• co••erclaf banks and 
the lndegenoua Business Develop•ent Centre CIBDC>. 

I. Option• Avallabl• Within the EIAP Fraaewort 

Over the past decade, policies of decentralised •••If scale 
•ndustrles have generally tend•d to ••Ph••I•• on the supply side 
Issues and for•• of direct support via loans, extension, skills 
training and other physical Infrastructure (Gasper, 1989, p.26>. 
It Is l•portant to wor) on the supply side, by enhancing the 
production capacity of s•all 1cale producers. However, there Is 
need for govern•ent and support agencies to raise local 
dltpo•able lnco••• for dl1advantaged rural con1umer1. This can be 
done by dlver1lfylng their economic ba1e. It Is l•portant to 



Increase the purchasing power of rural areas tn order to generate 
an Increase In local de•and ~~r agro-industrial products and 
other co••odltles. 

1.1 SOii• Option• 

1.2 011 Extraction 

a. Using •anually operated technology 

b. Using motorised technoio~y. electricity driven CThe Tlnytech 
Oil Miii; see appendix>. 

Dozens of •anual!y ooerated edible oll presses have been 
distributed tn •any parts of rural areas over the past three 
years. The presses use sunflower seed or groundnut seed. At 
least three manual oil press types have been successfully tested 
In Zl•babwe ove~ the peat 2 years and the dlsse•lnatlon of the 
technologies Is currently underway. 

Type• of Manual 011 Pr••••• 

1. The Ra• Pr~ss CBlelenberg Press> 

2. The Spindle Screw Press. 

The ra• press Is a •anually opereted sunflower seed press being 
pro•oted In Zlababwe through what has beco•e known as the 
Zl•babwe 011 Press Project. Dozens of re• presses have been 
distributed In •any parts of the country over the past two years. 

The spindle press utilises groundnut seed and to· so•• extent 
sunflower seed as raw •aterlals. 

At least three strategies for precslng the seed are In use for 
both •anual presses. 

I. A strategy In which a group of p•ople, not necessarily seed 
producers operate the press to produce oll fo~ sale In the local 
area. 

11. A strategy In which an lndlvldual entrepreneur, e.g., general 
dealer, a ml lier, operate the press using hired tabourprs to 
produce edlble oll for sale either within the local area or 
outside. 

111. A strategy In which seed producers also own a press to 
produce oil for own consumption or for sale. 

The financial analysis carried out by ITDG showed that a rural 
•lcro-enterprlse based on either of the presses Is viable, and 
would be quite suitable for village level edible oll production 
In order to beat edible oll supply probl••• at that level. ITDG 
would however, recommend the spindle press to the ra• press 
because of the advantage that the former can utlll•• either 
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sunflower seed or groundnut seed and •ore i•portant, because it 
has a higher capacity for downstrea• activities like local 
stockfeeds sanufacture. production of sweets and snacks. These 
downstrea• activities have the capacity to substantially Increase 
the econo•lc and financial viability of the rural oil •ills. A 
good strategy to utilise the oilcake fro• the oil •ills has a 
capacity to generate •ore than half of the total revenue fro• 
rural based oil expell,ng technologies. 

8. The Tlnyteoh 011 Miii 

Following a technology needs assess•ent In 1989, the Food 
Processing Progra••e of ITDG i•ported a Tlnytech oil •ill fro• 
India. A pilot production unit was established at Muro•bedzt 
Growth Point, In collaboration with ENDA Zi•babwe. A series of 
technical, production and •arketlng trials w~re co•pleted during 
1990. 

Uni Ike the o~her edible oil technologies •entioned, which are 
suitable for s•aller scale •icro-enterprise develop•ent, the 
Indian •anufactured Tinytech oil •ill Is believed to offer a real 
business opportunity to s•all and •edlu• scale entrepreneurs 
operating In th~ rural based agro-industrial sector. 

Results of feaslbllity studies showed that rural oll expelling 
using the Tlnytech oil •ill was a viable business opportunity 
with a potential to realise annual net operating profits ranging 
between ZS25 000 to Zt170 000 depending on the •ode of operation, 
and an Initial invest•ent of between ZS137 724 to ZS169 446 
<Machel I and Chlpika, 1991) <See appendix for details>•. 

Decentralised oil expelling using the Tlnytech oil •Ill and 
sl•llar technology provides laportant opportunities to uttllse 
local oilseed crops, to provide cooking oll and stockfeeda to 
local co••unltles, and for the creation of rural businesses and 
••ploy•ent opportunities. For Instance •single Tinytech oil 
•Ill Is capable of generating eaployaent as •any as 10 people and 
has a potential to creat e•ploy•ent for so•e 20 people depending 
on the mode of operation and utlllsatton rate. 

~oth the •anual 011 presses and the Tinytech oil mill have 
l•portant backward and forward linkages within and outside the 
rural econo•y. The technologies generate Increased de•and for 
locally produced oilseeds. At the sa•e ti•• demand for locally 
produced 011 presses and oll •Ills Is generated, as has already 
started to h•pp6n, hence contributing to econo•lc growth and 
develop•ent. 

------~------~-~---------------------------~~-------------------••ote1 Ylablllty I• ••Pr••••d In terae of both •Ingle and double 
•hlft operation•. In order to empba•I•• the laportant •ffeot that .. 
th• u~lll•atlon of tb• •Ill ecaulpaent h•• on protltablllty. In 
praotloe. It •• antlolpated that an 011 alll wou•d o01111enoe 
operation• on a •Ingle •hlft ba•I•. and would then OOllllenoe 
double ehlft operation••• eoon ae the eltuatlon d .. ande <Maohell 
and Chlplka. f .. f. p 2J. 

• 



10. Deoentrallaed S.all Soale Produotlon (8raln) Mllllno 

In Zl•babwe support to s•all scale decentralised grain •lllers Is 
para•ount ~ecause It Is an option that cffers substantlal 
benefits to the s•all scale and aedlu• scale Investor, 
particularly at selected g~o•th points. In ter•s of enterprise 
organisation the following four tl•r structure of mllllng 
practices exist In Zl•babwe. 

a. Large urban based •Ill Ing, whereby grains are purchased by the 
•Iller fro• the Grain Marketing Board, •II led, packaged and 
distributed nationwide, particularly In urbar. areas. 

b. E•ergent and 
•edlu• scale 
than that of 

Isolated production grain •Ill Ing using s•all to 
technologles which are less sophisticated 

an average custo• •Iller. Grain Is sourced In the 
as In one although seed can also be obtained locally 
scale producers lylng within the sa•e zonal area as 

sa•e •anner 
fro• s•all 
the ml lier. 

c. Custom •Ill Ing, whereby grains are suppl led by subslstenc& 
consu•ers for service •Ill Ing In return for a •Ill Ing f•e. This 
has largely re•alned In the hands of s•all scale private 
operators. 

d. At the household level, particularly In re•ote rural areas, 
traditional •ethods of hand grinding and •anual •llllng, 
especlally s•alf grains are stlll In place. 

In ter•s of enterprise develop•ent and organisation, govern•ent 
and lnstltutlonal support to ••all scale and ••dlu• scale rural 
based grain •lllers Is strongly encouraged. The llberallsatlon 
of the •arkettng of grains, Including •alze and ollseeds could 
have a positive l•pact on rural based co••erclal •lllers and 
edible otl producers. This would •ean better access to raw 
•aterlals which are essential for successful agro-lndustrlal 
activity. This would not neceasarlly •ean reduced dellverles for 
the established •anufacturers since It Is possible that ceterls 
parlbus, with good price Incentives, aggregate raw •aterlal 
production •ay rise to •eet de•and for basic foodstuffs ltke 
edlble olls and maize •eal. 

11. D•o•ntrall••d Stookfe•d• Manufaoture 

The local manufacture of stnckfeeds, combining decentr&llsed 
edible oll expel I Ing and grain •Ill Ing has a good pote~tlal. 
Ollcake can be processed Into stockfeeds for poultry and other 
livestock. 

Av•llable evidence shows that given the adequate support, the 
rural stockfeeds production potentlal, particularly poultry feed 
I• good. On the supply side, given appropriate technology 
choices, govern•ent and lnstltutlonal support and the necessary 

' 



Incentive packages, local production capacity does exist. 
de•and side, recent Investigations show that there Is 
rural •arket for stockfeeds CCh!plka, 1991). 

On t~e 
a good 

12. Condition• Under Wlllch Rural Baaed S.all SOal• Enterprl••• 
(SSE•> •Ill Flourl•h 

Assu•lng the status quo, e do nothing, sl~ back approach, It Is 
dlfflcult to see how large scale benef Its would accrue to the 
saall scale rural based agro-lndustrlal sector. The tollowing 
•easures are reco•aendeds 

a. Prefentlal treat•ent of s•all scale entrepreneurs In the 
allocation of foreign exchange and the provision of large 
flnanclal resources to enable the group to source much needed, 
technolo,ies, equipment, •achinery and raw •aterials. 

b. Technical assistance for s•all scale entrepreneurs In the area 
of appropriate technology through agencies llke ITDG, skills 
training in the use and •alntenance of -technologies by both 
Indigenous and International agencies, business •anage•ent, book
keeping, accounting, •arketlng, etc. 

c. Develop•ent of linkages between the infor•al and for•al 
engineering sectors to Increase the capacity of both sectors to 
produce high quality and affordable low to •edlu• scale 
technologles. Links between the lnfor•a• sector and the 
established for•al sector wlll need to be strengthened so that 
each of the sectors concentrate on the production of those 
products, equip•ent and technologies where a co•parative 
advantage exists. Where It Is possible to enter Into sub
contractual arrangements between the two sectors, this should be 
encouraged. 

d. Better pol Icy and lnstltutlonal Incentives for s•all scale 
enterprises, loan facllttles, tax exce•ptlons, re•oval of 
barriers In the flow of vltal Information, e.g., on appropriate 
technology choices. Clearly •ore flnanclal resources are required 
through Institutions like co•merclal and develop•ent banks, saall 
enterprise development agencies, NGOs, etc., In order to •eet the 
needs of small scale decentralised agro-lndustrles. The criteria 
for resource allocation also needs to be thoroughly reviewed to 
ensure that It does net continue to favour the already 
established firms rather than those starting out. Besides finance 
and other resources, land Is one key resource whos• distribution 
Is vital to the whole precess of develop•ent. The Ministry of 

, Local Govenment Rural and Urban Development and district 
authorities responsible for land allocation In rural areas need 
to review, speed up and l•prove their •ethods and criteria for 
allocating Industrial stands at Growth Points. 

e. Easler access to raw •aterlals by SSE•. access to Industrial 
stands, provision of title deeds. Political and other types of 
disruptive Interferences I Ike corrupt tendencies need to be 
guarded against. 

I 
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f. Re•oval of biases and bureaucratic constraints placed on SSEs 
by government officials and Institutions. 

g. Increase •arket opportunities for rural productsr- There Is a 
need to raise the disposable lnco•es of rural people by creating 
self-sustaining growth centres In rural areas that offer major 
off far• e•ploy•ent opportunities both within the agro
lndustrlal sector and outside. Atte•pts to concentrate only on 
Increasing supplies of co•modltSes without seriously atte•ptlng 
to Increase demand for the products will have a negative l•pact 
on the develop•ent of decentralised s•all scale agro-industrles. 
Fall!ng prices In uncertain •arket conditions will threaten the 
viability of the sub-sector. 

Because of the do•lnant •onopoly role played by urban based 
established co••erclal companies on the urban •arket, It Is 
l•portant that the •ajor •arket for products produced In rural 
areas must be rural rather than urban. This wlll reduce 
unnecessary co•petltlon for markets with the big urban based 
producers. 

Decentralised small scale entrepreneurs also need to act In one 
accord In a coordinated way so as to Influence the process of 
develop•ent In their favour. In this regard the formation of 
rural based associations, for exa•ple, Rural 011 and Grain 
Miiiers Associations Is strongly encouraged. 

The aforementioned recom•endatlons are 
channeling large scale benefits to the 
Industrial sector. 

a sound basis of 
small scale rural agro-

-------------------·---------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 

INTRODUCTiON 

The 1inytcch Oil Mill is manufactured by linytcch Plants (Pvt) Ltd, of Rajkot, India, where over 
300 arc in use as rural oil mills. 

In Africa, thc:rc arc a totll oC 17 in use in Tanzania, Uganda, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Nigr...ria. 

The food processing programme of ITDG imported a 1inytcch mili into Zimbabwe during 1988, 
and in collaboration with ENDA, Zimbabwe established a pilot production unit at Murou1bcw.i 
Growth Point, Zvimba. 

The mill equipment was lhc subject of technical and production tri:ils during 1989-90, and a series 
of financial appraisal.~ during 1990-91. 

The results or these trials form the basis of this prospectus, which it is hoped will stimulate 
investment interest in disseminating the Tinytcch oil processing 1echnology more widely in 
z;mbabwc; thus creating rural manufacturing and employment opponunitics. 

Table 1 : Summary of Inputs and Outputs 

Single Shift 
Month Year 

Groundnut Seed (tonne): 20.74 248.8 
Groundnut Oil (litre): 6,248 74,976 
Groundnut Oilcake (tonne): 13.59 163.2 
Sunflower Seed (tonne): 17.28 207.4 
Sunflower Oil (litre): 3,824 45,888 
Sunflower Oilcake (lOnnc): 12.54 150.5 

11 

Double Shift 
Month 
41.48 
12,496 
27.18 
34.56 
7,648 
25.08 

Year 
497.6 
149,952 
326.4 
414.8 
91,776 
301.0 



2. FINANCIAL VIABILITY 

S"""""" o/ In.atJMnt Re~ le l'rojilabilitJ 

Asamptiam:-

1. 3 mmdl Slock d oi1scc«ls-
2. Buildings~ Oftr 30 years. 
3. EquipmeDl ~ O¥a' 10 yell'S. 10., pa. 

4. MainU:OlllCC IDd repairs • s ., of c:apilal costs. 

5. Debi/f.quily lllitx 4: 1. 
6. Loin IDliCICSl ll 16 ... 
7. No iDflalion ~accounted for years 1-S. 
8. Labolr. Single shift 5; Double Shift 10. 

Viability has been expressed in ICl1DS of bolh single and double shift opcratior.s. in order to 
emphasise the imponant effect that lhc utilisation of the mill equipment has on profitability. In 
practice. it is anticipalCd thal an oil mill would commence op:rations on a single shift basis. and 
would lhcn. following the resolution of any production or marketing problems. commence double 

shift operations. 

2.1 Sunflower Processing - Single Shift 

Fixed Capital Cost 
Main unit 
Bouling Machine 
Dccorticawr 
ContaincrsJPackaging 
Frcighl/lnsurancc 
Contingencies (5'11) 
Sub -total: 

Building 
Installation costs 
Olhcr (Cleaning.& safety equipment) 
Total Fixed Capital Costs 

Working Capital 
Sunflower seed (3 months) 
Labour (1 month) 
Fuel (1 month) 
Olhcr 
Total Working Capital 

Total Capital Cost 

2 

Z$ 
20.m.18 

4,236.00 
4,118.75 
1.410.00 
3.813.00 
1,367.04 

36,718.57 

45.000.00 
5,391.00 
2.000.00 

89,109,57 

30.139.20 
757.12 
416.00 
300.00 

31,612.32 

120,721.89 
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foiruancing 

Equity (20Cli) 24,144.00 

Loon (80%) 120,722.00 

foinqncial Viability Average: (Ca...e I - 4) 
Yr I Yrs 2-5 

I. Production c:ipacity (cooking oil): 29,fXJOI 38,670 li~pa 

2. Sales Revenue (ZS): 169,195 225,593 

3. Net Profit before lilX (ZS): 5,493 24,768 

4. Simple rate of return= 23% 

• 
5. Payback period: = 5 years. 

Gross Revenue & Profitability 

4 cao;cs were consitlcrcd:-

Cao;c I: Single shift; GMB selling price; Oil sold al wholesale price. 

Cao;c 2: Single shift; GMB selling price; Oil sold al rc&ail price. 

Case 3: Single shift; GMB producer price; Oil sold al wholesale price. 

Ca.o;c 4: Single shift: GMB producer price; Oil sold al rcaail price. 

Case I: 
Revenue (ZS): 

Net Operating Profit(ZS): 

Ca.w 2: 
Revenue (ZS): 
Net Operating Profit(ZS): 

Casc3: 
Revenue (ZS): 

Net Operating Profit(ZS): 

Ca.w 4: 
Revenue (ZS): 
Net Operating Profit(Z.~): 

Year 1 Years 2 - S 

160,754 
-3,189 

169,195 
5,2.Jl 

160,754 
19.030 

169,195 
27,471 

13 

214,339 
11,470 

lli,593 
22,724 

214,339 
40,545 

225,593 
51,798 

3 



2.2 Sunflower Processing - Double Shift 

Fi~td C.api121 Cost 
Main unit 
Bolding machine 
Dcconicaror 
Containers/packaging 
Freighlfmsurancc 
Contingencies (5%) 
Sub- total 

Building 
Installation costs 
Other (cleaning/safety equipment) 
Tobi F"axed Capital Costs 

W ork.ing Capital 
Sunflower seed (3 months) 
Labour(! monlh) 

Fuel (I month) 
Other 
Total Working Capital 

Total Capital Cost 

F"mancing 

Equity (20%) 

Loan (80%) 

Financial Viability (Case S) 

1. Production '3pacity (cooking oil): 

2. Sales Revenue (ZS): 

3. Net Profit before tu:: 

4. Simple rate of retwn: = 49% 

5. Payback period: = S years. 

Gross Rtvtnut & Profitability 

4 C3SCS were considered:· 

ZS 
20.m.18 
4.236.00 
4,118.75 
1,410.00 
3,813.00 
2.367.04 

36.718.57 

45.000.00 
5.391.00 
2.000.00 

89,109.57 

60.278.40 
1.514.24 

832.00 
300.00 

62,924.64 

152,034.21 

30,407.00 

121,627.00 

Yr I Yrs 2- S 

58.000 77.340 litrc.Vpa 

321,508 428,678 

45,494 81,959 

C;ise 5: Double shift; GMB selling price; Oil sold at wholesale price. 

• 



Case 6: Double sh; fl; GMB selling price; Oil sold :at rcWl price. 

Case 7: Double sbifa; GMB pcoduc:cr pricc."()il sold at wholesale price. 

~ 8: Double shif c GMB producer JXicc; Oil sold :at n:uil price. 

Yc:ir 1 ·Yc:ars2-S 
UscS: 

• Revenue (Z.1): 321.SOS 428.678 
Net Opcr.uing Profit (ZS): 45.494 81.959 

Uscci: 
Rcvcouc (ZS): 338.389 451.185 
Net Opcr.iting Profit (ZS): 55.126 91/iX) 

C:ase7: 
'Rovcouc (ZS): 321.SOS 428.678 
Net Opcr.uing Profit (ZS): . 83.284 133.242 

Coase8: 
Revenue (Z.1): 338.389 451.185 
Net Operating Profit (ZS): 106.813 162.615 

11 
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aMLl. SCALE lllNINB IN Zll&UUIL - IT EXPERIEIEE 

I ntroduct I on 

Zillbabft, I Ike 11e>st develaplng countries, depends heavl ly on the 
exploitation of its natural resources to meet Its current 
consumption Meds and to generate capital investllent necessary to 
develop Its Infrastructure, create llOl"9 811f>le>yment opportuntles 
and skills and earn.,,... foreign exchange. Prior to independence 
In 1980, this exploitation centred around agricultural resources. 
However, with the advent of independew;e, the exploitation of 
natural resources has Intensified and diversified into wild life, 
•In Ing and others. 

The ext,._ pressure on naturaf resources, pertlcularly In the 
peasant sector where there is a I l•it6d capital base, knowledge 
and ski I ls, raises two Issues, one of dally survival and the 
other of contribution to the economic growth of the country. It 
Is within this context that this paper seeks to provide SOiie 

Insights Into .. 11-scale •lnlng as a •Jor natural resources 
exploitation activity In the country. It also seeks to raise SOiie 

questions on the strategy to incorporate both survival and long 
te... sustainable develas-ent Into the exploltatlon of •lneral 
resources. 

Ddlnltlon end extent of -11 .,.,. •lnlng 

Si nee .,,.. than 7°' of the .. 11-sca I e •I ners are I nvo I ved in 
gold •lnlng while the rest are Involved In chromite, Iron oxides 
and peg11at I te •I nera Is, exper I "'1CH tend to be based on the 
exploitation of gold. Accordingly, the Ministry of Mines 
c I ass If I es a I I •In Ing aperat Ions that produce I ess tban 15 kgs of 
gold per annum as .. 11 scale. These account for 8°' of al I gold 
producing •Ines and contribute around 5' of total annual gold 
production In the country. 

Small-scale •lners can be broadly categorised Into two groups, a 
relatively sophisticated group with access to a range of 
resources available, and a relatively unsophisticated one with 
1 l•lted resources and I ltt le knowledge of how to exploit them 
efficiently. This latter group emerged wltt. the opening up of 
the economy In 1980 and Is the focus of th Is paper. There has 
been an upsurge of peasants 11e>vlng Into •subsistence •lnlng" frOll 
about 5000 people In the early eighties to 11e>re than 100000 
panners CSSliMZ estl .. tes>. 

Most of the mnall-scale •lnlng operations are concentrated along 
the greenstone belt or Great Dyke area which stretches frOll the 
south western corner of the country right through the central and 
north eastern parts of the country. Areas with large 
concentrations of SSM's Include Sh.-va, Mutorashanga, MazC'We, 
Karol, ttnnge, Ngezl, Lalapanzl, Mlsvlngo, and W.rengwa. As wl 11 
be d I scussed e I HWhere In th Is paper - • •-sea I e •In Ing span 110st 
of the rivers In the country's .. jor catchlllent areas. 
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The SM.I I Scale Miners Anoclatlon Of Zl.._tMe (SSll\Z) 

SSIMZ was fonted In 1982 by a group of Zlababwean businessmen and 
WOiien with an interest in saall scale aining. The Association was 
fonled in response to the techn i ca I and other . i nadequac I es which 
were being experienced by 511811 ainers thereby severely 
constraining their operations. It has a 11eiabership of 
approxiaately 700 eiperating 51181 I scale alners and a further 700 

1000 prospectors who are prospective candidates.It took the 
fora of a non-governaental pressure group with the al• of 
attracting the attention of the newly fonled goverment to the 
needs and aspirations of the i nci i genous sma I I -sea I e •In Ing 
fraternity. Its specific objectives were as follows: 

To provide inforaation and technical advice to Its members 
on existing services, Including financial sources and other 
taci I lties 

To provide technical and business Mnageaent training to 
i11Prove the performance of its IM!llbers 

To Initiate projects for the benefit of Its llellbers 

To represent the interest of its me.bers and the saa 11 
._bers and the smal I alning ~unity. 

One of the Min proble.s which however Is ailltating against the 
achieveaent of the spectr111 of objectives as set out by SSfMZ is 
lack of adequate administrative and financial resources. For 
instance, SSMAZ has identified a need to acquire a range of basic 
mining equipment such as C011Pressors, portable drilling 11achines, 
tractors and other alning tools for hiring out to those •iners 
who are not In a position to peraanently acquire these facilities 
for themselves but has not been able to secure funding. Allied to 
this Is the problem of lack of adllllnlstratlve capacity to handle 
such a sche111e should it to COiie to fruition. 

In order to be able to effectively address these objectives, It 
Is therefore Imperative for the Association to receive the 
necessary support to build Its technical and adlllnlstratlve 
capacity. 

ITDG's lnvolv.eM 

ITDG felt that the objectives of SSMAZ were C<Jllpatlble with Its 
ph I I osophy on Siiia I I producers and In 1987 It dee I ded to get 
Involved with the Association. The broad aim of Its Involvement 
was to provide support to the emergent small scale alning 
poulatlon of Zimbabwe so as to enhance the lnCOllle generating and 
job cr·eatlon potential of the Al&l I 11lner. SOlll8 of the specific 
objectives of IT's lnvolv81118nt were In the followlno areass 
training, direct technical asststence, establlshnlent of data 
base, Information dissemination, and Institution building. 
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TIM ShmVa Ill n Ing Centre 

ITDG's involve11ent cul•inated in, BlllOng other things, the 
provision of an advisor to assist In the initiation of projects 
and in the formulation of pol icy. as wet I as in the 
establishllent of a pilot project, the Sh811Va Mining Centre. 

The Centre was established in 1989 In order to provide Sllal I gold 
•lners with shared •lnlng faci I lties, a technical advisory 
service and training. The Centre has ore •Ill Ing facilities which 
include a crusher, a ball •Ill, a Ja11es table, and a COllpressor 
among other essential qulpment. It also provides drilling and 
blasting services and technical advice on all aspects of •ining 
frClll exploration to processing. The project Is run by a qualified 
•ining engineer who Is an mployee of ITDG based at the Centre. 

Sltall-scale gold •iners In the Sh..va area bring their ore for 
•i I I ing to this central facl I lty which processes 11c>re than of 100 
tonnes of ore each 110nth. The centre a I so offers ctr i I I t ng and 
blasting services, and in conjuctlon with the Ministry of Mines, 
organises training workshops to teach basic •lning methods and 
other techniques. By assisting SllaCI- scale atners to acquire 
and use appropriate technology and skills to exploit •ineral 
resources, It is hoped viable 511811-scale enterprises wl 11 be 
developed and hence, dellonstrate to pol Icy 11akers that potential 
benefits can be derived frm Sll&ll-scale •lnlng operations. 

Revenues generated frm the operations of the alning centre were 
expected not only to be able to cover the costs of the Centre, 
but a I so to contr I bute to the f I nanc Ing of SSMAZ. However, 
because of certain considerations, which Included a •grace 
period" a I I owed for the centre to bu 11 d up the necessary capac I ty 
In terms of hardware and techn I ca I resources, as w I I as to 
attract sufficient custa.ers and bui Id up confidence, and also 
pol ltlcal considerations, cost recovery was therefore not a 
critical consideration. 

To date, the centre has aanaged to build up a captive aarket for 
its •Ill Ing and blasting services. This Is despite the C011petlon 
offered by at least two other privately owned llObl le units 
offering slallar facilities which are operating In the S8118 area. 
In fact, SOiie of the fees chwrged by the latter are slgnlf icantly 
higher than those charged by the Centre. For Instance, the Centre 
charges 830/hr and 8220/day for •Ill Ing and cmpressor hire. 
Comparative figures for private operators for the 881118 are S40/hr 
and 8640. And yet private contractors have acU111ulatecl 
substantial backlogs du• to high delftand. There are therefore very 
strong Indications for good dellland for such services In the area 
even at con.erclal rates. 

The services rendered by Sh8111Va Mining Centre have proved to be 
Invaluable to the ... 11 scale miners In the area. The Centre has 
on the whGle 111anagecl to put together the critical hardware, now 
estl111ated at ~lose to zt1m, with the assistance of ITDG the 
Ministry of Ml,nes and other donor agencies such as ODA, GTZ and 
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GATE. Further"llOl"e, it aanaged to build up quite an appreciable 
level of throughput. ConditiOl'ls have now becme ripe far the 
operations to now step up its pricing strategy withovt 
necessarily caiipr011islng Its .. rket. Cost recovery Is 
increasingly becoming the overidin{f consideration. 

ITDG is currently In the process of assisting the Centre In 
•naging this adjustllent, particularly in coming up with a 
rea I I st i c cost structure. Against a background of a CCJ11pet it Ive 
environment, the qua I ity of service it offers becmes very 
critical for survival, and in this regard the strengthening of 
the ex i st i ng techn I ca I and resource baae. as .. 1 I •• I ts 
expansion, becOlles para.ount and so wi 11 be the overal I 
•nagement capac I ty. 

Legal and R9gulatory Fr•1 au Ir 

Sul I-scale •lnlng activities in ZillbatMe are governed by the 
Zillbabwe's Mines and Mineral Act, which is acillinlstered by the 
Ministry of Mines through its District Mining ~isslons. 
Assistance In the foni of technical advice on exploration, •ining 
and processing is therefore provided by geologists, •lne 
engineers, Inspectors, surveyors and •tallurgists e11ployed by 
the Ministry. 

In adcl!tlon to this technical advice, a nllllber of loan facilities 
are available to S118ll-scale •iners throug~ the Mining Affairs 
Board. For ex111111>le. upon recxcrrandetlons by geologlsts, 
engineers and •tallurglsts financlal assistance In the fon1 of 
loans which normally bear an interest of 6% per annm are 
prov i cled. These Inc I Ude I oans to purchase or deve I op •Ines 
Cli•ited to S25 000 and less 5°' of the purchase price>, loans to 
purchase p I ant and equ I P119nt C I esa than t4'0 000 > , I oans to 
establish Infrastructures and to assist In the aarketlng of 
•I nera Is. A I I these I oans are regu I ar I y appra I sed by the Ch I ef 
Goverr.e~t Mining Engineer. The problems associated with the 
availability of these resources are analysed elsewhere in this 
paper. 

Lege I I y a I I go Id produced In the country must be so Id through the 
Reserve Bank of Zi•bablle. Most other 11inerals •st be •rketed 
through the Minerals Marketing Corporation of Zlllbebwe. Because 
of proble11s such as expensive registration procedures, lack of 
transport, etc, an amount al110st equal to the a.aunt of gold and 
other precious ~inerals traded offlclally by ... 11 scale •lners 
often f Inds I ts way to the para 11 e I •rket. Th Is secondary 
.. rket does not only provide •rketlng convenience to the poor 
.. 11- scale miner but also offers higher prices than offered by 
the official market. The reasona Why the parallel .arket rates 
are 11e>re lucrative are presW1abfy to do with the exchangeablllty 
of gold and shortage of forex In the country. Notwithstanding the 
above, the Reserve Bank always tries to guarantee a t.se price 
which generally cannot C0111P9te with black .. rkets as long as there 
Is a shortage of forex ~ the local .. rket. 
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Because a majority of •lning claims especially of non gold 
deposits are owned and controlled by transnational corporatjons 
and by the state through the Zimbabwe Mln:ng Development 
Corporat ion < 2ll>C > 11e>st non go Id SllS I I -sea I e 111 ners f i nd 
themselves working on these claims on lease agreements with 
either of the two clal• holders. The 2ll>C was set up •Inly t'> 
pr01110te the formation of cooperatives Involved In chrcae •lning 
especially on the Great Dyke. Its Mmbershlp is about 44 
cooperatives with up to 13 000 Individual beneficiaries. It 
provides -nagerlal. financial and technical training to the 
cooperatives. It also mrga•ns the selling price of chrome on 
behalf of the ccoperatlves since the •rkets for the chrome <I.e. 
f9rrochrome smelting COllP8nies> are owned by transnational 
corporations. 

The relationship between the aall scale •lnlng cooperatives. the 
transnational corporations and the government. through the 2MOC, 
has someti11es been subject of debate and controversy. It has 
often been argued that the •out-grower• relatior.shlp be'hlleen the 
•In Ing coperatives and the transnationals largely works to the 
disadvantage of the fonmer. It is fact that the transnationals 
have unfair advantage over cooperatives because of the 
llOflopsonistic position they are in as they own the two smeltlng 
plants In the country, l.e ZllMSCO and ZllWJ.OYS. It Is 'feared 
that prices can easily be •nipulated. Although 2MOC does the 
bargaining on behalf of the coops, its effectlvenftSs In this 
regard has been questionable. The fact that the .. jority of the 
cooperatives do not own the clal11S further cmpounds their 
prediCMent. 

In addition, It has been nc:;tect that the operations of these 
cooperatives are confl~ to the •lnlng of thln-88811 chra11e <as 
opposed to thick-sea> which Is associated with high production 
costs due to Its relatlvely low yield and therefore very risk. 
Transnational corporations on the other hand mine thlck-se• 
chrOllle Whose returns are relatively much higher and therefore 
less risky. Thus It would appear th&t the cooperatives are In 
effect •naglng the risk on behalf of the big miners. 

Thus these cooperatives are operating in an environment Which 
severely constraints their vlablllty. This has had the effect of 
unde,..lnlng their credlblllty and that of the cooperative 
movement and sma I I sea I e •In Ing In genera I , not to mention the 
acCOlll)8nying effect on their credit worthness and chances of 
receiving other fo,..s of Inputs. 

The needs and problems o1 11181 I-scale 111ners st• from the 
following .. jor sources1- lack of flnanclal assistance, lack of 
technical and 11anagerlal skllls, Inadequate lnfo,...tlon and 
Ineffective representation, lack of autonOlllY In 111arketlng and 
poo,. transport. 
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Characteristically, Sll811 scale miners operate as Individuals or 
511811 groups of between 4 and 10 people. The •Ines are severely 
under-capitalised with mines operating with •ini•un tools and 
equipment. These range frm chisel and plnchbar for extraction, 
and wheelbarrows. windlasses and buckets to . bring ore to the 
surface. Crushing equipment can be as simple as pestle and 
.ortar or hand operated st8111P •i 11 s. Because the known reserves 
are 511811, project life under axistlng exploitation tends to be 
short. Si nee 511811-sca I e •I ne I aboUr is dependent on the 
prosperity and continuity of the smal I •Ines, 9111Ployment is often 
erratic, Insecure and the inca.e derived frm It uncertain 
because of the aforementioned constraints which are further 
explained below. 

Lack of capital. especially, credit facilities in local currency 
from the country's risk averse financial systell has affected 
511811-scale •iners at all stages of productlnn frm exploration 
to processing. The hiring of ski I led personnel to ensure that 
deposits wi 11 be exploited in a safe •nner and to ensure •xi•• 
recovery has gone beyond the •ans of the s.all-scale •lners. 
Inadequate funding has also •ant Inability to acquire equipment 
and to lnstal I adequate processing faci I itles on site. This has 
further led to prohibitive transport costs between the •Ines and 
custOll •ii ling plants. 

Lack of proper experience and training at the exploration and 
exploitation stages have often meant haphazard mining strategies 
leading to extensive loss of ore. Safety also beca.es a major 
problem particularly for •lners working underground where rock 
fa I Is can occur due to Inadequate support, and vent I I at ion Is 
frequently inadequate. At the proce~slng stage. lack of training 
has been translated into poor S8111Pllng practise and inefficient 
recovery of •inerals. Although some of the technical and 
financial support needed by 8!1811 scale miners Is available from 
the Ministry of Mines, lack of adequate Information prohibit .. ny 
Sll811-scale •lners frm enjoying some of these benefits. The 
SSMAZ is however .aklng efforts to dissflllllnate this information 
through Its newsletter and direct contacts with its 11e111bers. 

Since 611811-scale alners are not represented In the Chamber of 
Mines, a major pol Icy .aklng body, this .. ans that some of the 
barriers to entry Into legal mining operations have r8118ined 
unsolved. These Include prohibitively high Mining fees and 
I icences. 

Unavailability of transport. poor roads and lack of water and 
electricity supplies have further •llltated against the 
successful operations of 811811-scale •lnlng operations. All led 
to this Is the lack of marketing facilities close by. This has 
resulted In the proliferation of Illegal dealers who visit the 
mining areas and therefore offer a convenient .. rket. 



In its macro-econanlc context, the environmental issue as It 
relates to small producers in rural areas is a historical problem 
which is rooted in the Inequitable access to natural resources. 
In short, there is gross mismatch between the resources that the 
majority of small producers have access to or coanand over and 
and their needs, both for basic survival and for surplus. The 
population densities of C01111unal Ares have generally far exceeded 
their carrying capacities by 11<>re than 10C1'. Such an Imbalance 
has inevitable consequencles of extreme harm to the environment. 
It is against this background that the environmental problem as 
it relates to the subsector of small scale mining should be 
viewed. 

over the years there has been a growing concern of the threat to 
the environment caused by small-scale mining, particularly gold 
panning or ftsubsistence mining•. As already Indicated, there has 
been an upsurge of peasants moving into •subsistence mining• 
after Independence, spanning most of the rivers in the country's 
major catchment areas. This upsurge is due to the rational 
econC111ic behaviour of small producers who are increasingly 
threatened by severe economic hardships against a background of a 
continually diminishing and constrained resource base, 
particularly in agriculture. The situation has further been 
exercebated by recurrent droughts and declining economic 
opportunities in other sectors of the economy. 

Thus the environmental issue In small scale mining should be 
viewed as a negative externallty associated with rational 
economic behaviour, while In general terms It Is largely a 
reflection of the poverty which 11&ny households in rural areas 
face. It is unfortunate that the general view of the 
enviro111118ntal problan has tended to miss this vital context.The 
environmental probl81l Is a complex resource management issue 
which needs a careful analysis before ameliorative strategies 
area designed. Perhaps it would be useful to separate out 
certain key elements of natural resource exploitation and build 
up a deep understanding of these In order to come up with a well 
thoughtout, holistic strategy of rational and sustainable 
resource exploitation that will reconcile environmental 
constraints and develop requirements. 

The first element that we need Is a quantitative and qualitative 
analysis on the extent of panning In terms of numbers, 
geographical spread, extent of damage and an Indication on 
returns being realised. There Is at the moment scanty 
lnfonnatlon on this. The best that Is available are press 
articles written in very emotive language, some of them uniformed 
and unhelpful to the development of solutions. For example, the 
major th8'18 of available cursory surveys Is that of siltation of 
rivers and dams. However, from erosion studies, the silt load of 
any river system Is by and large a function of the land use 
patterns of the catchment areas. In the areas under consideration 
the major land use In these catchment areas Is agriculture, while 
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the majority of the •subsistence miners• are actually working on 
the river bed which is already loaded with si It washed away from 
the catctment areas. 

Admittedly, sOlll8 of the panners are working river banks which may 
cause these to collapse and contribute to siltation, but the 
question is what is the contribution of this activity to 
destabilizing the river system environment? While the major part 
of the national agricultural research budget is now devoted to 
investigating options for small-scale farmers <now the same part
time miners> It ts not unreasonable to Invest in Investigating 
the options in •subsistence mining", a growing economic activity. 

The second area to be isolated and carefully studied is the issue 
of rights (individual and canmunlty> to use and manage resources 
in the immediate envlronlll8nt. The experience in this and other 
developing countries is that wherever national bureaucracies have 
taken over, the management role that was earlier discharged by 
local connunities, systems of traditional governance of ndtural 
resources have declined. Local c0111111unities have been alienated, 
and environmental resources have suffered from a free for all 
in their use and faced consequent degradation. This is more 
evident In connunal lands agriculture. What we are witnessing now 
in •subsistence mining• along rivers Is a spillover from c011111unal 
lan~s agricultural land use based on bureaucratic control rather 
than conmunity Institutions in which members have confidence and 
can get a fair deal. 

It is obvious that these rights to use and management of natural 
resources by individuals and conmunlty institutions cannot exist 
in Isolation. They need a national framework and at the heart of 
this framework is the Communal Area Act, Foresty Act, Mines and 
Minerals Act, Natural resources and water Act. It is very 
dlfflcult to see any serious efforts to address the rising 
environmental crisis due to extreme pressure on natural resources 
<mainly for survival) that does not Include an analysis of how 
these Acts empower or deprive, how they constrain or create 
opportunities for the small producer, and how they can be changed 
to place the small producer and their CO!llllUnlty Institutions at 
the centre of management, accountability and benefit system of 
resources utilization within their areas. 

The third element we need to Isolate and carefully study is 
lnstltutlonal and Infrastructural support in a new environment 
designed to create space and nurture the development of con111unlty 
Institutions where decisions are taken by those who suffer the 
consequences of their decisions. It Is highly unlikely that 
centralised bureaucratic support Institutions, for example, of 
mlnltrles of mines, natural resources, lands and agriculture, and 
local government which were set up on one hand for a "powerful 
minority cllentelle" and on another a largely unquestioning 
peasant sector - can create space for conmunity Institutions to 
build up knowledge and ski I ls based on such complex Issues as the 
environment. 
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Firstly, the largely technical agencies have very llttle respect 
for C011111Unlty Institutions and this Is not suprising because of 
the large gap in level of sophistication between the two. 

Secondly It is an unequal relationship Where the technical agent 
is regarded as part of the power of the centre not prepared to 
listen and learn from the small producers. 

Thirdly, because of the nature of centralised system, progress Is 
measured by the level of connunication with the centre and not 
how much confidence one has created with groups of gold panners 
or peasant farmers. Even where one attempted this approach there 
are other limitations of financial and sheer numbers involved. 

Forthly, because of the very nature of the training of most 
technical staff, there Is limited appreciation of the wider 
linkages of ecological costs, knowledge and skills base, producer 
rights and prices, International trade and therefore the need to 
build solidarity with producers and producer groups in a world 
Where poverty and hunger coexist with extraordinary wealth and 
overconsumption. 

It is now more crltial to question whether the government 
services as presently constituted can tackle the issue of 
sustainable resource management by small-scale sector In 
agriculture, mining, forestry wildlife etc. In-keeping with the 
new thinking In environmental terms of vesting declsion-11&king In 
those who suffer the consequences of their decisions It Is not 
unreasonable to experiment with building up lnstltttutlonal and 
technical capacity in constituent or producer organizations. 
SSMAZ and ZP.l>C <coops division> are already struggltng along this 
path but would benefit from more conceptual thinking on 
separation of the political lobby functions and professional 
support services to members. 

They would also benefit from experiences on setting up structures 
that allow for genuine participation of Its constituent members 
particularly the lowest tiers of these organisations which 
interact on a day to day basis with the physical environment that 
Is under threat. By strengthening these structures, there ts a 
good chance of coordinating governmont services offered, and 
bringing about a measure of accountability of these services at 
the local level. 

If producer organisations develop the capacity for the 
mobilisation and extension of Information services, government 
agencies would then concentrate on specialist services and 
updating the organisations on particular trends, apart from the 
provision of the necessary Infrastructure. 

Recc:llllll8ndatlona 

It Is clear from the above discussion that there Is not enough 
Information to adequately profile the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats of the small scale mining sector. 
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There is a clear need for a sectoral analysis particularly 
looking at the elements identified In the text which include 
extent of existing operations and potential of the sector, rights 
of individuals and c011111unities, and Institutional support to, and 
the acts that govern, the small scale mining sector. Although 
the Ministry of Mines and the one governing the Communal Area Act 
must take a leading role, given the environme~tal crisis and the 
dire nt-ed for managing natural resources at high levels of 
productivity on an ecologically friendly basis, this task cannot 
be left to centralised bureaucracies alone. There is need to 
create space by these Institutions for participation by groups 
with an interest in our camnon future and those directly affected 
by the deteriorating resource base. 

other specific recommenaations include the following: 

1. Establishment of communal processing plants, with t~e 

assistance of the Ministry of Mines and donors on· the lines of 
Shamva Mi~lng Centre in which miners have a shareholding. 

2. Introduction of training In safety Is a priority area as many 
of the small scale miners are new entrants into the business. 
3. Facilitating the provision of transport fac!litles to enable 
miners to transport ore to the central mil ling ~lants. 

4. Urgent need for a re~earch on mineral deposits that can be 
profitably mined by the small scale miners. 

5. Research and development of appropriate local technologies 
that can benefit the small scale mining sector. 

6. Increased contact between the established miners and the 
small scale miner. 

7. Resources In the loan system of the Ministry of Mines should 
be increased and better promotion among the target group, while 
the other financial institutions should be made more responsive 
to the needs of small scale miners. 

8. Where appropriate and applicable decentralised mineral buying 
services should be introduced. The RBZ should take an leading 
role In the search for a more convlnlent market for the small 
producer of gold. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper has been prepared by A~tech for Zimconsult for 
incorporation into the Zimconsult study for UNIDO entitled 
"Support to Small Scale Industries and Enhancement of 
Indigenous ownership". It covers some of Aptech's (and 
friends of Aptech's) experience working in development 
projects and small scale industrial projects in the last 
decade. It reflects our perspective of technology transfer 
and technical problems based on observations in this period. 
Most of our development work has been done with the 
Interm£diate Technology Development Group (ITDG) and ENDA 
Zimbabwe, so most of the case studies relate to projects 
done with those organisations. 

The paper covers the following areas: 

1. Brief historical review of the development and 
dissemination of technologies to Small Scale Enterprises 
(SSEs) in Zimbabwe. (Section 2) 

2. Availability of and access to technology suitable for 
small scale production units. (Section 3) 

3. Case studies of selected technoloqies. (Section 4) 

4. General analysis of problems and constraints facing 
technology dissemination to SSEs. (Section 5) 

5. Proposals tc improve technology dissemination. 
(Section 6) 

6. Institutional support necessary to increase the 
chance of successful technologies being developed and 
used. (Section 7) 
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2. BllU BXS'l'OllCAL unn 

2.1 BACKGROUllD 

S•all scale enterprises (SSEs) have become a category of 
their own recently, usually being defined as enterprises 
.. ploying less than 50 people. This definition would 
include aany well established, non indigenous industrial 
businesses. This paper generally focuses on SSEs employing 
up to 15 people. 

SSEs have existed for decades at household level in 
conjunction with agricultural activities in traditional 
areas such as basket making, beer brewing, brick making, 
house building, food processing (peanut butter). 

More recently SSEs have moved out of the home into 
independent businesses and coops especially in areas such as 
hawking, stores, beer brewing, brick making and grain 
milling. These provide more permanent employment and income. 

The development of small scale technology for SSEs has 
largely been directed towards building and agroprocessing. 
This reflects the fact that shelter is a primary need in 
rural areas, and that the logical starting point for income 
generating activities in rural areas is the use of 
agricultural produce as the raw material. Government has 
developed extension services and R&D in agroprocessing, 
which has encouraged this trend. 

Hot all technology, however, is related to building and 
agriculture. There are other forms of small scale 
technology which are established and commercially available, 
such as sewing machines, which are successfully used by 
SSEs. 

Before Independence Government departments started to 
develop "appropriate technoloqies" for agricultural and 
health. Some development/training centres were established 
under the auspices of the Church - Hlekweni and Silveira 
House. In general, entrepreneurs had to find their own 
opportunities and equipment and establish their operations 
without much assistance. 

After Independence, internationally based development 
agencies established local programmes and local off ices 
(ENDA, ITDG), training centres proliferated (Glen Forest, 
Chitepo, Melfort) and services (SEDCO, Dept of COO.Ps) were 
established to assist SSEs, amongst other development 
activities. 

In 1984 the Development Technology centre was established at 
the University of Zimbabwe to "act as a catalyst, a 
facilitator, a resource and an information centre" in the 
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process of technology transfer. The govern11ent has also 
tried to proaote intermediate and small scale technoloqies 
through the biannual Rural Development Technology fair. This 
was a dynamic, seai international forum in the early days 
but has become quite static and small for the last couple of 
fairs. 

More recently there has been the establishment of the 
Indigenous Business Development Centre. Construction work 
has started on a facility at Hatcliffe, Harare for the 
Scientific and Industrial Research and Development Centre. 
Both could play a role in assisting SSEs. 

2.Z llOLB OP TllB IBSTITUTIOBS 

All the orqanisations mentioned above have played (or may 
play) a role in transferring technology to small scale 
enterprises and individuals. Their role is discussed below. 

Govermaent institutions 

Government institutions have concentrated on technoloqies 
related to agriculture and health. The Institute of 
Agricultural Engineering (IAE), in Hatcliffe, Harare, has 
worked on developing oil presses, solar equipment for crop 
drying, blacksmithing and low cost housing. 

The Blair Laboratory has done very good work in the field of 
water and sanitation. The Department of Energy concerns 
itself with the development and dissemination of energy 
related equipment. Government also has the extension 
services to identify needs and disseminate technologies. 

Government has also played a role in setting and enforcing 
regulations, especially health and safety. 

Training centres 

The training centres seem to be well placed to disseminate 
technologies effectively as they can combine the technoloqy 
with the skills. In the past the most important source of 
skills, techniques or knowledge of SSEs in rural areas has 
been family or close friends. In urban areas, the source is 
usually previous employment in private sector or government. 

The general approach seems to be: 

Adoption of technology from elsewhere 
Develop local prototype with other agencies 
Feasibility studies & tests 
Train people to make and/or use tt,e technology 
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'l'he most active centres have concentrated on ovens, 
woodwork, blacksaithinq and building materials. There are 51 
centres listed in the VOICE/ZCC directory of NGO training 
centres and programaes. Of these: 

33 do agricultural training (crops, -pigs, rabbits, 
poultry, vegetables, livestock); 

26 do training in technical subjects (bri~ks, ceaent 
roof tiles, welding, blacksaithing, aetal work, 
carpentry, construction. mechanics, water supply and 
sanitation): 

31 tackle nutrition and health (including bread and 
food preservatives): and 

34 train in craftvork. 

Developaent agencies 

A nUllber of development agencies such as Save the Children 
Fund (SCF), ITDG, ENDA and Redd Barna have been involved in 
the developaent and use of new technologies. 

These agencies have different needs and approaches towards 
technology. 

Agencies involved in grass roots development work with rural 
co .. unities, such as SCF and Redd Barna, often need 
equipment to aeet a particular need in the community. These 
agencies are users rather than developers of technology, and 
normally need equipment which is already developed rather 
than experimental. However, from their position within 
their co111Dunities they may be in a good position to 
highlight the need for equipment for a particular purpose. 
They will not normally be in a position to develop the 
technology themselves, but can work with technical agencies 
to develop a suitable machine. 

Soae aid agencies have tended in the past to disseminate 
technology prematurely in an attempt to develop income 
generating groups. Technical support has often been · 
lacking. 

Agencies such as ITDG and ENDA are developers of technology, 
involved in development, prototype testing, dissemination 
support to user groups. This includes assessing the 
sociological and economic implications of the development as 
well as the engineering design. 

Private ••ctor 
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The private sector has been involved in the development of 
AT in three different ways: 

Coapanies such as Aptech have been involved in design, 
prototype testing, installation and ~oaaissioning work on 
behalf of organisations like ITDG. 

Manufacturing coapanies like Precision Grinders have been 
involved in the manufacture and distribution of equipment 
like grinding aills which are ready for dissemination. 

The user of AT equipaent is increasingly a private 
entrepreneur. 
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3. Anl:~BILZft OP AllD ACCESS TO TECHHOLOGY 

3.1 AVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT FOR KA.JOR SUB-SECTORS 

Given the short amount of time available for the preparation 
of this report, this section is intendec as a brief 
assessment based on our experience, and not as a 
comprehensive survey. 

The principal difference between informal and formal 
manufacturing sectors is in the scale cf production. 
Because the foraal sector usually enjoys larger scale 
operation it is able to use conventional proprietary 
equipment designed for the purpose, and is better able to 
secure f areign currency to import the equipment and raw 
materials than the informal sector. It also has better 
access to credit to finance the purchase. 

The informal sector, on the other hand, sometimes operates 
at production levels which are so low that there is no 
purpose built equipment available. 

In general the traditional and handicraft sectors are not 
restricted by technology although the use of mactinery might 
increase productivity or profitability. The int~rmediate 
scale technologies are often in the stage of development and 
not widely accessible except through d~veloF,ent projects 
which also provide support. 

The locally produced conventional technologies are generally 
available but expensive and there are periodic shortages. 
Some inputs need to be imported and are less accessible. A 
major neglected but valuable source of technology is second 
hand equipment probably only accessible to the most 
innovative or those with foreign contacts. Imported second 
hand equipment can be much less costly than new equipment, 
but needs much more care to verify its condition and the 
availability of spare parts. 

The availability and competitiveness of technologies in the 
different sectors is discussed below. The percentages in 
the sections below ref er to the proportion of enterprises in 
the subsector to the total number of Micro and Small 
Enterprises (MSEs). This information i~ taken from the 
Michigan State University Survey of MSEs in Zimbabwe, 1991. 
Apparent anomalies in classification in this study are 
discussed under the relevant sections. 
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Textiles 
24 ' This subsector is dominated by knitting and crocheting, 
which account for 2lt of all MSEs. These are primarily 
womens• handcrafts, except that knitting machines are 
becoming more coJDJllon. The machines are similar to those 
used in the formal sec~or, and are imported, expensive, and 
not available in large numbers. A second hand Empisal 
Cardomatic will cost around Z$ 3000, while a more advanced 
Empisal a-button machine will cost ZS about Z$ 3300. 

Teztile Printing 
Small scale printing does not require much equipment, and 
can be competitive with large scale industry. Raw materials 
are generally not a problem except for items which have to 
be imported like special dyes and silk for screening. 

Weaving 

There are about 7 groups of specialist weaving groups 
producing hand woven cloth and rugs in Zimbabwe. It would 
be difficult for these groups to compete with the large 
scale production of the formal sector, but they have been 
able to develop an export niche for craft weaving. The 
looms are imported, but the groups have enjoyed considerable 
financial and managerial support from donor organisations. 
They consist of 10 - JO members and are generally successful 
and profitmaking. 

Silk 

There is inc~~asing small scale production of cocoons in 
Zimbabwe, and !TOG is involved in attempts to develop a silk 
processing industry. Aptech is currently designing a manual 
silk reeler for small scale producers with ITDG. This has 
the potential of generating income from a range of 
activities including the growing of the worms, reeling the 
silk from the cocoons and spinning the silk. 

There is no large scale silk industry in Zimbabwe at 
present, though the Astra Corporation is installing a large, 
automated Nissan silk reeler in order to start processing of 
high quality cocoons supplied by local producers. 

Tailoring 

8 ' Informal sector tailors work either singly or in small 
groups which can either be cooperatives or small businesses. 
In rural and high density areas the traditional product is 
school uniforms. 
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There is no significant difference in this sector between 
the equipment used by the formal and informal sectors, 
except that the formal sector us~s heavy duty industrial 
sewing machines and the informal sector is more likely to 
use domestic machines. Items such as sewing machines are 
generally available in limited numbers, at least in Harare, 
but are expensive, at Z$700 - 1300 for second hand domestic 
machines. Particular makes such as the Singer sometimes go 
off the market but then less desirable make such as the 
Harrison are usually available. 

The informal sector has difficulty in competing in quality, 
quantity and cost with formal producers. 

Grass, cane and bamboo 
14 ' This sector, like tailoring, is labour intensive, and both 
formal and informal sectors use similar equipment. There is 
a shortage of good quality cane in urban areas, and formal 
sector companies have been importing cane from Malawi for 
the hiqh quality end of the market. This facility is 
unlikely to be available to informal producers. 

Beer brewing 
6t 
Brewing in rural areas is usually done by one woman and her 
family to meet the needs of the village, in many cases as a 
part of traditional or cultural activi~ies. 

The brewing of opaque beer by the formal sector is a high 
technology capital intensive process industry which has 
little in common with the small scale producers. There is 
no equipment available which would enable small producers to 
operate at an intermediate level. This limits the growth 
potential of small producers. On the other hand, there is 
no evidence that there is a market for such a scale of 
production~ Equipment for local production is simple and 
generally available, but very fuel inefficient. Here 
improved technology would help. An increasing problem is 
the shortage of fuelwood, and water and grain in some areas. 

woodvorkinq 
6\ 
Small scale woodworkers in rural areas are usually one man 
enterprises involved in craft carving and furniture 
manufacture, almost exclusively with manual handtools. 

Formal sector woodworking companies make extensive use of 
power tools and equipment. This increases the volume and 
quality of production, and gives them an advantage over 
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informal producers. Informal producers are hampered by low 
levels of skill and a shortage of tools. 

Unlike the example above of beer brewing, woodworking 
equipment is manufactured for all levels of production, from 
power handtools to large computer controlled mass production 
machines. Manual tools are manufactured in Zimbabwe, 
including a range of wooden woodworking tools designed by 
ITDG and made by Danida. Electrically powered equipment is 
all imported, and so is expensive and generally 1n short 
supply. If it was available, it would enable small scale 
producers who had access to electricity to increase the 
scale and quality of their manufacture. 

There is an increasinq shortage of good quality wood, 
especially hardwood. In this situation, the formal sector 
companies are often better able to secure supplies. 

Metal vorkinq 
1.5 ' Small scale metalworkers, usually one or two worker 
enterprises, fall into two groups, sheetmetal workers and 
small scale fabricators (although individual enterprises 
will often do both). 

Sheetmetal workers 

The sheetmetal workers make and repair a range of household 
equipment such as pots, pans and buckets. For manual 
operation, the equipment is generally quite basic, 
consisting of simple handtools and formers. This enables 
them to produce to a reasonable "rural" level of quality, 
but not to compete with formal sector products. For 
manufacture they require sheet steel, which is imported and 
almost always in short supply, so extensive use is made of 
recycled steel from roof sheets or car bodies. Repair work 
is an important part of the business. 

In order to expand production, sheetmetal workers would 
require firstly a good supply of steel sheet, and then 
access to equipment which would enable them to improve 
quality and production. This would include small bending 
machines, rolls and shears. Initially this would be manual, 
and then electrically powered. There is little or no local 
production of such equipment. 

Metal fabricators 

Small scale fabricators are generally welders or 
blacksmiths. Welders would need an electricity supply, an 
arc welding machine and preferably a set of oxyactylene and 
oxygen gas bottles. This equipment is manufactured in 
Zimbabwe and sometimes available, at reasonable cost. 
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Prices for new welding machines range from Z$ 2000 for a 
light duty 140 A single phase machine to Z$ 4000 for a heavy 
duty 3 phase machine, both manufactured by local company 
L.H.Martinusen Ltd in Harare. Electrodes for mild steel 
welding are also generally available. 

Products include burglar bars, windowframes, simple stoves 
and scotchcart frames, which require locally produced steel 
sections such as round bar and angle sections. Extensive 
use is also made of scrap metal, and again repairwork forms 
an important part of the business. 

Blacksmiths use locally made forges to produce and repair 
agricultural tools, frequently from scrap metal such as 
vehicle leaf springs. 

Machine shops 

The next stage up for a small scale fabricator would be to 
invest in machine shop equipment such as a lathe, pillar 
drill and bench grinder. This is a large capital step, and 
opens up a much larger potential market in manufacture or 
sub-contract machining. 

Equipment required by metalworkers is manufactured 
externally for all levels of production, but much more 
metalworking equipment is locally made than woodworking 
equipment. MTM, a Harare company, manufactures a small 
lathe, the Champion Pro, which is a copy of a Taiwanese 
clone of the Colchester Triumph! This is a lathe with a 
1200 mm bed and a 390 mm swing, which is suitable for a 
wide range of small machineshop work. It has a current cost 
of Z$ 154 ooo. MTM also assemble a Taiwanese pillardrill 
which sells for Z$ 10 000. Relmo, another local company, 
manufactures and sells a 200 mm bench grinder for Z$ 1750. 
Government is also often sympathetic to applications from 
emergent indigenous businessmen for foreign currency for 
this sort of equipment. 

Secondhand reconditioned machine tools are supplied locally 
by MTA, a sister company to MTM. A secondhand lathe similar 
to the Champion Pro will cost from Z$ 50 ooo to Z$ 70 ooo. 

Brick• 

2 ' Brickmaking in Zimbabwe ranges from small scale informal 
production of farm bricks to large scale production of high 
quality industrial facebrick. 

Informal sector farm brick are slop moulded and burnt in 
small wood fired clamps. compressive strength is variable, 
around 2 MPa. This is perfectly adequate for single·storey 
buildings, but does not meet municipal building standards, 
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so the bricks cannot be sold in towns. House building in 
high density areas is the most attractive market for small 
scale brickmakers. 

Formal sector brickmakers use electrically powered equipment 
to crush, extrude and cut the clay prior to firing in larger 
clamps or tunnel kilns. Compressive strength ranges from 
7 MPa, which is the minimum strength, to 14 MPa. 

The method of firing the bricks in clamps is used by all but 
the largest brickmakers, so the small scale brickmakers are 
not at a disadvantage in the firing of the bricks. The area 
where they are at a disadvantage is in the preparation of 
the clay. The lack of clay preparation reduces the quality 
of the brick. Equipment to do this is locally made for low 
production rates, and imported for higher rates, but even 
the lowest rates are too high for small scale brickmakers. 
Aptech is in the process of developing a manual brick mould 
which may help overcome this problem, but the equipment is 
not available now. Small scale clay crushing and moulding 
equipment is available externally, but this requires foreign 
currency and the local landed cost is very high. 

Pottery 
1.8 ' 
Informal potters in Zimbabwe are usually women. The pottery 
is largely traditional, hand moulded and fired by dung in 
pits with little or no use of glazes. Quality is low, and 
considerably lower than formal sector production. The main 
market, apart from a limited tourist market, is the local 
community, which has been r ving over to metal products in 
recent years. If the Economic structural Adjustment 
Programme (ESAP) reduces r :al incomes, this may increase 
demand for local pottery. 

There are a small number of intermediate size pottery, 
employing up to 50 workers. They use foot operated or 
electrically operated potters• wheels and oil fired dome 
kilns, with extensive use of glazes. This equipment can all 
be locally produced, although there is no commercial 
producer of potters wheels. There is a good market for the 
products from these potteries, based on their artistic 
appeal. 

The large scale producers use automated slipcastinq 
techniques and tunnel kilns for mass production of pottery. 
Equipment for this scale of production is generally 
imported, with local construction of kilns. 

The simplicity of equipment used in the intermediate scale 
potteries means that it can be made by the potter or by a 
small scale metalworker, if the design knowledge was 
available. This is a software and not a hardware problem. 
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Small scale potters might also have difficulty in obtaining 
glazing materials, either through lack of knowledge, lack of 
supply contacts, or lack of foreign currency. 

Laathervork (not production) 
1.2 ' This subsector is dominated by shoemaking and repair, ~ainly 
the latter. The main need is for manual handtools and 
formers, supplpy of which does not seem to be a problem. 
Leather is expensive and in short supply. 

Grain processinq 
1.5 ' Milling of customer's grain is a well established, 
profitable business in rural areas, employing 1 - 3 people 
and providing a valuable service to the community. There 
are a number of locally available mills, with the market 
being led by Precision Grinders' "Hippo" mill. Precision 
Grinders supply about 80 mills per year, but could supply 
far mere if the supply of electric motors and diesel engines 
was better. A 1 ton/hr Hippo grinding mill presently costs 
Z$ 15 420 with an electric motor drive, or Z$ 36 850 with a 
diesel engine. 

The credit rating of this sector is good, and banks are 
quite willing to lend to entrepreneurs who plan to set up 
grinding mills. 

There is, of course, a large scale milling industry which 
supplies milled grain to consumers nationwide. The small 
scale millers are not in the same market, since they mill 
grain belonging to their customers. ITDG studies have 
indicated that purchase of maize by small scale millers for 
milling and sale to the public might be viable in rural 
areas where millers can buy direct from the farmers and the 
transport cost of meal from urban based mills is high. This 
viability will increase as maize meal subsidies are reduced. 

Repair sector 
1.5 ' 
The size of this sector reported in the Michigan survey is 
surprisingly low considering the profusion of informal 
repair shops in high density areas in Zimbabwe. The actual 
number of enterprises offering repair services will be much 
higher since most informal metal and woodworkers do repair 
work as well. 

Informal sector repairers suffer from a lower level of 
skills than the formal sector, and much worse access to 
spare parts and maintenance manuals for cars, electrical and 
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electronic equipment. Tools are qenerally available, but at 
high cost. 

3.2 llAHUl'AC'l'URIHG PROBLEMS 

For a technoloqy to be available it really needs to be 
locally manufactured, supported and marketed through local 
shops. ESAP may reduce the need for local manufacture if 
imported equipment becomes readily available, but with the 
devaluation of the Z$ imported equipment will have a high 
landed cost, and local manufacture may be increasingly 
competitive. There will always be a need for local support 
of equipment, whether imported or local. 

Entrepreneurs may have access to imported or specialised 
equipment if they have the ability to source and procure the 
items. Usually SSEs will need assistance to cope with the 
bureaucratic procedures. 

In the current engineering boom we have experienced acute 
problems getting equipment manufactured, although there are 
signs that this situation is easing. Manufacturers are 
increasingly export oriented and not interested in small 
jobs with short production runs for the local market. The 
manufacturers also suffer from lack of management and 
artisan skills, and raw materials. (See case studies.) 

In more normal times of adequate supply and better 
competitiveness there are still problems of ensuring good 
quality production. 
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C. CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED TECHNOLOGIES 

11990 STABILISED SOIL BLOCK MACHINES 

Development organi~ations and industrial workshops have been 
making and testing and, in rare circumstances, even 
marketing stabilised soil block making machines for some 
years now. These usually have a single mould and are 
modelled on the Cinva Ram. The block is the same size as 
concrete blocks. The soil used for the blocks is stabilised 
with cement or lime in low proportions, typically 1:12, and 
then compressed in a ratio typically 1:1.5. The production 
rate for the machines is typically between 150 to 300 blocks 
a day. 

Making soil stabilised blocks is very process dependent. 
The soil has to be carefully chosen, screened and mixed with 
cement before pressing to maintain compressive strength. 

In Zimbabwe the comnonly available block making machine is 
marketed by a workshop based in Masvingo. The 1990 price for 
the machine was around Z$ l 250. The press had some design 
faults and does not last long in operation, but it is the 
most common machine in the field as it is locally available 
and cheap. Other machines are being used which have been 
developed in France (Cassalonga machine) and Swaziland (New 
Dawn Engineering). 

There is no market for the block presses in urban areas 
because the strength of the blocks they produce (1-2 MPa), 
although adequate for single storey buildings, does not 
comply with building regulations. In the rural areas ITDG 
and SCF have been using blockpresses in programmes to build 
pit latrines. These programme have focussed on areas where 
fuel wood is short and burnt clay bricks are not a viable 
alternative such as refugee camps and over populated 
communal lands. Some tens of block presses are in operation. 

There were some technical problems with the block presses 
and Aptech was contracted to evaluate the presses being used 
and propose a design for local fabrication. We found that 
the French machine performed better than the local machine. 
It produced well compressed, evenly sized blocks at a high 
production rate as it was easier to operate and had minimal 
maintenance problems. So we designed a simpler but similar 
machine and went out to tender. The quotations ranged from 
Z$1 600 to Z$8 000! 

Our sister company, Sheltertech, took up the design and had 
the prototype made. There were a few fabrication problems 
and bad shop floor supervision which resulted in the 
prototype not being made to specification and costing far 
more than the quoted price. Examples of the problems include 
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usinq unsealed bearings and unsuitable scrap metal instead 
of new steel. The machine was taken to another shop for 
rectification but it was a busy period, the job was put off, 
there was a staff turnover problem, the bearings were not 
available etc. Eventually the bearings were replaced and the 
bearing housing rebored. Despite specific instructions on 
how to do the job, the bearings were still not aligned and 
failed during testing. Hore rectification work was done and 
the machine was finally accepted. Again the workshop 
claimed that shopfloor time was far in excess of what they 
had allowed in their quctation • 

We have put the machine out to tender again, and showed the 
prototype to the prospective fabricators to assist in 
accurate estimating. We have rece~~ly found a suitable 
manufacturer who is interested in reasonably long production 
runs (say, 10). 

Dissemination has been hampered by the shortage and cost of 
cement, and the fact that the skills required for soil 
preparation and pressing are unknown in Zimbabwe. The 
shortage of cement has lifted recently, and ITDG has 
expressed some interest in training, so it is possible that 
dissemination might start soon. The press has been used 
with some success recently by a building cooperative in 
Kuwadzana, Harare, who have been selling the blocks in the 
township for $0.80 each. This compares with Z$1.50 - 1.80 
for concrete blocks of the same size. At a production rate 
of 250 blocks per day, the press could be paid for in less 
than three months. 

The present selling price of the press would be Z$ 3500. If 
all the problems can be overcome, there is a large market 
for the blocks given the shortage of building materials in 
Zimbabwe. 

1991 INTERMEDIATE SCALE LIME PROCESSING PIANT 

As part of the ITDG programme in Malawi, Aptech designed a 
small scale lime plant in 1989. The equipment went out to 
tender and was fabricated at a workshop in Lilongwe. The 
fabrication was fairly good although we learnt that it is 
necessary to specify every detail on the drawings and to 
carry out frequent workshop and site inspections. Although 
Malawi does not have material shortages as serious as those 
in Zimbabwe it still has shortages of management and artisan 
skills. 

The function of the plant is to burn limestone (calcium 
carbonate) to quicklime (calcium oxide), hydrate it to form 
lime (calcium hydroxide), and to separate and mill the lime 
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to produce a prcduct which is 95 \ less than 150 microns. 
The design rate for the plant is 400 kg/hr of finished 
product. 

The plant was designed to produce two different grades of 
lime: high quality material with a high available lime 
content, around 60 %, which could be used in the sugar 
industry where it would attract a price premium; and lower 
quality material which could be used for building or 
agriculture. 

Plant equipment performed to specification during 
commissioning, except for the classifier fan, which reduced 
the performance of the whole classification system. 
Following modifications in plant design and operation, the 
plant is now operating satisfactorily. 

The plant is now owned and run by a syndicate of local 
businessmen. It is operating satisfactorily, and a second 
kiln is planned to increase output. 

The training of operating and supervisory staff is extre~ely 
important for the successful operation of this kind of 
plant. This is partly because the working patterns are 
quite different from the traditional work patterns in the 
area, and partly because the consequences of operational 
errors can be serious. 

The labour requirement was 4 shifts of five labourers for 
the kiln and 2 shifts of 8 workers for the hydrator and 
classification section. 

The present day budget cost of a second plant, designed to 
take into account the lessons learnt at Balaka, would be 
approximately US$ 280 000, including design, procurement of 
equipment, installation, commissioning and project support. 

This particular lime processing technology may be relevant 
for Zimbabwe. The market for lime in Zimbabwe includes lime 
for agriculture and building, and more speciali~ed markets 
for the sugar industry and ferrochrome smelting. Lime is 
produced by G & W Minerals in Concession, but production 
does not meet demand, and lime is imported, especially for 
the higher grade applications. 

1991 SMALL SCALE MANUAL OIL PRESSING EQUIPMENT 

Manual oilseed pressing is well established internationally 
as a way of producing cooking oil in rural areas, both as a 
way of generating income and as a way of increasing 
consumption of oil in areas far from main centres. 
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There are two methods of extracting oil from oilseeds such 
as sunflower seeds and groundnuts. The high pressure method 
simply applies a high pressure, about 20 Bars, to untreated 
seeds. The low pressure method uses a lower pressure, 
around 3 Bars, after cooking and crushing the seeds. 

High pressure oilpressinq 

The Bielenberg press, which was introduced into Zimbabwe in 
the early 1980's, is a high pressure ram press designed for 
pressing sunflower seeds. A model was imported by an 
expatriate teacher near Mutare, and local manufacture was 
initiated by a Mutare engineering company. 

Unfortunately 3 the local machines were not well made, and 
did not work well. They generally required excessive force 
to operate (one machine was seen with three men hanging on 
the handle to operate the ram!). If this force was not 
available, the press did not produce much oil, and if it was 
the machine broke down after a short time. Nevertheless, 
production continued and at least 20 were sold to private 
entrepreneurs and development agencies. (It should be 
pointed out that the agency which was responsible for 
developing the Bielenberg ram, ATI, had nothing to do with 
this production.) 

A second problem with the Bielenberg press is that the oil 
produced is a dirty black colour. It needs settling and 
filtering before use. There have been complaints that the 
oil produced from the press does not taste good, which may 
be an indication that it is not being filtered well enough. 
Since the machines were being sold with little training and 
backup, this is quite likely. Also, where the presses were 
bought by development agencies, they were often operated by 
groups of unemployed youths as income generating projects. 
It would be unreasonable to expect them, without training, 
to appreciate the hygiene required in food production. 

The early experience of the Bielenberg press is a good 
example of how not to disseminate technology. The press was 
distributed before it had been developed to a reasonable 
standard, quality control was not good enough, there was 
very little backup or followup, and production continued 
after these problems became apparent. 

The mechanical defects in the press must also have been 
present in presses made outside Zimbabwe, because in the 
late 1980's ATI, the sponsoring agency, sponsored a redesign 
of the machine. This produced a press with a smaller ram 
which required less force to operate, with a corresponding 
reduction in output. A Canadian organisation is presently 
funding an exercise to manufacture the press to a higher 
standard at a number of factories around Zimbabwe, and to 
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provide the training and backup required. The present cost 
is around Z$1 500. 

Lov pressure oilpressinq 

The low pressure pressing system requires a range of seed 
conditioning equipment including a cooker, roller mill and a 
screw press. 

ITDG, as part of its Malawi programme, developed a locally 
fabricated set of manual oil seed processing equipment. The 
market existed in rural areas because distribution problems 
for the industrially produced oil. The technology was old 
and well tried and the only challenge was to design for 
locally available materials and skills. The processing 
capacity is around 100 kg/day of groundnuts, with three 
unskilled workers opera~ing the system. 

The design work was done by Aptech, working with an ITDG 
engineer. Aptech's role was to design, organise fabrication 
and test the prototype roller mill. A medium size workshop 
in Blantyre fabricated it. The tests revealed some minor 
design and fabrication errors which were corrected on the 
spot. The roller mill was then taken for field trials at 
the project site in Mkhota, and a few more modifications 
were proposed. The estimated cost of the roller mill was MK 
2 200 (1989). The total design, tendering process, 
prototype fabrication and testing took less than six months. 

Since our early involvement we have found that several more 
roller mills have been fabricated by the workshop in Malawi, 
both for the German development organisation GTZ for use in 
its women's program and by private entrepreneurs. 

When ITDG decided to transfer the technology to Zimbabwe, 
Aptech were contracted to put out the tender to six medium 
sized workshops in Harare. Ultimately the tender had to be 
sent to more than ten workshops as the response rate was so 
low. This process took 6 weeks. The workshop selected to do 
the fabrication was quite enthusiastic and had been involved 
in fabrication of other intermediate scale equipment for 
development projects. The set of roller mill and oil press 
would have been around Z$ 5 500. Other quotations were up to 
double this price. 

Aptech then updated and reissued the drawings and placed the 
order. After three months and much energy spent "expediting" 
the job, nothing had been done. The owner of the business 
then admitted that they were no longer interested in the 
job. They had bigger jobs out of town and did not have the 
time to organise the workshop. 

The search for a fabricator continues! A second fabricator 
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has quoted a price of Z$ 10 000 for the set, and this 
quotation is beinq evaluated by ITDG. 

1989 INTERMEDIATE SCALE OIL EXPELLING PIANT J 
------------
The food processing programme of ITDG imported a Tinytech 
oil ~ill from India during 1988. This is an electrically 
powered plant consisting of a decorticator, cooker, 
expeller, filterpress and boiler which has a capacity of 
around 100 kg/hour or 250 tonnes/year of groundnuts or 
sunflowers on a single shift basis. The labour requirements 
for the plant is 3 skilled workers and 2-5 general workers 
per shift. over JOO of these mills have been installed in 
India, and 17 in Africa. In collaboration with ENDA, 
Zimbabwe, ITDG established a pilot plant at Murombedzi 
Growth point. 

The equipment supplied by Tinytech (groundnut decorticator, 
boiler, kettle, expeller and filterpress} cost Z$ 25 ooo. 
In addition, the plant requires a sunflower decorticator 
(Z$ 4200) and a bottling machine (Z$ 4100) and sundry items, 
giving total equipment costs around Z$ 36 ooo. The total 
fixed capital cost is Z$ 89 000, including the cost of the 
building($ 45 000), installation (Z$ 7500), and cleaning 
and safety equipment (Z$ 2000). Working capital of 
Z$ 32 ooo, mainly for 3 months supply of seeds, raises the 
total initial investment to around $ 120 ooo (June 1991 
prices). 

Aptech was involved in the installation of the plant and 
providing technical backup to the ENDA project staff. The 
equipment arrived from India without a shred of 
documentation! No packing list, no instructions, no 
drawings (only a 2 hour long video on the operation of the 
mill). The equipment was unpacked, listed, measured up for 
foundation details and a layout designed. Then there was a 
protracted period of getting factory inspector approval far 
the building and site (including mandatory flush toilets), 
boiler approval (which required drawings to be made and 
approved by SAZ), and electricity supplied by ZESA. During 
this period the equipment was installed. The technical 
backup required ranged from supplying tools for installation 
to advising on or actually procuring local items such as 
boiler and pipe insulation. 

ITDG then commissioned the plant and carried out the 
production trials, and ENDA has continued to provide plant 
management. The Murombedzi plant can sell all the oil it 
produces to shops in Murombedzi, despite the fact that the 
town is only 120 km from Harare on a main tar road. There 
are now plans to introduce another 8 units to Zimbabwe. 
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This is an appropriate technoloqy for Zimbabwe. but not very 
accessible as it is imported. The price is unbeatable -
local fabrication would be much more costly. The quality of 
the equipment is passable. Some boiler seams had to be re 
welded and alignment of separate items was not good. There 
were some parts required locally which were not available at 
the time, such as steam traps. The local skills are 
sufficient for the installation, operation and maintenance 
of the plant, with support from ENDA and !TDC. Local 
supplies of consumables is also adequate. The main 
maintenance problem is wear on the expeller screw and this 
is taken to Harare for repair every 3 aonths. The wear has 
been markedly reduced and oil yield increased by winnowing 
out the sunflower seed shells. Aptech is now designing a 
decorticator with an integral winnower. 

As has been our experience with most process plant 
commissioning, the technical problems can be solved. But in 
this case it took eight months and much perseverance to get 
a supply of electricity, and approvals from Government 
officials such as the Boiler Inspector and the Factory 
Inspector. The technical standards demanded were 
inappropriate, such as the application of standards designed 
for large, high pressure boilers to a tiny, very low 
pressure boiler. The officials tended to be inexperienced 
and unwilling to use any discretion. The time spent and the 
costs of establishing the pilot plant were probably much 
higher than the equipment cost. 

1985 BREAD OVENS 

After Independence many women's projects set up bakeries. 
They used the so called Dutch ovens. These ovens used too 
much firewood and took hours to heat up. 

In 1985 the double drum oven was introduced to Zimbabwe by 
the Development Technology Centre and the Adult Literacy 
Organisation of Zimbabwe. They adapted the original design 
to the materials available in Zimbabwe. Several training 
centres took up the design for their bakery training 
courses. After several years of operation and dealing with 
technical problems, the training centres agreed on some 
useful alterations. 

The double drum oven is now a suitable technology for 
beginner bakery groups. It is easy to make and the 
materials are avai!able. The bakery groups can install and 
maintain it. The current cost of the oven is about Z$ 1 000 
and the bakeries can produce 200-300 loaves a day with two 
ovens. There are problems with the durability of the oven 
and parts need replacing but if the group is well organised 
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they will continue to operate even when the oven is a 
virtual wreck. 

An alternative design of wood fired oven would be a 
fabricated plate metal oven which would have a longer 
albeit at a higher cost, with a higher loaf capacity. 
is a design of such an oven. 

Good quality small scale electrically heated ovens are 
manufactured locally by Gruenthal & Bekker in Harare. 
are very efficient and productive, and would be very 
competitive in areas where electricity was available. 

life, 
There 

These 

There are problems in non technical areas. In order to have 
any chance of making a profit, a bakery has to have access 
to flour at wholesale prices. The flour millers, at the 
request of Government, make allocations of flour available 
to rural bakeries at wholesale prices. Most groups do not 
know the channels for applying for a flour allocation and 
therefore suffer from a shortage of flour, paying high 
prices for the flour they can buy. 

The initial investment for other equipment, flour stocks and 
bakery surroundings is quite high and requires funding or 
loans. This is partly caused by the requirements of the 
health, hygiene and building regulations. 

The market for bread in rural areas is high, but the profit 
margin is extremely small, as the price of bread is still 
regulated and transport cost of flour is high. Finally this 
SSE suffers (as do most SSEs) from lack of management 
skills, lack of understanding of efficiency and lack of 
bookkeeping. 

1987 SISAL CEMENT SHEETING 

Sisal Cement rooting sheets are cement sheets reinforced by 
up to 2\ of sisal fibres around 25 mm long. They were 
developed by Parry Associates, UK, in the 1970's. In 
Zimbabwe, David Ward at Hlekweni Friends Rural Training 
Centre, Bulawayo, developed manufacturing techniques further 
in the early 1980's, ir.corporating concrete moulds to reduce 
costs and steam curing to increase strength. 

Sisal cement sheets became popular with development 
organisations looking for income generating projects for 
groups in rural areas. These would typically be groups of 
women or unemployed youths. The capital costs of the 
equipment required by a group of 10 people were low, and the 
training did not seem to take long. The only raw material 
which needed to be brought in from outside the area was 
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cement, which was generally available at that time. Costs 
were within reach of people in rural areas and transport 
costs were low considering the number of sheets that could 
be made from one bag of cement. 

The experience of these groups was generally unsuccessful. 
Almost all of the groups failed, and the sheets they were 
making have become obsolete. 

There are several reasons for the failure. These include: 
1. The groups were often not well organised or 
motivated. 

2. The sheets which were sold developed cracks which let 
water in. This often happened when the producers did not 
follow the correct procedure, but it was also a fault in 
well made sheets. 

3. There were often supply problems with cement. 

Formation of producer groups continued for some time after 
these problems became apparent, with similar results to the 
Bielenberg press described above. The groups collapsed and 
confidence in sisal cement roof sheets fell. This sort of 
failure can also reduce the willingness of people to try 
alternative building materials, or to get involved in this 
kind of income generating project. 

1985 SISAL CEMENT TILES 

The next stage in the development of roofing materials was 
the introduction of sisal cement tiles by Parry Associates. 
The tiles were smaller, requiring 13 per square metre of 
roof area, and were produced using a powered vibrator. This 
produces a much stronger tile, but the capital costs of the 
imported equipment is very high and an electricity supply is 
needed. 

The tiles require a much more extensive roof support 
structure, with more roof trusses and purlins, which 
increases total roof costs. The purlins are normally made 
from sawn timber, which is not readily available in rural 
areas. conventional asbestos cement sheets are much more 
tolerant of uneven purlins. As a result these tiles have 
not really taken off in Zimbabwe except where donor funding 
is available. Redd Barna and Chitepo College both purchased 
Parry equipment in the mid 1980's, but did not really 
disseminate the technology in the face of these problems. 
Redd Barna's equipment ended up at Chitepo. 
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Aptech was involved in some investigative work in 1985 with 
Redd Barna to see if unmachined gumpole purlins could be 
used instead of sawn timber, to reduce roof support costs. 
This proved very difficult. 

The latest development is to increase the size of the tile, 
covering at the rate of 4 per square metre, to eliminate the 
sisal fibre, and to use a manual vibrator. Parry has set up 
a local agent to handle sales and to provide support, but is 
very wary of local production, after some bad experiences in 
Kenya. This is very understandable, since Parry's equipment 
is manufactured to a very high standard, and this ~ould be 
difficult to achieve locally without direct supervision. 
This presents the danger that substandard equipment would be 
sold under the Parry name. The result, however is that his 
equipment is difficult to obtain in Zimbabwe, with a high 
foreign currency cost and high landed local cost, ranging 
from approximately Z$ 19 ooo for a plant producing 50 small 
tiles per day to Z$ 82 000 for one producing 160 of the 
larger tiles ("semi-sheets") per day. 

1985 FENCING MACHINES 

Fencing producer groups were popular some years ago with 
development agencies, because of the high demand in rural 
areas for diamond mesh wire fencing for vegetable gardens, 
schools, etc. 

There are a variety of fencing machines on the local market. 
Some are of good quality, cheap and simple to operate, so 
capital costs were low. 

The problems with fencing machines were not with the 
technology, since the machines worked well, but with raw 
material supply and management. Producer groups were 
encouraged to register as cooperatives with the Ministry of 
Womens Affairs and Cooperative Development, who insisted on 
a minimum of 10 members before they would register the 
group. A single fencing machine can sustain a maximum of 3 
~eople working fulltime, so in a group with 10-12 members 
either each member had little access or a smaller group 
within the cooperative monopolised the machine. Frequently 
this would be the off ice bearers (Chairman, Secretary and 
Treasurer) required by the Ministry, who would generally be 
the strongest characters in the group. 

In this situation there would either be conflict within the 
qroup over access to the machine, or members who did not 
have access would simply drift away. This happened in 2 
groups visited in 1985 in the Midlands. 
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This problem could be resolved, of course, by havinq more 
machines. If a qroup of 10 people shared 2 machines, then 
there would be better access to the machines and a hiqher 
income. Alternatively, the groups could be smaller with a 
single machine. This would be the preferred option, since a 
smaller group would be more cohesive. 

Other problems arose with material supply. In order to 
produce economically the wire for the fencing had to be 
purchased in large quantities at wholesale rates. This 
requires the users to set aside money from current sales to 
buy the next consignment, and to be able to deal effectively 
with wholesalers to arrange purchase and transport. This 
was often a problem. 

1990 PEANUT BUTTER PROCESSING 

Manufacture of peanut butter using roasting, pounding and 
manual stone grinding is a popular income generating 
activity amongst women in rural areas. The butter has a 
distinctive taste which differs from commercial butter, but 
is popular in its own right. 

The pounding and stone grinding are very laborious processes 
which limit production. In 1990 ITDG started working with a 
group of women in Murewa to develop equipment to make a 
manual groundnut mill. Aptech was commissioned in 1990 to 
make proposals for different design approaches. This was 
completed and the design work on the selected design is 
expected to start in 1992. 

The planned market for the peanut butt&r was the rural 
supermarkets in the area and informal sales in Harare. 
Formal sales through supermarkets meant that the butter had 
to be made and packed in accordance with Government food 
regulations. This involved arranging for the purchase of 
plastic jars and lids, and printing adhesive labels which 
gave the name and address of the manufacturer. ITDG 
assisted in arranging this, and the result was a very 
professional looking product which sold for Z$3 for a 450 g 
jar. This was a competitive price at that time. 
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1984-86 TSOTSO STOVES 

The Tsotso stove is a portable metal bucket type of stove. 
It was develnped between 1984 and 1986. The laboratory 
tests and field tests showed a qood potential for fuel 
saving. The stove was extensively field tested before it 
went out to manufacture. 

The initial idea was that tinsmiths in rural areas could 
make the stove. This was not successful. The quality of 
the product was unreliable and the tinsmiths had problems 
obtaining raw materials. Aptech was marginally involved in 
negotiating a contract with a commercial sheet metal firm to 
make the stoves, and this did prove satisfactory. This firm 
had the ability to obtain the steel because of its 
involvement in manufacturing equipment for the tobacco 
ir.~ustry. It was also able to further improve the 
production techniques and the quality of the product. 

The first orders for the stoves came from an NGO who 
promoted the stove through agriculture and trade fairs. 
Larger orders were placed by commercial farmers and mining 
companies for their workers. From 1989 the distribution of 
the stoves was through the Farmer's Coops, hardware stores 
and direct from the manufacturers. The price was never 
subsidised but the manufacturer kept the profit margin low. 

Sales through commercial channels are now steady at around 
2 000 p~, and little or no dissemination work is needeo. 

It is now becoming apparent, however, that the stove is not 
being bought by the intended target group. It has never 
been accepted by ~he rural people as a solution for a wood 
fuel shortage, because they can still find cost-effective 
ways of finding and saving wood. The main buyers are people 
living in urban areas and commercial employers in rural 
areas such as farmers and mines. Aid organisations are 
increasingly interested in the stoves for programmes such as 
support to refugee camps. 
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5. PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS FACING TECHNOLOGY DISSEMINATION 

5.1 FAILURES IN DISSEMINATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

There have been many examples of technologies failing when 
they have been disseminated in the field. This section looks 
at the reasons for some of these failures. 

The original Bielenberg oilpress failed for a number of 
reasons. There were design faults which should have been 
detected before the press was put on general sale, and would 
have been if it had been properly tested. The quality 
control or. the presses was poor, and they were not well 
made. This is important on this kind of machine because the 
press cage is subjected to high pressures in operation and 
needs to be properly fabricated. There was little training 
of operators, who did r.ot always understand the filtering 
and hygiene required for a food product. 

The sisal cement sheets were also disseminated before being 
properly field tested, and failed completely in the field. 
Proper field testing would have shown up the problems and 
made earlier rectification possible. rraining was often 
based on a quick course at a training course or in the area, 
with little long term support. 

Copying existing equipment is very popular in Zimbabwe. 
This is often unsuccessful, since the copier does not often 
have any idea of the material specifications or dimensional 
tolerances in the ori~inal design, the reasors for choosing 
particular mechanisms, or the parts of the machine which 
require extra care in manufacture. It can also lead to 
problems of copyright infringe~ent (actual or perceived) or 
conflict over intellectual property rights. 

One of the main problems has bee~ that developers (ourselves 
included) have underestimated the work required to design, 
prove and successfully disseminate a new technology. 
Development agencies have to be prepared to put considerable 
resources into this process, and to continue technical and 
management support to users for a long time. Technology 
development and dissemination is a ~ime consuming and 
expensive process. 

5.2 ACCESS TO RAW MATERIALS AND MACHINERY 

Where raw materials are imported, such as steel sheet, they 
are often iu short supply. Locally produced raw materials 
are also ofren ir. short supply, and when this happens 
companies lr the formal sector are more likely to secure 
supplies. 
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Equipment on a scale appropriate for SSEs often does not 
exist. There is a need to develop a range of equipment for 
SSEs in areas such as building materials manufacture and 
food processing. 

Where appropriate equipment exists externally, it is often 
unavailable in Zimbabwe due to foreign currency shortages. 
If it is available, it will usually be available only in the 
main urban centres, and not in the rural areas where SSEs 
operate. 

With the declining value of the Zimbabwe dollar, hiqh 
customs dr'- ies and taxes, and high markups due to shortages, 
the cost ~~ imported equipment can be prohibitive. 

5.3 BUREAUCRATIC DELAYS 

Most SSEs, such as handicraft groups, small metalworkers 
etc, do not report problems with the regulatory environment, 
except possibly problems with town councils when trying to 
sell their wares, because they are too small to attract 
attention. Those SSEs which are on a sli~htly larger scale, 
however, such as the Murombedzi oil plant described above 
and rural bakeries, can experience serious difficulty 
complying with regulations intended for urban based large 
scale industry. This includes inflexible or inappropriate 
planning regulations in local councils, health and factory 
regulations. Regulations are obviously necessary, but they 
should be in tune with the locality, and interpreted 
flexibly so that the community is protected at the same time 
as SSEs are encouraged to grow. 

5.4 LACK OF TECHNICAL OR BUSINESS SKILLS SUPPORT 

Many producer groups have failed because they did not have 
adequate technical and managerial backup. New SSE producers 
are likely to have technical problems with unfamiliar 
equipment or processes which will stop production if support 
is not available for a lengthy period after startup. 
Producer groups are also likely to have problems with 
internal organisation. This is especially true of groups 
which have no experience in organising together, such as 
schoolleavers. All p~oducers, whether individual 
entrepreneurs or groups, are likely to have problems with 
business skills. 

These problems require long term technical and business 
skills support, withou~ which most SSEs except individual 
handcraft workers are likely to fail. This includes: 
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l. Training, to transfer skills 

2. An advisory service, to help resolve technical and 
business problems 

3. Access to information about equipment and services 
available 
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6. ~ROPOSALS TO IMPROVE TECHNOLOGY DISSEMINATION 

6.1 IMPROVE THE TECHNOLOGY DISSEKIHATIOH PROCEDURE 

There is still a need to develop new reliable equipment 
appropriate to the needs of SSEs, and to improve existing 
technology. 

Many of the problems described above have arisen because 
developers tried to skip stages in the dissemination 
process. We believe that technology development and 
dissemination should include the following steps: 

Identification of needs 
Design 
Prototype development 
Lab testing and modification 
Field testing 
Trial dissemination 
Organisation of production 
Promotion and wide scale dissemination 
Technical and managerial support (long term) 

The discussion that follows outlines what we think should be 
done and where the problems occur. 

1.1.1 Identification of needs 

This process can only be carried out in conjunction with t~e 
users or by an agency which has well developed roots in the 
community. It is important that the market niche is fairly 
well identified as this would affect plant and equipment 
design or specification. Often the market is not specific 
and the design has to be flexible. In some cases the 
product may not be up to standard and there is no market for 
it. In other cases extra investment is required to achieve 
flexibility in output, for example, the lime plant in Balaka 
was designed so that the product split could be adjusted. 

1.1.2 Design 

Equipment needs to be designed so that it is economical to 
make, easy to use, long lasting and easy to repair. 
Ideally, the fabricators anJ operators should be involved in 
the design process. Involvement is not simply a buzzword 
wherever we have been able to involve users in the design of 
equipment, the design has been improved. This is simply 
because users look at equipment from a different point of 
view to the designers. 
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Involving the users in the design also helps to create a 
good relationship with them, which makes the rest of the 
process easier. Sometimes this is net possible at the 
design stage. In a new installation, the operators may not 
be there. In a situation where a radically different piece 
of equipment is replacing an existing machine, they may not 
be able to contribute effectively at the design stage. The 
operators• contribution in these cases will come during 
field trials. Following this, the modifications must be 
incorporated into the design drawings. 

6.1.3 Prototype development 

Ideally this would be integrated into design. The best way 
to design this kind of equipment is to produce sketches, 
build up a prototype trying out different types of 
mechanisms such as pulley drives and connections, and m~ke 
the drawings when design decisions are all made a~d the 
prototype is complete. 

In the absence of this arrangement, it would be necessary to 
find a workshop to fabricate a single prototype. As 
described in the case studies above, this can be a problem. 

6.1.4 Lab testinq and modification 

When the prototype is ready, it needs to be tested before it 
goes out into the field. This is important to eliminate 
design and fabrication errors. When equipment goes into the 
field, the obvious problems should already been resolved in 
order to give confidence to the users. 

It is not reasonable to expect a new design to work 
perfectly first time. That rarely happens in conventional 
engineering, and just as rarely in small scale work. 
Similarly, even when a piece of equipment has been designed, 
proven and is widely disseminated, it will be possible to 
make gradual improvements in the design in the light of 
operational experience over a long period of time. Design 
is never a static thing. Equipment development is a 
process, and not an event. 

,.1.5 Field testing/Pilot plant 

It the equipment works well in shop trials, it should 
progress to field trials. This may simply involve taking 
the equipment to the trial site and starting production. In 
other cases, however, it may involve factory construction, 
plant installation, connection of power, etc. 
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6.1.6 Training 

The amount of training required will also vary considerably 
with the complexity of the process. Many processes are 
sensitive to operating procedures and will not meet 
expectations of qu~lity and productivity if badly run. This 
is particularly true of processes with a number of 
interconnected steps, each of which has an effect on the 
quality of the final product. Examples of this would be low 
pressure oilseed processing and stabilised soil blockmaking. 
The length of the training period ~.·ill also depend on 
whether the activities in the process are similar to those 
wlth which the operators are already familiar, or quite 
different. At Balaka, the activities and pattern of work on 
the lime plant were completely different to the agricultural 
work with which the operators were familiar, so considerable 
work had to be put into training. 

Training is also required in the maintenance and repair of 
the equipment. 

6.1.7 Trial dissemination 

If field trials go well, the equipment should be 
disseminated in a limited area. This is an opportunity to 
see how the users cope with the equipment without the risks 
associated with large scale dissemination. 

6.1.8 organisation of manufacture of equipment 

If trial dissemination goes well, production can be 
organised. The keynote here is quality control. Equipment 
used in rural areas should be designed to be robust, and 
well made. Nothing kills a technology faster than 
equipment, such as the first Bielenberg rams, which is badly 
made and either breaks down or does not work. 

6.1.9 Promotion and wide scale dissemination 

Once the product and equipment are established, wide scale 
dissemination can start. This might include demonstrations 
at events such as the Rural Development Technology fair, 
Agricultural shows, Farmers days, etc. It might also 
include the production of promotional information and 
advertising. 

It may also involve the organisation of training courses for 
operation and repair of the equipment at training 
institutions in Zimbabwe. 
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6.1.10 Technical and manaqerial support (lonq term) 

The use of new technology to SSEs demands technical skills 
relating to the equipment, and managerial skills relating to 
the running of the business. This has to be available for 
an extended period. It would cover operating and 
maintenance problems, assistance with access to credit, raw 
materials and equipment, and advice on marketing, sales and 
expansion. 

6.1.11 General comments 

The process described above may seem very long and involved. 
The actual length of each step in the process depends on the 
co~plexity of the equipment and the experience of the users. 
In the case of the small s=ale lime plant, for example, the 
process was quite drawn out, because the equipment is 
complicated and the operators completely unfamiliar with the 
working patterns involved. With the Tsotso stove, the 
process from identification of needs to dissemination took a 
long time, but obviously long term technical support is not 
necessary. 

The costs of ignoring parts of the process can be seen from 
the examples of technology failures described above. 

6.2 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 

Given the increased interest in SSEs, it may be useful to 
hold a seminar with involved organisations to agree on 
better ways of supporting SSEs. 

This could take place at the same time as a survey of the 
needs of potential SSEs. 

6.3 IMPROVE RAW MATERIALS SUPPLY 

Raw materials relevant to SSEs should be put on Open General 
Import Licence (OGIL). This would include, for example, 
steel for metalworkers and dyes for tailors. This would 
obviously also benefit the formal sector, but in the present 
situation of restricted supply, the formal sector has much 
better access to whatever is available, so increasing the 
availability and distribution of material would help SSEs 
more. 
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6.t IMPROVE EQUIPMENT SUPPLY 

Equipment and spare parts relevant to SSEs should be put on 
OGIL. This would include sewing and knitting machines, 
small power handtools and machine tools for wood and 
metalworkers, small scale brickmaking machines, small scale 
oil expelling equipment, and tools and manuals for 
repairers. 

In both the above cases, materials and equipment need to be 
available as widely as possible to make it easier for rural 
SSEs to become familiar with what is available and to 
purchase. Ideally, for instance, power tools should be 
available off the shelf in all electrified growth points. 

6.5 REDUCE RAW MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT COSTS 

The present costs of imported tools reflects the cost of 
foreign currency, and is artificially increased by the 
shortage, so increasing the supply should reduce the cost. 

Costs would also be reduce if customs duties and import 
taxes were reduced or eliminated. This could be justified 
on the basis of support for rural industry and encouraging 
employment growth. 

Access to tools and equipment would be improved by a credit 
scheme for SSEs. 

6.6 REMOVE BUREAUCRATIC CONSTRAINTS 

Health and factory regulations should be made more relevant 
to rural areas. Local councils should try to simplify 
registration and licensing requirements for SSEs. 

Urban building standards are presently based on English 
standards, and are unnecessarily high. This increases 
building costs, reduces the volume of building and 
contributes to the massive shortage of housing in Zimbabwe. 
Building regulations should be made more appropriate to 
encourage the construction of more houses. Apart from the 
benefitting the homeless this would directly benefit small 
scale builders who would gain work. It would also create a 
market in urban areas for alternative building materials 
such as stabilised soil blocks which are presently not 
approved. 

ZESA should be encouraged to prioritise electricity supply 
to SSEs in areas with a grid supply. This is presently a 
lengthy, bureaucratic process. 
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6.7 INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 

SSEs do not need abstract information but usually need to 
know what technology to use, where to get it, how much it 
costs etc. This type of ~rformation is most relevant and 
valuable if obtained from experts in development 
organisations and industry. So there is a need for a type 
of question and answer (Q&A) service. This type of service 
cannot rely on volunteers and need to have in house experts 
and resources to hire external services/experts. 

The experience of the Botswana Technical Inf orma~ion Service 
was that many queries were not serious and wasted time. 
This was partly because the service was free. But these 
need to be weeded out so that time can be spent on the 
serious enquiries. The reverse is also true, t~t if the 
service does not suit the client, the client will not be 
serious. 

There is also a need for the information service to collect 
information about technologies appropriate to SSEs, and 
organisations offering support to them. This service could 
network with existing information services which have small 
rollections of books and literature, such as the OTC and 
ITDG. Such a service needs resources to acquire and store 
information, and to keep it up-to-date. 

Bibliographical information which would be useful in such an 
information service is available from such organisations as 
UNIDO, ILO, GTZ and ITDG. More detailed information would 
be required by those supplying support services to SSEs. 
This would include case studies on technologies under 
consideration, engineering draw;ngs of equipment and 
manuals. 

This would include trade information, such as where to get 
commercially available technology - new and second hand 
equipment, consumables, technical manuals, parts 
information, and repair manuals. This sort of information 
is as useful as it is up-to-date, so resources are needed to 
keep it as current as possible. 

There are a number of electronic databases with trade 
information available, both inside and outside Zimbabwe. In 
Harare, a local company called Grey Matter run a 
comprehensive database of local suppliers which could be a 
useful part of an information service. Access to 
international electronic databases would also be useful, 
perhaps in conjunction with an organisation such as Grey 
Matter who have the information technology and management in 
place. 

The establishment and maintenance of an information service 
is a major project which would require considerable 
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resources to establish and run, and would need a long term 
commitment from funders and operators. The SIRDC would be 
an appropriate organisation to house such a service aimed at 
industries but it is not a priority for them. 

&.8 SUPPORT SERVICES 

Probably the greatest need of SSEs is for long term 
technical and managerial support. This applies to both 
existing, established equipment, and to new technologies. 
The support needs of SSEs fall into 3 categories: 

Technical support, specifically directed towards 
resolving operating and maintenance problems with 
equipment. This applies particularly to new 
technologies, but also to established ones. 

Organisational support, relating to problems in internal 
organisation (mainly for cooperatives and youth groups). 

Mana9erial support, relating to the problems of running a 
small business such as marketing, accounting and securing 
raw materials. 

The collapse of many SSEs is related to the lack of such 
support. Support is needed for a long time after formation, 
preferably for several years, but is not often available. 
This is a major commitment, and to establish a support 
structure that would have a significant effect on SSEs 
nationally would be a large scale undertaking. It is 
probably also the single most important step which could be 
taken to promote the success of SSEs. 

Ideally, there would be an extension network which would 
help to establish and support small enterprises, 
particularly in rural areas. As Peter Robinson argues 
elsewhere in this study, this kind of support would most 
usefully be focused on rural centres, particularly Growth 
Points, where SSEs would be expected to concentrate. 
Smindex (small industries extension) officers would operate 
around a rural centre providing technical and business 
skills support, and calling in more specialised assistance 
where required. This would require the same sort of network 
of experts as the Q&A system mentioned above. 

In Botswana the Rural Industrial Officers (RIOs) supplied a 
service similar to that envisaged for the Smindex officers. 
They were employed by central government but had off ices in 
the local government offices in the nine district centres. 
They assessed projects for financial assistance and were 
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hence in a position to give technical, managerial and 
financial advise. They were experienced and trained and 
could provide the link for SSEs to support services like the 
Botswana Technical Information Service. 

6.9 SUB-CONTRACTING 

It is difficult to see much scope for subcontracting between 
large and small companies in most of the subsectors 
considered above because of the type of product and the 
problem of poor business skills that has traditionally 
dogged SSEs. The most important requirement that a large 
company will have of its subcontractors is they deliver good 
quality production on time. The client may be able to help 
solve some of the typical problems of SSEs such as raw 
material supply, but there is very little confidence in 
industry in the ability of SSEs to perform reliably. 

This might be overcome if formal sector companies were to 
take SSEs under their wing, providing premises, raw 
material, work and supervision. There is little incentive 
for them to do this at the moment, since it involves 
investing scarce management time in a resource which is not 
controlled by the company. It may be an option if the 
skills offered by SSEs were in short supply, but would 
probably require some encouragement from Government. 

The SSEs which are most likely to be able to develop 
subcontract work are the metalworking companies which have 
move into machine shop work. This is a large capital jump 
which shows that the management is at least surviving in 
business. Most machine shops in the formal sector are also 
small, so he is not at a disadvantage with his competitors. 
The ideal type of subcontract work is simple, long 
production run, repetitive work which is much easier to 
organise than one off jobs. 

There might also be the possibility of subcontract work for 
the larger SSE tailors and woodworkers, but very little in 
the other subsectors (textiles, grass, beer brewing, 
brickmaking, pottery, leatherworking, grain processing and 
repair work). 

It may seem ironic, but there is probably more scope for 
subcontracting within the SSE sector, where working patterns 
and expectations are similar. 
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7 INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT RECOMMENDED 

This section discusses the role of Government, NGOs, AT 
centres, private sector engineers and m2nufacturers, SAZ and 
training centres in the successful dissemination of 
technology to SSEs. The suggestions made are intended to 
reflect the strengths of the organisations concerned and not 
to restrict their activities in any way. 

Government 

The main function of Government is to provide a positive 
environment in which SSEs can operate. This would include 
the following steps: 

1. Putting equipment and raw materials appropriate to 
SSEs on OGIL. 

2. Removing customs duties and import taxes from 
equipment and raw materials appropriate to SSEs. 

3. Making building standards, health and factory 
regulations more appropriate to local needs. 

Local councils 

Councils can help by reviewing planning, licensing and 
registration requirements for SSEs, and being flexible in 
their interpretation of local regulations. 

Scientific and Industrial Research and Development Council 

The SIRDC, which is part of the Research Council of 
Zimbabwe, has existed since 1983, but without premises or 
equipment. Work has now started on the construction of 
headquarters at Hatcliffe, Harare, with Z$4m already 
committed, and Z$15m allocated for the 1992-3 financial 
year. 

The SIRDC sees its role as an institution, semi-autonomous 
of Government, which would provide a range of technical 
services to both small scale and large scale industry. It 
would function in a way which was similar to the CSIR in 
South Africa. The Council will be run by a Board which 
would include local businessmen as well as Government 
representatives, in the same way as the Standards 
Association of Zimbabwe. 
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The facilities at Hatcliffe will include laboratories, 
machineshops, a foundry and a forging shop. services 
offered by SIRDC would include testing, pilot plant and 
prototype manufacture. Another possibility· is the 
manufacture of obsolete spare parts, typically for small 
enterprises. 

SIRDC sees an important role in the provision of 
information, particularly on new and secondhand equipment 
supply. They also see an important role in identifying and 
promoting the manufacture of equipment and processes on 
which the patents have expired. This information would come 
from a number of international electronic databases such as 
TIPS {Technical Information Promotion Service and INTIB 
(Industrial and Technical Information Database) to which the 
Council intends to subscribe. 

Generally, the Council intends to develop a close 
relationship with multinational companies operating in 
Zimbabwe, as well as local conglomerates whom it sees as its 
main target group. At the same time it is keen to be able 
to provide services to smaller scale businesses. 

It is planned to develop design facilities in Phase 2, 
probably working with academics from the University of 
Zimbabwe. 

SIRDC would charge for its services, but feels that it would 
be able to keep charges low since it is not expected to make 
a profit. 

This organisation would be ideally suited to the following 
work: 

1. Development of new equipment (perhaps in conjunction 
with the private sector.) 

2. Prototype manufacture. 

J. Laboratory and long term field testing of SSE 
equipment such as blockpresses. 

4. Information collection and dissemination. 

Long term involvement in the development of a technology is 
a major commitment for an organis~tion, and it is unlikely 
that any single organisation would be able to support more 
than a small number of technologies directly. 
Specialisation is therefo~e necessary to ensure that each 
technology, and its users, receives the attention it needs. 
This is what happens in practice, with ENDA specialising in 
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dehullers and grain storage, and ITDG in oilseed processing, 
silk reeling and walling materials. 

If the SIRDC is to involve itself in technology development, 
it could either carry out the work itself, or contract the 
work out to private sector organisations and act in a 
coordinating role. If it carried out development work 
directly, it would be in the same position as existing 
development organisation~, and would not be able to support 
more than two or three effectively. Contracting work out 
and coordinating the work would be a way of expanding the 
development capacity of the Council, and would widen the 
range of projects that could be effectively tackled. 

university of Zimbabwe 

UZ is aell equi?ped for carrying out laboratory testing such 
as block compressive tests, and technical investigations 
such as stress measurement on equipment. 

NG0 1 s 

Community based NGO's are in a good position to identify 
technical needs of SSEs so that other agencies can develop 
equipment. They may also be able to help in field testing, 
and may be able to undertake long term managerial support to 
SSEs in their communities. 

Technical NGO's can focus on technology development, 
including all phases of dissemination outlined above. In 
particular, they can offer a technical backup service in the 
technologies in which they specialise. 

Traininq Centres 

Centres such as Glen Forest already have an excellent record 
in training, which could usefully be expanded to include the 
training needs of new technologies such as stabilised soil 
blockmaking. They would also be in a good position to 
contribute to the ongoing development of equipment. 

Private sector 

Companies such as Aptech are able to offer services in 
design, organisation of prototype manufacture and testing, 
and technical support. 

Prototype fabrication is often a problem for engineering 
companies, but there are a number of competent co~panies 
interested in manufacture in larger numbers. one such 
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company is willing to fabricate prototypes if assured of a 
reasonable production order on completion of testing. 

Standards Association of Zimbabwe (SAZ) 

SAZ is best equipped to provide a testing service for SSE 
products. There may be a need to set standards for new 
products, especially for building materials if Government 
relaxes buiiding regulations to allow for alternative 
materials. 

Large scale projects 

If resources are available, there is scope for large scale 
projects focusing on: 

1. The provision of an extension service for SSEs along 
the lines of the Smindex system discussed briefly above. 
A trial scheme could be carried out, with Smindex 
officers operating in a growth point to gauge impact. 

2. A trial credit scheme to enable SSEs to invest in 
appropriate equipment so that they can expand production 
and improve quality. This would cater for larger numbers 
of borrowers, with lower loan amounts than that catered 
for by SEDCO. 

3. The establishment of an information service with 
networks to local libraries and Q&A service, with a 
network of experts to provide direct advice to SSEs and 
support staff. 
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SQB-CQNTRACTING FOR SSEs IH ZIMBABWE 

l. STRUCTURE OF THE llANUFACTUR!NG SECTQR IH ZIMBABWE 

The present structure of Zimbabwe industry is mainly a result 
of the import substitution strategies and consequent protectionist 
policies of the 1960s. In the post war period and especially during 
the 1950s and early '60s, the pattern of Ziababwean manufacturing 
enterprises concentrated on the final-stage processes. 
Diversification of the structure of industry had to wait for more 
experience to be gained with aodern industrial technologies which 
took place mainly during the UDI period. Policies and incentives 
were geared to the establishment of mediu• and large-scale 
industries. The following set of industries were established: 
* Consumer good .... to supply the aomestic market often under 

government protection both from imports ~nd from similar 
investments by competitors: 

* Export processing to increase foreign exchange and diversify 
the structure of export earnings: 

* Production of basic industries such as metals, building 
materials, chemicals, etc., to provide inputs and capital 
gocds for other industries or sectors. In this context iron 
and steel, cement, production of metal goods,and to a certain 
extent chemical products, which were among the priority 
industries, deepened their production structures during the 
1960s and '70s. 

The purpose of this basic industry strategy was to reduce 
import dependence by moving to a more fully inteCJrated industrial 
structure serving local demand and based on intermediate and 
capital goods that are produced from do•estic resources. A major 
difficulty with this approach is that the key resources were not 
easily available, although in the case of Zimbabwe consumption has 
been oriented towards goods based on local resources. 

Intra-manuf acturinq linkages among Ziababwean enterprises have 
been significant since the 1970s. From data derived from the mid-
19706 and early 'Bos, shown in Table 1, 34\ of all inputs used by 
the different manufacturing sub-sectors came from within the 
manufacturing sector itself. six of the 11 sub-sectors had the 
value of inputs received from w~.thin the manufacturing sector 
exceeding the value of imported inputs. For example, the 
foodstuffs sub-sector (1) received a greater value of inputs from 
the manufacturing sector than from the agricultural sector of the 
economy, The metals and metal products sub-sector ( 9) which has the 
highest forward linkages (31\) gives itself 82.3,. It is, 
therefore, clear that the leader in inter-industry linkages, the 
basis of sub-contracting is the metals and met 11 products sub
sector. 
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Table 1: Inputs into Manufacturing Obtained From Within the Manufacturing 
Sector. 1975 Sod 1981/82 

Sub
Sector 

Total 
Inputs 
$m. 

of which 
imported 

Total 
fro• 
Manuf. 

\ of Hanuf. 
inputs from 
subsector 9 $m. \ 

$m. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------1 214.0 19.2 9 52.9 25 12.8 
2 40.5 4.1 10 17.5 41 11. 7 
) 92.0 32.2 35 46.9 51 10.4 
4 52.5 13.1 25 J3.7 64 4.2 
5 20.8 8.3 40 9.4 45 18.8 
6 37.9 19.7 52 14.2 38 10.4 
7 102.7 60.9 59 27.5 27 16.9 
8 23.5 7.0 30 7.8 33 57.3 
9 183.4 86.3 47 57.1 31 82.3 
10 32.2 26.4 82 5.J 16 48.5 
11 6.J 3.8 60 0.5 8 51.4 

TOTAL 805.8 281.0 35 272.8 34 31.0 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Notes: All data is for 1975 except the last column which is for 1981/82. 

Nw:ibers in column one are according to cso as follows: 
1 foodstuffs (including stockfeeds), 
2 drink ~nd tobacco 
3 textiles including ginning 
4 : clothing and footwear 
5 : wood and furniture 
6 paper and printing and publishing 
7 : chemical and chemical products 
8 non-metallic mineral products 
9 metals and aetal products 

10 transport equipment 
11 other manufacturing groups. 

Source: UNCTAD: Zimbabwe Towards the New order: An Economic and Social 
~. United Nations, 1980, and The Manufacturing Sector of Zimbabwe. 
Vienna, UNIDO, PPD/R.2, November, 1986, cited from Riddell, Roger, 
Industrialisation in Sub-Saharan Africa: Phase One. Country Case Study -
Zillbabwe. overseas Development Institute, London, October 1987 

However, for historical reasons, intra-industry linkages are 
almost non-existent between the formal sector enterprise and the 
SSis largely helonging to the informal sector. This is due to the 
fact that for decades, black entrepreneurs were barred from 
establishing manufacturing enterprisec; outside the infonal sector. 
Racial residential discrimination, harsh laws and regulations 
restricting the •ove11ent of blacks in urban areas militated against 

, 
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the development of SSI/inforaal aanufacturing sector •1 The colonial 
system encouraged the few successful black businessmen to enter 
into transport business (mainly operating rural buses) and running 
stores, rather than get into aanufacturing enterprise. Thus by the 
tiae of independence in 1980, hardly a dozen black entrepreneurs 
operated their own officially recognized manufacturing enterprises 
out of a total of 1,300 manufacturing units (Riddell 1987:79). 

Following independence in 1980 government's policies on SSia 
were pursued aainly through the Saall Enterprise Developaent 
Corporation (SEDCO). One of the objectives of the latter was to 
promote the saall-scale enterprises in textile, aetal fabrication, 
furniture aaking, brick making, leather industry, tin and 
blacksaiths, poultry dressing and broom and brush making. But in 
practice right up to the end of the 1980s aoat of SEDCO'a supported 
projects were dominated by co-ercial rather than aanufacturing and 
processing projects (Ndlela 1990:175). 

2. PREREQUISITES FOR SUD-CONTRACTING INDUSTRY 

In the first instance SSis orient production towards siaple 
products that the lower income population use and can afford 
(clothing, agricultural implements, low cost building materials, 
simple households utensils and furniture). Secondly, they are 
ideally placed to open and run workshops for maintenance, repair, 
provide services and manufacture those factor inputs that are 
needed by rural households. The basic assumption is that saall
scale enterprises supply small markets, demand modest amounts of 
capital, use local resources and raw materials and do not require 
costly and sophisticated infrastructure (Uribe-Echevarria 
1990: 2 91) • But in practice, the •odern factor inputs that are 
demanded by the rural people in Zimbabwe have not been supplied by 
SSis. Even when rural industrialization is mentioned at all, it is 
more f roa the point of view of spreading development and employaent 
creation for the rural worker~, than from producing the factor 
inputs for those rural people. The question often not asked is 
whether such spreading of development and employment creation is 
sustainable froa the point of view of both static and dynamic 
demand, or even more important does it aim at satisfying the 
production and consumer demand of the rural population. 

The needed modern factor inputs of 1'1lral communities and poor 
sections of the urban society continue to be supplied from the 
formal sector, especially the medium and large-scale manufacturing 

1 For details see, Section on Restrictive Regulations, 
especially The Urban council's Act, Chapter 214 and The Facto~ies 
and Works Act, Chapter 283. Section 3 of the latter excluded under 
the definition of "Factory" a place where fewer than five persona 
are employed unless mechanical power is used. 
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sub-sectors. Because of shortages and distortions in the allocation 
of foreign excahnge, even those products that have been 
manufactured or assembled locally for a long ti11ae, e.g. parts for 
agricultural iaplements and machinery, rural transport spare parts, 
aaong others, have in recent years largely disappeared. 

The private sector, especially aulti-national companies could 
assist in developing inter-industry linkages by pro•oting sub
contracting arrange•ents with SSis. At the beginning of 1989 the 
Anglo American Corporation of South Africa started a scheae of 
promoting the black business sector. The Corporation "sought out 
black entrepreneurs who could supply goods and services to group 
companies on competitive teras•. 2 In the aajority of cases fonaer 
employees set up their own businesses to provide catering, cleaning 
and services to the Anglo American which paid a fee. By July 1990 
the Corporation had placed R20 million worthy of business with the 
black business and with only one exception, all contracts had been 
fulfilled satisfactorily. The critical hurdle to the development of 
small business was expertise. all other compleaentary factors -
markets, finance and comaitted individuals were available, a factor 
which has led to the Corporation taking saall minority positions in 
a few selected black companies and also actively engaging in 
providing small business advisory centres in conjunction with the 
Small Business Development Corporation (SBDC).' 

The Anglo American corporation in ZillbabWe has not followed 
the example of its parent firm in South Africa, mainly on the 
ground that its activities in this country are less concentrated 
than they are in South Africa. Instead, it has set up Hawk Venture 
(Pvt) Limited, a venture capital finance company which manages the 
corporation's pension funds. Hawk Venture Liaited has given loan 
finance to SSEs mainly in manufacturing and processing and very 
little in services.• 

There are opportunities to apply the Anglo American experience 
if the government and developae~t agencies co-operate in assisting 
linkages between SS Is and large-scale enterprises. The EMPRETEC 
Enterprise developwent project funded by UHOP and executed by UHCTC 
in collaboration with ZIC has among its objectives to (i) assist in 

2 ANGLO AMERICAN CORPORATION OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED, 1990 
Chairman's statement, July 4, 1990, Johannesburg, p. 11 

' Ibid. 

• Its real venture money is limited to $15 million and has so 
far only 20 clients who have obtained loans. In its selection and 
approval of clients, the main restrictions are the low technical 
skills and business experience nmong the SSE entrepreneurs. 
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developinq indigenous entrepreneurial capabilities and innovative 
saall and aedium enterprises (SMEs), and (ii) to encourage linkages 
between SMEs and larger national and transnational corporations. 
This progralll!lle will be i•pleaented in collaboration with other 
institutions assisting SSis and its various stages will encompas~ 
entrepreneurship training, project f oraulation, enterprise 
development and linkages of TNCs with local SMEs. 

The low level of SSI entrants into sub-sectors with the 
greatest potential fer sub-contracting, especially the metals and 
metal products group points to a number of constraints facing the 
growth of sub-contracting. The GEMINI study showed that, in terms 
of sectoral distribution, 69. 7 percent were in aanuf acturing, 
compared to 22.6 percent and 3.4 percent in trade and services 
respectively. By f8r the greatest aanufacturing sub-sectors were 
textile, wearing apparel and leather production (JJ.Jt) and wood 
and wood products (20.2,). Limited amount of capital and low and 
widely available skills are probable the aost convincing 
explanations of easy entry into these areas. 

The SSI has also suffered from an inability to take advantage 
of improved transport linkages, sub-regional free trade 
arrangements and investment planning which are important eleaents 
of the sub-regional (SADCC and PTA) programmes. The main reason for 
the low level of trade among African countries at the sub-regional 
level is to be found in their economic structure. The economies of 
virtually all African countries are directed to the export of 
primary produce and the import of manufactures, in such a way that 
import requirements of an individual country can not to a large 
extent (except in a few cases) be satisfied by other African 
countries (Hazlewood, 1967:10). Since the SSI have largely been 
left out in the production for the domestic market, they are even 
far removed from siezing export opportunities exisitng in other 
countries of the sub-region. 

An important condition for.sub-contracting is the existence of 
interaction among f inas undertakihCJ different functions, both 
competitive and complementary, ranging from manufacturing to 
commerce and services. An understanding of the relationships 
between SSis and large-scale enterprises in general and that of 
sub-contracting in particular and the dynamic forces at work must 
necessarily involve suppliers of raw materials, bulk distributors, 
repair of machinery and equipment, the aain markets for the SSis 
(final consumers or other firms), and the levels of skills in each 
sub-sector. 

under ESAP conditions are provided for greater interaction 
between firms. As competition intensifies many large-scale 
companies will be compelled to drop off those production lines 
which cannot be sustained and tl1ese can then be put on sub
contracting arrangements by SSis. At the same time ESAP will · 
involve redeployment of labour from public and formal sectors. With 
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a well designed policy, infrastructural support, business 
extension and advisory services to SSis, people re-deployed froa 
the public sector, especially parastatals could establish 
themselves as self-employed· entrepreneurs or as new partners or 
employees of old and new SSis. 

J. METALWORK AS A CASE STQDY FOR SUB-CONTRACTING 

The metal working and light engineering sub-sector is easily 
identifiable as one sub-sector that offers great potential for 
growth, for two reasons: and (a) on the strength of demand of its 
products: and ( b) on the potential for employment and income 
generation. These are more or less in line with ESAP whose 
objectives are contribution to employment and income generation and 
bringing in competition to established medium and large-scale 
industries. 

In a recent study of SS Is in metalwork, the Intermediate 
Technology Development Group (ITDG) covered enterprises in areas of 
different economic environments, such as cities, small towns and 
growth points. The places studied were Harare, Murehwa, Mahusehwa, 
Mupandawana, Kwe-Kwe and Gokwe. 

The sub-sector comprises welding and metal fabrication, sheet 
metal (steel working and steel wire working, chain links and fence 
weaving). No foundries and machine shops were found among the 
small-scale and informal sector enterprises. The ITDG's case 
studies of foundries were therefore taken from the formal sector 
where 3 foundries and 2 machine shops were studied. A profile of 
large-scale foundries presented below highlights both the contrast 
and opportunities for SSis in the provision of sub-contracting 
activities. 

1....l INTER-INDUaTBY RELATION~ BETKEEB SSEs AND LARGE-SCALE 
INDUSTRIES 

Because of the present disarticulation ~f the metal working 
industry, the existing interactions between the SSis and medium and 
large-scale enterprises is only confined to: (a) purchases of raw 
materials from steel merchants: (b) supply of equipment by large
scale companies to small-scale enterprises: (c) repair of equipment 

·used in the SSI by large engineering companies:(d) marketing of 
certain SSI products such as door and window frames through 
companies such as Plate Glass, Farmers' Co-op. and Johnson and 
Fletcher. Thus the intra-firm purchases represent backward linkages 
for the SSls in the fora of a one-way flow, i.e. purchases and 
repair services from large-scale enterprises. The only forward 
linkage effect from SSis is sales of so~e of their intermediate and 
final products through some large-scale industries' sales outlets. · 
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A condition for a meaningful and dynamic relationship between 
SSI and large-scale enterprise is intra-firm trade. As demonstrated 
in Table 1, intra-industry relationships are quite strong and 
established among the foraal sector enterprises, and metalwork is 
the sub-sector that is kingpin in these relationships. However, in 
the Zimbabwean case, there is no vertical integration in production 
between SSI/inf ormal enterprises and established companies in this 
subsector. The main reason is the historical denial of the right of 
entry and opportunities for growth by thq SSis in manufacturing 
ventures in general. This has either retal'ded the growth of these 
enterprises or rendered them ineffective at the entrepreneurial, 
managerial and technical levels. For example, at the technical 
level, there is almost complete non existence of metal working 
machine shops among the SSI and informal sector light .etal working 
industries. 

Without basic metal machining capabilities, the small scale 
engineering industry is restricted to a narrow range of simple 
products such as those presently made by sheet metal working, 
blacksmithing, welding and steel fabrication. At the present levels 
of operation, the SSI/informal sector "is therefore forced to live 
off itself and continue to operate in isolation from the formal 
sector" ( Zwizwai and Powell 1991:50). 

If conditions for the supply of machine tools were 
opportunities would open up for intra-firn trade 
contracting arrangements, taking the form of supplying 
sector with replacing parts for machine and 
rehabilitation and component parts for new production. 

presented, 
and sub

the formal 
equipment 

Zwizwai and Powell have described the technologies employed in 
Zimbabwe's formal sector engineering industries "as the elements of 
the first industrial revolution". Almost all machine tools and 
manufacturing processes are still under direct human control. This 
is a result of sanctions imposed during the UDI and the post 
independence foreign exchange s~ortages, factors which forced the 
country to make do with old equipment and technologies. This has 
kept alive a high level of tradesmen's skills that have continued 
to produce high-grade work from old machines. The second industrial 
revolution technologies with CNC machine tools and CAD/CAM methods 
is only just making its appearance in the Zimbabwean industry. If 
this l$ a correct assessment of the situation, there is then some 
scope for SSI/inforaal sector to close the gap between its 
technologies and those of the medium and large-scale enterprises, 
as argued in the case of metals and light engineering, and machine 
tool industries. 
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L..2_ l.ARGE-SCAl,E FQUNDRIES AND INTBA-FIBM LINKAGES 

There are over 40 foundries in Zimbabwe's formal sector with 
an estimated production of over 100,000 tonnes of cast products per 
year. Among these foundries, there are four aa jor ones all 
producing both ferrous and non-ferrous products, namely, W. s. 
Craster, o. Conolly, F. Issels and Niar and Chapman, all locally 
owned. Altogether, Zimbabwe's foundries employ about 4,000 people 
with a turnover of about $200 million. 

However, the non-ferrous foundries and aetal works are not as 
well devsloped as the ferrous based ones. This is because the 
electrical sector is perhaps the least developed of the heavy 
manufacturing sector. 

Whereas some of the smaller foundries specialise in stainless 
steel, the three comparatively large works are AI.MIN Industries, 
which extrudes and rolls aluminium from imported ingots: and CAFCA 
which produces both bare copper and aluminiua stranded conductors 
and insulated and armoured copper cables of all sizes and collllOn 
voltages. The largest copper and brass works is Radiator and 
Tinning in Bulawayo, who in addition to copper extrusions and 
castings, make heat exchanges and is at present the sole 
manufacturer of radiators for the motor vehicle industry in the 
country. 

Most connected with the sectoral structure of the economy on 
a stable and continuous basis are the larger foundries, i.e. those 
employing more than 200 employees. These are depended on the 
requirements of the local industry, mining, agriculture and sugar 
production sectors. Construction and especially building industry 
is the other main user of the products of the foundries. Rather 
than depending on stable market demand for their products, the 
smaller foundries have general "jobbing• activities and as such 
have no stable production programmes. However, as a whole the 
foundry industry has strong domestic linkages as shown in Table 2. 

The Zimbabwean foundries have been able to export a wide 
variety of products to both regional and overseas markets in spite 
of the poor state of machinery that is used by the industry, 
problems associated with the general lack of quality control checks 
during and after the production of castings, lack of consistency of 
locally supplied raw materials, poor delivery times and general 
lack of trained foundry technologists. With the restructuring of 
the economy and correction of these probleas the foundry industry 
is likely to make significant contributions to export earnings. It 
is estimated that about 25 per cent of thes·l products are exported 
per year. some of the countries to which these products are 
exported include the Republic of South Africa, Zambia, Malawi, 
Botswana, Tanzania, Egypt, Australia, Federal Republic of Germanr, 
Zaire, Mozambique, and other SADCC and PTA countries. Thus n 
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general the Zimbabwe foundry industry can and will be able to face 
external competition. Its export volumes are assured as its inputs 
are put on import general licence (OGIL). 

Table 2 SELECTED FQUNDRIES IN ZIKBA8AWE AND USER SECTQRS 

company l..ocation Eaoloyees Tonnage 

F.Issels Bulauayo 

Conolly " 

Nimr & Chapman n 

All Metal Ind. n 

Tinto Ind. Harare 

Almin. n 

w.s. Craster n 

Kenning " 

Marondera Fdry Horondera 

Steyns 

Busmetal 
Castwright 
Neves 

Gweru 

Bulawayo 
Harare 

n 

700 

500 

500 

140 

118 

100 
900 

100 

150 

160 

6 
30 

7 

25 000 

20 000 

3 500 

4 500 

l 750 

180 
16 000 

500 

500 

1 600 

100 
180 

15 

User Sectors 

Transport (railways), Mining, 
Industry, Construction 
Automotive industry. , Mining, 
Industry (textile), 
Agriculture. 
Mining, Quarrying Industry, 
Agri. Industry 
ttining, Sugar Mills, Agric., 
Auto•oti ve industry, Sanitary 
castings. 
Agric., Mining, Transport, 
General engineering. 
Industry and Construction 
Mining, Agric., Sugar industry, 
Industry 
Agric., Mining, Automotive, and 
Industry 
Domestic, Agric., Industry. 

Agric., Industry, Sugar 
industry, Construction 
General engineering 
Agric., Automotive, Industry 
Agric., General engineering 

Source: Ndlela, D.B. Technoloay imports and indigenous technological 
capacity building: The ZiJDbab¥ean case. World Employment Programme 
Research Working Papers, International Labour Office, March 1987: and 
other later fieldwork surveys 

Historically, there is a high degree of ver~ical integration 
at the level of the individual finas. Instead of maintaining a lean 
outfit of manufacturing activities, most large firms have spread 
their activities over areas that could be sub-contracted to 
specialized foundries on a larger scale than exists at the ~oment. 
However, a few general engineering companies, including foundries, 
like NEI Cochrane, Conollys, Morewear, F. Issels, and Tinto 
Industries, have in addition to their main product lines added an 
'internal' arran~ement of s~b~contractinq activities in the areas 
of casting, general jobbing, and maintenance and repair work. As 
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there are no foundries outside the formal sector, all the sub
contracting arrangements that exist are among the nedium and large
scale industries. 

A position of serial manufacturing of few products should 
ideally be forced on companies by competition which is likely to 
result from the current ESAP. This then gives an opportunity for 
realignment and restructuring of foundry industries where castings 
for other companies could become the main activity of the smaller 
firms. There are at present very few foundries in the category of 
SSis such as Neve1:1 and Busnetal employing 7 and 6 employees 
respectively (Table 2). 

There will of course be those companies which have specialised 
in casting for heavy industry who will keep their foundry outfit 
because it will be both convinient and profitable to do so.• This 
type of an enterprise seems to have specialisation that is not 
easily available in other smaller foundry firms. other inter
industry linkages in which foundries play a pivotal role are in 
the production of intermediate goods for the final producers of 
agricultural implements, equipment and machinery including bolts, 
forged and foundry parts for a wide range of companies producing 
for the agricultural sector. 

3 I 3 THE PQTENTIAL FOR SQB-COHTRACTING IN THE METAI,WQRKIHG SUB
SECTOR 

There are a lot of large-scale companies which are vertically 
integrated and manufacture a wide variety of items and component 
parts, some of which are not in their areas of specialization. This 
was done either to avoid price controls on those products that came 
under price controls or to recover costs lost through continued 
production of items under price controls. 

The main problems inhibiting easy entry into sub-contracting 
activities by SSis are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

the type of licensing and registration of companies which is 
too cumberscme, especially for the SSis: 
unavailability of finance for starting business since there is 
often a lack of collateral for SSI entrepreneurs: 
unavailability of machines and even when these are available, 
prohibitive prices (e.g. the price of an arc-welding machine 
has increased by 150t in the last six JnOnths and that of a 
spot-welding machine - by 1oot: 
monopoly conditions governing the imports of raw materials 

5 For example, Nimr and Chapman is likely to be such a company 
whose 10 % of turnover is casting for the heavy industry 
requirements. 
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stifles SS! entrepreneurs, e.g. there are a few major 
importers of steel in the country, including Steel Centre, 
Baldwin Steel and Lysaght; 

(e) there is a critical "shortage of imported SS! related 
machinery, like small lathes, welding machines which helps to 
squeeze out s•all-scale enterprises; and 

(f) critical shortage of skills throughout the industry. 

The challenge for both policy and strategy is to identify 
potential sub-sectors for growth, create conditions for upgrading 
their technologies and integrating their activities with the formal 
sector, before the latter opens up the gap and makes this 
integration far more difficult. Ziababwe does not need to invent 
the wheel in pursuit of this goal as cited below: 

"If the informal engineering sector in Zimbabwe employed the 
same technologies as its counterpart in Ghana, it could be in 
a position to undertake sub-contracted •anufacturing of 
component parts for the foraal sector employing the same 
methods as are employed in the formal sector workshops. In all 
industrially advanced countries major manufacturing companies 
sub-contract work to many, often hundreds of small engineering 
firms. Zimbabwe already has large manufacturers who are 
breaking into export markets. What it lacks is the myriad of 
small industries to support them and enable them a 
considerable expansion of their operations (Zwizwai and 
Powell, 1991: 50-51). 

4. OTHER SUB-SECTQRS HITB SUB-CQN'l.'RACTIHG PQTEHTIAL 

4.1 CHEMICAL INDUSTBIES 

The structure of Zimbabwe's chemical industries as shown in 
Table 3 has the following three largest product groups: (a) 
fertilizer~, insectcides and pestcides which accounted for 30.2' of 
the total output of the subsector in 1986, (b) soaps, detergents, 
toilet preparations and pharmaceuticals (23.2t) and (c) the 
plastics groups ( 17. 7'). Fertilizers form the largest single 
product group which by itselt was 27.4' of the total output of the 
sector in 1986.• It is also the only group with good vertical 
integration, since most of its raw materials are of local 
production. 

• Cochrane, E.D.D. and R. Donoso, H. Technology and 
Deyelopment Perspectiyes of the Chemical Sector in Zillbabwe. mb,eo, 
January, 1987, Chapter 2:3 
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The pharmaceuticals foraulation industry of Zimbabwe is highly 
developed, producing nearly all the products needed in the country, 
including the whole range of tablets, syrups, small and large 
volumes of parenterals, creaas and inhalers. There is a high 
concentration of aajor aanufacturers. over 80' of production is 
accounted for by the five top companies. only one fira, CAPS alone 
produces about 60'." It aeeas that the technological level of 
pharmaceutical industry in Ziababwe and the country's drug policy 
will not, at least in the short-term, allow sub-contracting 
activities involving SS Is. There is a notable exception in the area 
of herbal •edicines which are mainly derived froa wild plants. 
Because the cost of traditional aedical preparations can be cheaper 
than modern drugs, they might grow up faster with the active 
invol ve111ent of MSEs and SSis. For purposes of this study, the 
pharmaceutical industries have been excluded. 

The production of parachemical products: soaps, paints, 
detergents, toilet preparations, aatches, inks and other products 
satisfies local de.and and the rest is exported to the countries of 
the sub-region. According to the Central Statistical Office (CSO) 
Z$8 million of soaps and other related categories were exported in 
1987. Inorganic industrial chemicals are part of the fertilizer 
production chain, but there is virtually no organic industry. 
Ethanol is the only basic compound produced in appreciable 
quantities. 

The basic industrial cheaicals group is composed mostly of 
formulators producing a broad range of products including: 
adhesives; detergents and cleaning chemicals1 liaited amount of 
textile chemicals; solvents and alcohols; water treat•ent 
chemicals; dyestuffs and pigments; Domestic inputs are limited to 
a few products such as fatty acids, alcohol•, wetting agents, 
packaging and sodium silicate. 

The technological status of Zimbabwean chemical industries has 
been described as typical of a aid-phase developing country. There 
is a considerable technological resource base in terms of 
experience in processes that are carried out in Zillbabwe and a 
substantial reservoir of skills in peripheral disciplines. 

' Nitya Anand, ~echno109y and Develop•ent Perspectives ot the 
Pharmaceutical Sector in Zimbabwe, Draft report, February 1986. 

t, 
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Table 3: Structure of the- Cheaical Industries Subsector in 
ZiJlbabwe 

ProdUCt Group 

Fertilizers, insectcides, 
and pestcides 

Paints, varnishes and 
filling materials 

Soaps, detergents, toilet 
preparations and 
pharmaceuticals 

Matches, inks, candles, glues, 
polishes and other products 

Basic industrial chemicals, 
petroleWI products and gases 

Rubber products 

Plastic products 

Gross output 11 
llli 

($'000) 

251 032 

49 599 

193 058 

42 727 

50 464 

95 630 

147 125 

829 635 

Hos Ellployed 2) 
llll 

2 571 

597 

3 348 

907 

648 

2 597 

4 101 

14 769 

------------------------------------------~---~-----------Notes: 

Source: 

1) excluding sales of goods not produced on preaises 
2) average number eaployed 
Central Statistical Office: !'he Census of Product.ion 
1986/87: lfining, Manufacturing, Construction, Electricity 
and water supply, Table 2 - smary by Industry 

In 1987 it was estiaated that at le~•t 15t of chemical 
industries had the capability to disaqgreqate t~hnology packaqes 
and had mastered many of its cOJIPOnent activitiea. A second 4JrOUP 
of local firms had shown capacity to formulate and introduce new 
products to the local market and to give field service to their 
clients, yet the third and the largest group had only inforaal 
technological capabilities and concentrated their efforts in 
marginal improveaents of their products or processes. The latter is 
ascribed to the low sectoral investaent in R ' o.• 

• Cochrane, E.D.D. and R. Donoso, H. 'l'echnology and 
Develop .. nt Perspective• of the Che•lcal• sector in Zi8babwe, 
aiaeo 1987:4. 
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4.1.1 LINKAGES AND SUB-COlfTBACTING POTENTIAL 

In 1982 cheaical industries inputs reached 18-19\ of the total 
Agricultural sector output. ·The aain inputs to the agricultural 
sector are fertilizers, pesticides, bags and other packing 
•aterials. Inputs to the aining sector constituted 10.7' of its 
total output, aainly composed of explosives, acids, rubber products 
and plastic containers. The construction sector inputs consisted of 
asphalt, bitumen, paints, varnishes, industrial plastic products, 
etc. 

The industrial cheaicals supply virtually every other 
downstreaa sector of the economy, e.g. adhesives are supplied to 
packaging, shoe and building industries, cleaninq products to 
domef;tic users, health care and 11<>tor and engineering firms. There 
are also essential cheaicals supplied to the aining and foundries. 
Though lacking aany backward linkages as aost cheaicals are 
i•ported with a few exception, the cheaicals industries subsector 
is regarded as critical to the aany export-oriented sectors, a 
position that is being enhanced by the liberalisation effects of 
the current ESAP. 

Entrepreneu~s from this sub-sector aust coae from backgrounds 
requiring certain basic skills and backgrounds, including skilled 
blue-collar workers, white collar workers and professional cheaical 
engineers or laboratory technicians. There has been soae llodest 
entry by SSls in the sub-sector, especially in the foraulation and 
manufacture of beauty and cosaetic products. 

The subsector is also an avenue for the development of SS! 
entrepreneurial skills in both the co-ercial and industrial sense. 
Al though in teI'llls of nullbers the MSEs in the chemicals and plastics 
were found to be insignificant (O.l,), the largest enterprises in 
the total sample of the GEMINI study were found in the cheaicals 
and plastics production (9.35 workers).• This has significance for 
policy and strategic intervention, particularly with regard to 
identifying the potential and opportunities for sub-contracting of 
inputs by larger companies. 

• This was followed by wholesale trade 
7.79 workers, and restaurants, hotels and bars 
average of the sample was only 1.84 workers, 
cit., p. 13 

with an averaqe of 
(5.56 workers). The 
GEMINI survey, op. 
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4. 2 CLQTHING IHDUSTIUE5 

As shown in Chapter 6 of the •ain report, data on 
SSI/inf ormal sector enterprises in this sub-sector is both sketchy 
and unreliable. The GEMINI Survey has, however shown that over one 
third of all MSEs fall in this sub-sector, with 90\ of the• in 
manufacturing and only 10\ in vendincJ and retailing. 

Though Zimbabwe is a fibre producing country, there are no 
weaving activities by the SSia. This is attributed to lack of 
information to increase sale& in this area, proble11& associated 
with subsistence processing of the fibre raw -terial, and perhaps 
even 11<>re iaportant l~ck of traditional skills in weaving. This is 
an area where an i•proveaent of skills training 11ay help the MSEs 
to break into veavincJ activities. JtnittincJ and crotcheting are the 
11<>st popular activities in both urban and rural areas, which is a 
reflection of the relatively low barriers to entry. 

Dress11aking and tailorincJ are probably tbe 110St challenging 
aspects of the sub-sector, in which MSEs are at present eo11peting 
with large-scale enterprises and will in due course be coapeting 
with iJIPOrted iaports. Unlike in the case of knittincJ and 
crotcheting, there are extensive barriers to entry in dreasaaking 
and tailoring often in the fora of high coats of aachinery, raw 
material inputs and labour costs. According to the Textile report, 
the initial capital outlay can be very high to the aspiring 
entrepreneur (see Annex 8). 

The lover end of entry into dresBJlaking and tailoring are the 
cottage manufacturing industries ( CMia) which are often one person 
enterprises. The sole proprietor COllbinea the functions of 
designer, pattern maker and cutter and llllY also help in tailoring 
or finishing. Rand driven doaet1tic sewing .. chines are preferred as 
opposed to heavy duty saving Jl:llChines. Fre>11 the I11ani saaple 20• 
were hoae based industries and they used a COllbination of both hand 
driven, pedal driven and electric doaeatic aeving -chines. In the 
rural areas the CMis are only evident in those areas where adequate 
infrastructural facilities have been installed, such as electricity 
at growth points. The next level of entry into dre•••king and 
t.ailorinCJ is the •-11-scale •nufacturillCJ (SSll), which d-nda a 
fairly extensive division of labour, specialized production and 
eo11paratively advanced technolOCJY and skilled labour force. 

There is a growillCJ nuaber of SSH enterprises in the clothillCJ 
sub-sector that have bought second hand .. chines. Mollt of these 
enterprises have neither gone through the officlal channels of 
registration nor sou9ht funds froa financial institutions 
including the Ziababwe Inveat .. nt centre (ZIC). Their operations 
are in crowded off ice• in urban area• and a lot of thn are working 
under sub-contracting a1ran9e-nte. The •:Jor constraint faci119 tb• 
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SSI textile and clothing sub-sector is shortage of aachinery. 

4.2.1 POTENTIAL SUB=COBTBACTING IH THE CIQTHING SQB-SECTQR 

The potential for sub-contracting in this sub-sector is based 
on the conclusion that there is plenty of scope for MSEs in the 
dress•aking and tailoring activities as the demand for clothes and 
related ite11S is very high (see Annex 8). In order to get sub
contracts froa the larger firas an MSE aust first aake a good 
iepression so that it can be reco1111ended by business colleaques. 
Referrals play an iaportant part in enabling an MSE to secure 
ocders fro• larger manufacturers. This is due to fact that soae 
large coapanies are sceptical about the quality of the products or 
the lead tiaes taken to deliver sub-contracted work by the SSis. 

The question of the size of SSia, their organisational 
structure and equipaent used must obviously influence the 
confidence of the Jlediua and large-scale industries in doing intra
fira business with SSis. It is therefore clear that SSI growth and 
iaproveaent of efficiency in general is required so that they are 
able to fulfil orders offered t~ the• on sub-contracting basis. In 
the textile and r.:lothing sub-sector in particular, there is urgent 
need to target those MSEs that show the edge to qraduate into 
formal business. 

4.3 FQRNI'l'QRE AND 1fQQD PRODUCTS 

Zimbabwe's furniture industry is highly diverse with 
about so coapanies, ranging froa a .. 11 craft shops with less than 
10 workers to large-scale factories eaployin<J up to 600 workers. 
There is a very wide range of furniture product• froa expensive 
hand carved solid furniture, to aodern office fu'!'lliture, mass 
produced hoae furniture, kitchen and qarden furniture and varieties 
of SKD and CKD furniture. 

The aain sources of raw .. terials used are wood, aetal and 
plastics. The majority of these raw .. terials including oak, 
.. hogany, illbuia, dralon and other upholstery are iaported. Local 
sourced raw aaterials include one indiqenous tillber, aukwa, local 
pine, boards, and a range of furniture fittings. 

Though the furniture industry has been undertaking machinery 
replaceaent since independence, the averaqe •CJ• of machinery was 
estimated to be about 10 years old in 1988. ' 0 The type of aachinery 
that is in use is geared for high labour intensity and slow 

10 Iman! Development, supply survey oL the SJJlbabtte Furniture 
Industry, Prepared Lor the Simbabtte ~xport Proaotion Progra-, 
February, 1988, p. 5. 

.. 
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•anufacturing processes requiring high levels of skilled tradesmen. 
This has led to aost co•panies producing a wide range of relatively 
short runs, with quality taking preference over quantity. Most of 
the installed aachinery is unsuitable for the aass production of 
CKD furniture. The latter requires high precision aoulding 
aachinery with high output levels. 

The major constraint facing the furniture industry has been 
the shortage of foreign exchange for lllOdernisation, upgrading of 
machinery, and importation of adhesives, paints, finishings and 
upholstery. Wood and glue has been put on OGIL, but the placing of 
•ore furniture inputs ( e.g. spare parts, tools and aachinery) on 
the OGIL is bound to easy the situation. 

There is a ~ood level of skilled and se•i-skilled workers in 
the industry and most companies run inhouse training. The future 
of the industry, especially in the regional and overseas aarkets 
point to the development of CKD and co•ponent •anufacture, which 
lends itself to sub-contracting of coaponents if the industry is to 
be cost-effective. Given the sound infrastructure of the industry, 
the high and •iddle-level skills, the availability of certain 
indigenous woods and prospects for overco•ing of transport cost 
constraints, there are opportunities for developing a sound and 
competitive industry. 

Also order sizes can be very large in export aarkets to be 
taken by Zi11babwean furniture firms. This raises the need for 
Ziatrade to bring manufacturers together so that they are able to 
bid for large export orders which in turn will be sub-contracted to 
SSis. However, according to the chairman of the Furniture 
Manufacturers' Association only formal sector firms eaploying 
between 5 and 50 people are involved in sub-contractinq activities. 
On the contrary, sub-contracting of s•all-scale informal firms by 
large firms is unco11J10n because of the following reasons: 
(a) Shortage of skills and machinery aaong small-scale wood and 

furniture firms. The pres~t furniture Mking relies on volume 
oriented production processes, e.g. out of JOO eaployees in a 
Harare furniture firm there is no single carpenter by trade. 
All the skilled workers are aachinista, welders and painters. 

(b) Membership of the Association is only limited to registered 
f oraal enterprises which are also members of the National 
Eaployaent council and with a •ini•u• of 15 e•ployees 
including the proprietor. The exclusion of the informal sector 
wood and furniture industries fro• membership of the 
Association puts these f i!'lls at a disadvantage when it coaes 
to obtaining sub-contractinq work. 
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Table 4: A Profile of ~lected FUrniture Coapanies and their 
product range 

A.a. ummr Market GroUP 

Company 

BloollS Manuf actuers 

Sterling Furnishing 

Baldon Furniture 

&.a. Midcile Mar,et Group 

Monarch products 

Bowline Furniture 

Capri Wire Products 

J;aployees 

600 

230 

140 

500 

180 

c. LQK-Middle ftArket Group 

Alpha Steel/Irvine 
Industries 115 

Stylerite Products 75 

Products 

beds, dining roo11 suits, 
lounqe suits in oak, pine 
and aukva, CD> pine beds. 
CKD office furniture: 
executive and staff 
desks, chairs, bookcases, 
cupboards, filing 
cabinets, •odular 
computer furniture. 
executive and secretarial 
desks, cabinets, 
bookcases, hat and coat 
stands, occassional 
tables. 

sm steel furniture: 
kitchen units, dining 
sets, steelware, sinks 
for kitchen, canteen and 
school furniture. 
dining roo• suits, 
wardrobes, beds, and 
aattresses. 
garden furniture, drop 
leaf dining set, coffee 
and side tables, wire 
utility products. 

educational, govern•ent 
off ice and aedical 
furniture (often rroduced 
to buyers' specification: 
steel aiddle-aarket 
garden furniture, lower-
aiddle .ark et steel 
kitchen furniture, 
childcare products •uch 
a• praas and carriages. 
lounge •uits, bedr0011 
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suites, dining rooa 
suits, kitchen units. 
lower aiddle furniture 
aarket products such as 
bed bases, lounge and 
bedrooa suites. 

------------------------------------------~----------------------~ 
Source: Derived froa •supply Survey or the Zimbabwe FUrniture 
Indu'!try" prepared for the ZiJlbabwe Export Proaotion Prograaae, by 
I•an1 Development (Pvt) Ltd, February, 1988 

4.3. 1 PBQSPECTS FOR SUB-cotrrRACTING 

The growth of wood and furniture industry and its penetration 
into the regional and international •rkets will depend on 
restructuring of production. Without a aajor restructuring exercise 
which presupposes aanageaent co .. itaent to investaent and product 
developaent, the aajority of firms in the industry will continue to 
stagnate in the doaestic aarket, vi thout success in penetrating the 
exports aarkets. One important way of this restructuring is the 
ability of the industry to cut costs through sub-contracting its 
coaponent parts to saaller finaa. 

However, at present the existing MSEs do not see• to lend 
the•selves to aodern sub-contracting arrangements. The levels of 
skills, equipaent used and products aanufactured by MSEs are far 
below the standards of production attained by the aodern aediua and 
large-scale industries. Thus the basis for sub-contracting cannot 
be achieved through the current levels of technology eaployed by 
the MSEs. Sub-contracting can be done on the basis of a new and 
viable SSis, in which levels of.skills, aanageaent capabilities and 
•achinery employed, are of small-scale but in line with levels of 
development in the modern aediua and large-scale furniture 
industries. 

5, TECffNOLQGY AHO TRAINING FOR SSE& 

The development of small-scale technology has largely been directed 
towards building and agro-proceasing industries. u Technology related 

n Governaent has developed exten•ion services and R ' D in 
agro-processing and technologies related to agriculture and health. 
For exa•ple, t:lJ·:: Institute of Agricultural Engineering (IAE), in · 
Ratcliffe, Harare, h•• worked on developin9 oil pr•••••• aolar 
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to saall-scale enterprises has, however, not only been related to 
building and agriculture. Other forms of technologies which are 
established and co .. ercially viable are in such areas as sewing 
machines, which are successfully used by SSis. The Blair Laboratory has 
done very good work in the field of water and sanitation. The Departaent 
of Energy is concerned with the developaent and disseaination of energy 
related equipaent and technoloqies. 

5 .1 ACCESS TO LOCALLY DEVELOPED TECHHOLQGY AND TRAUIIHG 

Developing agencies such as ITDG, and ENDA which are involved in 
technology development, prototype testing, disseaination backup for user 
groups. This includes the assessment of sociological and econoaic 
iaplications of the development as well as engineering design. Other 
agencies such as Save the Children FUnd (SCF), and Redd Barna have also 
been involved in the developaent and use of technologies. The private 
sector has been involved in the development of appropriate technology 
in three different ways, viz: 0 (a) co•panies such as Aptech have been 
involved in design, prototype testinCJ, installation and co .. issioning 
work on behalf of other organisations such as ITDG: (b) 11anufacturing 
coapanies such as Precision Grinders havP. been involved in the 
aanuf acture and distribution of equipment like grinding aills which are 
ready for disse•ination: and (c) the user of appropri~te technology 
equip•ent is increasingly a private sector entrepreneur. 

The intermediate scale technologies are usually not easily 
accessible to the SSEs except through development projects which also 
provide support. Even the locally produced technologies, though 
available, are expensive and there are periodic shortages. A major 
neglected area is the second hand technologies whether imported or 
locally available. I•ported technology though auch less expensive than 
new equipment, needs auch aore care to verify ita condition and the 
availability of spare parts, so auch that institutional support is 
needed to enablo SSEs to access these technologies. 

The training centres in Zillbabwe have been able to disaeainate 
technologies effectively as they combine technology with skills. The 
most active technology centres have concentrated on baking ovens, 
woodwork, blacksmithing and building aaterials. There are 51 centres 
listed in the VOICE/ZCC directory of the NGO training centres and 
programmes. Of these: 

33 in agricultural training (crops, pigs, rabbits, poultry, 
vegetables, livestock): 

equipaent for crop drying, blacks•ithing and low cost housing. 

1.:1 For details see Annex 10. 
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26 doing training in technical subjects (bricks, ceaent roof tiles, 
welding, blacksaithing, metal work, carpentry, construction, 
aechanics, water supply and sanitation): 
31 in nutrition and health (including bread and food pre!:;ervation): 
and 
34 in craftwork training. 

Other sources of skills and techniques for SSis include the family 
or close friends in the rural areas. In the urban areas, the source has 
usually been previous employment in the private sector or government. 
Generally technologies and skills have been adopted fro• elsewhere or 
through developing local prototype with other agencies, feasibility 
studies and tests or training in the use of new technologies. 

4.3 CONSTRAINTS FACING TECHNOLQGY DISSEBINATIQN TO SSEs 

Development agencies have in the past underestimated the work 
required to design, prove and successfuly disseminate new technologies. 
For new technologies to succeed, there is need to put considerable 
resources into the process which will enable developers to continue 
technical and aanageaent support to users for a long tiae. 

A major problem that has derailed the successful introduction of 
technologies among SSEs in Zimbabwe appears to be the inappropriate 
design quality of the prototypes that have been copied locally from 
foreign technologies. For ex1111ple, the Bielenberg oilpress failed for a 
number of reasons including design faults, poor quality control on 
materials used in the production of the press and little training of 
operators. While copying of foreign made equipment is very popular it 
has rarely succeeded since the copier does not often have any idea of 
the material specifications or diaensional tolerances in the original 
design, the reasons for selecting particular machines or the parts of 
the machines which require extra car~ in the manufacture. There is also 
the inability to get engineering coapanies to aanufacture prototypes and 
technologies with small productions runs. 

Access to machinery and raw materials is constrained by lack of 
foreic;r1 currency, and where it ia available the prices are often 
unaffordable, especially in the rural areas. This is compounded by 
bureaucratic delays in the regulatory environment. Those SSEs who cannot 
escape making contact with the local authorities can experience serious 
difficulties complying with regulations intended for urban based large
scale industry. These may include inflexible planning regulations in 
local councils, health and factory regulations. 

Many producer groups have failed because they do not have adequate . 
technical and managerial backup. Without adequate technical support and 
backup services, new SSE producers are likely to have technical problems 
with unfamiliar equipment or processes. Producers are also likely to 
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have problems associated with lack of organisation and business skills. 
The solution of these proble• require long-tera technical and business 
skills support, without which 110st SSEs. 

However, as shown above there is scope to develop sub-contract work 
in certain sub-sectors, especially aetalvorking and textile companies. 
With the introduction of suitable aachine shops by SSEs, large-scale 
f iras can have confidence in the production of specified products by 
saall companies. The type of sub-contracted work that is available is 
often siaple, long production run, repetitive work which is auch easier 
to organise than one off jobs. Siailar possibilities exist for the 
larger SSE tailors and woodworkers, but very little in the other sub
sectors such as beer brewing, briclalakiug, grain processing and repair 
work. The Aptech report concludes that there is probably aore scope for 
sub-contracting vi thin the SSE sector, where working patterns and 
expectations are siailar. 

6. CQHCLUSiOHS 

Zimbabwe had developed strong intra--nufacturing linkages already 
during the 1970s. In the aid 1970s total input& of the manufacturing 
sector obtained from within the sector itself was 34 per cent. The more 
recent input-output table indicated 40t (imports 27t) and 32t (i•ports 
15t) of intra-manufacturing linkac;es in 1984 and 1987 respectively. 
However, these intra-industry relationships were only confined to the 
mediua and large-scale aanufacturing enterprises. The SSis/inf oraal 
sector enterprises largely reaained outside this network of sub
contracting activities. 

The major impediaents to the qrowth of sub-contracting by SSis are 
the technologies in use and level of expertise possessed by small 
entrepreneurs. The lack of skills appears to be the greatest obstacle 
facing the adoption of technologies and ability of the SSis to enter 
into sub-contracting arrangements vi th large enterprises. The other 
issues are technologies employed, si~a of enterprises, and restrictions 
affecting SSis. 

The technologies employed in the f onaal sector engineering 
industries have been described as the first generation type of aachine 
tools and manufacturing processes which still require direct huaan 
control. These technologies have, however, not systeaatically found 
their way into the eaall enterprise sector. However, because of the 
existing levels of technologies employed by foraal industries, there is 
chance for the SSI entrepreneurs to catch up with large industries 
before the latter completely adopt the latest technolgias such as CNC 
machines and CAD/CAM. Size and restrictions to entry by SSis into the 
formal sector are probably the main hurdles faced by SSis. 

one necessary property for the SSI• to get into sub-contracting 
arrange•ents with large-scale industries is the size range above what is 
traditionally known as household or cottage industry. In the Zimbabwean 
case, a fundaaental weakness of saall-soale enterpri~e• is the size of 

.. 
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their operations. The basic structure of the organisation of the 
Ziababwean MSE is a one person business enterprise with an average of 
1.84 workers. According to the GEMINI survey, 81 per cent of all these 
MSEs have either shrunk or reaained stagnant and of the re•aining ones 
that have grown, the average growth rate is alaost 41 per cent.u The 
fact that the •ajority of these MSEs lack the initiative or 
possibilities to transform the11Selves into SSI/formal sector enterprhe, 
aay well be the antithesis of progress towards sub-contracting with the 
large-scale industry. 

Virtually all the sub-sectors exa•ined in this study, metal work, 
che•ical industries, textile and clothing industries, and the wood and 
furniture industries were found to have varying degrees of scope and 
potential for sub-contracting business. The sub-sector with the most 
siqnif icant proportion of inputs into the manufacturinq sector has been 
the aetal working group, which in 1981 contributed 31 per cent of inputs 
to the rest of the sector and 82.3 per cent to itself. This situation is 
expected to strengthen with the opening up of the econoay under ESAP as 
•anuf acturers will seek to shed off their overheads through sub
contracting in order to remain co11P9titive in the market. 

AC'l'IOHS RECOMMENDED 

1. With regard to the metalwork sub-sector which has the greatest 
potential for sub-contracting, governaent and support agencies 
should work together to establish interaediate technology 
transfer units (IT'l'U) for the development of the sub-sector 
along the lines of a si•ilar project established in Ghana. The 
objective of the I"rl'Us would be to upqrade the lev&l of 
technologies e•ployed by the SSis, •ake available a wider 
range of products and services and assist in creating sub
contractinq arrangements between SSI and large-scale 
engineering industries. The IT'l'Us, initially to be located in 
three central places in the country (e.g. Harare, Kwekwe and 
Bulawayo), would be staff~ by core engineering and technical 
personnel with a responsibilty to introduce new methods and 
the manufacture of new products for SSia in the aetal working 
sub-sector. Whilst the ITTU project was originally proposed by 
the ITDG study on "Small-Scale Metal Working/Light Engineering 
Industries in Zimbabwe" coapleted at t.he end of 1991, the 
concept can be extended to other sub-sectors, especially the 
wood and furniture industries. 

2. Elimination of the licensing system and monopolies which the 
government is already preparing to do through the 
establishment of a Monopolies co-ission to si11plify the 
legislation systea in order to allow market f orcea to 
determine prices: 

as GEMINI, survey, op. cit. Table 5, Table 12 
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3. Placing of small machines, raw aaterials and spare parts on 
OGIL so that they are easily accessible to SSI; 

4. Expansion of the "Vocational Training School" programme to 
undertake on-the-job training that is relevant for vocational 
needs of the SS Is~ A report on the "Country Capability In 
Zillbo.tJwe Relating To MoChine Tool Manufacture" suggested that 
-teps must be taken to secure the continued contribution of 
.. ae highly skilled artisans in the formal sector, most of whoa 
are at advanced age, "and where possible to induce the 
individuals to teach in Colleges and appropriate 
establishments in order to pass on their skills to the rising 
generation" (see Lamb: 1989:6). 

5. Imaginative use of the Social Development Fund (SDF) to 
facilitate increased employment of retrenched skilled people 
in SSis particularly those likely to grow in scale and 
efficiency in the long-term, and in dynamic formal and non
formal activities that complement ESAP by facilitating 
increased specialization and backward and forward linkages in 
economic activities; 

6. Provision of training in technical and managerial skills, 
including procurement of finance and management of 
inventories. concentration of technical and institutional 
support should be on improving the skills training and 
equipment so that the products of SSis are of the same level 
of standards of production as attained by the modern medium 
and large-scale industries. This "bottom up" approach puts the 
SSI first in a strong and competitive position with its large
scale counterpart. secondly it builds up confidence and 
reliability of the SSI in being acceptable for sub-contracting 
jobs. But a "top down" approach to sub-contracting is also 
necessary to complete the edifice of inter-industry relations 
and growth. This approach has been adopted by the Anglo 
American corporation of South Africa where small-scale black 
enterprises have been awarded sub-contracting business to 
supply some share of the corporation's needed goods and 
services. 

7. Provision of infrastructure and business extension services 
through combined efforts by government, NGOs, financial 
institutions, CZI and government. 
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ANNEX 12 

OVEAVI EW OF I 100 EXPERIENCE 

HISTORY OF ITDG 

Intermediate Technology- Developement Group <ITDG> Is a technically 
oriented International development agency founded In 1965 by 
Fritz Schumacher. The premise on which it was founded was simple 
and straight forwards many efficient, labour-Intensive techniques 
suitable for· local,- small-scale application already existed or had 
been used In the past, but these were being overtaken by modern 
large-scale technologies. Knowledge of their existence and of how 
to make and use- thent was no longer widespread. Choice In 
dev~loplng countries· was limited, therefore, to the use of 
traditional technologies. often- ·benign but uncompetitive in the 
face of iinported techniques, or-. the adoption of those imported 
techn I ques wh I ch - were most I y too· ex pens Ive. I arge-sca I e, capita 1-
intensive and I abour.:.sav i ng and, _ hence, i nappropr I ate to I oca I 
needs and clrcU111stances. 

In light·of thts, the Group's Objectives. as set out tn Its first 
Annual Report, were1 · 

- to· promote the systema~tc· assembly and documentation of all 
data ~elating to intennedlate techniques and technologies. 

- to draw attention to the11t "by publishing Information about 
them, promoting the concept of lntennedlate Technology, 
and advertising ITDG's services; 

- to offer advice and assistance to overseas projects In order 
to demonstrate the practical use of lntennedlate 
technologies In helping poor people to help themselves. 
(0 Frost OBE, ITDG 1991) 

Twenty five years later these objec~lves have baslcalty remained 
intact. The current cdrporate objectives and strategy of the Group 
Include the following aspects;· greater choice of productive 
technologies to Increase productivity and profitability; access to 
and control over technological resources; widest replication of 
appropriate technologies to poor people; greater self-determination 
and greater reslstence to external threats. 

The concepts ·of lntermP.diate technology can be applied, of course, 
to different target groups, for different purposes. Sllullt-scale 
product I.on can be st lmu lated, for example, as a subst ltute for 
Imports thereby Improving t~e national. economy; . Manufacturing 
systems using lo~a.t skills a~d materlels can be Introduced to 
Increase employftlent opportunities at all levels; technologies can 
be designed to ease the burden on certain categories, such as women 
~~pedal cyclists, or they can be directed &t l111Provlng the lot of 
the poor; Intermediate technologies c-n be 1pplled as equally to 
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'non-productive' Issues, such as health and welfare, as to 
productive processes designed to Increase wealth or sustain the 
quellty of life and so on (0 Frost OBE, ITDG 1991) 

ITDG - Zlllbat.e ( ITZ> 

Zimbabwe Is one of the six countries In which ITDG has offices. 
!TOG-Zimbabwe < ITZ> was establ I shed in 1989. The fol lowing were 
some of the 1110ttvattng factors which Influenced Its establtshnlent1 

- A population of 9 mill ton growing at al1110st 3' per annum, a 
figure projected to be just under the econ011lc growth rate of the 
country. 
- A dualistic economy attracting rural lnc011tes and populatlon to 
urban areas. 
- Limited opportunities for Income generation and a deteriorating 
resource base In the rural areas where more than 65' of the 
country's population ltves. 
- A sensitive land reform progr81111fte with many vested Interests 

Rising unemployment, parttcularly that of relatlvely well 
educated people with no sktlls, and the attendant problems that 
brings with It. 
- High expectations brought about by tndlpendence 
- An education system that by and large stlll reinforces negative 
attitudes towards' n-whlte collar jobs 

The current ~ ,LJS projections which will have serious adverse 
social and economic effects on the country. 

The above clearly Indicates the extent of the challenge 
before those attempting to assist In the develop11ent process of 
Zimbabwe. It Is also clear that the 1RSgnltUde of these problems ts 
beyond the capacity of a slngle development agency or govern..ent to 
addr~ss, hence the need •or greater all lance for those working for 
change. ITZ seeks to be part of this collective effort contributing 
to the development process of the country. 

ITZ's broad mission Is to widen the choice of options open to the 
small producers for them to be able to clalm 110re of the middle 
ground between Informal and large scale fonnal sector1, and to 
assist In bringing about development which Is addreaslng the needs 
of the people, the llUljortty of whom are resource-poor. 

In strategic terms, eTZ seeks to1 

Identify areas of high potential for sustainable 8"'all scale 
productive and employment Jntenslve activities 

t\Jt and deve1op mechnlsm1 of making appropriate technologies In 
priority area1 more accessable to small producers 

Investigate and test different form• of ownership and 
management of small scale productive activities. 

facllltate communication among development agencies so as to 

... 

r 
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assist in identifying and ccablning the strengths of 
different organizations 

provide policy lllftkers with quality analysis of options and 
strategies to narrow the farge gap between the S118ll Informal 
and large scale fonwal sectors. 

analyse key Issues particularly e11ployw.ent and the 
Identification of opportunities f~r productive activities by 
the su 11 producers. 

The following aspects are also critical 
constralr.ts faced by S111all producers; 

In addressing the 

- major policy adjustments In favour of the S1118ller producer 
- resource allocation In favour of the siul I producer 
- Innovation and access to appropriate technologies 
- the nation's will to confront these probletr.;. 

CJrportunltles e~lst for ITZ to contribute to l911Provlng the econaalc 
and pol Icy envlron111ent for lllJ)roved s.all scale production through 
practical demonstrations and analysis of appropriate technologies. 

IT7 recognizes the Interdependence of several key factors for any 
lllt"llnlngful develop11ent to take place. However Its lnvolve.ent !s 
largely guided by the extent to which technological Innovations 
(Including processes. hardware, organization and .. rket> can 
contribute to answering some of the national probletr.;. ITZ can 
Integrate Its technical Inputs ho I I st I cal ly with al I other 
nP.Cessary non-technical Inputs by working with relevant partners 
who can provide the other Inputs. In this way a •ultl Input 
relationship so vltal for a successful develop11ent process Is 
achieved. One 111ajor strength of this approach Is that working with 
partners on a project linperatlvely 11eans a good .. asure of 
coordination Is achieved. 

In the past ITZ's Involvement In project work on the ground did not 
~lace conslderable weight In understanding the broader 
envlroniaental context. This 11eant that the projects were operating 
without a sound knowledge of the dynamics of the respective sectors 
In which they were placed and this of course 111eant 110re harm than 
good. This clearly shows lack of sound strategy In sawe of Its 
progrennes In the beginning. The organization corrected this and 
has now moved 1110re towards a sector approach In l111Plementlng Its 
projects. The prc,grammes now Invest In understanding the broader 
sectoral Issues. This has ••Inly taken the for11 of sub-sector 
studies which have helped In the design and l111Pll11entatlon of the 
projects. 

ActlvltiM of ITZ 

The activities of ITZ are grouped Into five broad technical areas. 
In addition to the pol Icy dl111enslon. These areas are presented 
below• 
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1. SIMI I Scale lllnvfacturlng 

This progr.-e Is involved in small scale •nufacturlng 
activities with a specific focus on capital goods - skills and 
tools that can be used for value adding enterprises 

The progr...e has four project areas. n8111ely metalwork. 
woodwork, textiles. rural transport and micro-hydro. Work In 
this sector Is alllled at cre&tlno a deeper understanding of how 
these subsectors contrrbute ~~ opportun!tles of smell 
producers and consumers as .-~!I as narrowing the gap between 
the 59&11 infonaal and the 14rge scale fonaal .. nufacturers. 
The develop9ent of production engineering capacity within this 
~rea has ~n ld~ntlfled as crlt~cal In er.hanclng the 
effectiveness of other areas such as agro-processlng, textiles 
and building material&. 

Current work In this ara• Includes the following; 
-lllllJ'rovlng the quality and llC!thods of training of 
trainers In vocational training centres 

-up-grading the ski I ls base of artisans so as to 
l11s>rovethe quality of their products and services 
and to enable th .. to diversify their products 

-11anufacture of carpentry hand tools 
-preparations for the production and processing of 
silk on a 519811 scale are at an advanced stage and 
so are the preparations for launching a •lcro hydro 
energy progr..-e In Zl11bebwe. 

2. ~Industry 

About 70\ of the country's population derive their llvellhood 
11alnly frOlll agricultural pursuits. It Is well noted however that 
almost the entire output of the s.all scale sector barely 
leaves the rural econOllY In either a se11l-processed or 
prfJCessed state. ITZ recognizes opportunities for processing 
beyond the pri•ary products exist In certain areas and Is 
therefore seeking to assist the 1111811 producer to exploit 
these opportunities. 

In strategic tenns. the e111Phasls Is on decentrallzed value
adding on primary products in order to create 9t11Ployntent and 
to retain a significant S110unt of Incomes In the rural areas. 
This sector has the potential to provide a base for 
development and growth of a variety of rural enterprises. To 
demonstrate this potentlal Is the challenge of the programme. 

The programme also has scope for contributing to the 
nutrltlonel status of the rural c011111unltles by colleboretlng 
with the health service end Its network of rural cllnlcs. The 
development of production engineering capacity within the 
manufacturing sector would enhance strr.tegles for 
decentralised egro-industrles through the design anf.t 
manufacture of appropriate technologies. 

.. 
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Current projects Include mechanized and 11anual edible oll 
expressing. Another area of Interest is examining the 
SCO?e and potential for exploiting the currently underutilized 
capacity existing in the maize •Ills scattered all over the 
rural areas. 

3. Agrlculture 

A;>art frOll the fact that the sector Is home to the Majority of 
the Country's resource-poor, some of the coir.pelllng 
circU111Stances for the Group to work In the sector Includes 

-a difficult land refonn progranne designed .. Inly 
from a technical point view with llttle 
consideration for social organisations and 
Institutional development. 

-grossly inequitable land access and ownership 

-Increasing land degradation and low productivity 

-local area food def lclt within a natlonai surplus. 

The ••In thrust of the progrmnme Is Institution building and 
community enterprise using food security as a rallying theme. 
A project was recently started In the drought stricken Chlvi 
District. 

4. Bui ldlng Materlal• and Shelter 

The involvement of ITZ In this area Is motivated by a 
number of considerations. a.ong the111-

-ranipant deforestation created In part by the 
production of bulldtng .aterlals. 

-a severe shortage and high demand for building 
inaterlals particularly bricks and cementatlous 
••terlals. 

-the ever Increasing cost of building materials which 
I~ making accesslblllty to those lllOSt In need very 
difficult. 

Current progr6111118 activity has already shown potential for 
bulldlng Materl•ls production as a base for small enterprise 
growth and to alleviate some of the envlronnental problems In 
the sector. The progr11111e seeks to demonstrate the potential 
of decentralised production of bulldlng materials In deal Ing 
#Ith problems currently faced by the sector and Impress upon 
decision-makers the need to review bulldlng standards to 
acconlltodate cost effective alternatives that are within the 
reach of the inost needy. 
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5. 91111 I 8081• Mining 

The period after independence witnessed a tremendous lncreese 
In the ndllber of small alners and gold pann~rs. Although It 
Is unusual for a development agency to work In the •lnlng 
sector, the for lowing set of circU111stances justifies ITZ's 
Involvement In this sector1 

- The large nU11ber of 811811 Inefficient and crude 
11ine works. 

- T~ large nU11tbers of gold panners, partlcularly 
retrenched coaaerclal fan11 workers and part tl111e 
peasant fan.ers. 

- Income generation opportunities offered by anal I 
scale Mining and panning where alternative 
opportunities are sometlines virtually nnn-exlstent. 

- The perceived envlrornental d4111age due to these 
snta 11 ml n Ing works. 

There is potential for the Mining progranne to assist the 
miners build up their Institution. articulate their problems 
and linprove efficiency and profitability and to reduce 
envlron111ental damage. ITZ Is Investing In the developwent of 
technical capacity so vltal In this area If the potential fo1· 
for providing gainful employment to a large nU11tber of people 
Is to be fully tapped. 

Projects In this sector Include a shared •lnlsig faclllty 
for small scale mining concerns at Shamva, and Institutional 
building of the Small Scale Miners Association of Zimbabwe. 

e. Pol loy 

ITZ also seeks to ensure th&t progra11111es and projects pursued 
are addressing the real needs for the resource poor and have 
a wider Impact. It has therefore found It necessary to develop 
lntltutlonal pol Icy capacity to Identify appropriate 
strategies for programmes to the development process. The 
strategies adopted should be under constant review In order 
to enable the progrannes to adapt to a changing economic and 
pol Icy envlrn'1119nt. 

A progranne of research de•lgned to lnfon11 IT Zl•bebwe Is 
already In place covering the Informal metal tight engineering 
sector. Thi• work wlll be extended to cover the areas of 
agrarian refor• as part of the envlrol'lllental debate. and the 
market and Institutional linkage• of prl!Hlry producer• and 
agro-lndu•try. Water and •anltatlon I• yet another are• that 
wlll be Investigated to determine how best ITDG can 
contribute In this sector. 
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As alregdy Indicated, part of ITZ·s approach Is to work on 
investigative •nd llmlted practical demonstration projects In order 
to prove the case for small~ ele production tech~ologles. While 
th~ lessons and exJ)f"rlences Jalned from project work are a 
nPcessary Information base, what Is even more crltlcal is that 
these be shared and debated by a wider audience of both gvt. and 
non-qvt for wider dls~fOllllnatlon and Impact. ITZ therefore seeks 
to be part of a development network facilitating the free flow of 
Information and providing an on-going analysis of lnstltuttonal 
capacities and soclo-polltlcal and econ'Jmlc environment of the 
small scale sector. ITZ w:r1 use Its network of expertise, 
knowledge and experience on appropriate technologies gained 
worldwide to the benefit of small producers. 

Dellland and Teohnologlcal levele 

The activities In the technical areas presented above have two main 
thrusts. There Is one deal Ing with C"llllllunlty enterprise designed 
to bring about a good measure of self sufficiency. In this category 
is the manual vlllage lever oll pressing technology, the 
blacksmlthlng project and the agricultural work with village 
groups. While the demand element Is there, Involvement In this area 
Is driven more by the element/concept of community ente~prise. The 
level of technology is very basic and not demand.ng In many 
respects. 

The other thrust Is to do with the development and growth of small 
enterprises which requires conslderable Investment In capital, 
technologlcal capacity, and management. This Is driven tftOre by 
demand and In this group projects such as the motorized oll 
extraction, the textlle project, and building materials csn be 
placed. 

The scope of the markP.t and Its characteristics becomes one of the 
critical considerations In deciding the size and degree of 
sophlstlcetlon of a piece of technology. ITZ Is continually trying 
to find ways In which Its programmes might be more sensitive to 
dP.mand and might serve market requirements. Indeed successful 
Introduction of appropriate technologies can only be stimulated In 
those areas where markets, or potential markets, exist. The small 
producer, like any othP.r producer Is not going to be enticed to 
Invest In technological development unless he recognizes the market 
environment and the rewards to be gained from the Innovation. 

In Zlmb~bwe the dlfferP.nt settlement hierarchies offer different 
market opportunltls and this feet should therefore be taken Into 
ftccount In deciding on level of technology. otherwise one risk 
either over-Investing or under Investing In equipment and 
as~oclated elements. 

Through Its project work ITZ has developed sufficient recognition 
of the demand factor es • llmltetlon to growth of •m•ll 
enterprises. Work with small scale rural carpenters has amply 
demonstrated the crltlcalllty of demand within particular 
geograghlcal llmlts and the extent of the demand problem. Whlle the 



market space for rural carpenters Is generally llmlted In many 
arPAS, ft good number of vocational training centres keep churning 
out a signlf lcant number of new carpenters destined for the rural 
areas every year. The majority of them fall to make It of course. 

On the other hand. the edible oll expressing project appears set 
for a successful mission since there are strong Indications of good 
and sustainable market opportunities. thus the Internal pressures 
~or this technology already exist. Buldlng materials and shelter 
also offers similar df!lnand and Innovative opportunities. The task 
now becomes one of matching the most appropriate technology for a 
pArtfcular size of market. It Is also clear that In order that 
thPre Is a reasonable market/demand. one may have to move up those 
sPttlement hlerachles wtllch offer scope for wider markets e.g. 
buslnesss centres and growth points. Infect the gradation to 
higher production levels Is Imperative If growth In SSI Is to be 
achieved. 

Through project experience ITZ Is concentrating on the 
identification and development of those areas of demand that have 
the potential to move large numbers of people Into vlable economic 
activities as a long term strategy. There Is now more realization 
that skllls, knowledge and technological development should become 
more and more related to demand area. and not to be general In 
nature. A good example of an Initiative In this area Is the 
recently completed sub-sector study of the small scale 
metalworking/ light engineering Industries in Zimbabwe. This sector 
was consciously selected as a focus area because of Its strong 
forw&rd a.id backward Ii nkages with the rest of the economy. Among 
other Issues, the study examines the dynamics of the sector and 
explores potentlal niches which could be exploited by small 
industries. This piece of work wlll assist In formulating a 
programme of action. 

In addition, there Is now more realization that, In order that 
there Is wider Impact, one needs to be very careful In the manner 
interventions are pitched. For Instance, Interventions may have to 
be speclflcally targeted at a particular sector located at higher 
levels of settlement such as the metalwork urban Informal sector In 
big towns If wider Impact Is to be achieved. Through Identified 
llnkages, the Impact will then be felt even at the lowest level of 
settlement. 

Support to SSE• und9r EMP 

The constraints faced by small scare enterprises have been well 
researched, documented and debated In numerous fora. A good number 
of them have been largely to do with the operational environment, 
Including the pol Icy framework, within which the SSE enterprises 
have been placed. Taking an optimistic scenario, It Is hoped that 
the current structural adjustment programme will generally bring 
about beneftclal Improvements In the operatlonal environment of 
smftll scale enterprises. In any case the programme has already 

• 
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beP.n Implemented and the government appears commlted to carry it to 
Its logical conclusion. It therefore does not serve much purpose at 
this stage to f lght It. 

What seems Important et this stage however Is for SSEs to fully 
explolt the potential benefits which are expected under ESAP. There 
Is Indeed scope for better Interaction between SSE and large 
business to take place under the reform progranne. Development 
agencies, with the resources end the capacity they have, can play a 
critical role In assisting SSEs to Identify and explolt these 
opportunities. 

There are several ways In which development agencies such as ITZ 
could assist SSEs In exploiting opportunities that may be brought 
about by the reform exercise. Firstly, there Is need for lndepth 
focused research which should be aimed at Identifying where 
greatest opportunltler exist fo~ tapping. Indeed many of the 
potP.ntlal benefits may not be so obvious. This exercise should 
adopt a participative approach which Ideally should Include the 
dPv~lopment agencies, the SSEs themselves and any other relevant 
pArtles. Investment programmes and other Initiatives would then be 
d~~lgned on the strenqth of recognised opportunities and taking 
Into account where comparative advantage of SSEs exist. 

Secondly, once the opportunities have been Identified and 
programmes worked out, development agencies could then assist the 
SSEs In bulldlng up the necessary capacity required to exploit 
Identified niches. This exercise will aim both at creating capacity 
where It does not exist as well as expanding capacity where there 
Is already a base. In fact development agencies, through such 
practical Initiatives, will be able to, among other things, foster 
the creation of trust between the smaller and larger producers so 
vital to the success of subcontracting arrangements, for Instance, 
and other forms of business Interaction. 

The sub-sector study of the small scale metalworking Industry 
refered earlier whlc was undertaWen by ITZ to a large extent seeks 
to Implement the approach which has just been discussed above. 
Broad Investment frameworks have already been worked out on the 
basis of the results and recommendations of the study. The 
organization has knowledge and expertise only In particular areas. 
It Is obvious that the resources required to Implement the 
Initiatives recommended by the study are well beyond Its capacity. 
Successful implementation of the programme then requires Inputs 
from other agencies. 

Most Importantly, there Is need for more strategic thinking by 
dP.velopment agencies in collaboration with the SSEs. Such an an 
approach Is fundamental In charting a healthy direction In the 
development of SSEs In a concerted manner. Strategl~ thinking 
should Ideally be Issue or sector related If ,~ Is to yield any 
meaningful result. 
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Co-irdlnatlon 

A~ already Indicated, ITZ Is basically a technical oriented 
dev~lopment agency. Similarly, other development agencies have 
sin11 lar or different focus areas. Their efforts risk coming to 
naught If their Initiatives are all parcelled out and thinly 
~preAd and lacking co~erence because of a lack of an effective 
mechanism for avodlng this. But how can development and other 
agencies Involved In the development process ensure that their 
respective contributions are holistically Integrated with the 
initiatives of the rest? 

There Is no easy solution to this question. What may appear an easy 
solution, that of establlshlng a specific agency to Implement the 
much needed function of coordination, 111ay not be appeal Ing to those 
concerned. Such an approach may actually remove the flexlbllity 
Inherent In the development agencies and wlll In fact stifle the 
whole process. 

What appears feasible, and Indeed much more practlble, Is to 
examine more closely the current practice and try to build a model 
ba~ed on these experiences. For example, the lnstftut~ of 
Agricultural Engineering has hosted meetings for those In the area 
of small scale agro-processlng. Slmllar activities In different 
AreRs have also been undertaken by other agencies. These 
lnltlAtlvffs go ft long WAY In lmprovtno thP. synergy between the work 
of vArtous lnstttulons. It Is clear that as projects/progrAmmes 
mature and confidence thresholds are achieved different project 
parties are more prepAred to share experiences without being driven 
by any coordinating body. 

It Is also our experience that Informal coordination/I Inks are more 
meAningful and useful when they are sectoral and/or geographical. 
Formal coordination should be done by constituent Institutions at 
the vlllage, ward, district or trade association levels. 

Other general fora, such as the·ones provided by CIDA, USAIO and 
ITZ, also serve useful purposes In bringing about a common 
understanding of development Issues and hopefully sharing a broader 
vision and mission. 

Potenttal Project Areaa. 

Lack of or Inadequate Information on avallable technologles and 
other opportunltes has been one of the crltlcal factors Inhibiting 
the growth of sses. Technlcal support Is clearly Inadequate when 
compared to, say, agriculture, a sector which has witnessed 
tremendous growth In the small scale producers. Agriculture has by 
far a sound supportive Infrastructure In the form of the Department 
of Research and Specialist Services, an agrleultural ban~. several 
research Institutions, several extension agencies and other forms 
of s~pport. These have been the vehlcle for Information and 
technlcal back up. The same cannot be said however of the other 
sectors. 

• 
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It Is perphaps worthwhlle at this stage to establish an dgency 
which speclflcally deals with the provision of Information of a 
technical ~ature. ITiJG has such a unit In Its UK offices. The 
TPchnlcal Equlry Unit CTEU), which provides technical lnformetlon 
on request from all over the world and offers advisory services on 
a wide range of topics. Through this facl llty and as part of Its 
dP.velopment activities. ITOG Is keen to make available Its work to 
others working In the appllcatlon of appropriate technologies. Over 
thP. years the unit has managed to build an Impressive data base of 
technical Information and this data base Is growing everyday as 
more research Is done In response to new enquiries. This Idea could 
also be projectlzed into a UNIDO-type progra11111e or IBOC's. 

There are a number of Initiatives which have already been taken by 
SOlllE' development agencies. For Instance. ITZ has pr~ared a draft 
proposal for support to the small scale metalworklng industry 
followlng Its sub-sector review of the same. A slmllar exercl~e was 
also undertaken In the fledgling sericutture Industry. Such 
initiatives, or at leAst some components of them, could be pulled 
together and further developed Into UNIOO-type projects. 

Finally. the need for more focused and lndepth analysis of the 
different sectors and other areas has already been Indicated above 
and some initiatives have already been taken by some agencies. The 
idea being to clearly understend the dynamics Involved and to 
identify areas offering greatest potentlal for SSE to have a niche. 
This Is perhaps the best starting point l~fore anything else. It 
may also be an area worth considering for UNIDO type support. 
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IBDC HISTORY AND t'IEHBERSHIP TRENDS 

1 The Indigenous Business Development Centre <IBDC> was 
established in December 1990 by eight founder members who 
were established indigenous entrepreneurs, to foster; 
encourage; promota; protect and advance the 
establishment, maintenance and development of Indigenous 
owned enterprises in Zimbabwe. Furthermore IBDC had to 
adopt to the requirements of the ERP and to the need to 
broaden indigenous participation in the business and 
economic life of the coLntry. 

At same time, IBDC argued 
achieving sustainable economic 
expanding the economy and 
opportunities was through the 
medium-sized enterprises <SMEs> 
world wide. 

the that the way towards 
growth and stability 
creating employment 

promotion of small and 
an accepted phenomena 

The IBDC formation provided a form of collective self 
reliance among members and a vehicle for dialogue between 
Government and Indigenous entrepreneurs. IBDC offered 
also a channel through the assistance by the State and 
the other institutions, domestic or international could 
render to the Small Scale Sector of our economy. 

Initially entrepreneurs were cautious to join IBDC 
because of the past experience with institutions which 
were set up but were not effective or crumbled. However 
the 3une 1991 Congress opened up flood gates for 
membership since the President supported IBDC and became 
its patron and hence legitimised its existence. 

Furthermore, when the entrepreneurs heard that some funds 
had been pledged during· the IBDC Congress they flocked to 
IBDC and IBDC member~hip has gune beyond the expectation 
of th~ founder members. However though the expectation 
of quick finance gradually cooled down as people began to 
realise that the organisation itself is in no position to 
grant them finance, they are beginning to realise that 
the organisation stands a good chance of negotiating on 
their behalf to gain access to the existing money markets 
and business support structure. Therefore a majority of 
new members are now cognisant of the long term plans of 
the organisation_ and its need to exist and as a 
mouthpiece for medium scale enterprises. 

Furthermore IBDC has affiliate members like Women in 
Business, Zimbabwe Transport Operators, Emergency taxi 
Operators, Small Scale Miners, Zimbabwe Farmers Union and 
many others <which comprise of about 25 00(1 members 
excluding small scale farmers> See •ttached graph showing 
changes in membership. 
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TMe composition of its structure depicts the nature of 
its membership. At the top of the organisation, is the 
EKecutive Committee comprising of the President, three 
Vice Presidents, the Secretary General. The IBDC board is 
made up of 31 members with 15 coming in as elected 
<ordinary> members. The others are leaders of the 
Zimbabwe Transport Organisation <ZTO>. Zimbabwe Farmers 
Union, Insurance Bro~ers, Women in Business and the five 
regio-·al presidents from Mashonaland, Manicaland, 
Matebeleland, Masvingo and Midlands.At the present moment 
IBDC has about 6 000 members making it the largest 
Business Organisation in the country. 

Membership/joining fee has been $100 since IBDC was 
established. Recently rates have been put in place for 
members' annual subscriptions and these are graduated in 
terms of ~he scale of operation and type of business and 
these rates range from SSO to S2 000 per annum. 

The attached membership form provides raw data on 
membership profile. IBDC feels that the membership form 
needs further development so as to provide more data 
which can be analyzed. For instance some members provide 
urban addresses while their enterprises are located in 
rural areas. This would need to be highlighted in the 
membership forms. 

b Currently the IBDC does not have a data on <type of 
activity>, related to <location>. 

7 Harare is dominant in the membership because it is 
cosmopolitan and has been seen as a centre for economic 
activity. Harare has the infrastructure and support 
services for SME development. Furthermore, founder 
members have been based in Harare. 

Bulawayo's membership is small because not much attention 
has been paid to it and Bulawayo has come out of its own 
recession in various forms eg dissents and drought. 
Furthermore, Matabeleland has been run as one region 
hence, it has been difficult to run. IBDC is in the 
process of subdividing it into three regions so that it 
can be easily managed. On the whole, we have seen 
regional development take in virtually all the regions, 
even though some are more active than others because of a 
number of elements, eg strong leadership. 

Gweru and Vwekwe membership is higher because there is a 
lot of activity that has fallen into the hands of the 
Indigenous Business eg the Small Scale Miners. 

As earlier mentioned IBDC is currently undertaking • 
review of prorortions on type of activity anrl location 
hence it is difficult to compare the Gemini survey 
results. 

2 
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However most activities in the rural areas, <"•1d 70' in 
the manufac:turirig sector are mainly involved jn micro
enterprises. IBDC's main thrust is on Small and Medium 
Sized enter~rises employing about S to 15 persons and 
focusing on formal and non formal enterprises. 

IBDC is also interested in cooperatives and youth and 
constantly pays special attention to rural and female 
headed enterprises. 

At present IBDC membership is open to anybody wishing 
and the current status is that IBDC has +- 3 437 
analyzed as per tabl~s attached. 

to join 
members 

Analysis of the statistics reveals that 15% of the members are 
rural based and AS~ urban based. In view of the current 
procedures of membership registration, these figures are not 
representing the exact status of business in the rural and 
urban sectors mainly because registration is open to anybody 
and is still going on. The fact that IBDC off ices at present 
are located in Harare, an urban centre, it is believed that 
more urban dwellers have had access to ~he offices, hence more 
membership is from urban areas. It is also believed that the 
rural population might have failed to raise the Sl00.00 
registration fee to become members, hence the low number of 
members from the rural sector. 

Although the situation is as it is presently, it is hoped that 
more of the rural population will be reached and informed of 
the services of IBDC-BESA once the Business Extension and 
Advisory Services commence operations. 

IBDC ttEtlBERSHIP 
TYPES OF BUSINESS 

1. COMMERCIAL TYPE OF BUSINESS 

--------------------------------------------------------------
BUSINESS 
TYPES 

URBAN RURAL TOTAL 

----------------------·----------------------------------------
Bottle Store 1&6 44 230 
General Dealer/ 601 242 843 
Supermar~.et 

136 Butchery 117 19 
Hardware 51 7 5& 
Boo~. sellers 45 4 49 
Boutiques 21) 20 

Wholesalers 17 5 22 
Tue~. Shops 491 79 570 

1 52& 40(1 1 926 

3 
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2. SERVICE TYPE OF BUSINESS 

--------------------------------------------------------------
BUSINESS URBAN RURAL TOTAL 
TYPES 

--------------------~-----------------------------------------

Insurance Brokers 31 
Employment Cons. 10 
Car Hire & 
Mar9'.eting Agency ll+ 
Import & Export 30 
Electrical Services l+O 
Motor Repairs/Services &l+ 
Estate Agents 9 
Panel Beating 19 
Service Stations 16 
Grinding Mill l+ 
Welding l+l 
Upholstery 9 
Transport 209 
Driving Schools 5 
Production Houses l+ 
Training Schools a 
Legal Practitioners 12 
Plumbing 12 
Hair Salons 1& 
Travel Agencies 7 
Printing 29 
Music/Music Promotions 10 
Medical Practitioners 13 
Security Services 26 
Bus. Consultancy 199 
Freight 12 
Hotels & Restaurants l+6 
Launderers l+ 

900 

3. MINING TYPE OF BUSINESS 

BUSINESS 
TYPES URBAN RURAL 

2 33 
10 

& 
ll+ 
30 
l+O 

9 93 
9 

19 
s 21 

21 25 
l+l 

9 
16 215 

5 
l+ 
8 

12 
12 

I+ 22 
7 

29 
10 

2 15 
26 

199 
12 

10 Sb 
l+ 

69 969 

TOTAL 
-------------------------------------------------------------- ,. 
Qui"rries 
Gold Mines 
General Mines 

2 
1 

20 

23 

3 

3 

2 
1 

23 

26 

• 



4. INDUSTRY AND MANUFACTURING TYPE OF BUSINESS 

BUSINESS 
TYPES 

URBAN 

Clothing 37 
Furniture 20 
ShoPr.; 4 
Chc>m i r:als 13 
Bui !ding 
Construction lOA 
Textiles 4 
Plastics 5 
Food pact..ag ing/ 
Processing 7 
Soap making 5 
Br icl-.ITi le 
Manufacture 
Leather ware/ 
Bags etc 
General 
Engineering & 
Manufacturing 
Bali.eries 
Architects 
Cosmetics 

TOTAL 

12 

5 

11.+6 
3 
2 
5 

376 

RURAL 

9 
... 
... 

2 

7 

32 

TOTAL 

1+6 
21+ 

A 
13 

112 
'+ 
5 

7 
9 

12 

7 

153 
2 
1 
5 

'+06 

s. AGRICULTURAL AND FARMING TYPE OF BUSINESS 

--------------------------------------------------------------
BUSINESS 
TYPES 

URBAN RURAL TOTAL 

----------------------------------------- ·--------------------
General Farmin~ 
Horticulture 
Poultry Farming 
Ranching 
Dairy Farming 
Piggery 
Sugar Cane 

64 
Lt 
4 
3 
2 
3 

6() 

s 

25 

1 

26 

69 
Lt 
... 
3 
2 
3 
1 

106 



CATEGORIES OF BUSINESS 

1. 

BUSINESS 
CATEGORIES 

Commercial 
Industry & 
P'lanu.facturing 
Services 
Mining 
F<"rming & 
Agriculture 

2. 

BUSINESS 
CATEGORIES 

Commercial 
Industry & 
Manufacturing 
Services 
Mining 
Farming & 
Agriculture 

CO-OPERATIVE BUSINESSES 

URBAN 

9 

5 
7 

1 

22 

RURAL 

9 

3 

16 

FEMALE OWNED BUSINESSES 

URBAN RURAL 

33 19 

12 3 
27 ... 

1 

72 27 

6 

TOTAL 

1& 

& 
7 

5 

3& 

TOTAL 

52 

15 
31 

1 

99 

• 

... 
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3. 

BUSINESS 
CATEGORIES 

Commercial 
Industry & 
Manufacturing 
Services 
Mining 
Farming & 
Agriculture 

BUSINESS 
CATEGORIES 

Commercial 
Industry & 
Manufacturing 
Services 
Mining & 
Farming 
Agriculture 

s. 

EcUSINESS 
CATEGORIES 

~OLE/FAMILY OWNED BUSINESSES 

URBAN Ri.r.'1AL TOTAL 

22~ 333 561 

61 9 70 
123 l+O 163 

5 5 

29 l+ 33 

~o:NT ENTERPRISE BUSINESSES 

URBAN 

37 

19 
39 

99 

RURAL 

11 

2 
l+ 

. 21 

COMPANY BUSINESSES 

URBAN 

TOTAL 

21 
'+3 

120 

RURAL TOTAL 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Commercial 1 251+ '+7 1 31)1 
Industry & 
MmlUf actur ing 352 27 379 
Services 731 25 756 
Mioing lC 10 
Farming & 
Agriculture '+6 11+ 60 

2 393 113 2 506 

1 



<A> SUMMARY OF BUSINESS TYPES 

BUSINESS TYPE URBAN 

Service 900 
Mining 23 
Manufacturing 
and Industry 376 
Commercial 1 52& 
Agriculture ao 

2 907 

<B> SUMMARY OF CATEGORY TYPES 

CATEGORY TYPE URBAN 

Co-operatives 22 
Female Owned 7~ 
Sole Ownership '+46 
Partnership 
Companies 2 367 

2 907 

f1Et!BERSHIP IN PERCENTAGES 

Urban - as% 
Rural - 15% 

RURAL TOTAL 

69 969 
3 26 

32 1.+oa 
l+OO 1 92& 

26 106 

530 3 l.+37 

RURAL TOTAL 

16 3t!t 
27 99 

3&6 a32 

101 2 46& 

530 3 437 

PS. The total number of members mentioned in this part of the 
report is based as per registration of the 30th September 
1991. The total figure mentioned here is different from the 
total figure mentioned in the other section of this report. 
The mentioned figure§ which are higher than the one mentioned 
in this part are the most recent which have not yet been 
recorded in the registration books due to staff shortage at 
the IBDC Secretariat. 

• 
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c. 

BESA EXTENSION SERVICES 

This report responds to " TOR for IBDC -SUB CONTRACT " report 
on support to small-scale industries and enhancement of 
indigenous ownership by ZIMCONSlLT. 

BACKGROUND 

The Business Extension and Advisory Services <BESA> under 
IBDC was launched in September, 1991 with opening of its 
national office in Harare which was engaged in planning 
programmes, mobilising resources and development of 
workplans for the institution in preparation for the 
opening of two pilot centres. IBDC was established with 
its mission and objectives being:-

To foster, encourage, pra.ote,protect and advance 
the establishinent, maintenance, development and 
increase of indigenous owned enterprises in 
Zimbabwe. 

To act as catalyst in the creation of an enabling 
environment for SME's by promoting good business 
management through a stro~g programme of business 
support services along with access to markets, 
financing and technology. 

In line with the mission and goals of IBDC, BESA's 
mandate is the cost effective, country wide promotion of 
~reductive small and medium scale enterprises in the 
manufacturing, trading, service, agricultural, mining, 
and aggro-industry sectors through:-

Provision of an effective business 
advisory and technical advisory services 
or existing projects. 

extension, 
to startups 

Promoting the establishment of new viable businesses 
in areas of high r.ational priority. 

Provision of targeted entrepreneurial training to 
meet identified training needs to individual 
clien~g or groups. 

Organisation of seminars and other fora for groups 
of Potential and existing entrepreneurs where they 
can meet and discuss ideas and opportunities, etc. 

Provision of business 
training, development, 
joint venture matching, 
mentorship, opportunity 
and procurement services. 

infor•ation, manage~ent 
venture capital finance, 
linkages, subcontracting, 
and project identification 



Counselling, 
eKisting or 
aspects of 
management. 
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consulting, advising and guiding 
potential business entrepreneurs in 
good business administration and 

Building of a bank of potential projects for use by 
those new business persons aspiring to start or link 
with other potential entrepreneurs or individuals 
who could tal-.e the opportunities. 

Developing and implementing suitable cost-recovery 
and income generating schemes to enhance financial 
self-sufficiency of the programme. 

Development of administrative and operntional 
systems and procedures to allow the smooth function 
of the programme. 

Development of staff implementing programme through 
motivation, training and internal upgrading to 
better undertake planned activities. 

Provision of an on-going-on job training, and 
conduction of staf £ training needs assessments for 
development of targeted staff training programmes to 
enhance continued delivery of professional business 
advisory services. 

TARGET 6RCU'/BENEFICIARIES 

Currently IBDC does not have any selection criteria for 
its members. Anybody wishing to join is allowed and as a 
result the current membership statistics have a higher 
percentage of individuals from the urban sector mainly 
because they are the ones ~earer the IBDC offices and 
have the money readily available. This is not the case 
with the operations of BESA which focuses on assisting 
both IBDC members and non-members 

Target Group or beneficiaries of BESA programme will be 
10,000 small to medium scale enterprises in urban and 
rural areas of Zimbabwe with emphasis on those in the 
Growth Points and areas of national interest. Clientele 
will include both IBDC members and any other eKisting or 
potential business persons in Zimbabwe. 

Categorie• encompassed ares-

i ) 
ii) 
iii ) 
iv) 

Potential Entrepreneurs 
New start-up~ 
EKisting SME'• 
Vulnerable groups including private and public 
sector workers retrenched under ESAP, informal 
~•ctor, women, youth and eK-combatants. 

•• 
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BESA plans to cover its target group from 
centres to begin with and then at a later stage 
other places as follows:-

two base 
to cover 

Phase 1. 
.Jan.1992 

Phase 2. 
.June,1992 

Phase 3. 
Sept, 1992 

Phase 4. 
Dec,1992 

Phase 5. 
Feb,1993 

HARARE 

GWERU 

BULAWAYO 

MUTARE 

. . 

. . 

MASVINGO : 

BESA PRDGRAf"ltES OF SERVICES 

To cover Chitungwiza, 
Chinhoyi,Ruwa,Marondera 
Chegutu,Murehwa & Kariba. 

To cover Kwek.we, Kadoma, 
Gokwe,Nkayi & Zvishavane. 

To cover,Hwange,Gwanda, 
Beitbridge and Plumtree. 

To cover Rusape, Nyanga, 
Chiredzi and Chipinge. 

To cover Chipinge,Chiredzi 
Beitbridge & Chikombedzi. 

BESA will focus its attention on development of rural 
businesses and will be the main provider of all services 
related to good business management and administration. 
In this respect BESA will be playing an advocate role, 
advisory, trainer, coacher, demonstrator and counsellor. 

The range of services to be provided to the target group 
will cover the following:-

Business Counselling 
New Business Development 
Management Training · 
Venture Capital Service 
Extension Services 
Managed Workspaces 
Procurement Services 

Bus.Information Service 
Training workshops 
Business Seminars 
Bu5ine5s Linkages 
Investment Forum 
Buyers Days 
Other activities relevant 

1. Business EKtension and Advisory Services 

As BESA will be providing business extension and 
advisory services to its target group, it is 
envisaged that services provided will mainly focus 
on assisting business entrepreneurs in improving 
their management and administrative skills. 
EKisting and potential business entrepreneurs cover 
all ranges of business types and their eKtension 
needs would vary from business to business. 
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Service Delivery Subjects 

In view that businesses that will be consulted will 
be at different levels as well as having different 
kinds of problems Business Extension Officers and 
Business Counsellors will be trained in various 
fields in order to meet each client's needs. While 
providing counselling and advisory services the 
Business Extension and Advisory Service will 
specifically assist entrepreneurs in the following 
subject areas:-

* Record keeping I Bookkeeping for Final A/Cs 

* Preparation 
profiles 

of Business Plans and 

* Marketing & Finance Technique Management 

* Identification and Sourcing of Finance 

other 

* Government legislation, rules and regulations 

* Good Business Management Practice 

* Provision of updated business information on 
topical issues. 

* Production and Quality Control Management 

2. Group Training.Seminars & Workshops 

BESA will organise seminars, workshops and group 
trainings for identified group of entrepreneurs to 
cover specific subject areas that would enhance 
business operations · and such areas would include 
preparations of Business Plans, Market Research 
Techniques, selection of project e~u1pment, getting 
project approval and many other areas of interest to 
the business persons. These gatherings will be 
organised by BESA staff and in special cases by 
Specialist Advisors or experts Erom other sister 
institution~. 

3. Business Forum 

Through the Business Forum, BESA will act as a 
broker between the established business community 
and the new or existing SME's. The Forum will offer 
SME's with the opportunities for business linkages, 
subcontracting, mentorship, joint ventures, sourcing 
finance, Business Information Data Bank etc. 

, 

,, 
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Forum members will be encouraged to second staff and 
avail premises and other resources to BESA as well 
as to accept BESA staff on secondment basis for 
training in specific areas of their institutions. 

4. Other Programmes 

Other services planned will include: Youth 
Enterprise Development, Vocational Training 
Linkaging ~nd Women Entrepreneurship Development. 

<A> INITIAL PLAN TO MEET NEEDS 

BESA will initially operate from two centres, Harare and 
Gw~ru as the first phase while providing business 
eKtension and advisory services. Coverage of Bulawayo and 
Mutare will be another phase after the first phase. The 
cost for providing the services for the first year will 
be as follows: 

EKpenditure Items_ Harare Gweru Totals 

Recurrent. EKpenses ZS 423 04& ZS 244 61+9 ZS 667 697 
Non-Recurrent EKpS ZS 96 000 ZS 96 000 ZS 192 000 

Total E><penses ZS 519 04& ZS 2&1+ 924 ZS 859 697 
==================================== 

BESA will engage two Business Extension officers and two 
Business Counsellors at each centre who will deliver the 
services in the field through extension activities and 
counselling services to those who will visit BESA 
centres.Business E><tension Officers will spend about 90% 
of their time going out to meet clients where as the 
Business Counsellor will be in the off ice counselling 
clients who will be calling at BESA centres. BESA plans 
to charge fees for its services and the fee structures 
are currently being worked out. 

Business Extension Officer 

The method of BESA will be to provide one on one or 
group approach service. This consists of the Business 
Extension officers going out to meet clients and deliver 
services through the provision of advise and guid~nce to 
solve specific identified business problems. Each 
E><tension Officer will be expected to service between 20 
and 60 clients in a given month within an assigned 
operating area. The as~isting exercise will consist ~f 
analyzing the business, identifying specific probleg 1 

developing specific action steps to solve problems a.·d 
implementing.This will be followed by monitoring th~ 
progress, assessing performance and reporting results. 
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Bus111ess Counsellor 

In view that bu5iness entrepreneurs who will call at BESA 
Centres will have specilic business problems, BESA has 
arranged that a Business Counsellor be in attendance to 
meet these clients and in this way Business Counsellors 
will spend about go% of their time in the o££ice. As the 
rate of walk in clients cannot be correctly estimated, it 
is anticipated that about 7 clients per day will call at 
BESA off ices to receive guide and counselling and 
therefcre servicing about 175 clients in a month. 

PRO.JEC:TED OUTPUT 

It is anticipated that using the strategy outlined above, 
the program~e will have the following output:-

Programme/Service 

Extension 
Counselling 
Group Training<SO> 
Linkaging Cases 

Implementers 

4 E><tn 0££icers 
4 Counsellors 
6 Centres/year 
30 per month 

Projected Output 

2,660 Clients Reached 
1,660 Clients Reached 

300 Clients Reached 
360 Clients Reached 

TOTAL PROJECTED CUTPUT S,220 Clients Reached 
==============~~========================================= 

<B> MAIN EXTENSION NEEDS are as follows:-

NEW START-UPS 

* Assistance in conducting project feasibility & 
viability studies of new projects to be started. 

* Guidance the formulation of business proposal plans. 

* Guidanc~ in developing business ideas into concrete 
worli.plans. 

* Analysis 0£ business for credit worthiness. 

* Guidance in identification and 
business premises. 

acquisition of 

* Assistance in obtaining appropriate factual business 
information that would assist in decision making. 

* Knowledge of developing specific functional areas of 
business in finance, marketing, production •nd 
business resources organisation. 

* Guidance in the registration of businesses. 
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EXISTING PRO.JECTS NEED; 

* 

* 

* 

Assistance in initiating expansion of projects in 
the direction required. 

Guidance in the maintenance of business records in 
order to produce status reports. 

Assistance in preparing 
expansion requirements. 

business plans with 

* Professional opinion on business administration and 
management. 

* Business advice and counselling. 

"ANUFACTURING/PROOU::TION PRO.:ECTS NEED; 

* Assistance in product costing and acquisition of raw 
materials from profitable sources. 

* Guidance in workshop layouting, stor~ge procedures 
and warehousing. 

* Guidance in improvement of production quality, 
production capacity and mass production. 

* Assistance in selection of appropriate technology 
and acquisition of machinery. 

* Assistance in regulations regarding importation and 
eKportation. 

TRANSPORTERS NEEDS; 

* Guidance in obtaining 
vehicles. 

loans to buy business 

* Assistance in running profitable transport projects. 

* Assistance in identifying suppliers of vehicles at 
affordable rates. 

* Traini~g in running profitable transport project. 

§ERVICE TYPE OE PRO.JECTS NEED 

* Assistance in improving skill talents. 

* Assistance in identifying skill improv@m•nt •r••• 
and training required to enhance those skills. 
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RETAILERS/UHOLESALERS NEEDS 

* Guidance in commodity pricing and purchasing. 

* Assistance in Business record keeping for status 
reports. 

* General shop management i.e. display and 

stocktaking. 

6ROl.FS' NEEDS 

* Assistance in formation of joint 
partnerships and co-operatives etc. 

ventures, 

* Assistance in mentorship. 

* Training in specific business subjects to improve 
business sldlls. 

<C> suB-PROGRAt'IPES 

As a business extension 
organisation, BESA will be 
activities if it does not get 
areas:-

and advisory service 
more effective in its 

involved in the following 

a> Granting of loans; as this will lead its 
spend more time chasing debts instead 
the needy. 

officers to 
of assisting 

b) Provision of vocational skills training as BESA will 
not have the capacity to train without special 
training facilities normally required by such 
institutions. 

c> Activities of a political nature or using political 
positions in its delivery of services, as this will 
deface the image of BESA and its services would not 
be taken seriously. 

In this respect all tasks involving provision of 
extension, advisory, counselling, consulting and on the 
job training are of primary importance to BESA. Although 
BESA will not be involved in the granting of loans, it 
will still recognise the fact that businesses without 
operating finances would nnt survive and hence the 
provision of the assistance to 5uch clients. This task of 
assisting clients to obtain loan• would also be of 
primary importance to BESA. In the other areas such as 
the following BESA will, therefore, play a catalytic 

roles 

,,. 

' 

" 
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a> Presentations by clients on applications for any 
banking assistance. 

b) Clients' applications for business premises, 
licenses, supply of raw materials etc • 

c> Provision of training relating to areas covered by 
other sister institutions i.e. workshops, seminars 
and meetings involving clients. 

<D> BESA's RELATION WITH Sl.PPCJRT OR6ANISATIONS 

In its objectives, BESA will be required to coordinate 
with other sister institutions in areas of mutual 
interest to the target group. Part of the induction 
training course for the Extension Officers and 
Counsellors will invite officials from the various sister 
institutions to educate all officers of their role, 
outlining areas of coordination. In other words, BESA's 
services will be auxiliary to other sister organisations 
and not a duplication. 

<E> OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE 

First and foremost, BESA will need outside financial 
assistance to support the programme and this calls all 
possible donors to provide the back-up. Other areas of 
assistance required will be as follows:-

* BESA will require the support services of sister 
institutions in the country. 

* BESA will require support in use 
resources and facilities. 

of training 

* BESA will require support in the use of experts in 
speciality areas of business management. 


